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First we shape our structures, and afterwards they
shape us.
Wmston Churchill
In this way, man first puts his stamp on the

implements

he makes,

and thereafter

implements exerttheir influence on man.
Steen EilerRasmussen
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
Alfa-IAva4·process issuesfor an evolving concept ofinternational management;purpose ofthe stJItfy; outline

ofthe book
This study is concerned with the nature of transformative change in the established MNC.
Specifically, issues focus on to what extent the change process transforming international
management in the established MNC should be seen as revolutionary or evolutionary.
There is a strong tradition in a revolutionary figure of thought. In facing pressures for
radical change, and if the firm does not get selected out on a population level (Hannan and
Freeman 1977), the firm needs to display some form of adaptive capacity through an
internal change process. A dominant line of strategic-, as well as organizational change
theory posits a revolutionary process where a resilient or inert organizational form can only
change through a punctuation process that is intense, dramatic, discontinuous and highly
visible (Tushman and Romanelli 1985). The loss of meaning, power structure and
efficiency in this situation (Miller and Mintzberg 1983, Fombrun 1986, 1989) makes it
necessary to quickly formulate a new order. The period of change is by necessity short.
International management studies provide indications of an alternative view of the
transformative change. Concerning the globalization of the MNC, it has been argued that
the period of change is longer than 'short', and that there is order in the change process in
the sense of phases (Doz and Prahalad 1987). It has also been argued that significant
change may take place while the formal organization structure over longer stretches of time
remains intact (Bartlett 1979, 1981). Iterative change over significant time periods,
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preserving short term efficiency while moving towards a cross-border behavior has been
accounted for. (Malnight 1996).
The focal issue that emerged in this study concerns the nature of the change process that
produces radical and sustained change in content. What is the nature of the change process
that transforms international management in the established MNC? Specifically, can an
evolutionary change process produce radical change in content? If so, how should the
evolutionary change process be understood?

Alfa-Laval
In an intensive string of changes in the late 1980s, centering around a restructuring in 1986
of the formal international organization into global product divisions in the firm-specific
form of Business Areas, the Swedish based MNC Alfa-Laval visibly and ultimately
departed from the historical practice of multi-national orientation of international
management. The underlying theme, permeating the organizational and operational
practices, changed from multi-national to cross-border integrated. But how did those
changes come into being? Did they in themselves constitute the revolutionary globalization
ofAlfa-Laval or did they represent a part of a longer, evolutionary process?
The experience of Alfa-Laval is an arena for studying transformational change of
international management in general, and the cross-border management practices in their
making in particular.

Process issues for an evolving concept of international management
If the process of globalization triggered identifiable effects on international management
practice, it also triggered a wave of reconceptualizing the notion of international
management itself on the part of researchers in the field. The center of attention in this
study is the nature of the firm-specific change processes on the road to a 'borderless' mode
of managing international activities. While the general macroeconomic integrative
developments constitute a background of an external context, 'international management'
constitutes the content of the firm-level change process (cf Pettigrew 1985). I will
eventually come to argue that the inherent properties of the reconceptualization towards
time-dependent process aspects and dynamics have been addressed but that there remains
room for contributions; empirically and conceptually.
2

The concept of international management as it emerges in research has evolved
considerably, both structurally and in its attention to process issues. With the intensified
competitive situation of a globalized business context issues of the dynamics of the
international firm have come to the fore also in the academic community (e.g. Chandler,
Hagstrom and Solvell, eds., 1998). A reconceptualization of the concept of international
management has taken place that goes beyond merely incorporating new environmental
'imperatives'. In the reconceptualization qualitative differences have emerged in how the
task of international management is perceived in significant parts of the research
community (e.g. the review by Martinez andJarillo 1989, introduction by Bartlett, Doz and
Hedlund 1990, Hakanson 1990, Doz and Prahalad 1991, review by Mclin 1992, Parker
1996). The conceptual development, whether explicit or implied, added new elements to
the task of management, combined into new images and models, and may be seen as
revaluating the fundamental perspective of what international management may be; leaving
a unifocal, mechanistic, architectural and often ahistorical standpoint in favor of a broad
conceptualization incorporating a cultural, interpretive perspective where processes over
time are incorporated or even explicit
The conceptual shift regarding 'international management' is the somewhat volatile and
ambiguous theoretical background against which this study and its possible contributions
should be seen. What intrigued me in all of this is not so much the structural or
configurative aspects of the international management models but their, albeit sometimes
underlying and implicit, time-dependent or processual nature. For example, competitive
advantage in the market place is emphasized as a package of advantages bound in time as a
window of opportunity; the emphasis on 'structural indeterminacy' indicates that
organizational form or formal role distribution has limited temporal scope; the widely
spread notion of an 'administrative heritage' (Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989) as a cultural factor
influencing the cross-border integration process indicates that the firm's history is
influencing its present, and future; processes critical to the 'hypermodern' international
firm such as global scale innovation (Ridderstrahle 1996), technology transfer (Zander
1991, Kogut and Zander 1992) and knowledge creation (Hedlund and Nonaka 1993) are
processes over time, not ahistorical structural factors. Various aspects of the international
firm, and of international management have increasingly been discussed in time-dependent,
processual terms.
A research interest directed towards the process of becoming rather than towards that
which is assumed to be made, focuses on process aspects of managing international
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activities rather than structurally linking 'hypermodern' international management to
environmental conditions.
The development of the general international business environment has posed new
demands on the multinational firm that generally bring complexity, uncertainty and
dynamism. The new circumstances of the international business environment put great
demands on the sophistication of the managerial solution and creativity in theoretical work.
It has, in fact, been argued that, on the grounds of the evolutionary nature of the
international firm, the search for a 'stable' theory of the international firm is unwarranted:

"lt is therefore noteven clear that the search for a stable organization theory of theMNC is watTanted.
Perhaps researchers ought to sati.ify themselves with addressing an evolving agenda of managerial issues
created !?y changes in success conditions for MNCs and in enabling technologies for their management?"
Doz and Prahalad, 1991, p161.
Despite the insights of their argumentation, I do not agree with their tentative
conclusion in question marks. The choice is not between "a state or an elusive phenomenon"
(ibid.). Instead, new theory building I think would benefit from acknowledging the inherent
dynamic aspects of managing the complex international firm in an international
competitive market economy. The 'stable' theory may be unwarranted, but the alternative is
not necessarily elusive but a theory of the evolutionary nature of the firm. With a
contemporary world characterized by a high pace of change, and competitive organizations
characterized as structurally indeterminate, it makes more sense to study the dynamics of
big and complex international firms than their evasive 'structures'. We still know more
about structure than about structuring. We still know more about what we assume has
become than about the process of becoming.
There is an increasing awareness that the international firm is not an ideal state
produced, but an ongoing process of construction and reconstruction (Doz & Prahalad
1991, Melin 1992). Context matters (Clark 1999), and the differential backgrounds of
intemational firms have historically lead to different structural organizational capabilities
(Franko 1976, Chandler 1986), where the different organizational capabilities have shaped
the varying agendas of each firm's issues on the road of change towards globalized, crossborder management (Bartlett & Ghoshal 1989). The varying and engrained 'deep structure'
(Gersick 1991) of the already established. international firm has been shaping, perhaps
constraining rather than enabling, the alleged necessary transformation of international
management from national responsiveness to cross-border integration (e.g, Porter 1986,
4

Bartlett 1986) in the face of demands from a globalizing general international business
environment.
This finn-specific change is not just a realigrunent of content, but challenging issues
pertain to the process of change and 'how' the cross-border integration came to be (Bartlett
& Ghoshal 1989, Malnight 1996, Parker 1996). Studying this process has potential to lend

insight into transformation processes of international management in the established

MNC.

Globalization as cross-border integration ofinternationalmanagement
There has been much excitement about the notion of 'globalization' on the level of the
finn. For my purposes here, the notion can be approached as an issue of geographic
configuration of the assets of the finn, or as indicating an aspect of coordination or
integration across-borderlines (cfPorter 1986). For an established MNC, already operating
in a great number of countries, and possibly present in all parts of the 'triad' (Ohmae 1989),
the process of 'globalization' will only marginally, if at all, result in pressures to increase
international market presence. The process of globalization is not primarily one of bringing
changes in the configuration of assets. Instead it is the other side of the argument that is at
the forefront of attention. With global market presence alreadyartained, 'globalization' will
be an issue of increasing the coordination across-borderlines; of integrating the previously
nationally defined operations. In terms of the two dimensions, the focus of this study is on
the integration aspects. The key 'globalization' issue for this study is the firm-specific, crossborder integration change process.

Cross-border integration asa traniformative strategic change
The perspective chosen was to study a transformative strategic change process, in the
shape of the finn-specific, cross-border integration process. By process study, I understand
a contextual and longitudinal (pettigrew 1985) approach trying to uncover the patterns of
actions and events. An approach that accepts the embeddedness of levels of change
processes and time-dependent multiple interdependencies between levels; accepting the
'messiness' of organizing life where content, process and context (cf Pettigrew 1985) are
interdependent and accepting the mutual dependencies, the contextual embeddedness of
any change sequence and the often iterative nature of organization development. In doing
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so, the approach acknowledges the importance of history and the time frames often needed
in order to understand radical change and development.
There is some disparity as to what the notion of 'process' or 'processual' stands for. In
the movement towards and possible identification of a 'process school' (Doz and
Prahalad,1991) in international management, there are counterarguments that there are
more considerations of managerial processes in the sense of addition to and fine-tuning of
organizational structures, than of processes of change and development in this particular
line of research (Melin 1992). The word 'process' has also lately been used to characterize
an international organization structured around value-adding work flows in process-based
structures (Malnight 2001). I will use the notion basically in line with Van de Vens (1992)
third category of the use of the notion process in literature; as a sequence of incidents of
events that describe how things change over time.
"... a sequence of individual and collective events} actions} andactivities utifolding over time in context..."
Andrew Pettigrew (1997,p338)
In this study, the nature of the change process in focus, and the specific change process
is the cross-border integration process. The content of the change process lies in the £irmspecific international management A set of analytical categories together provides the
immediate internal context. The macroeconomic globalization provides a background of an
external context.
The change to integrated cross-border management may be seen as strategic in the
connotation of 'strategic' as implying magnitude of the change, rather than strategic as
distinct from organizational. On the other hand, in international management research, the
'strategic' nature of issues is often pointed out The cross-border integration process has
been seen as:

of major magnitude in the strategy of the MNC. It encompasses changes of strategic
of management structures and !Ystems and of organizational culture." Doz and Prahalad

"... a change
direction}

(1987,p64)
The field of business strategy has brought to the fore the some-times unruly nature of
business development, also in the face of a research interest in major strategic decisions.
For example,
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"... strategic decisions cannot beeasilY pinpointed, because thry are embedded in an amorphous, Iengtl?Y
process whose continuity defiespunctuation." Pennings (1985,px)
Cross-border integration is likely to affect all levels and activities of the firm and its
international management. It is fruitfully approached as a coherent, pervasive change with
profound importance for the firm. I will conceptualize and approach the issue as a
transformative change process, i.e. a change that brings the firm from one coherent
structural configuration to another, equally coherent configuration (Levy and Merry 1982).
Transformation may be understood as the rarely occurring periods of greater change
intensity that fundamentally reshape the firm. For this study, it is a period of change that
leads the firm from one distinguishable coherent international management configuration
to another'.

"Second order change (organiifltion traniformation) is a

multidimensiona~ multi-leve~

discontinuous, radical organizational change involving a paradigmatic shift."

qualitative,

(Levy and Merry

1986,p5)
In the context of an older, established MNC, the process of cross-border integration
starts in a situation where there already are established structures and routines, where there
are material value-adding activities in place, where there are organizational structures and
administrative systems, where the identity already is constructed and its perpetuation
routinized. The initial moments of cross-border integration in this setting break routines
and triggers a process of change. Eventually, the process of change leads to a situation
where cross-border considerations are pervasive.
The generalized issue is that of the process of transforming international management in
the established MNC. Life in the established MNC is not only characterized by continuity
(pettigrew 1985a) or retention-propagation (Campbell 1965) but sometimes requires
fundamental change. The cross-border integration of international management is arguably

1

"There is no unambiguous use of the notions 'transition' and'transfonnation'. Miller and Friesen (1984)

employ transition, as does Malnight(1996) in international management On the other hand Levy and Merry
(1986) find transition to be one phase in a process of transfonnation. Although not a native english
speaking person, I find transition in its connotations to suggest a transportation, a facelessness.
Transformation also 1inks forms and change in itself (although the word in itself presupposes the existence
of form), I will use transformation as the term for an organizational change process 1inking two forms.
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an example of such a transformative change and with an increased understanding of the
phenomenon of the cross-border integration process, and a conceptualization of that
change process focusing on its revolutionary or evolutionary nature, conclusions may be
drawn regarding general propositions on the

process of transforming international

management in the established MNC.

~oseofthestudy

The general purpose is to contribute to our understanding of the transformation of
international management in the established MNC. The first part of the study is empirical.
. The purpose of the empirical study is toprovide an account oj a cross-border integration process oj

international.management in the context oj an older established MNC. The foremost contribution
intended here is to provide an empirical foundation of the change process, through which a
cross-border mode of international management emerges'; to provide a record of crossborder management practices in their making.
A linked, more confined, subsequent empirical effort is to provide an account of the
finn-specific historical context of the cross-border integration process in the fonn of the
finn's history of international management, with the purpose of empirically locating the
cross-border integration process in that finn-specific historical context and to ascertain the
scope and importance of the cross-border integration process.
The second part of the study is conceptualizing. Here, the results of the empirical study
are brought into dialogue with relevant theory. The purpose is to conceptualize thenature oj the

cross-border integration change process. This conceptualizing effort revolves around the
revolutionary or evolutionary nature of the change process. The work evolved into four
separate but linked discussions. One effort locating and framing the cross-border
integration process in the history of the firm's international management, followed by three
different readings and interpretations of the empirical study of the cross-border integration
process aimed at characterizing the nature of the transformative change process. With
theories brought in from general strategic change literature, organization theory, as well as
works on organizational evolution, the ambition is to contribute to an understanding of the
process of transforming international management in the established MNC.
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Outline of the book
I will end Chapter one with an outline of the remainder of the book.
Methodological considerations are addressed in Chapter two. A processual perspective
with a single case, longitudinal field study is discussed as a feasible alternative to address the
research issues. A combined real-time and reconstructive information collection process
was employed. The sensemaking process of a rich empirical material was relatively formally
structured employing several analytical techniques.
Chapters three through eight contain the basic account of the study of Alfa-Laval. The
perspective here is one of a systemic, conceptually structured empirical investigation with
inductive analysis. Chapter three contains a long-term historical overview, outlining the
development of the firm from its foundation in 1879 to a point in time around 1970.
Thereafter the period of cross-border integration is the focus of our attention in chapters
four through eight, split into four chapters covering the period in different analytical
categories, followed by an integrative discussion. The text first covers the development of
selected aspects of social dimensions in Chapter jour. Business, technology and operations
developments are covered in Chapter jive. Formal organization structures, domestic and
international developments are the focus in Chapter six, while development of
administrative systems is covered in Chapter seven. The final year of formal investigation was
1990. In Chapter eight the parallel accounts of the previous four chapters are brought
together. The chapter starts with a comparison of the structural configuration of Alfa-Laval
around 1970 and in the late 1980s. Then, the four development perspectives are brought
into one conclusive image of the development patterns. Switching the perspective around,
the formulated systemic perspective on the change patterns is reinterpreted for different
key organizational actors: the role of functions, the national foreign subsidiary, the national
foreign subsidiary manager, the product division and the parent company headquarter.
Having developed the empirical account of the integration process, and performed an
inductive analysisof the overall change patterns, the approach shifts to engage in a dialogue
with earlier research and a conceptualizing ambition.
First, the importance of the cross-border integration process is assessed in the light of
the long-term development of the firm, in Chapter nine. The structural and temporal scope
of the cross-border integration change process is defined, which subsequendy is placed into
a framework of the long-term development of the firm, generally and specifically.
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Having established the structural and temporal scope of the change process, and placed
the cross-border integration process in the long-term development of the firm, a
comprehensive interpretive examination of the cross-border integration of international
management of Alfa-Laval is made. This is done in three subsequent readings of the
empirical material, organized in the order of investigation as one leads into the next.
In Chapter ten, the punctuated equilibrium perspective is employed as a well established
theory of strategic, transformative change for a first attempt at conceptualizing the
empirical findings. The punctuated equilibrium perspective was in important respects
found wanting in its power to shed light on the cross-border integration process, but
profoundly stimulating in driving issues, which leads into another attempt at reading the
material.

Chapter eleven begins with developing the metaphor of loose coupling - both in analytical
levels and of individual change processes - in order to make sense of the observed changes
and inferred change patterns. Armed with a new perspective, the cross-border integration
was conceptualized as an organizational transformative cycle of divergence and
convergence. This extended and ordered change process was eventually characterized as
evolutionary.

In Chapter twelve the process perspective is further developed using organizational
evolution theory, which eventually served as an theoretical grounding of the findings in
Chapter eleven.
Finally, Chapter thirteen, summarizes the study and its findings, discusses the merits of the
three perspectives employed to conceptualize the nature of the transformative, crossborder integration process, and seeks to formulate conclusions and implications.
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Chapter 2
RESEARCHING THE TRANSFORMATION OF
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

lrifluences in forming a realist, process research agenda; generalization,' a spatial and temporal frame;
itiformation collection process; strIictllre, interpretation and presentation oj the collected iriformation,
summary

The previous chapter developed the overarching purpose of the study as to formulate a
framework for understanding transformation of international management in the
established MNC, with the two operative purposes of, firstly, to provide an account of the
cross-border integration process of an established MNC, and, secondly, to conceptualize
that process. The aim of this chapter is to further develop the research approach and the
methodology employed in realizingthose ambitions.
Summarily, the empirical study takes a look inside one of the dominant actors in the
globalization of the world economy - the big, complex and established international
company - as cross-border management practices emerge through a transformation process
from multi-national to cross-border oriented international management Empirical material
was primarily drawn from a longitudinal field study of the change processes in the Swedish
company Alfa-Laval, over an extended period of time, both epoch and biographical. In
Alfa-Laval, as a result of a broad range of actions and events, new elements of international
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management were formed and implemented and ultimately came to replace a near century
old mode of international management. With a mixture of real time and ex post
information collection, realized

c~anges

were observed and change patterns were inferred

for a broad array of elements of international management. Sense was made of the rich
empirical material through an inductive, structured processual analysis (Van de Ven 1987,
1992).
The resulting structured narrative text subsequently formed the basis of an attempt to
conceptualize the process of transformation of international management in the established
MNC. The text was confonted with and reflected upon using different theoretical
propositions regarding strategic transformation processes in a series of dialogues.

Influences in fonning a realist, process research agenda
The research approach evolved from a process perspective that became the basis of the
empirical study, where the interpretation evolved into a set of readings of the empirical
material in a series of dialogues. As a whole the study should be positioned as part of a
realist turn (Clark 1999). In this piece I will develop those basic tenets, in its early
influences and in later reflections.
There is a growing body of literatut:e on longitudinal research methodology on
organizations', but from the point of the field study of Alfa-Laval rather late in time, as that
work was conducted from 1982 through 1990. For the empirical work presented here
important initial inspirations were to an extent Henry Mintzberg's early empirical studies
(e.g. Mintzberg and Waters 1982) and discussions on methodology (Mintzberg 1979), but
more importantly the then emerging processual approach based on discussions on
methodology and presented research by Andrew Pettigrew (1985a, 1985b, 1987, 1988), and
propositions on longitudinal methodology and analysis by Andrew Van de Ven (1987,
1992). Later methodology discussion has been important in increasing the awareness of a
process approach, but obviously not in influencing the field study.
Armed with the notion of strategy as pattern in a stream of actions (Mintzberg 1978,
1982), Henry Mintzberg directed and participated in a series of studies in the 1980s. The

3

E.g. Organization Science (1990), special issue on longitudinal field research methods, Van de Ven

(1992), ScandinavianJournal of Management (1997), special issue: Reflections on Conducting Processual
Research on Management and Organizations. There is a most interesting and enthusiastic account of
processual approach, employed in marketing research, in Andersson (1996).
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--------------------------------------------------

Steinberg study (Mintzberg and Waters 1982) presents the development of the company in
a series of waves over time developed from recording the effects of a multitude of actions.
Recording actions has several distinct advantages. Many of them are relatively undisputable
as 'facts', they are a kind of reality. Asking boundedly rational managers to relate events
passed over a change sequence, one is left facing faded memories including selective
forgetfulness, ex post individual rationalizations, socially contructed politically correct
statements, career saving or - promoting glorifications and in the worst case, blatant lies.
The winner does write the history which is a fundamental issue in any study with a time
scale. From Mintzberg (1978) I picked up a guiding research principle of studying the
transformative cross-border integration process within the tradition of strategic change as a
realized 'pattern in a stteam of actions'.
In a methodological reflection, Mintzberg (1979b) argues for a "direct method" of
conducting empirical field studies. He basically argues that the doctoral student should be
thrown into deep water to see if he can swim- an analogy that somehow appealed to me as
adequate. The direct method is issue- and empirically driven, with the focus on
understanding the real issues as they appear. With its focus on drawing inferences from an
unstructured managerial reality the 'direct method' bears some resemblance to the
grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss 1968). A key point is intimate knowledge on
the part of the researcher of the phenomenon in question.
That latter point is a recurring theme in discussions on process research (Langley1999);
an often exploratory stance in field work commentaries where structure is made rather than
received, theory generated rather than tested and a focus on language formation rather than
depiction",

"It is in theprecarious balance between the controlled andthe uncontrolled, thecognitive andthe tfifective,
the designed and the unexpected thatfieldwork finds its distinctive vitality and analYtic power' Barley
(1990,p220)
When studying organization development and strategic change from a political and
cultural perspective, Pettigrew (1987) suggests asking research questions about the three
analytical categories of content, context and process, and the interconnections between the
three. Any evolution over time may be thought of as changes in content, as well as
processes of change; both of which take place in a changing context. Content is the
particular area of change under study (for example, Pettigrew 1985a), the 'what' of a
4

See Bmnsson (1981), my translation from Swedish.
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change. Process refers to actions, reactions and interactions from various parties; the 'how' of
a change. The context, which has the potential of addressing the 'why' of a change, is divided
into outer and inner context, where the inner context refers to the structure, corporate
culture and political context "through which the ideas for change have to proceed" (ibid,p657). In
the Alfa-Laval study the research issues were approached with a process perspective,
building much of the methodology on a longitudinal and contextualist view, inspired by
that of Pettigrew (1985a,1987).
Pettigrew sees the transformation of firms as an iterative, multilevel, and continuous
process, with outcomes not only determined by rational or boundedly rational discussions
but also by political and cultural processes.
The political and cultural miero-processes are for the most part outside the scope of the
Alfa-Laval study, which focuses on the realized effects, i.e. on the patterns of continuity
and change that are partly the outcome of political and cultural processes.
Fundamental to Andrew Pettigrew's research propositions is that sound theory must
recognize the organization as a continuing system, with "a past, a present and a future"
(pettigrew 1987,p657). The process itself is seen as a continuous and interdependent
sequence of actions and events. Pettigrew (1985) argues that the interest should lie in
multileveltheory construction.

"Strategic management questionsposed in the language of becoming rather than of being demand detailed,
comparative and/ongillldinaJ data covering /ongperiodr oftime." Pettigrew (1992,pp5)
Andrew Van de Ven has discussed a structured processual method in a series of works.
Van de Yen (1987,p330) postulates four requirements for the undertaking of research on
the process of change:
1. a clear set of concepts about the object being studied
2. systematic methods for observing change in the object over time
3. methods for representing raw data to identify processual patterns
4. a motor or theory to make sense of the process patterns
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The points have parallels; Pettigrew (1985b, 1992, 1997) has a very similar list in his
discussion of processual research". The first point - concepts in use - concerns a set of linked
categories for the management systems of the multinational firm, for the development of
comparative information over time. These categories may be traced over time and
observations of change and continuity made. In the case of the empirical study reported in
this book, the 'content' of the change is captured in a set of categories of busienss and
operations, organizational systems, administrative coordination and social systems
coordination.
Regarding the second and third points we should note Van de Yens definitions of
change and process of change. Change is "an empirical observation of dijferences in time on one or

more dimensions

of an entity" (Van de Yen

1987,p331), whereas the process of change is "an

inference of a latent pattern of differences noted in time" (ibid. p331). Change is the more tangible
and observable notion from which patterns may be inferred; processes of change are not
directly observed. We should also note the additive quality of the argument; we must first
identify the changes over time in defined categories. From these observations we may infer
patterns. For Pettigrew (1985) this is the horizontal dimension of the analysis. The process
being studied in this book is the transformation from a country centered management to
an internationally integrated management, for which continuity and change in a series of
contextually embedded categories was explored and interconnectedness between categories
established.
The "motor, or theory to drive the changes" was as a working assumption seen as tensions
between structural categories. Ancestry is found in the stepwise development models of the
international business tradition towards an increasingly 'higher' and more complex form
and mode of international management, including later developments, where the change
from one configuration (stage) to another constitutes a transformation period.

Some expostremarks onconductingprocess research oninternationalmanagement
Accepting the time frames involved in fundamental organizational transformations, the
complexity inherent in the diversified mature multinational business, and the fluidity of
change process, one is as a researcher engaged in a search for a phenomenon that at times

5

Pettigrew (1987, p655) uses the lean 'contextualist and processual', whereas Pettigrew (1985.) employs

'contextualist' alone to encompass both vertical and horizontal dimensions. By 1997, his prefetred lean is
'processual' (pettigrew (1997).
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seems way out of reach. The material quickly runs into hundreds of pages of interview
protocols and yards of shelving space, the description is endless and the analysis seems
futile. Reading methodology papers on longitudinal field research provides some comfort
as many comment on this particular feature of the research process. For example a
comment by Andrew Pettigrew:

"Forsome there is no release from the overwhelming weight of information...The remit is death by data
asphyxiation - the slow and inexorable sinking into the swimming pool which starled so

coo~

ckar and

inviting andnow has become a clinging mass ofmapk syrup. " Pettigrew (1990)
For such reasons the longitudinal field studies risk, unfortunately, continuing to be a rare
species. The time frames, ensuing costs, difficulties and uncertainty of the research process
make them a high risk research strategy. If we add the well founded ambition of Van de
Ven (e.g. 1987,1992) to work with real time rather than reconstructive studies yet another
level of uncertainty is attained as the continued existence of the research arena is not
assured. Methodology discussions on longitudinal field research have addressed the level of
structuring and precision in the research methodology that may be necessary to produce a
greater amount of process results. For example, Pettigrew's (1985b) suggestions for team
research is well founded. Simply and blundy put, the doctoral student rarely has the
theoretical insight or the methodological experience necessary, while the professor is a
high-cost 'unit' with limited time avaliable. A feasible way to address this difficulty may be
to work with what Pettigrew (1985, 1997) calls vertical teams, or to start the research
process with the realized end result and trace back in time the series of changes leading to
the identified outcome. Another avenue is the rather strict structuring of observations
regarding change and change processes suggested by Van de Ven (1987,1992) or the formal
mapping of strategic change employed by for example Mintzberg and Waters (1982) in the
Steinberg case study. This is a feasible way around 'data asphyxiation', but requires that the
theoretical home work be done in order to avoid iterations in the research process. It is this
way of relatively strict structuring, mapping and graphics that I employed to inductively
make sense of the rich material of the Alfa-Laval study.

Depiction andconceptualization
In international management, as in general social sciences research, there is a wide range
of approaches from the very particularistic, descriptive, empirical and inductive to the
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deductive, seeking laws and generality. Harre and Secord (1973) argue that these represent
two different levels of knowledge and discourse. The first level order is made up of the
'lived experience' of actors in social settings. With Brunsson (1981), the research ambition
is to 'depict' or mirror the empirical reality, unrefleeted and immediate. Second order
knowledge, is reflective on, rather than embedded in social situations. Its purpose is to
explain human experience post hoc. Second-order knowledge contains a range of
abstractions, from that connected

to

a specific piece of social reality, to the very general,

applicale to different settings; 'scientific theories'. There is an inherent conflict between
demands for generality and empirical accuracy (Weick. 1979), but the road followed here
has not been one of choosing side but one of dialogue and 'middle ground (porac 1994).
This middle ground is such that it is

"recogniifng thatinterorganizational networks are uniquelY human (and thus [Jmbolic, purposive and
politica~

domains, but also recogniifng that abstractions, even imported abstractions, are useful heuristics

thatraise interesting questions that moreparticularisticframeworks overlook." Porac (1994, p456)
The ambition of this study is to provide an account of events in a particular empirical
context, Alfa-Laval, as the international management of the firm changed from a national
orientation to cross-border management Ideally this account should depict the lived
experience of the people of Alfa-Lavalwith some immediacy. With that account provided,
the ambition is to provide a conceptualization of an abstract and more general nature.

Mutualcausality
The analysis is structured interpretatively and the aim of the analysis is to arrive at an
interpretation that makes sense; to arrive at a coherent internal logic in the framework
developed, but driven as it evolved in the research process by a coherence with the piece of
realitypictured in the narrative text of the Alfa-Lavalstudy.
With the realists, the aim is to uncover the generative mechanisms (fsoukas 1994),
which are attibuted with 'causal power'. To work with a notion of causality that is more
complex than objectivist linear cause and effect has grown with the early process approach.
One influence was Pettigrew (1985a), who is concerned with the relationship over time of
the content of the studied process and the context, which in his view furnishes the
potential answer to the question 'why' the events took place as they did. In a sense,
causality lies in the temporal (Clark 1999). The processual and contextual analysis requires a
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certain view of how the vertical levels interact, or are interconnected, over the process. The
context must neither be treated as a descriptive background, nor must the relationship
between context and observed process be reduced to simple determinism. Rather,
processes are both constrained by structures and shape structures; context and structure are .
not just general backgrounds or barriers to action, but "essentialIY involved in its production"
(pettigrew,1985a, p657). It is a central proposition in the processual approach. In line with
these arguments is Miller and Mintzberg's (1983,p63) discussion on causality within a
'synthetic' perspective, where the objective is to search for networks of causation, not
unidirectional causation between pairs of dependent and independent variables, nor even
multiple forms of causation.

'There are nopurelY dependent orindependent variables in a ~stem; over time, everything can depend on
everything else. " (ibid.,p63)
The source of any observed change may be external or internal. Change in complex
organizations may often be triggered by (external) events.

'Though it is often possible to spot an initial "kick" thatsets a ~stem moving in aparticular direction,
it is important to realize that such kicks are not realfy the cause

of the endresult.

Th~

merelY trigger

transformations embedded in the logic of the ~stem. Thus we could s~ thatthe Watetgate burglary caused
the downfall of theNixon presidenq onlY in the sense that it setin motion processes andproblems alrea4J
embedded in the ~stem. " Morgan (1986,p253).
Thus an ambition of a study with a processual perspective, or for that matter for a study
with a realist perspective, would be

to

uncover the 'logic in the system' in which the

transformation process lies embedded. No doubt the kick is more easilyobserved than the
logic. The kick may be a new competitor's entrance, a new technological solution etc., or it
may lie within the process of 'globalization'. But why does the kick lead to an organizational
transformation? Why does the organization act in such a way? The answer to such
questions entails uncovering the logic.

Generalization
The important generalization lies on an abstract level, in the applicability of the conclusions
on the nature of the process of transforming international management in the established
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MNC. With the use of theories from general organization theory, from strategic change
theory as well as from studies of international management my ambition is that the
conclusions will have some bearing on that specific level of generality. My hope is that the
theories chosen used should not be seen as eclectic in a demeaning sense, but appropriate
for the evolving research issue agenda.
The results may have a bearing in a more direct, representative sense, but depending on
whether contextual conditions for the generality are appropriate.The phenomenon in focus
is the process of cross-border integration of international management in an established
international finn. The particular arena in which the study is rnade is Alfa-Laval. As
international management in itself is a multidimensional concept and the envisioned
change process a comprehensive one, the phenomenon is complex. A single finn was
chosen as research site. The case study is often argued to be suitable for complex research
issues (Yin 1981, 1984, Eisenhart 1989), where the aim is theory generation rather than
theory testing.
Deriving the research cases within one finn has advantages and disadvantages. There are
isues concerning the generalizability of the findings. The general value of the findings must
foremost be found in the theoretical discussions through the possibility to learn from the
logic and to apply that learning to other areas or settings. Generalization of the results of
this type of research must move from the particular to the abstract and then to another
. particular context. Empirically, case studies always tend to be rather particularistic with
some, but contextually bounded possibilities for representative generalization. The
ambition in this study is to bring the particular in dialogue with conceptual structures and
thus deliver results in the abstract.
The methodology allows for controlling a number of finn-specific factors regarding
history, national- and company culture, information systems and management style etc.
The context in which the international management systems were studied is one single
multinational finn. Much of the context remained stable over much of the period.
Ownership was essentially the same, general business mission had the same formulation,
core product technologies and served market segments had not changed. Within the frame
of a reasonably stable context, major strategic and organizational changes were made,
affecting most aspects of the management systems. One can argue about the pros and cons
of a stable context. It provides less scope for exploring linkages between some contextual
changes and the management systems, but makes the observed changes stand out as figures
from the ground It may make the (mter)relationships between elements of the
management systems a more interesting arena than the relationship to the context.
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The perspective is ultimately on the international finn as a whole, and thereby also adopt
a headquarters perspective in the respect that the corporate management is ultimately
responsible for the activities of the firm, including the development of the international
management. The empirical study is one of corporate change. A desire to study the
management systems from a product division or a subsidiary perspective had entailed
different research designs. However, when discussing the role changes of the corporate,
division and subsidiary offices, the perspective has been turned around to explore the
development from the subsidiaries', as well as the product divisions' point of view.
Limitations pertain to the single case methodology used and the way the analysis
evolved. The perspective is longitudinal, contextual and intracompany, and the empirical
material developed from a finn-specific study. This enables conclusions to be drawn
regarding issues within the company over time, relating these to changes in the context,
while ruling out the possibility of drawing intercompany conclusions. An intercompany
comparison in an industry setting would possibly have provided greater potential for
exploring issues of managerial choice and discretion; a central point of debate concerning
organization development. Such an orientation could also be seen as a population level
study where issues concerning the selection of various forms of management could have
been observable (Hannan and Freeman 1977, 1989). Observations from other empirical
efforts with similar ambitions (e.g. Doz and Prahalad 1987, Malnight 1995, 1996) have
been added to gain an intercompany understanding but generally conclusions from the
empirical study must be drawn within the intracompany perspective.
Given the single-finn context and the analysis performed, a number of limitations
pertain to the representative, immediate generalizability of the findings. Firms with other
sets of contextual factors, in other circumstances, will find limitations in the applicabilityof
the empirical study alone.
1 - The finn has a long history oj international business. Younger firms may have less
developed company cultures as well as established structures and thus experience less
organizational inertia. Internationalization patterns of younger finns have also been
identified as distinct for this group of firms (Nordstrom 1991, Lindkvist 1991). The issues
at hand in this study are specific to firms with a long history of foreign involvement and
establishment.
2 - The finn has a very high level ojinternational dependence in terms of sales and production.
This may be assumed to increase the motivation to rationalize activities across nations as
the home market is too small to withdraw to. Firms with proportionally larger home
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markets may find it logical to adopt a defensive international strategy, focusing on home
market and domestic market domination.
3 - The finn is a market leader in many of its product - markets. Dominance is often
associated with limited sensibility to external pressures and consequent inertia for internal
change. Organization change is often discussed in terms of adaptation to environmental
change, a line of thought with limited relevance in the situation of a strong market leader,
who to a significantextent, it can be argued, can choose its environment
4 - The finn has its traditional bread and butter businesses in mature markets and

technologies. Firms in emerging industries, or early life cycle stages, experiencing higher
environmental uncertainty and pace of technological change, need coordination and
control systems that accommodate for these conditions.
5 - The finn is headquartered in Sweden. To the extent that cultural norms and values
influence coordination and control systems, this must be taken into account when
generalizing beyond Swedish MNCs. We have reason to expect some qualities to be
specifically tied to Swedish firms, such as the informal management style (e.g. Hedlund and
Aman 1984). There are structural elements in the Swedish milieu that indirectly have
managerial consequences, such as the very high personal income taxes and lack of English
speaking schools outside Stockholm, making it difficult to promote non-Swedish managers
to top positions at a headquarters located in Sweden.
6 - The finn is not based on the availability of natural resources, it is ''footloose'' in the
sense that its products may be developed and produced in places other than Sweden, in
contrast to for example the mining or forestry industries.

A spatial and temporal frame
A processual study has a multilevel, or vertical dimension, and a longitudinal or horizontal
dimension, and focuses on interconnections over time (pettigrew 1987). The vertical
dimension refers to interdependencies between higher and lower levels of analysis, such as
the effect of macroeconomic changes on the firm's production system and on the
management systems. The horizontal focuses on "sequential interconnededness" (pettigrew
1987) over time. A comprehensive way to operationalize the processual study is to picture
it as placing a 'spatial and temporal frame' around the phenomenon in focus (re Barley
1990).
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A spatial dimension of theframe - strlldllral categories ofinternational management
The content of the change process in focus is the international management of the firm.
Accepting the multidimensionality and the possibility of differing change trajectories for
various categories of international management an objective is

to

reflect the continuity and

change of a set of categories of international management, as well as the possible
interdependencies between the categories and trajectories in shaping and eventually coproducing the cross-border integration process. The process of cross-border integration of
international management in the established MNC emerged as a change process of
considerable complexity and possible longevity. While the construction and reconstruction
of each element of the firm' international management is embedded in an inttafirm
processual context, the transformation of international management of the firm is itself
embedded in the general reconstruction of the international business environment. An
understanding of the transformation of the firm's international management requires an
understanding of the parallel, but not necessarily synchronous, evolution of the varying
embedded processes. The focus of the empirical study lies in the recording of the events
that make up the change and transformation of international management in the century
old, Swedish based MNC Alfa-Laval over the 1970s and 1980s

An overview of the notion of international management presents an evolving arena of
elements, models and perspectives (Martinez and Jarillo 1989, Melin 1992, Parker 1996).
For the empirical study, I was in need for a set of categories of international management,
traceable over time; general descriptive and analytical categories that could be followed in
their development of continuity and change, that could serve as conceptual tracks (Van de
Ven and Poole 1990).
The concept of international management has evolved from a rather narrow, planning
and control oriented headquarters perpective towards a broader, more reciprocal and
differentiated network perpective. My building of the international management categories
started in a traditional fashion, with coordination and control categories employed for
example by Leksell (1981) - organizational, administrative and social systems with
respective subcategories. Hedlund and Aman (1984) employed categoriesclose to Leksell's
(1981) in content but without the formal threepartition. The headquarters perspective is
amply reflected in works such as Doz and Prahalads (e.g. 1981) proposal for international
management 'tools', or in Haspelagh's (1982) 'influence system'.
This latter notion of an 'influence' has, however, a more espoused perspective of
influencing behavior in the organization than the others. I became interested in the
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receivers end of the chain, and turned the attention around, from viewing international
management from a top management, headquarters perspective, to regard the issue as one
of a context for individual actiorf. Such a context is a holistic notion, 'surrounding' the
individual, inspiring as well as limiting action. Whether intended or not, the perceived
context provides a local rationality for the individual's action.
The resulting categories employed as a research heuristic as well as a tool for structuring
the collected information is based on four categories. First, social structures and processes
contains information on the development of managerial positions and individuals that have
'inhabited' these positions, career paths etc. Some information concerns language and
corporate culture issues, but the brunt of the material is more instrumental. Second,
business, technology and operations is concerned with the development of the value adding
operations , and the development of the technology and product development. Third,
organi~tional

structures contain the development of formal organization structures with

discussion of the informal processes contained within the fomral structures. Forth,
administrative systems is concerned with the development of the administrative coordinaiton
of the international actities.

A temporal dimension of theframe - choice of timeperiod
Concerning the time period, the interest lies in a temporal excision of the continuous
flow of actions and events that constitute the life and times of the MNC, and to link that
excision to long-term development. Empirically, it was necessary to temporally define the
cross-border integration process of Alfa-Laval and to relate that change process to the
long-term development of the firm. Events combine into relatively short episodes of
change that may be part of an epoch. Epochs form part of the history of the firm. Seen
from this perspective the Alfa-Laval study provides an account of an epoch, placed in the
history of the firm. The ambition is thus to link various aspects of change over time.
The specific epoch under study is a transformation process of cross-border integration, a
period of change when an organizational configuration is (re)formed (Levy and Merry,
1984). The transformation process is itself embedded in the long-term history of the firm,
as well as consisting of shorter, and often more visible, change sequences. Specifically, the
multi-national organization form is assumed to be followed by a cross-border form, by way

6

There is a parallel here to agency theory and the individual's ability to reflexively interact with a

structural context.
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of a transformation process. This simple model of the development of the cross-border
firm as a tranformation process has guided the design of the study as well as the

interpretation of results. In this study the proposed development model has served as a
search heuristic; providing a basic framework for developing research issues and
methodology, and as a background for evaluation and interpretation of findings.
An emerging focus was to view this integration as a whole, i.e. as a complete cycle of
change from initial events to some form of completion. A transformative cycle of change is
a period of producing 'something out of nothing", In the end, something has been realized,
which in the case of this study is pervasive cross-border oriented international management
in the MNC. At the outset there is nothing of that end result to be observed. The cycle of
change links 'nothing' with 'something'.
With the ambition to study a complete change cycle, the event time (Clark 1999) of the
Alfa-Laval reality has defined the temporal scope of the studied transformation process.
The specified starting and ending points of the intensive study are, though not arbitrary, a
matter of judgment. The starting and ending points for each element of the management
systems, and for each contextual factor, are empirically derived.
Andrew Pettigrew (e.g. 1997) has in his writings increasingly argued for being output
oriented, i.e. to work slightly in a reverse engineering mode and study the origins of a
known end result. With this perspective the researcher is engaged in a search of the origins
of an assumed or identifiable end result of a change process. It is an academic form of
reverse engineering. The end result of the change process in this study is preposited in the
structurally coherent cross-border orientation of international management. The origins of
the cross-border oriented firm are assumed to be found in an organizational
transformation process, with its beginning in the point in time when the international
management broke away from a coherent configuration, and ultimately in the long-term
development of the firm. The immediate organizing process having produced the crossborder international management was assumed to be a transformation process. In
accordance with these deliberations the temporal frame was firstly empirically identified
and located temporally in its end, by identifying the first moment in time a structurally
consistent set of cross-border based international management practices was observable.
Secondly, by searching back in time I identified a point time where a structurally consistent
set of multi-national international management practices was identifiable; without
anomalies but with signs of beginning change. The process of change being studied was
thus framed.
7
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An expression I borrowed from Kelly (1994).

Information collection process
The foundation of the research lies in the empirical study of the transformative crossborder integration process of international management in Alfa-Laval. I will here detail the
information collected and the process by which the information collection took place.

Choice ojresearch site
The research site complied with criteria established and emanating from the research
questions:
1. The research site should indicate a change in focus of international management
practice towards cross-border orientation.
2. It was felt to be an advantage if this transition is set in a reasonably controlled context,
to furnish a pseudo - experimental situation. Alfa-Laval provided a reasonably stable
context. The core product technology was mature, the industry had a stable, multinational,
oligopolistic structure, ownership has remained within the same sphere.
3. A related diversified company (Rumelt 1974) would provide an opportunity to explore
the criticality of related product diversification on international organizational solutions.
The extremes of unrelated diversification and single business firms beg the issues. A study
of the 'globalization' of a single business operation may be beneficial in relating context to
the management systems. Given the complexity of the research issues one could argue that
a study of a single business firm would generate a simple model, which could subsequently
be used on a related diversified firm, and a more complex setting. The advantage is
somewhat academic in a longitudinal study. Acknowledging the logic of the argument, we
have to accept the dynamism of growth and product line broadening resulting in the
product diversification of single business firms. Successfully incorporating new product
lines, whether internally developed or acquired, is a major organizational challenge for
industrial international firms. At the other extreme, a study of a corporation with unrelated
businesses makes it necessary to make separate, and thus unrelated, studies at each business
unit. Alfa-Laval was related constrained diversified (Rumelt 1974), with increasing product
diversification over time.
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The familiarity with the company on my part" was a factor in focusing attention on AlfaLaval as a possible research site. But it was not a convenience sample. The contacts already
established helped in allowing for the quality of access needed.

The A!fa-Lavalstut[y
The results of the empirical study are ultimately founded on a high quality of access and
a long-term involvment with the fum. This enabled a study with a focused but evolving
research agenda, with multiple means of information collection conducted both in real time
and as reconstruction.
From a first participation as an observer at a Top Management Conference in 1982 to a
review of a case narrative in 1991 I had, in periods of varying intensity, intermittent but
recurring contact with, and visits to, the company. Over this time, a flow of primary
information collection was complemented by secondary information searches.
The real time material begins in 1982. Descriptions on the developments before 1982 are
in their entirety reconstructed from earlier studies, documents and interviews. From 1987 I
worked with an explicit longitudinal effort to map the process of change, a growing
awareness of processual research methodology and a deliberate focus on understanding the
'globalization' process of international management practice. Partly building on earlier
material, the longitudinal Alfa-Laval study that forms the empirical basis of this thesis was
essentially made between 1987 and 1991. The information was collected, the material
structured and written up, and submitted for review academically and by the fum. It
remained unpublished but enjoyed some circulation in draft form, thereby providing some
usefulness to the academic community",
I remained throughout in the role of an outside researcher. The relationship between
myself and the management of the company included one way information provision on
the part of the fum and dialogue, with some instances of formal feedback to the fum 10, for
example an address on the ongoing restructuring process to the Alfa-Laval Top
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TIlls familiarity emanated from the study of foreign subsidiary management reported in Hedlund &

Aman (1984).
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E.g. Melin (1992), Zander (1994)
The research report of Hedlund and

Aman

(1984) was an example of such a feedback, but with a

cross-sectional intercompany comparison of international management practice.
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Management Conference in the fall of 1987. & the research issues evolved and became
refined I was granted further access to individuals or archives on several occassions.
The information collection revolved around three broad intensive waves of field
information gathering, each with its particular characteristics; 1982/83, 1987 and 1990.
From 1987 to mid 1991 there was a steady information flow. When Alfa-Laval was
acquired by TetraPak in early 1991 the cross-border integration change process had seen its
completion, and most of my writing up done.
The structured narrative text that resulted from the empirical study, provided the basic
material for conceptualizing the transformation process. An early sketch of the loose
coupling connection (10 chapter 11) was drawn in november 1993 for an ESSEC
conference on 'Organisational Capabilities and Internationalisation Processes' and later
presented at the EillA annual conference in December 1996. Eventually I came to
organize the conceptualization attempts into a series of 'readings' of the narrative text.

Information collection in the empirical study
The material that provides the information base of the empirical study is broad and
multifaceted. Primary information in the form of interviews and contemporary and archival
company documentation was supplemented by secondary information from such sources
as related empirical research, the commissioned company history and business press
articles. Contacts ranged hierarchically from the executive management committee, via
product division management and subsidary managers to local functional or product line
managers and shop-floor workers. It ranged in formality from the prebooked and
scheduled interview to the odd lunch with CEO Harry Faulkner and COO Lars Hallden as
well as informal chats with desk clerks in the market companies, or, which I found very
useful, talks with experienced secretaries. It ranged in 'seclusion' from classified strategic
plans, via internal periodical economic report structures and organization charts to open
product line descriptions and public business press articles.
All of these contacts and pieces of information have contributed to my understanding of

the issues, and have influenced the interpretation, albeit in ways that ares not always
possible to reconstruct. As much as possible, the informal inputs were ex post put on
paper.
The methodological vehicle for the waves of information collection in the early and late
1980s was a series of interviews.These booked interviews should be seen as the skeleton of
the information collection process; a basic structure of information gathering points.
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Within the company, information was collected at the parent company/corporate
management level, selected product divisions (or similar), and selected foreign subsidiaries.
For the collection of information on international management practice it was necessary to
make choices regarding research sites within the company, due to the size, complexity and
number of organizational units within the firm.
The main rounds of information gathering all had their respective characteristics. The
1982/83 information was part of a study of the management of foreign subsidiaries in four
firms of Swedish origin. The results of that study were separately reported in Hedlund and
Aruan (1984). The 1982/83 study was used as empirical base for the longitudinal study in
the present volume. This base contained both formally structured information recorded in
interview protocols and other material, and of course the personal contacts as well as the
memory residing in my mind; however feeble as a source of information. It should be
pointed out that in a sense it was the file and not the case description that appeared in
Hedlund and Aruan (1984) that was used for the longitudinal project. In 1982,
contemporary research issues at that time focussed on the nature of dyadic headquarters subsidiaryrelationships.
The individual respondents were chosen on the basis of the priorities of the researcher(s)
and after discussions with management. The criteria were as follows:
- to conduct interviews at the three levels (parent company, product division and foreign
subsidiary), at selected units
- to interview the general manager, the financial controller and product managers of the
product division or subsidiary
After a dialogue with the parent company executives, the choice of national foreign
subsidiaries fell upon the US, West Germany and Great Britain. These companies
represented the older and larger, core subsidiaries. They were all established in the 19th
century, they had a full set of value activities very similar to and in some ways exceeding the
scope of the parent company, and had all historically contributed to the development of
firm, not only financially but also in technology development. They had all been
entrenched in their respective local environments for a long time and provided
opportunities to study the relationships between subsidiaries and parent company, the
possible strains and change processes going on at that point in time and to provide good
scope for understanding the tensions and development in the international management of
the firm. The firm had at that point a product/customer divisionalized organization, based
in Sweden, in the form of so called Business Groups (this will be expanded in the
upcoming chapters). The three Business Group headquarters were visited, although only
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the Business Group Agri management was formally interviewed. The industrial division
Marine & Power Engineering was included in the series of interviews, as were two Agri
divisions.
Table 2.1. Formal interviews conducted at Alfa-Laval in 1982.

Sweden
PC

2

PD

3

Subsidiary
Total

5

BRD

GB

USA

total

2
3
3

4

6

13

3

4

6

18

A first discussion with corporate management singled out which organizational units and
respective managers to visit in terms of product divisions and market companies.
Individuals within the selected units were chosen in cooperation with the managers in
charge. Respondents were assured confidentiality. The time spent with each respondent
varied greatly and ranged from one to six hours, sometimes stretching out into lunch or
dinner.
In 1987, another series of formally booked interviews provided a similar skeleton
structure. The foreign subsidiaries in Great Britain, West Germany and Holland were
visited. The ambition was also to revisit the US foreign subsidiary, however there was
relatively complicated ongoing restructuring in the US company and access was denied.
Access was granted to four product divisions, called Business Areas at that time , of Food
Engineering, Thermal Engineering, Agri and Automation (see further in upcoming
chapters). They represented a relatively wide spectrum across the activities of the firm
ranging across components to systems, across customer groups as well as representing
both the old and the recently developed. In total, eight organizational units were visited
apart from the parent company - by now reformed and called group headquarters. The
total number of formally booked interviews in 1987 was 24. Four at corporate HQ, eight at
SBUs and twelve at subsidiaries. Interviews were conducted from February

to

August

1987.
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Table 2.2. Formal interViews conducted at Alfa-Laval in 1987.

Sweden
HQ

4

BA

8

Subsidiary
Total

BRD

HoI

total
4
8

6
12

GB

6

3
3

3
3

12
24

The purpose of the interViews was twofold: to gather documents and 'facts' about the
developments, and to understand the perceptions of respondents on the research issues.
Notes were taken at all interviews and resulted in written protocols. The protocols and
collected documentation formed the basis of the case description and analysis.
From late 1986 through 1990, the information collection was more or less ongoing. I
was on the mailing list for updates of the administrative manuals (ERM and MISAL) from
1987 to 1990. I was on the mailing list for the company journal from 1987 to 1990.
In 1990 a round of interviews was held at the corporate office involving line and staff
managers and staff members. Time was devoted to archival work in the corporate
headquatres in Alvik and the former parent company building in Tumba.
Throughout the series of interviews, as a result of direct searches and mailing list
arrangements, company documentation of a multifaceted nature was collected. The
documentation included:
- policy documents.
- organization charts
- job debscriptions.
manuals for administrative work. Examples include ERM, MISAL, ALCOM, VL and KL
Instructions (each will be described in detail in the case text). The manuals present a special
issue of a moving target in a longitudinal study, especially in periods of intensive change, as
they were continuously being updated.
- annual reports from 1970 to 1990 and other published financial information,
- internal newsletters and company journals.
- internal memos and project reports.
- product descriptions.
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Apart from the primary intra-company information, secondary information material was
collected in a parallel process through out the period. The secondary material is rich due
largely to the fact that the company for most of the 20th century was a visible and
recognized member of the Swedish industrial community and of the Wallenberg group. In
addition, the corporate management was openminded when it came to inviting researchers'
and allowing them access. The secondary material includes research reports (e.g. Coljee
1987, Lowstedt 1986, Wohlert 1981, Zander 1994), teaching cases, books and business
press articles.
The historical development of the firm is covered in some important business history
studies. The first decades of the firm is detailed in the comparative study on the genesis of
a set of Swedish :MNCs by Wohlert (1981). A very detailed commissioned corporate
history was developed by Torsten Gardlund (1983) and Martin Fritz (1983). The two
volumes document the evolution of the company from its origin in the late 1870s and
incorporation in 1883 to its 100th anniversary in 1983. From a different angle Zander
(1994) sheds light on the historical technological development of Alfa-Laval in a
comparative study of the patenting practice of a broad set of Swedish MNCs that matures
into a separate in-depth study of the practices of Alfa-Laval.
The business press articles include shorter news items, but my main search was for the
broader company reviews that have been recurring in Swedish business press throughout
the transformative years, as they give an outside, unauthorized and often very insightful
perspective that complements the internal and the authorized material.
The secondary information has served to enhance my general understanding of the
company and issues at hand, and has also been used in the writing of the case narrative.
The main source of information of the chronology of the firm's historical development is
Gardlund (1983) and Fritz (1983).

Validation
The material contains a virtually innumerable number of 'data points'. As far as structure
was concerned the material was first checked for its internal consistency. One basic
technique is triangulation, whereby any observation is checked and accepted only after
several independent sources have been questioned. Secondly, the internal consistency of
the change patterns provides a basis for the verification of an individual piece of
information.
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Interview responses always reflect the personal views of the respondent. Managers at
various levels tend to present biased pictures. There are some ways of addressing this bias,
or rather the risk as researcher of being seduced by the eloquence of managers. One route
to clear the bias has been to conduct interviews at corporate, divisional and foreign
subsidiary levels of the firm, posing the same or similar questions. This also presents
opportunities f?r a better understanding of the workings of international firms. The series
of interviews made it possible to clarify difficult areas successively, as the interviews went
along. A second route is to interview several managers at the same unit. For example, both
general managers and controllers at divisions and foreign subsidiaries have been
interviewed. A third way is to repeat studies over time, possibly facing the risk of post
event rationalization on the part of managers. The partly real time research design should
address these issues, and enable us to develop a more accurate - accurate in terms of
reflecting actual actions and events - description than would otherwise be possible.
Following the programmed information collection, the material was structured and
presented to the firm for comments. A presentation of preliminary findings was made in
the fall of 1987 to the Alfa-LavalTop Management Conference, resulting in feedback both
at the conference and from the dialogue with COO Lars Hallden on several occassions
prior to the conference. Lars Hallden also reviewed a case narrative in 1991. These
discussions provided additional input to the understanding of the research issues.
However, it should be pointed out that these discussions served to check the quality of the
collected information and the responsibility for any interpretation of the material rests with
the researcher.
An advantage of Van de Ven's (1987) points on longitudinal analysisis in discussing the
role of the researcher. Following the information collection, the structured presentation of
the 'observed changes' provides a fundament for analysis, somewhat similar to a structured
data bank of quantitative analysis. This description may be presented to the company as
validation, which was done. The 'inferred patterns' and conclusions drawn remain the
responsibility of the researcher.

Structure, interpretation and presentation of the collected information
A basis for the structure and interpretation as well as presentation of the material lies in the
structuring of international management categories and perspective on change presented
above in the discussion on a spatial and temporal frame. With the collected information
indicated, I will here reconstruct the relatively structured interpretation process, much
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under the influence of Andrew Van de Ven's writings. The collected information of the
empirical study was structured and interpreted in a series of steps:
1. Observed events/ changes were organized in categories of four sets of dimensions of

international management; Business, technology and operations, Organizational practices,
Administrative practices and Social systems
2. Inferred patterns in each of the four sets of dimensions, respectively.
3. Inferred patterns in the development of the firm.
4. Development of roles played by a set of organizational offices; parent company,
product division, foreign subsidiary and foreign subsidiary manager.
5. Overall characterization of the nature of the cross-border integration process.

.Analysis - 'What' and 'How'
The steps are basically additive. The development of the management systems is
primarily presented in terms of observed changes (Van de Ven 1987); changes in the
realized design of the international management systems.
The themes into which the account is structured are the categories of the international
management systems developed and discussed earlier. For each theme, or category, the
changes over time from national to cross-border orientation are described. In other words,
the piece is not chronological overall, but chronological within each theme. However, it is
not reallychronological time - chronos - that is the basis, but the sequence of events - kiros
- and thus we attempt to link chronos and kiros (Van de Ven and Poole, 1990, Clark 1999).
This seemingly opportune use of Greek should not be seen as academic kitsch. There was
reason to expect the various categories of the management systems and contexts to behave
differently with respect to time. In other words, there would be a sequencing of events,
that varied by category.
Returning to the firm at several points in time makes it possible to see how the design of
the instruments has changed, how the functioning has been altered, and how the system as
a whole has evolved.
The empirical material has been allowed to influence the final structure of the themes as
the case was developed, although the overall structure has remained firm; in other words,
the writing process has influenced primarily the subcategories, but also in a few cases
themes have been moved between the major categories. For each theme, the chronological
development has been described in a narrative form. The aim has been that each piece
should trace and outline the evolution over time, from the beginning of the transition from
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country based pattern, or some early signs of that transition, through to a point were crossborder activities were the norm. I should point out that the information collection covers
the full time period, and for several themes that means describing a relative constant or
continuity, instead of change.
Patterns in the realized design of the international management systems are inferred in
several steps. First, each subsystem category

- business/technology, organizational,

administrative and social systems - has been structured graphically along time lines, a
practice similar to the use of 'conceptual tracks' suggested by Van de Yen and Poole (1990,
1995). This enables the researcher to identify sequences in the development, also possible
simultaneity of changes which may lead to the identification of periods of higher change
activity. A discussion of leading and lagging changes is also helped by this practice.
Secondly, the subsystems may be brought together in a joint analysis for a combined
interpretation of the development of the management systems as a whole.
Finally, t:J:ie development of management systems and contextual factors is brought
together in what becomes inferred patterns of the development of the firm. The interest
lies in the international management system as a whole, and in the systemic interaction over
time. The risk involved here is obviously in being too shallow in the analysis of individual
instruments. No doubt, one could certainly perform a more detailed study of anyone part
of the international management system activity or function, be it financial control, goal
formulation or human resource management, than is presented here. The rule has been to
study the individual instrument or subsystem in order to understand its contribution to the
whole, and relationship to other elements in the management system. Should the level of
understanding be detrimental to the understanding of the whole, the analysis is clearly not
sufficient. The interest is systemic, and lies in studying the interaction between all major
elements of the management mechanisms rather than focusing on anyone specificpart.
The conceptual tracks (Van de Ven and Poole 1990) is an aid to identify patterns of
change. They provide a basis for understanding both process and nature issues. The tracks
help to identify sequences of changes through the temporal ordering of changes and to
identify the duration of specific change sequences. However, the tracks do not by
themselves provide an understanding or explanation of identified changes. In other words,
they do not answer questions regarding why anything happened the way it did. To provide
an understanding of the issues we need anecdotal information (Mintzberg 1979b, Van de
Yen 1992).
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Roles - a modest actorsperspective
Although it may be seen that the discussion above is overly systemic, extra effort was
made to approach the transformation process from an actors perspective. We may
understand the role of an organizationallevd by structuring the empirical material by type
of management system and by organizational level, The case is primarily structured by,
firstly, level of international management, i.e. by business/ technology, organizational,
administrative and social systems, and secondly, by organizational level, i.e. by corporate
office, product division office and local subsidiary office. Each section of international
management system and organizationallevd is then traced over time.
The case is structured 'vertically'. Now, by turning our attention to the organizational
level, and turn the attention 90 degrees, we in principle may interpret the development of
the role of the organizational level as dependent on various aspects of the technological,
organizational, administrative and social aspects, and then trace these fundaments over
time, and explore the continuity and change of the role of an organizational level, In
relation to the definition of role quoted above: in the organizational systems development
we expect to find the formally expressed expectation of the occupants of positions, and in
the administrative and social systems other factors that reinforce or otherwise affect the
role of each office. Changes over time will reformulate the formally expected behavior and
the means of reinforcement.
An organizational transformation process is likely to have considerable impact on the

roles of various actors in the firm. An objective is to employ the induced change
trajectories for a discussion of the fate of several offices of the intemational firm: parent
company, divisionaloffice, foreign subsidiaryand foreign subsidiary managers.

Presentation

When writing a text such as this, one is engaged in a process of communication.
Fundamentally,I see the value of any piece of information sent as highly dependent on the
subjective interpretation of a receiver. There will always be a greater or lesser difference
between the message intended and the message received. But we bridge these subjective
worlds using processes of communication employing a shared, intersubjective set of
notions imbued with a more or less common meaning (Berger and Luckman 1967). The
social constructions become objectified (Berger and Luckman 1967). The objectifications
are not necessarily something evil but a prerequisite for communication, and any
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communication of 'something new' takes place against a background of objectivities. The
contributions of a text such as this contain hopefully something new. The contribution
arises in the receivers end of the communication chain. In an inter subjective world the
value depends on the receivers interpretation where one might take a somewhat fatalistic
point of view and denounce all responsibility for contributions and the value of the text in
the eyes in the beholder. I find such a position to be delaying the academic dialogue into
which a published or publicized text is flung. So, while accepting the subjective
interpretation as ultimate provider or conditioner of the values of a text, I have rather seen
it as a communication and as part of a dialogue. The intersubjective world into which this
study is flung is the field of international management.
The first attempt at presenting the case material (in good student standard) was to
employ a sharp distinction between description and analysis. This would, with a empiricist
logic that I implicitly worked with, allow the reader to compare his own impressions of the
material with the interpretation offered (see for example Leksell 1981). This builds on a
view of the researcher as detached from the objective artifacts of the site. As a side effect
the resultant descriptive text, structured in analytical categories was virtually inpenetrable
and may best be described as a data base. Reading a data base is exceedingly tedious at best
and even the most hardened professor reported that he "physically fell asleep". A most
distinct communicative problem. As such the description - analysis distinction defied its
own purpose of aiding the reader.
An option was to leave the description in an appendix or a separate volume (see for

example Hagstrom 1991, Iinde1l1992, Andersson 1994, Andersson 1996). The description
- analysis dichotomy also creates a cross referencing problem if the analysis is not to
reiterate descriptive material (e.g. Hagstrom 1991). On a more fundamental level I would
argue that an interpretive perspective does not allow for a sharp dichotomy of description
and analysis. Instead one may talk of interpretations of different levels of abstractions.
The final presentation of the empirical study may best be described as a thematically
structured interpretive historical narrative. The basic structure comprises the four operative
dimensions of international management practice. Within each dimension the ambition is
to employ a fundamentally chronological narrative, although there are several retakes. The
thematic structuring remains, but with an attempt to successively build up the arguments in
terms of how and why the observed and described changes have occured. The discussion is
partly cumulative as reference is made to earlier occurrences and to other parts of the
management systems. The text is held in narrative form, with figures and graphics to make
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the material more available. As such, most of the graphics and tables are communicative
devices rather than analytical.
There is an ambition to employ the vocabulary of the firm in its own terms (Mintzberg,
1979b). Although this study does not employ anthropological or enthological ideas on
going native (Salzer 1994), I see the researchers role as being engaged in a dialogue with the
world of the people of Alfa-Laval. I have seen it of importance to let their language shine
through what mostly is an imposed structure. There are notable exceptions to the rule: for
example foreign subsidiaries were never called just that in the firm. Market company was
the most common expression. I have used foreign subsidiary for the earlier nationally
defined form and market company as the more restrictive downstream unit. Nor were the
words product division used in the manner that the text may indicate. For example, the
business area of the late 1980s did not have the 'global' prefix from the global product
division concept. Which, however, in itself is indicative of the changes that had occured.

Summary
In this chapter methodological considerations have been discussed. In order to satify the
purpose a longitudinal field study was conceived, based upon both real time and
reconstructive elements. The research process of arriving at a spatial and temporal frame
for the empirical study was discussed. A fairly broad set of information gathering
techniques was found warranted. The relationship between theoretical work and empirical
study was found to have been one of interaction and dialogue rather than either deduction
or induction with the successively focussed research issues guiding the interaction.
Before going into the account of the particular aspects of the Alfa-Laval experiences it
should be pointed out that the research case is based upon both publicly available
information and information that was gathered with the cooperation of the company over
a period of almost ten years. However, the final text is not authorized or officially
sanctioned by the company. The responsibility for the presentation, interpretation and
conclusions drawn rests with the author.
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Chapter 3
ALFA-LAVAL;

THE COMPANY AND ITS HISTORY
Introduction tothe Alfa-Laval stu4Y; theftundation; thebasic business issues; "As long asI am managing
director.. "; a multipoint international oligopolY; the national frmign subsidiaries; the 1960s restructuring;
departures; summary
In 1986, Alfa-Laval restructured its formal international organization into global product

divisions, called Business Areas in the firm. Alfa-Laval ultimately departed from the
historical practice of multi-national orientation of international management. In a couple of
years the Business Areas would have developed new global businesses, with technology
centers around the world and generated new cadres of managers much less ethnocentrically
oriented than before. The managerial practices changed visibly from multi-national to
cross-border integrated. But how did those changes come into being? Did they in
themselves constitute the revolutionary globalization of Alfa-Laval or did they represent a
part of a longer, evolutionary process?
The aim of this chapter is to establish the historical, predominantly inttafirm, context of
the later changes in business development and international management. The chapter
summarizes the development of the company from the foundation to a point in time
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around 197011. The upcoming chapters will cover the time period of the cycle of the
transformative cross-border integration process of the 1970s through the 1980s. The last
entries are from 1990.

Introduction to the Alfa-Laval study
Alfa-Lavalv is in many respects a typical exponent of the older industrial European

international firm, both in its history and in the issues it confronted as the international
business environment changed from national to regional or global. Founded in 1879, and
incorporated in 1883, the company was itself a fruit of the broad industrialization of the
country of Sweden. It was part of an early wave of innovation based13 Swedish companies
which eventually grew into successful internationalfirms, such as ASEA (ABB), SKF,
Ericsson and the somewhat later AGA. The company was based on the development of
the centrifugal separator by Gustaf de Laval and drew its initial competitive advantage from
technological superiority. The firm managed to sustain that advantage through the growth
phase of its industry and to achieve a leading role in

:m international oligopoly along with a

German and a British competitor. Although the problem initially solved by the separator
was the efficient separation of cream from milk, the company was early on devoted to
developing and exploiting the rather generic centrifugal separation technology for which a
number of market applications could be identified. A few market and product related
technologies were added and the company developed into a supplier of equipment to
especially the milk farmer, dairies and shipping. The later independent Alfa-Laval through
the 1980s, was an extensively diversified production systems supplier, for mainly the

11

Much of the factual base in this chapter comes from the eminently detailed, commissioned corporate

history written by Torten Gardlund and Martin Fritz (1983), with the addition of Wohlert (1981) for the
earlydates.
12

'Alfa-Laval' will be used to name the international finn throughout the years. From the foundation until

1964 the name of the parent company was AB Separator. The parent company was renamed Alfa-Laval AB
in 1964, and remained so until 1991. Other names were used locally, for example DeLavai in the US, as well
for international branding purposes.
"Wohlert (1981) appropriately points out that several of these revered innovation companies perhaps
were more apt at copying than innovating. Still, they managed not only to make a prototype, but to organize
massproduction, and eventually acquire international market leadership. As such, and with this in mind, I

will here retain the notion of innovation companies.
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foodstuffs industry, building many of its products around technologies for separation of
liquids and for heat exchange between liquids.
Like other Swedish international firms, and international firms of other national origin
with small domestic markets such as Swiss or Dutch companies, Alfa-Laval was always
highly dependent on foreign markets. Already very early on non-domestic activities were
significant, both in sales and production. Its products had reached New Zealand by 1885; a
sales subsidiary was established in the United States in 1883, with manufacturing from
1893; a major acquisition was made in Germany in 1907; a product development center
was appointed in Britain in the 1920s. In later times, the degree of foreign sales was in the
vicinity of 90 per cent of total sales.
The young company entered its foreign expansion phase in the late 19th century, and
very soon non-domestic markets were dominant. Soon the young business venture came in
the hands of skilled professional management, and with a stabilized ownership situation,
fortified international market presence and a continued technological edge, the company's
products were, by the first world war, manufactured and sold through wholly owned,
national foreign subsidiaries. Following the formative years, there was a marked continuity
in business activities and international managerial practices. Consequently, Alfa-Laval
entered a much later period of pressures towards cross-border orientation with well
established and consistent international management structures, processes and attitudes; an
established mode of management of international operations that undeniably had a long
record of success.
From around 1970, the stability of the multi-national management structure began to
show signs of incoherence. Elements of cross-border integration appeared, formed a
pattern, challenged the older structure and towards the late 1980s cross-border integration
was the pervasive orientation of international management in Alfa-Laval.

Tetra-LAval andthe resurfacing ojAffa-LAval
The 28th of January 1991, it was announced that Alfa-Laval was to be acquired by the
Swedish based packaging and distribution systems supplier Tetrapak through a friendly
takeover. The take over meant that the firm changed ownership for the first time since the
early 1930s. Sellers were majority family interests through Wallenberg and also Lundberg
companies, and a bid was made for all outstanding shares. Alfa-Laval became a wholly
owned subsidiary of Tetrapak, privately held by the Rausing family, and the company was
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withdrawn from the stock exchanges where it had been noted. The name of the new firm
came to be Tetra Laval. The Tetrapak take over is not likely to have had any implications
on the events described in the cross-border integration process of international
management in this study, which focused on the period up to, and including, 1990. As such
it is a study of the occurrances in the company that Tetrapak eventually aquired.
In the late 1990s the greater part of Alfa-Laval was restructured or divested by Tetrapak.
The always relatively independent milk farmer oriented business was restructured as a self
contained business unit under the name of DeLaval, while most of the industrial activities
divested as a second part. In late spring 2002, the latter was introduced on the Stockholm
stock exchange under the 'resurfaced' name of Alfa-Laval.

The foundation
In the late 19th century Sweden was in a process of rapid industrialization. A string of
institutional changes in the mid 1800s paved the way for a wave of industrial
modernization'< across the country. Several of these reforms generated quantitative and
qualitative changes in production factors where, for example, the general knowledge level
of the population was increased by compulsory schooling, the urban labor force increased
as a result of migration from the countryside and modernized when the restricting guild
system organizing the workforce had been abandoned, and agricultural surplus combined
with export of raw materials generated risk capital15• Few aspects of society were left
untouched; the parliament was also reformed. It was a societal revolution on slow bum.
In the economic climate of the late 19th century, innovative individuals generated

technological novelties and founded companies. The risk-taking was often very high and
most proved unsubstantiated but some, through a combination of technological advantage,
financial backing, managerial skill and luck, survived and came to provide the backbone of
Sweden's modem industry. One of these early Swedish 'invention' - companies was AB
Separator, which was contemporary with the innovations and foundations of companies
that became multinationals such as Ericsson, ESAB, ASEA and SKF. AB Separator was
based on the invention of the mechanical centrifugalseparator by Gustaf de Laval, patented
in 1878, an invention that dramatically improved efficiency in separating cream from milk
compared to earlier methods. In order to exploit his invention of the separator, Gustaf de
14
IS
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I borrowed the tenn from Lyttkens (1986).

See Myhrman (1994) for an account ofinstitutional changes in the industrialization ofSweden.

Laval teamed up with his friend Oscar Lamm, also a civil engineer but with an apparent
talent as an administrator and businessman. After struggling with prototypes, suppliers,
finances and sales agents, the company was founded in 1879 - which incidentally was the
same year that standard time was introduced in Sweden's - and incorporated in 1883 as AB
Separator. TIlls was to be the name of the parent company until 1963 when it was changed
to Alfa-Laval AB17.
Following a conflict over new inventions by de Laval, Oscar Lamm felt compelled to
leave the firm - which to a large extent was his own creation - and he was bought out in
1886. The company came into the hands of professional management as John Bernstrom
was made managing director in 1887. John Bemstrom stayed for 18 years as managing
director, until 1915, and was to be the creator of the AB Separator that survived the years.
Bernstrom eventually managed the company with a type of paternalistic control with family
members and relatives in key posts. His son, for example, served for several years as a sort
of personal envoy, until the relationship between the two deteriorated. John Bemstr6m was
a most respected man among his contemporaries and was the first chairman as the Swedish
industrialists formed the Federation of Swedish Industriest'', DuringJohn Bemstrom's reign
as managing director the foundation was essentially laid for the basic structure of the firm
that would remain up until the changes that are documented in the upcoming chapters.
As so often seems to be the case, the inventor himself, Gustaf de Laval, lost control over
his creation. Renowned for his technical talent which was displayed in several inventions
and technological innovations, Gustaf de Laval came to be a prominent figure in Swedish
society during his lifetime. He was gifted with a brilliant engineering mind and his
inventions - many of which developed in his own 'skunkworks' - were the basis for a far

flung industrial complex including activities in dairy, mining and light bulb production.
However, the financing of his activities was as vivid as his technical imagination, and
eventually his creditors caught up with him. In 1897, the then member of parliament de
Laval had to hand over his shares in AB Separator to his creditors in order to avoid
bankruptcy and public scandal.

" The evolution of an 'industrial', standardized perception and practice of time in Sweden is convincingly
described in Lundmark (1989).
17

The chronology and many factual events related in the text are based on the richly descriptive

commissioned corporate history of Girdlund(1983) and Fritz (1983). Instead of burdening the text with

many references I have chosen to do so when criticaL Any analytical construction or conclusion drawn is
mine.
t. In Swedish: Industrifcirbundet, now Svenskt Niiringsliv.
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Considerably later, in the 1930's, the company became part of the Wallenberg sphere of
interest. Jacob Wallenberg was elected to the board of directors of AB Separator in 1930, as
a response to the ten per cent share in the company then held by the Wallenberg family
holding company Investor. Stockholms Enskilda Bank, the predecessor to contemporary
SEB, took over the company's banking in 1934. Jakob Wallenberg was to remain on the
board of directors until 1970, and the company was part of the Wallenberg interests until
early 1991.

The basic business issues
From the very early days, until late in the series of changes in the transformative period, the
greater part of the sales of the company were generated through addressing the same basic
needs, solved through the employment of the same, while evolving, technologies, for the
same customer groups'", There was a remarkable continuity in the business definition of
the firm over a very long time. As early as the turn of the century, AB Separator had
addressed a defined set of issues. These issues were to preoccupy the firm in the future and
the solution of which came to constitute the core businesses of Alfa-Laval. These early
issues were separating cream from milk, preheating and pasteurizing milk, pumping the
liquids, taking measurement of dairy product quality and finding a functioning milking
machine. I will briefly adress each in turn.
The centrifugal separator was the technology for separating cream from milk on which
the company was based. It has remained a key technology applied for a wide variety of
industrial uses. AB Separator initially grew through exploiting the market for the mechanical
centrifugal separator. The separator was originally developed for dairy use - as a more
efficient solution for separating cream from milk. Gustaf de Lavals machine was a
technologically superior solution to a problem which had been addressed by several
inventors around that time. The de Laval separator speeded up the process of making cream
from milk from hours to minutes, with significant quality improvements of the cream
obtained.
It was by no means the only or the first attempt. The issue was more or less
simultaneously and with similar ideas addressed in several countries; competing patents with
centrifugal solutions, actually filed earlier but outmaneuvered, were found in Denmark and

19
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See Abell (1980) for a discussion on these dimensions of business definition.

Germany, in France and in the United States20 • It seems that Gustaf de Laval managed to
improve on the technical qualities and mastering very high revolution speeds, but most
importantly de Laval and Lamm were the better exploiters, the better businessmen,
acquiring international market coverage and a market leadership that was to be continued-',
From the start the company was built upon technological advantage, a source of
competitive advantage guarded and sustained by the company into the modem engineering
firm. AB Separator was one of the high tech companies of its time. For the

turn

of the

century contemporaries, the separator was a sophisticated piece of technology; with some
6500 revolutions per minute it required narrow tolerances in manufacturing, careful
handling while shipping, precise assembly and skilled servicemen in order to function well.
As we will see, characteristics of the product influenced the international production-, as
well as the international sales organization.
The de Laval patent was only the starting point. The technology of separation was
improved in a series of internal developments as well as acquired patents, and the company
has managed to be at the forefront in several technological leaps. One of the most
important technological steps came already in 1889, when AB Separator aqcuired the patent
for so called alfa plates, an import of a German patent through the then agent Bergendorfer
Eisenwerk-', The patent substantially increased the capacity of the machines and thus the
technological advantage of the company's separators, and provided the company with
protection for a few crucial years of development. Important for future applications were
the improvements in the 1950s, allowing for a continuous instead of a batch industrial
process. This was the result of the so called self cleaning separator, which did not require
the process to be stopped at intervals for cleaning. A late addition has been the filter
techniques, which enabled an entty into the biotechnology field.
Although the first models needed a fair amount of power to spin, and were developed
with dairies in mind, the early market dominating design was the small scale hand separator,
distinguished from other separators by the means of power used to

turn

the separator

around; the hand separator was essentially cranked around by the farmer. However simple
this technology seems, and although the production in Sweden in terms of units peaked in
192623, it was to be the backbone of the entire industty up until the Second World War. The
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Wohlert (1981, pp377).

"See Wohlert (1981) for an exhaustive and very interesting account of the formative years of the fum;
from 1876 to 1914.
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(Wohlert 1981, pp78)

z.' Fritz (1983, pp89)
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larger machines needed more power - consequendy called power separators - and were
intended for dairies. The industry substitution of hand separators with larger machines was
above all a question of the quality of roads for transportation of fresh milk. There were also
some technical problems to be solved for dairy use, such as a great amount of foam
produced by the early power separators. Most of these problems concerning the separator
itself had found a solution by the end of the 1930s. Also during the 193Os, roads were
beginning to be of a quality the year around that was sufficient for daily transport. The
consequence for the maker was fewer but larger units 24•
Mechanical centrifugal separation of liquids of different density is a rather generic
technology in the sense that it is suitable for a wide range of industrial uses, and applications
gradually extended from the milk and dairy origin into the industrial sector, building on the
technical know-how of the company. Separators were subsequendy specialized for different
customer needs, where separators for cleaning lubricant oil in mechanical industry was one
of the first major groups of machines. Another early use was marine separators for
lubricants and fuel onboard ships, originating during the First World War. Development of
the industrial separators was slow, and it was not until after the Second World War that the
commercial breakthrough occurred. It also seemed rather hesitant on the part of Alfa-Laval;
for a long period of time industrial separators were labelled 'special' separators, seemingly
opposed to the 'normal' milk and dairy machines.
The second fundamental business issue concerned the preheating of milk before
separation and the problem of pasteurizing milk- two issues that after several technological
solutions of varying quality eventually led to the incorporation of the plate heat exchanger
(pHE) in the 1930s25• The addition of the plate heat exchanger technology in the 1930s
helped both to support systems design and create new customer groups for the finn.
Pasteurizing milk involves both heating up and cooling down the milk, and the idea of
saving energy in the process was efficiendy and flexibly addressed in the plate heat
exchanger. Alfa-Laval first licensed the plate heat exchanger technology from British APV
through its German subsidiary Bergedorfer Eisenwerk. However, work was ongoing on an
Alfa-Lavalmachine, at Bergedorf. The first was ready by 1931, and the PHE went through a
series of rapid improvements over the 193Os. The critical. development work and first
decade of production was done at the German subsidiary, although with a couple of
24

In a very interesting set of general arguments with bearing on this issue, Chandler (1986, 1990)

emphasizes the importance of infrastructure innovations and investments for the growth of the modem

MNC.
2S Fritz
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Swedish engineers as responsible for the project. When the German political situation began
taking an unpleasant turn towards the end of the 1930s, and the risk of war was immanent,
the PHE production was moved to Lund in southern Sweden, where it remained.
Thirdly, the company had a pump of its own design in 1897. The interest in in-house
pump manufacture has remained throughout the years, and eventually acquisitions in the
late 1980s made pumping, and piping and other support equipment for the food industry an
important business in its own right.
Fourthly, measurement equipment - early examples for the measurement of fat content in

milk are the Laktokrlt by de Laval and its replacement, the Butyrometer. Later still, in 1981,
the acquisition of the German company Bran+Lubbe continued the development of
problem-solving activities in dosing and analyzing and again expanded, for example,
through the acquisition of divisions of the American firm Technicon in 1987.
Gustaf de Laval struggled in the early days with the milking machine issue, although with
a flawed solution. The managers of the company noted that a great many inventions were
being developed, and basicallyconcluded that it could enter the market at any time. Lavalco,
as the US subsidiary was called internally, developed an efficient solution to the problem,
presented to the American market in 1917, which was transferred back to Sweden and to
the European markets after the war. Whereas the separator in modem times has not been
sold to farmers, the milking machine has remained a core product in an extensive range of
products sold to milk farmers ranging from computer assisted feeding systems to
detergents.
Combined, the technology- and business development addressing the fundamental issues
resulted in a set of core, and some more peripheral, components, partly developed and
manufactured in national foreign subsidiaries and sold worldwide. Several of the product
divisions formed in the 1970s and remaining throughout the 1980s were direct descendants
of these business issues. The separator business formed the "5" division, the heat exchanger
business the "T' division, pumping and related equipment formed eventually a business
area called "Flow Equipment", the measurement issues addressed in a unit called ''Dosing
and Analyzing" and the milking machine would eventually form the basis of Alfa Laval
"Agri". But then, of course, the idea of product divisions was conceived much later.

'As long as I am business director...'
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The basic business issues addressed already before the

tum

of the century have remained

focal points for the firm throughout its history, and the more generic of the technologies
developed as solution to the fundamental issues discussed above - the separator and the
PHE combined with the milking machine - remained at the core of the company and
formed the basis for a wide range of customer oriented and applied products.
These early developments seems to have set a role model for close-range, problemsolving development of the firm's product range. As we have seen, the separator and dairy
related issues were fruitful routes of expansion for the young company. Early
experimentation with unrelated diversification led to strains on management time and to
tied-up capital. Around the

tum

of the century the young company invested in steam

turbines in the US, in casein in France and a yeast separator in Sweden, all of which
generated losses and managerial problems. The somewhat tragic personal fate of Gustaf de
Laval was linked to this excessive dispersion of interests. It seemed that the firm gained
from related problem solving, and diluted its effort by making unrelated investments. The
results of these endeavors led managing director Bemstrom to conclude that

"dunng"!Y time at AB Separator the compaf!Y wiD notinvest outside dairy-related areas".26
As we have seen, the industrial separator only slowly made its way into the product
catalog and then first as a 'specialty separator', and the policy of related constrained
diversifications? based on internal development of new products actually remained in

practice until 1985/86, when a still related, but linked and acquisitions-based business
development policy was manifested Although industrial separators and other non-dairy
uses of the core technologies slowlywere adopted, and while a few unrelated product areas
grew substantially, the policy of related diversification remained throughout the firm's
history.
However, the company historically was never alien to making a good acquisition; already
in the earlydays vertical acquisition of foundries in Sweden and foreign sales agents, such as

German Bergedorfer Eisenwerk in 1907, set an example, along with horizontal acquisitions
like that of Danish competitor Burmeister & Wain in 1896.

26

Fritz (1983). My translation.

27

See Rumelt (1974). Related constrained diversification pertains to a circular business development pattern

with a distinguishable common ground, while the alternative - related linked diversification - brings the firm
gradually further from its original business.
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Thefoodand dairy !Ystems

The core components of Alfa-Laval AB in modem times - the separator, the plate heat
exchanger and the milking machine - have long since reached a mature state with saturated
markets and limited volume growth. One way of increasing the sales of a fixed volume is to
, build systems around the components. The company has attempted this route in several
ways, and for quite a long time. Up through the 1950s, virtually all AB Separator sales were
of components; of singular separators, plate heat exchangers etc. Work began at this stage
that eventually resulted in the modem, production process designing company; systems
were built around the core products, and made part of the related diversified nature. The
size of the systems increased until tum-key deliveries of dairies and other units were
included.
Components were combined with support equipment and sold as complete systems also
in the early days, but then rather occasionally. One of the first examples must have been the
so called "turbine dairy" of the 1920s, a small scale, 'knock down', dairy for decentralized
dairy production. It was a response to the poor quality of roads at that time. Still,
components were the backbone of the company's sales well into the 1950s. During the
1950s, a concerted effort was made to package key components into food production
process systems. Towards the end of the 1950s, processes like Centriflow; for production of
edible fat, Centrifish: for continuous production of fish oil, ashore as well as onboard a ship
and Shortmix; for vegetable oils, were marketed. These processes were all centered around
the separator. Another type of systems development, which actually started earlier, was
combining separators and PHEs, especially for dairy and marine use. The development
work, and design, of dairy separators and PHEs were linked to each other, for example in
terms of sizes developed, for efficient use in the dairies. Systems have been customer
oriented, predominantly towards food and beverage manufacturing industries, and often
building on the separation knowledge. The supply of relatively small, semi - standardized,
food production modules, remained a most important product group for the company.
The development of very large scale production systems, sometimes of turnkey nature,
for food and beverages production also started in the 1950s. The orientation of the firm has
been to design "complete processes" in the factories. Since then a number of complete food
processing plants have been designed. The nature of the large systems business is such that
the software component of the product is substantial, involving the employment of highly
skilled personnel for development work. The systems were custom designed, and delivery
times of a year or more were not uncommon. To a limited extent turnkey deliveries of entire
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plants were made, several of which of spectacular size. In 1960, the two first important
complete dairies were delivered; in Cairo, Egypt (capacity 100 000 liters of milk pet day),
and New Dehli, India (cap. 300000 liters per day). Early deliveries were also made to the
Soviet Union.
Commercialization of the dairy and food systems generally occurred in the 1960s,
although the volume growth of systems related sales took some time to achieve. The
components have remained a fundamental activity of the firm and in 1983, for example, the
engineering work associated with systems deliveries accounted for around 50 per cent of
the production value for industry-related activities.
The organic business development practices of the company led over time to great
complexity with a multitude of market segments and product variations and applications,
and where the individual businesses to a varying degree were interdependent. After the
development from the 1950s and on, the company developed competence in designing and
delivering production systems especiallyto dairies and the food and foodstuffs industry. But
the 'systems' Alfa-Laval had in-house supply of both core components and peripheral
equipment such as cooling tanks. The product/ market complexity was coupled with an
extensive geographical dispersion.

Unrelated diversification
The company has over time been involved in various unrelated business activities ranging
from textile machinery to lawn mowers, but these units have eventually been divested. One
of the most speculative and long-lived unrelated product diversification efforts was the
manufacturing of automobile bodies for Volvo, from 1928 to 1969. The diversification
came about as the AB Separator factory in Olofstrom had excess capacity in the late 1920s.
Volvo, in its entrepreneurial phase, was short of finances and time, and an agreement drawn
up whereby AB Separator became the supplier of car bodies. The Olofstrom facilities made
all Volvo car bodies, and fueled by the expansion of the ear-maker in the post-war
economy, Olofstrom became the fastest growing unit of Alfa-Laval. In 1968, Olofstrom
made 170 000 car bodies, and represented close to 25 pet cent of Alfa-Laval sales. In
essence, the factory was a joint venture, with Volvo paying for investments, and Alfa-Laval
assuming the risk for facilities and personnel With growth, the arrangement became a strain
for both parties. For Alfa-Laval because of the relative extent of the subcontracting activities
and ensuing dependency, and for Volvo because the value of the Olofstrom deliveries
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approached one third of the cost of a car. Volvo ultimately acquired Olofstrom in March,
1969.

A multipoint international oligopoly
In the early days, competition was fierce between the many companies in the national
Swedish separation industry. New technology and growth attracted attention. The
emerging industry saw the start-up of a great number of companies, most of them,
however, with a limited life span. After the first wave of concentration there were three
companies fighting for sales to farmers and dairies: AB Separator, which was the largest of
the three, Pump-Separator, and Baltic. Following a market slump in the late 1920s,
resulting in increasing price competition, the industry was restructured: Baltic was first
acquired by Separator and Pump-Separator jointly, and less than a year later, in 1929,
Separator acquired Pump-Separator. Consequently, Separator achieved a near monopoly
on the domestic markets. From this time, the competitive situation of the company was
decidedly international. To put the point even stronger, from this time the competitive
environment has been that of an international oligopoly, with essentially the same
participants from 1929. The main international competitors throughout the years have
been Westfalia, of Oelde, Germany and British MV. The international firms have been
challenged by local competition that varies and has varied in intensity from country to
country and between product/ market areas.
From the 1930s and onward the main European competitive situation in the core areas
was that of a multipoint, international oligopoly with three dominant actors. In separators
and milking machines an industry structure with Alfa-Laval, Westfalia and local
manufacturers has been common on most national markets of any size. The pioneer in plate
heat exchangers, and over time a main competitor has been British MV (Aluminium Plant
and Vessel Co.). APV was founded in 1910, and has been making PHEs from the 1920s. As
AB Separator had the advantage of being able to supply dairies with both separators and
PHEs from the late 1930s onwards, Westfalia and APV have cooperated in these product
areas on some markets.
A few internationally active companies engaged in separator manufacturing, and founded
around the turn of the century, have had parallel development patterns. Again, the most
important European and international competitor in separators, and having remained so
despite the great wars, is German Westfalia. Other competitors of continued presence were
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Sharples,of the United States, and Titan, of Denmark The main competitor in separators in
the United States was always Sharples, of Philadelphia,PA. It began making hand separators
in the 1890s, and followed a similar development into new related products as AB
Separator, but came to specialize on decanter centrifuges (separators for liquids with a very
high solids content). The European oligopoly on centrifugal separators stteched into the
United States, with no substantial US-owned company manufacturing centrifugal separators
in modem times (although the subsidiary Lavalco to all intents and purposes for long
periods of time has been American. Lavalco passed a so called Buy American Act in the
early 1980s and has remained a major supplier to the US Navy.). The subsidiaries of AlfaLaval and W estfalia s~pplied the US market.
The competitive positioning of the company was based on technological advantage and a
high price/ high quality competitive positioning. The early de Laval separator was, possibly,
the best of several contemporary attempts to solve the problems of cream separation. The
incorporation of alfa-plates continued the technological supremacy. The sales pitch during
these years was that the machines gave a the better yield of cream, and other quality related
claims. This focus on technological advantage was to carry over into the modern
engineering firm. The important alfa patent expired around the

turn

of the century and its

expiration generated low price competition. After only a few experiments to meet that
competition through product redesign, AB Separator came to focus on increased sales
support and a high price/ high quality competitive stance. This effort of arguing for the
long-term economic benefit of the high quality machine was' successful on most national
markets, with the exception of Russia, where the low cost machines were strong. The
modem Alfa-Laval has continued this product/ market positioning, with few and late
conttary examples, such as small, brazed, non-serviceablePHEs added in the mid 1980s.

The national foreign subsidiaries
Alfa-Laval was always very dependent on non-domestic markets. Growth and foreign
expansion were intertwined and

vehicles for pursuing foreign market opportunities

relatively quicklywas found in the form of national foreign subsidiaries.

Growth andforeign market expansion
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A market related factor of great continuity is the company's dependency on non-domestic
markets and the geographical diversityof markets. This has been the case for virtually all of
its existence and a practice that was emphasized rather than changed in the last few decades
as an independent firm.
Foreign expansion was very rapid and even during.its founding years international
contacts were established and separators shipped abroad. In 1885, out of a total of 826
separators manufactured in Sweden, only 196 (24 p<;r cent) were sold on the Swedish
market. 107 (13 per cent) were sold in the other Nordic countries (of which the majority in
Denmark), 262 (32 per cent) in Germany, 67 (8 per cent) in France, 66 (8 per cent) in Great
Britain, 10 (1 per cent) in other European countries, 105 (13 per cent) in Australia and New
Zealand, 13 (1 per cent) in South America and Africa. Furthermore, 394 separators were
manufactured and sold in the United States. The expansion was directed towards regions
where milk and milk products were traditionally an important part of peoples food and
cultural habits. On cultural grounds, and from the more mundane measurement of density
of cows, northern Europe and North America was natural targets for the products of the
company, as was the Australian market. Actually, the Swedish environment of the firm may
have provided an additional driving force for the international expansion as the centrifugal
tehnology substituted an earlier ice method, where the availability of natural ice was a
prerequisite. Of course, south of the wintry Scandinavian countries, de Lavals machine, and
similar solutions, enjoyed a greater 'substitutional' advantage.
Alfa-Laval shares a high dependency on foreign markets with many other Swedish
multinational firms. Swedish entrepreneurial firms quickly expanded into foreign markets.
The mature firms with established sales and manufacturing subsidiaries have often had
around 90 per cent of their sales abroad and somewhat less for foreign manufacturing28.
Alfa-Lavalis not atypicalin a Swedish context.
The firm has aimed its efforts at the same customer groups for a very long time. Farmers
and dairies were the first distinguishable customer groups, slowly followed by the owners
and constructors of commercial and military ships as the industrial separators were
developed with special emphasis on naval applications. These customer groups continued to
be the most important market segments.

28

See for example Solvell, Zander and Porter (1991).
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From agents tonationalforeign subsi,diaries
When Oscar Lamm left the company in 1886, he had already established a network of
agents covering the major European markets as well as the US. For several reasons the
agents were, over a period from around 1900 to the First World War, transformed into
wholly owned national foreign subsidiaries. Although it is outside the scope of this study to
cover the establishment pattern, we should note that the company, in the early years, tried
several forms of local establishment, including sales agents, licensing of production and
various joint venture agreements. Up until the Second World War, subsidiaries of the
Swedish ball-bearing maker SKF were agents for AB Separator products in many distant
markets. For the larger national markets in Europe and in the US, national subsidiaries were
the norm from a very early date.
The reasons for transforming the agency relationships into wholly owned subsidiaries
were both technological and market-related; both of which aspects led to investment needs
that the agents were reluctant to incur. The separator was an advanced technological
solution for its time, and required proper manufacturing and installation in order to function
well. Thus, the company was reluctant to license out production of the key component - the
separator bowl - which continued to be made in Sweden and shipped abroad for assembly
with locally produced parts. The firm was concerned about the diffusion of its technology,
and the practice actually continued until the Second World War. The high revolution speed
required small tolerances in production and one of the problems for the young firm was to
find qualified local production partners. The high speeds also made installation crucial to the
functioning of the machine, and thus the neeed for what in modem terms would be
customer support. With growth, there was a need early on for local spare parts storage,
service and repairs facilities. In the face of emerging low price competition around 1900,
after the expiration of the alfa patent, the firm adopted a high price/ high quality
competitive stance, and the efficiency of the machines was important. Consequently, control
over manufacturing and installation became critical for the firm also for competitive
reasons. New competitive circumstances required intensified sales support and investments
in well trained direct sales forces. With the growth in turnover, agents were reluctant to
comrnitt the resources necessary as early as at the turn of the century. So, the complexity of
the technology, competitive factors, and investment needs coupled with several fights over
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control of local agents or joint ventures led to the establishment of wholly owned local
subsidiariesin all the major country markets-",

Site

Agent

Sales subsidiary

Production

Denmark

1879

1900 Copenhagen 1910 Copenhagen

Germany

1879

1901 Berlin

1902 Berlin
1907 Hamburg (Bergedorf acqisition)

France

1879

Great Britain

1879

1907 Paris
1897 Vienna30

Austria

1897

1898/1903 Budapest'"
USA

1883 o/V) 1883

Russia

1893 Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

19100/v)

Table 3.1. Examples of establishments of national agents, sales subsidiaries and production.
Source: adapted from Wohlert (1981, p40), additional information Fritz (1983)
As the firm consolidated its positions, the national foreign subsidiary became the main
vehicle for the further international expansion of AB Separator. Apparently a very robust
mode of organization this international structure was to remain formally untouched until
1979.

International operations
Domestically, the parent company from the start adopted a functional organization
structure that was to last until 1968. The organization of production followed the same lines
29

The general importance of these driving forces for establishing 'salaried sales forces' is discussed by

Chandler (1986).
311

The result of a smaller acquisition of a machine shop in Vienna in 1897, incorporated in 1898 as

Actien-Gesellschaft-Alfa-Separator Wien. Possibly the first European foreign direct inverstment by a
Swedish industrial company (Wohlert 1981, p137).
31

The Budapest company closed down a minor production of dairy tools in 1903 (Woh1ertp138).
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as drawn up by Bernstrom around the turn of the century, although departments were set
up to cater for new activities. As early as in the 1920s, as work on the industrial separators
was starting, there was an organizational division into marine separators and separators for
other uses. These were the "Marine end" and "Land end" - so called because they were
located in each end of a corridor.
The authority of the Swedish production manager ended at the border, and there was an
"export sales" department for sales to foreign subsidiaries. In the early days the production
manager - the "Overingenjor" - was also responsible for product development and
undoubtedly was a most important individual in the then high-tech finn. The parent
company developed staff functions along with the functional organization structure. As we
shall see, the functionally organized central staffs remained considerably longer than the
formal parent company organization structure. The larger foreign subsidiaries had their own
staffs.
In the early days the operational organization of AB Separator was the same as the legal
structure, with a domestic parent company and national foreign subsidiaries in the various
national markets. In relation to the foreign subsidiaries the parent company was an export
organization. The foreign subsidiaries reported directly to the managing director of the
parent company.
The basic principles of Bernstroms organization of production were to last until the
1970s. The production was organized by country, with many, but not all and not always, of
the main development units in Sweden. It is notable that the key component - the separator
bowl - was the last to be licensed to the foreign subsidiaries for local production, and even
then reluctantly so.
In the early development of the products one can note the importance of the foreign
subsidiaries in product development's. Several critical steps in the development of core
components have been taken in the non-domestic units. One of the first key design steps of
the centrifugal separators, the so called alfa-plates, came with the acquisition of Bergedorfer
Eisenwerk of Germany in 1907. Marine separators were pioneered through technically
advanced solutions by the United States subsidiary De Laval Separator Co. (Lavalco). The
importance of the foreign subsidiaries in the early years should be stressed, as, not only did
Lavalco pioneer the use of marine separators, but the company's appointed European
center for development of industrial separators came to be located in London, England,
from around 1920 to 1926, at the De Laval Chadburn company, not at the parent company
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See Zander (1994) for patenting activity of the various national subsidiaries.

in Sweden. The possibly first international AB Separator conference ever was held there in
1925, discussing the new industrial separator. The Swedish arm of industrial separation
found an interesting organizational solution, as a result of a research and development joint
venture: Separator-Nobel, founded in 1923. Also, the efficient solution for milking
machines was developed at Lavalco in the US, and later introduced on the European
markets.
During the Second World War, virtually non-existent trade led to a build-up of
production facilities in the various countries. To keep the local factories running, the parent
company had little option but to furnish the subsidiaries with specifications and drawings of
core components. Any ideas of reconcentrating production were spoiled by the demand
surge of the post-war economy and the fum was left with a multiple-plant structure for the
first post-war decades, duplicating both development work and manufacturing. After the
Second World War the company had a largelyparallel operations structure, with duplication
of efforts and several local variants.
The post-war production in the subsidiaries reflected local needs. For example, the British
subsidiary concentrated on marine separators and milking machinery, the French on wine
and cheese manufacturing systems. A couple of non-domestic corporate product centers
were appointed. The Italian subsidiaryhad started production of local variants of separators
in the 1930s. The most important product, not only in Italy but in the entire Mediterannean
region, was separators for use in the production of olive oil. Eventually, in the 1950s, the
Italian subsidiary was appointed corporate center for development, production and export
of olive oil separators. There are two noteworthy exceptions to the specialization of foreign
production in the early post-war production structure. German Bergedorf and American
Lavalco both had broad product programs, similar to that of the parent company.
Bergedorf had several products of no connection to Alfa-Laval's core business, such as
equipment for the textile industry.
An important piece in this jigsaw is how the location of technical development has shifted
throughout the years. The history of Alfa-Laval is in many respects typical for Swedish
multinational firms with a manufacturing base, but it has been found that Alfa-Laval in this
respect is the odd man out. Following the substantial technological contributions of the
foreign subsidiaries in the early decades of the century, the technology development slowly
shifted home again to the Swedish parent company when measured as the proportion of
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patents granted33• Thus, during the mid-century decades the technological initiative shifted
back to the parent company, and and important factor in understanding the course of the
transformation process established.
In the parent company, the factory operations gradually left the ancient site at
Kungsholmen which had become central Stockholm and moved 50 km south to Tumba.
Tumba, with separator R&D and production and the important marine application of
separators, as well as milking machine production, was one of two distinguishable
technological centers of Swedish operations that emerged during the post-war period. The
other was Lund, with plate heat exchanger facilities and most of the growing dairy and food
systems efforts.

International management

A couple of circumstances made the coordination of the activities in the international
firm manageable. Firstly, during the 'component' era the size and scope of the company's

activities was smaller and narrower, and the parent company was able to have substantial
operative insight which diminished in later years. Secondly, the informal aspects of the
management model with quite intensive communication between the parent company
managing director and foreign subsidiary managing directors provided much of the
coordination through personal agreements. This informal and personalized management
based on trust was - in post-nepotistic times - to a significantdegree based on long careers
in the firm and a resulting strong social structure.
Somewhat surprising from an information age perspective is the apparent lack of respect
for establishing and conducting business over great distances in an age when the telegraph
was a new phenomenon and there was no quicker means of extensive communication than
a letter - forwarded by steamship. The operating relationship between headquarters and
subsidiaries in the early days where defined in a few, and well defined points of contact. The
Swedish office initially provided technical knowledge and later the core component, sold at
"export" prices. The foreign subsidiaries provided payments for goods and yearly dividends.
On top of this, there was an ongoing and frequent, but largely informal communication
between the managing director of the parent company and the managing director of the
foreign subsidiairy. It was to a large extent a relationship between two partners, rather than
"See Zander (1994) for these findings and comparison with the developments of other Swedish
multinational firms' development of the location of technologicaldevelopment.
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between hierarchically superior and inferior organizational units. The relationship was
dyadic. A few such dyads virtually frames the key international relationships in this enduring
model of international management the parent company manager and the managers of
foreign subsidiaries in Germany, France, Great Britain, the US and possibly Denmark and
Italy together were in charge of the lions share of the company's sales, assets and employees.
The management style in the early days was paternal and colored by nepotism. Many of
the managers, both domestic and in the subsidiaries, had long careers with the firm. The
nepotistic aspect of recruitment during Bemstroms reign, especially that for foreign service
is pervasive. The difficulty in finding individuals with the qualifications needed was the
source of the practice. John Bernstrom needed a kind of individual that was in scarce supply
in 1900; technically educated, linguistically skilled and of the right social background He
also needed a certain character: negotiating skills, somewhat of a cultural. chameleon with a
physical and mental robustness that could withstand the journeys, responsibility and cultural.
changes. The individual had to conduct negotiations on behalf of the company and its
managing director without much possibility of communicating with the head office.
Consequently, and perhaps the crucial. aspect, Bernstrom needed individuals that he could
trust. The answer to the demands was an inclination to rely on nepotism, a practice that
brings negative associations to the present day reader with meritocratic ideals, but in those
days had a rational background.
Up until the Second World War blueprints for key components was kept in Sweden and
obviously for restricted use in the non-domestic units. However, with the most definite
trade restrictions during the war this last refuge of central control had to be abandoned and
the key component blueprints distributed in order to keep the factories running in the
foreign subsidiaries. The separation of national. markets imposed through the war and the
post-war demand surge of the 1950s resulted in a decentralized, federative structure where
one can expect polycentric management attitudes to have prevailed. The general
international strategy of the firm was one of national. responsiveness, with local variants and
product lines. The general international organization structure was based upon wholly
owned, national foreign subsidiaries.

The 1%Os restructuring
In 1960, Hans Stahle was appointed managing director, at the age of thirtysix. With
Bernstr6ms long reign a pattern had been set with long-terms of office for managing
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directors. This was to be the case also for Hans Stahle who was to remain in leading
positions of the firm - managing director and chairman of the board - until his death in
1989. like his erstwhile predecessor John Bernstrom, Hans Stahle also served for a period
as chairman of the Federation of Swedish Industries.
The period with Hans Stahle as managing director began with a restructuring of the
company towards the core businesses and thus divested interests in white goods - which
included Electrolux shares, lawn mowers and in 1969 the Olofstrom car body
manufacturing. Instead, the internal dairy and food systems development came to be the
focus of business development activities. The 1960s was a period of concentration,
including divestments of activities deemed unrelated, and increasing attention on food and
dairy systems. As a symbol of these efforts, but building on the heritage, the name of the
parent company was changed for the first time: AB Separator in 1963 became Alfa-Laval

AB.
For a great many years, not only the main factory works, but also the office of the parent
company was located in what later became central Stockholm; Fleminggatan on
Kungsholmen. The location proved increasinglyimpractical, and in the early 1960s both the
parent company head office and the remaining parts of the separator factory moved out to
Tumba, 50 km south of Stockholm. As of May 1964, the parent company management of
what was now called Alfa-Laval AB took office in a newly constructed high-rise building in
Tumba. The Tumba location was something of a return to the milk farming roots of the
company, as the location of the new high rise office complex was next to the showcase
Hamra Gard milk farm of Alfa-Laval AB.
A restructuring of the domestic operations towards core components took place over the
decade, coupled with increasing efforts on systems design and deliveries.
However, there was a continued reliance of the well established form of international
management. Hans Stahle inherited and continued the established international
management model with Swedish parent company and foreign subsidiaries and around 1970
had some 100 subsidiaries of varying size and importance reporting direcdy and personally
to him.

Departures
The first signs of a profound change in international management practice, challenging the
prevailing national orientation of the firm became visible around 1970 - changes I see as
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symbolic, of foreboding changes to come, and a departure from the well-established
international management structure. As such, they mark the very beginning of the erossborder integration process.
With the sale of the Olofstrorn car body manufacturing in 1969, which represented a
third of the company's turnover, there was a marked focus on the traditional core businesses in
the Swedish parent company.
Domestic operations had always been functionally organized. In a major step away from
historical practice, the parent company in 1968 formally reorganized into the very modem
divisional organization structure (initially called 'sectors' at Alfa-Laval)34. Thus there were three
domestic divisions: the customer-oriented Agri which was oriented towards the milk
farmers, and the product and regionally defined Tumba and Lund divisions. However, the
company was about to split the Tumba division into two product divisions: Separation
Engineering - for development and manufacturing of separators - and Marine and Power
Engineering - for the application of of core components for naval uses. The functional
managers of the parent company in 1970 still remained, but were soon to leave their
offices. As the product divisions formed, they would eventually become an organizational
force capable of challenging the position of the foreign subsidiaries.
The direct link between all foreign subsidiaries and the parent company managing
director was about to be broken. Managing director Hans Stahle appointed a deputy in
1971 in Harry Faulkner, to share the responsibility. Many foreign subsidiaries now had an
indirect link to theparentcompa,!) managing director.
A new administrative framework - the Economic Reports Manual (ERM) - was
introduced in 1970, with the intent of providing an international administrative standard; a
format for economic planning and periodicalreporting within the entire firm.
Two acquired factories in Denmark came under the control of Lund instead of the
national foreign subsidiary in around 1970. This heralded the product divisions
involvement in the internationally dispersed functional activities, and a first move towards a
cross-border coordination offunctional activities.
In 1970 the Greek alfa logotype was added with the explicit intent of serving as a

common uniting symbol and with the explicit intent of limiting the number of brand
names and company names in use. It was a step in the development towards a uniform
international marketappearance.

34

Somewhat later, in the mid 19705, a wave of divisionalization swept over the Swedish business

community (e.g, LjunglOf, Rolander and Aruan 1979)
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In 1970,Jakob Wallenberg resigned from the board of directors of the family-controlled

firm after forty years as a board member, the final ten years of which he spent as chairman.

Summary

Alfa-Laval was founded as an entrepreneurial firm as AB Separator in 1879. Shifting
fortunes in a volatile situation led eventually to a stable ownership when Jacob Wallenberg
took a seat on the board of directors in 1930. The firm was to remain a Wallenberg interest
until 1991.
The company's history exhibits an adherence to a set of fundamental issues or business
definition that have remained remarkably stable over time: the separation of liquids of
different density starting with the milk-cream separator, the heat exchange between liquids
as originated with the plate heat exchanger, the pumping of liquids, measurement equipment and
finally the increased efficiency in milk farming specifically centered around the milking

machine. Perhaps as an inheritance from its innovative founder, a practice of related
constrained, organic product growth and diversification prevailed and resulted in a
complex and largelyinterdependent product portfolio.
From very early on, foreign markets have dominated the sales records, with national
foreign semi-autonomous and wholly owned subsidiaries as the central vehicle to pursue
business. Expansion of the firm and international expansion were almost synonomous
processes, with sales agents established almost around the globe by 1885. With agents
transformed into foreign subsidiaries in the early 1900s, many before 1910, a nationally
oriented international structure was formed that was to remain formally untouched until
1979.
From 1929 onwards, the competitive situation was dominated by one and the same
international multipoint oligopoly. The historic development of the company through the
years provides virtually a blueprint of the European mother - daughter form (Franko 1976),
including such characteristics as early nepotistic recruiting, long carrers in the firm,
functional domestic structure with an 'export' department, the semi-autonomous foreign
subsidiaries with a broad capability for self-determined action, limited administrative
control coupled with important informal aspects of coordination - notably the extensive
communication between managing directors. Events such as the Second World War served
to strengthen the basic traits of the international management form, reinforcing the relative
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autonomy of the national companies and further emphasizing the federative nature of the
international finn.
With a new managing director in the young Hans Stahle the 1960s saw some radical
changes in Swedish operations with a renewed focus on the traditional core businesses and
divestments of significant industrial interests in other fields. The name of the parent
company was changed to the more internationally feasible Alfa-Laval AB, and the parent
company office was moved to Tumba, south of Stockholm. Still, for most parts these
changes meant very little in the foreign subsidiaries.
Around 1970, a number of 'departures', of important steps away from the nationally
oriented international organization established in the early 1900s are observable, marking
the beginning of a change process that eventually would lead to a cross-border integrated

firm. There were, around 1970, decided attempts to uniform market appearance
internationally, and the parent company had begun work to uniform administrative
practices which potentially was to lead to administrative control of international operations
- something that had never before been possible. With the arrival of deputy managing
director Harry Faulkner, not all foreign subsidiaries would have direct access to the parent
company managing director. And with product oriented 'sectors', a cuckoos egg was
planted in the nest that eventually would provide a critical driving force in the
transformation of international management.
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Chapter 4
ALFA-LAVAL;

DEVELOPMENT OF SOCUL STRUCTURES AND
PROCESSES
Owners andparentcompa'!J board of directors; the managers; management committees; some compa'!J
cultureprojects; onthe internal language andjargon;patterns ofsocial !lstems development.
In the previous chapter, a series of changes around 1970 indicated a departure from the
mother-daughter, nationally responsive model of conducting international management
that had been the way of Alfa-Laval since the early years of the 20th century. The ensuing
transformation process cycle,leading to a new organizational configuration, required a long
period of time to be completed. Both the 1970s and most of the 1980s were spent with
successive changes in operations, organization, administration and social structures.
In this and the following three chapters, the developments in the course of the
transformation of Alfa-Laval from a national to a cross-border international management
orientation will be described. In this first chapter attention will focus on the people who
were in the center of the construction and reconstruction. The spotlight will be on the
social structures and processes of international coordination's. The next chapter will
describe the business, technology and operations development, followed by chapters on
organizational structures and administrative systems, respectively. Together these four
35A chronological summary of the development of Alfa-Laval AB from 1970 to 1990 that summarizes
both strategic context and management systems maybe found in Appendix A.
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chapters provide a descriptive account of events throughout the cross-border integration
process. Each chapter has a chronological structure and ends with a summary containing
an interpretation of change patterns from the events described which is also put in a
graphical format. This structure of four partial and chronological chapters does lead,
however, to some cross-referencing problems, which I have tried to limit. Following these
four partial accounts, chapter eight will bring the strands together into a descriptive
comprehensive picture of the cross-border integration process of international
management in Alfa-Laval.

Social systems around 1970
Approaching 1970, Alfa-Laval was a publicly quoted, but family controlled firm with
Jakob Wallenberg chairing the board of directors of the Swedish parent company. The
board of directors of the parent company was composed of Swedish nationals as were the
key managers of the parent company. The firm had continued a tradition of long internal
careers; -the parent company managing director in 1970, Hans Stahle, had assumed office
in 1960 and, for example, Agri manager Lennart Berglind had been in office since the
1950s. For most, the career opportunities were local but quite substantial, be they in the
parent company or in a national subsidiary.
The international fum should be characterized as essentially polycentric (perlmutter
1969). The larger foreign subsidiarieswere indigenous parts of their respective countries. In
Germany, the national head office was located in the same Hamburg plot that came with
the acquisition of Bergedorfer Eisenwerk in 1907. The German company was a significant
player in the German business community, with all functions associated with a general
fum, and no doubt providing a good career opportunity for those locally employed.
Similarly, in the US the company operated from the ancient Pooghkeepsie, New York
State, site which had seen the construction of a factory in 1893. Pooghkeepsie at times had
been 'Alfa-Laval town', and the company was a major supplier to the US Navy. These
larger foreign subsidiarieswere of the same size as the Swedish parent company, had long
local histories, had been run for long periods of time by local nationals, and from a cultural
standpoint were very much part of the local business community.
The recendy formed 'sectors' in Sweden must from a foreign subsidiary viewpoint have
been as a local experiment in the parent company, and the young managers, such as Lars
Hallden, relativelyuntried and unknown, apart perhaps for Harry Faulkner, who carried the
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Owners and the parent company board of directors
The parent company board of directors reflects the ownership of the finn, as well as
changing regulations, prefences and practices of the day. Before studying the membership
of the board of directors, the ownership background will be considered.
When Tetrapak acquired the finn in 1991, it had been a Wallenberg company for 57
years, since the early 1930S36 • The largest owners over the years were Investor and
Providentia - the Wallenberg holding companies. Investor and Providentia together
controlled some 27 per cent of the votes'". Many of the Wallenberg investments have been
in long-term industrial activities; ABBA/ ABB, Ericsson, Electrolux, Atlas Copco, Saab,
Scania. It is fair to assume that the Wallenberg ownership, and its stability, conveyed a
long-term development perspective to the management of the company.
With the awakening of the Stockholm stock exchange in the 1980s, there was also
greater interest in the Alfa-Laval stock. Alfa-Laval had been one of the traditional
Wallenberg companies embodying the family credo of 'acting without being seen', and in a
sense managing director Hans Stahle was better known than his company, partly from
being chairman of the Federation of Swedish Industries in the late 1970s. The new
managing director from 1980, Harry Faulkner, made efforts to make the company less
anonymous in the eyes of the wider public. With Harry Faulkner, Alfa-Lavallaunched a
widely recognized and discussed corporate image campaign in 1981, which included fullpage advertisement in daily newspapers, and a more open attitude towards informationdiffusion was adopted. In 1983, Alfa-Laval shares were introduced on the London stock
exchange, bringing in 273 MSEK and quickly followed by the 'record year' profitability
figures38 •
Unfortunately, the 1984 problems of sharply falling sales to milk farmers had a chilling
effect on the stock markets. In the summer of 1984, after the profitability problems, the
market value on the Stockholm stock exchange was around 2.6 BSEKnom while the

36

Jakob Wallenberg was elected to the board of directors in 1930, and the 'family bank', Stockholms

Enskilda Bank, took over the company's banking in 1934 (Fritz 1983, pp 148).
37

Investor and Providentia merged in 1991 under the Investor name. The merger had no effect on the

events described in this research case.
"The company turned to international capital markets very earI.y in its existence. In 1928, 140 ()()() shares
were introduced in Geneva and Amsterdam. A second issue of shares was placed successfully in London. In
modern times the company was traded on the stock exchanges in Stockholm, London, Amsterdam and
Geneva, as well as traded in the US through ADRs.
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company simultaneously held cash reserves of around 2.0 BSEKnom, and the business
press was voicing concerns that the company was an acquisitions candidate. Not
surprisingly, in mid 1984, Fredrik Lundberg uninvited acquired around 17 per cent of the
votes, later rising to 25 per cent, and Alfa-Laval was in the position of having two
dominant and almost equal owners. The Lundberg 25 per cent share should probably be
regarded as a portfolio investment, as Lundberg at this point in time was mainly a
construction company with real estate holdings.
I will come to argue that the cross-border integration of Alfa-Laval was well concluded
before the Tetrapak acqusition in 1991. The Tetrapak acquisition of Alfa-Laval was the
largest cash acquisition to date on the Stockholm stock exchage, and the cost for Tetrapak
for acquiring Alfa-Laval was in the order of 16 BSEKnom. The buyer, Tetrapak, is still
privately held by the Rausing family. Tetrapak has its origins in Lund in Sweden and its
activities are based on an invention for the continuous packaging of milk in coated paper
packages. The combined headquarters of what became Tetra Laval was located to Lund,
Sweden. The Tetrapak office was relocated back to Lund after a Swiss period, and the AlfaLaval headquarters moved from Alvik, on the northwestern outskirts of Stockholm. Then
Alfa-LavalPresident Lars Kylberg left the firm to take the helm at what at the time was the
Wallenberg centerpiece, Saab-Scania. Lars Hallden succeeded him as President of AlfaLaval AB, and was appointed President of the combined Tetra Laval in 1992. For Hallden
it was a kind of full circle as he had led the Alfa-Laval Lund division from 1971.

Members 0/ theboard 0/directors of theparentcompa'!J

Jakob Wallenberg left the chairmanship in 1970 after 40 years as a board member, and
we should note the continued prominence of Wallenberg family members on the board of
directors. Partly in contrast to the stabilityof ownership, there are some interesting changes
in the composition of the board of directors.
One may note the appointment to the board of directors of professional managers
associated with the Wallenberg sphere. During the 1960s especially, professional
management was affiliated to the board as alternates (Peren, Wannberger, Axler, Faulkner).
This somewhat blurred line between owners and 'salaried management' became more
firmly drawn during the 1970s when the practice of deputizing managers of the firm
disappeared.
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There are three occasions when a more significant shift in the membership of the board
of directors occurred. In 1970, or shortly thereafter, seven members left the board of
directors. Throughout the decade, the board was rather 'tight'; small, with family and
related professional managers. As a result of government legislation, the board of directors
was enlarged to include the required representatives of the workforce in 1973; two full
members from white and blue collar unions respectively, and two alternates were
appointed.
1980 again saw changes in many positions with the chairman, vice chairman and the
company managing directorship changing places. The 1980s gradually saw a broadening of
the board of directors with new types of members coming in. Apart from new 'Wallenberg'
professional managers (Lundberg, Mogren), professional managers and investors not
immediately associated to the Wallenberg sphere were elected to the board (Soderberg,
Ljunggren) and the new major owner was represented as of 1985 (Lundberg, Palsson). The
renewal and broadening of the board of directors led to an increasing proportion of
members not associated with the history of the firm as well as representing new groups of
interest. It does not seem unlikely that the board of directors from 1980 and on, and
especially from 1984-85, provided an increasinglyfertile ground for non-traditional policies.
In 1989 Harry Faulkner left his post as CEO, the firm and the board of directors in May
and Hans Stahle past away, while stillin office, in October.

The managers

Fromparentcompa,!) managers tocorporate oiJicers

With a long heritage, and up until the early 1970s, the parent company management
consisted of the managing director, which from 1960 was Hans Stahle, and three deputy
managing directors whose roles were functionally defined: production, sales, and
administration/finance. The parent company - the Swedish operations - was formally
divided into a profit center structure in 1968. As a consequence, the production and sales
directors left in the first years of the 1970s.
A few key individualswith very long-terms in parent company offices were at the center
of events throughout the period of transformation. Chief among these were Hans Stahle,
Harry Faulkner and Lars Hallden, Hans Stahle was managing director of the company
from 1960 until assuming the chairmanship of the board of directors in 1980. Harry
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shared responsibility for the foreign subsidiaries. Harry Faulkner was appointed managing
director in 1980, and stayed until fall 1989. Lars Hallden was appointed divisional manager
for the Lund division in 1971, deputy managing director and head of the Business Group
Industry in 1979, and Chief Operating Officer in 1986. He remained as COO throughout
the 1980s. Another individual with long-terms in offices was Lars Trane, who was
appointed as administration and finance director and deputy managing director in 1980,
and Chief Financial Officer as of 1986, a post he kept throughout the period studied.
During a period of significant internal reorganization, there was a notable stability in the
management team. The continuity of individuals at the parent company was not broken
until 1989 when Hans Stahle passed away, and Lars Kylberg was externally recruited to
succeed Harry Faulkner as President and CEO.

From divisional managers toglobal business area presidents
Like the parent company/-corporate management, divisional management generally
shows a significant stability over time. Some managers of product divisions have had very
long-terms in office, for example Lennart Berglind, who was the manager for Agri from
the 1950s to the mid 1980s. The divisional managers stayed on as business area managers.
After the 1986 change, they were presidents of individual companies, as well as globally
responsible for their respective businesses. Changes were few.

From nationalforeign subsidiary manging directors to...?
The 1970s and 1980s saw a greater turnover rate of market company managers than of
either corporate or divisional managers. However, many of these were rotations. Again the
firm made use of a limited number of persons with continued presence: for example Nils

Beckstrand, Theo de Kimpe, Bjorn Fagerstrom, Guiseppe Falciola.
The changing organization and role of the foreign subsidiaries also had an effect on the
career opportunities. Generally, the changes led from national foreign subsidiaries with
basically local internal recruiting, to the mixed market companies of 1979, to the dedicated
market companies and national holding companies of the late 1980s. A new promotion
pattern emerged after the holding companies were formed in 1987. Despite the policy of
having no dedicated holding company manager nor any central local resources at that level,
there were some exceptions to the rule. In Germany, Nils Beckstrand was made holding
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company manager in 1987, and in Holland Theo de Kimpe in 1988. Both left the operating
management of the mixed market company in question. Always something of an exception
vis-a-vis the European companies, Alfa-Laval Inc. in Fort Lee had a dedicated holding
company manager in Dave Nichols, appointed in 1987, with some central US staffs to
support him, e.g. a legal staf£

Rotation

Typically, Alfa-Laval would develop management from their own cadres and recruit
intemally for managerial positions. As a consequence of the internal development and
recruiting,Alfa-Lavalwas a company of long careers within the firm, and many individuals
devoted most of their working lives to managing Alfa-Laval activities. Scratching the
surface reinforces the image of a firm with intemal careers, where the long careers meant
that many individuals acquired a rather broad experience of the activities of the firm.
Significant rotation between parent company, divisions and foreign subsidiaries was the
practice. As a logical companion policy to near-life time employment, Alfa-Laval
management· was hesitant to outrightly fire individuals. Patience and transfer may
accurately characterize the practice.
By nature of their individual careers, it is fair to assume that the new parent company
executive from 1980 had a greater inclination to be responsive to the issues of the product
divisions than previous executives. Hans Stahle, despite the increasing prominence of the
product divisions during the years, was often referred to as the market companies' man. On
the other hand, his successor, Harry Faulkner, had experience from the product divisions'
viewpoint from having led the Lund division from 1968 to 1971. By nature of his
background, Harry Faulkner had an understanding of the needs and wishes, as well as the
frustrations, of the product divisions vis-a-vis the market companies, and the product

divisions could assume a greater understanding from him in their pledges for influence
over international operations. Lars Hallden virtually embodied the rise of the product
divisions. On the other hand, Lars Trane had personal experience from the market
companies, having served as controller of the American subsidiary in the late 1970s, until
1980,when he was made corporate financial director.
The corporate management of the late 1980s had very broad experience of Alfa-Laval
activities. Apart from the careers outlined above of Harry Faulkner, Lars Hallden and Lars
Trane, Leif Rogersson and Bo Wirsen also had long Alfa-Laval careers. Interestingly, the
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latter two had served on the parent company business development staff in the early 1970s.
Both of them had then worked abroad in several places and functions. Bo Wirsen, manager
for the Food Engineering business area, was earlier controller for the British market
company, which he later headed from 1984 to 1987 (during the course of study in 1987, he
switched places with the Food Engineering manager Ulf Brasen). Leif Rogersson was
earlier managing director of the Australian market company. Leif Rogersson for Agti in
1984, Bo Wirsen for Food Engineering in 1987. Thus, it may be noted that two of the
business area managers of the late 1980s had experience from the market companies.
There was significant rotation of market company managers among a group of
individuals who 'specialized' in foreign subsidiary management. Over the period studied,
and for the selected market companies, Kes Sonius, Bjorn Fagerstrom, Theo de Kimpe and
Asmus Enigck all moved to other market companies. There seems to have been a patrern
of lateral rotation, with, possibly, but not obviously, a promotion in terms of greater size
and complexity of the subsidiaries.
By the nature of the career patterns, the relationship between the individuals and the
firm was far from calculative-", Many fused their working lives with the company and

rotated between different roles in the firm, and different geographical placements, rather
than switching to an outside position. Then, of course, Harry Faulkner had strong ties to
the firm for family reasons
Another level of career involvement and socialization beyond the firm, which also is
beyond this study, but deserves a mention, was at the level of the Wallenberg group.
Although Alfa-Laval had a fairly limited exchange of managers with the Wallenberg
companies, the new CEO recruited in 1989, Lars Kylberg, came from another Wallenberg
company - Incentive, and returned to another Wallenberg mission after the Tetrapak
acquisition.
On few occasions were key managers recruited externally. Nevertheless, a parent
company manager commented in 1982 that

"Ourexperience of external recruiting has been a co.rtfy one. "
Alfa-Laval was a company relying on internal development and recruitment of
management and has very few external recruitments in top positions at home or abroad.

,. Using Etzioni's (1968) classification of the individual's involvement with the firm as coercive,
calculative or nonnative.
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The appointment of Lars Kylberg as CEO in 1989 is a prominent, if late, exception.
Another external recruitment was Ragnar Beyer who was recruited as manager of the
Other companies group in 1979 but in practice worked mostly as foreign subsidiary
manager in the US until he left the firm in 1983. The acquired firms retained their
management to a certain extent, although the picture is mixed Bjorn Cederkvist of Ewos
remained in office following the acquisition in 1979. Within Flow equipment, which
consisted of several acquired firms, there were very few managers with Alfa-Laval
background, save the business area manager Goran Nordstrom. On the other hand,
acquired companies like Bran+Lubbe, SattControl and Euroheat saw a management
change with 'Alfa-Laval' managers coming in. With the formidable number of acquisitions
in the late 1980s, Alfa-Laval was no doubt experiencing a shortage of general managers
with internal c;xperience as well as the competence relevant for the new situations, and
seems to have adopted a pragmatic stance towards the issue. Thus, up until the mid 1980s,
the management cadre of Alfa-Laval developed slowlyin number and as a result of internal
development, whereas with the later acquisitions, managers with other background have
increasingly been brought in. However, the changes were barely visible at the very top
positions - save the Lars Kylberg appointment - and varies substantially between the
business areas.

Ethnocentric recruiting androtation ?

Over the period studied, no non-Swedish individual made it to the parent- or corporate
management committee. This has been argued to be a typical practice in Swedish
multinationals, despite the seemingly contradiction of their global spread of functional
centers, foreign dependence of sales and of the geocentric attitudes associated with crossborder businessw, None of the core product divisions were headed by anyone other than a
native Swedish manager. The corporate office was all Swedish and Swedish was the
informal language of the corridors, albeit that the written material was all in English and
many had a good command of other languagesat the office.
The market company managers show a different national background to either corporate
or divisional managers. Local and third country recruiting was COmmon for the market
company managers, with Swedes as trouble-shooters or 'professional' market company
.." See Hedlund, Danielsson and Synnerstad (1990) for a survey and dicussion of this seemingly
ethnocentric recruiting pattern in a broad set of Swedish multinationals.
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managers. Generally the Swedes have come to the foreign subsidiaries in times of trouble.
For example, a number of Swedes arrived at the US subsidiary around 1980 both as
managing director of the subsidiary and as local divisional managers.

RiJorganizations andmanagement capacity
The rapid redefinition of organization structure and offices that was identified earlier was
not matched by a change of the individuals that occupied the parent company positions.
The parent company executive did not change abruptly, but instead stayed reasonably
constant and evolved in an overlapping and non-disruptive fashion.
The transformation was achieved largely conserving and building internal management
capacity in the parent company and divisions, while significant rotation was made of
managers between foreign subsidiaries. Important recruiting was with very few exceptions
internal. Reorganizations were made with regard to the existing management capacity, or
moderated by it. As such the changes are a mixture of rationalistic specification of roles
and based on the internal supply of management capacity.
The major reorganizations were carried out with little change in individuals. The
1979/80 reorganizations of the board of directors, parent company, and the new Business
Groups looked on the surface to be dramatic. However, Hans Stahle and Harry Faulkner
remained, and Lars Halldens appointment as manager of the Business Group Industry was
a continuation of his work in Lund but on a larger scale. Lennart Berglind continued his
work in Agri. Aspects other than individual appointments of the 1979 reorganization were
more important, such as the explicitinclusion of the non-domestic activities.
The changes in corporate management in the business areas in 1986 were rather a
confirmation of existing practices than a novelty. The group level that vanished in the
reorganization in 1986 left no traces in terms of lost management capacity; Lars Hallden
remained as COO and the head of the ex-business group, now Business Area Agri, Leif
Rogersson, remained. The number of business areas was also partly the result of staying
with the existing managers - in this case the managers of the product divisions/ business
areas. All Business Areas had previously been product divisions within the Industrial
Group - plus Agri - and now reformed as Business Areas with the same managers.

Management committees
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From 1971 Alfa-Laval had a formally appointed parent company management committee,
with a semi-formal internal division of tasks, including tasks relating to international
activities. Until 1971, there was no formal parent company management committee. The
parent company managing director maintained contacts with the foreign subsidiaries and
the functional managers were responsible for product development and production in
Sweden, for administration and finance and for export sales respectively.

Parent compa'!J management committee

The notion of an Executive Management Committee appears in 1971, and it formally
consisted of four members: the managing director, deputy managing director and two
deputy managing directors with an office - finance and sales respectively, although the sales
director left around this time. All through the period until 1979, the committee consisted of
central parent company managers only. Neither divisional, nor market company managers
were included.
Following the business group reorganization in 1979, the committee was expanded, and
varied between five and eight members in the years to come. At the end of 1982, for
example, the Executive Management Committee (or Verkstallande Ledning, VL, in
Swedish) had five members; the Managing Director, the two deputy managing directors in
charge of the business groups Agri and Industry, the deputy managing director for Finance
and Administration, and the deputy MD for state trading and developing countries. At
other instances, the corporate manager for Technology and the head of the Other
businesses group also were officially recognized as part of the VL. Notable in the business
group era, is the inclusion of business group managers in the VI., i.e. the heads of the twotier global product divisions were officially considered part of the management committee
of the finn. No market company manager enjoyed that status. Due to the size of the group,
an informal division occurred where there tended to be an inner and outer circle in the
committee, and in 1986 the corporate management committee was formally reduced in
size.
In 1986, in conjunction with the business area reorganization (see below) - the structure
of the corporate management committee was also reformed, The Executive Management
Committee was replaced by the Executive Group Management (EGM, or Koncem1edning,
KL in Swedish f'corporate management"], in contrast to the earlier Verstallande ledning,
VL f' executive management"], The name change was partly a response to a perceived need
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to stress the corporate office as distinct from the business areas - the global product
divisions. Interestingly enough, the Swedish abbreviations, VL and KL, were used
throughout the firm. Still in 1987 the corporate management was referred to as the 'KL'
(the Swedish letters but pronounced in English). Membership was then reduced to three.
The corporate management committee, as of 1986, consisted of the President and Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer (COO)
and Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer (CFO). It was back. to a situation
with only corporate officers in the committee.
However, the team was soon enlarged. In 1987 the head of the business area Agri, Leif
Rogersson, was made the fourth member, and promoted to executive vice president while
retaining the chores at Agri. Another expansion came after the appointment of Lars
Kylberg as CEO in 1989, with the inclusion of the head of staff for Corporate
Communications, Torsten Henriksson, and the head of the Food Engineering business
area, Bo Wirsen.
Over time the corporate management committee was alternately composed of members
from only the corporate office and membership including the product divisions. Whereas
the product divisions from time to time enjoyed formal recognition through membership
in the committee, the foreign subsidiaries have never been officially part of this group.
Whatever their influence on company-wide policies, it must have been exerted in some
other way.
Starting in 1986, there were three formal meetings per year for the Executive Group
Management and the heads of Business Areas. This group functioned as a sort of "quasiboard", or steering committee of the Alfa-Laval group. Each meeting was a full day of
work. The first meeting, in April, was a follow up of the previous years results and
discussions of these results. The second, in June, dealt with corporate and business area
strategy issues. The third meeting, in December, was a budget meeting. There was no
comparable form of meeting for the heads of market companies.
"We now control through the business areas"
In terms of business areas, after 1986, the CEO had prime responsibility for Agri and the
Technology business areas. The CFO had prime responsibility for the Finance business
area. All other business areas reported to the COO.
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Thecorporate management committee andthe foreign subsidiaries
Historically, the managing director of the parent company had a personalized
relationship with the managing directors of the foreign subsidiaries. The relationship was
based on personal trust and frequent informal contacts sorted out areas of difference. This
was the model of John Bernstrorn, and it is reasonable to say that it was the model that
Hans Stahle inherited. Although there were some 100 foreign subsidiaries fonnally
reporting directly to Hans Stahle, the number of such relationships in practice was limited.
The managing directors of the parent company and of the German, the French, the US,
the British and the Italian subsidiaries, possibly a very few others, together were responsible
for the greater part of sales, employees as well as manufacturing facilities and development
units of Alfa-Laval. Until 1971 all foreign subsidiaries fonnally reported to the managing
director of the parent company. There was a uniform mother-daughter relationship, where
the foreign subsidiary managers reported to the corporate office, and specifically to the
managing director of the parent company.
A break in this relationship occurred in the early 70s, following the appointment in 1971
of deputy managing director Harry Faulkner. During the 1970s, a division of area
responsibility between the managing director and the deputy such that - with a couple of
minor exceptions - all foreign subsidiaries reported to either one of the two. A similar,
semi-formal, area responsibility was from then on the norm at the parent company
With the extended management committeee in the business group organization, a
regional responsibility was issued to a broader group. Regional management in the VL was
provided by the so called "governors"; each member of the VL had specific market
companies to keep track of and to maintain contacts with. This was described as a sort of
collective responsibility on the part ofVL, a "management by togetherness", and in need of
significantinner contacts to ensure a unified outer attitude towards the market companies.
In 1986, the previous "governors", with the function of being a point of contact for the
country subsidiary and a source of area expertise in the parent company were replaced by
the similar Group Management Representatives (GMR)41. (the formal Regional
Management, instituted in 1979, coordinating activities in state-trading countries and
developing countries was reformed with two vice presidents into a corporate staff function:

" see Pitts and Daniels (1984) for a discussion of multiple role assignments combining staff and line
functions.
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International Market Coordination). The position was in most cases upheld by the COO,
or one of the two vice presidents for International Market Coordination.
The GMR'. responsibilities was formally outlined to:
- be informed with respect to the status, performance and development of the subsidiary. Contact should be on an ongoing basis
and include a series of visits by the GMR to the mixed companies.
- approve the subsidiary's total budget
- examine investment proposals
- ensure that issues of dispute between the president of a market company and the head of a business area are resolved
- function a. superior to the president of the mixed market company (with respect to salaries, bonuses and other employment
terms).

- provide additional support and advisory services to the presidents of the market companies and business area heads; and,
especially for overseas subsidiaries, act as "Ambassador" within the parent company.

In 1987, the managers of Mixed Market Companies reported to the Executive Group
Management, although formally through the filter of the local holding company. Thus, the
relation between MMC managers and corporate headquarters formally remained. The
"non-mixed" market companies reported in operating matters directly to the head of the
business area and in a legal sense to the local holding company.
Even in late 1990, all countries still reported to someone in the Executive Group
Management. This means that there was someone at the country level responsible for being
informed about all activities in the country, and someone at corporate level appointed to a
similartask.

The President was responsible for the USA, eastern Europe, the UK and Switzerland, The COO for the UK, Be save Denmark
and the Far East. Leif Rogersson was responsible for Africa, Australia and New Zealand and the Nordic countries. Bo Wusen for
South America and the MiddleEast, and finally,Lars Trane for Canada, the USA (shared) and Austria.

The issue of responsibilities for countries was based more on practical considerations
than principles (e.g., Lars Hallden spoke German and French, Lars Trane was controller in
the US market company in the late 1970s, Leif Rogersson was earlier managing director of
the Australian company).

International management meetings

There was, each fall, an 'Alfa Laval Management Conference', when an international
group of key managers gathered (known internally as the Saltsjobaden conference, as it was
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held at the Grand Hotel Saltsjobaden, ouside of Stockholm. The intended move from the
often chilly Saltsjobaden to a warmer location in 1988 prompted a comment in the
company journal). It was the only time of the year when such a prominent group of
managers was assembled. The composition of the group may be seen as an indication of
what Alfa-Laval considered as 'top management'. In 1982, the fall top management
conference listed some thirty participants, most of whom were mixed market company
managers. It included the two heads of business groups, and no heads of individual
product divisions. The fall Top Management Conference in 1987 gathered a much larger
group, and with a different composition. It had some seventy participants, and included the
business area managers, and the managers of all market companies. Due to the size of the
conference, this was an information and discussions forum rather than a forum for
decision making. The 1982 meeting was more ambitious in terms of substantial outcome,
with in-depth strategy discussions with elements of dialogue.

Cross-border management committees

As the now corporate management had clearly adopted a cross-border structure based
on the divisions, the local or national issues emerged in the divisions. Several examples of
internationally configured leading groups of managers in the divisions are observable. For
example Agri had a management committee similar to the corporate quasi board but with
membership from various countries'S.
A few details of divisional management practices may be reported. In 1982, the Agri
Group instituted a group management committee with three members; the group manager,
the administrative director and the head of Agri operations in England. The management
committee was indeed international, as the British member did not move to Sweden. In the
early 1980s, the Agri management committee had a regional management of international
operations similar to the 'governor' system of the corporate management. The practice of
such a management committee continued into the business area era. At this point in time
Marine and Power had a 'senior council' with international membership. For example, the
US Marine and Power representative was a member.
An important coordination and control tool within Agri in 1987 was the management
committee nicknamed the "Agri Board". The committee was more or less the "Executive
42

see Pitts and Daniels (1984,p52) for a discussion of "world boards" combining functional, area and

product managers.
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Group Management" of Agri. Members included, apart from Leif Rogersson (MD), the
subsidiary managers from the USA, Sweden and Germany, as well as one MD from a
smaller market company, rotating on a yearlybasis, plus the three divisional managers. This
international group met every other month. Meeting-places would shift to different
countries. Items on the agenda included the appointment of key personnel. The Agri board
existed earlier, at least in 1982, but was referred to as "of no importance". If we increase
the level of magnification at Agri, and look at the Agri divisional managers, they apparently
had difficulties with the relationship with market companies in 1982. Generally there were
strong market companies and relatively weaker divisions. An indicator of this may be the
relativelyhigh turnover rate of divisionalmanagers at Agri at this point in time.

Thedominant coalition

The composition of what may have constituted the core group of influential managers of
Alfa-Laval, or the dominant coalition, has changed over time, despite the relative stability
of individuals at the parent company. The early 1970s saw a continuation of the historical
relationship between parent company managing director and the managers of the largest
and most important foreign subsidiaries.
Over a period of time in the early 1980s the dominant coalition group was considerably
larger and more difficult to define. Parent company, divisional and foreign subsidiary
managers all had platforms from which they could have a say in the development of the

firm. The parent company executive was organized in a large Executive Management
Committee, the VL, leading to an informal division into an inner and outer circle, where
probably Harry Faulkner, Lars Hallden and Lars Trane should be seen as constant
members of the inner circle. The Business Group managers where included in the VL, and
the foreign subsidiary managers had officially lost direct contact with the managing director
as a result of the 'governor' system. However, Hans Stahle was chairman of the board of
directors from 1980, and the mixed market company managers remained in many cases the
same as the earlier foreign subsidiary managers. There were no doubt strong informal
means of influence for the managers of the big MMCs. Thus, over some period of time,
there was a considerable number of managers with partly conflicting interests who could
exerciseinfluence on the course of the firm.
Following the restructuring in the mid - 1980s, the fog cleared up and again a smaller
group of managers emerged. The VL was reformed to the smaller KL, which partly was a
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formalization of the earlier inner circle of the VL but with more corporate job descriptions.
Through the changes, especially in the mid 1980s, the foreign mixed market subsidiary
managers had essentiallylost their platforms and divisional market companies were rapidly
becoming the norm for international management. In the new dominant coalition
corporate and the largest and most important divisions must be seen as memebers. As
such, in the KL of the late 1980s the formal membership - Kylberg, Hallden, Trane,
Rogersson and Wirsen with the addition of the corporate information manager Henriksson
- may have been closer to the informal influence than at any point earlier since around
1970.

Some company culture projects
A corporate image advertising campaign that attracted a fair amount of attention was

launched in 1981. It focused on the basic values of the company.
An effort to formulate and diffuse an Alfa-Laval 'philosophy' was made in 1984.

Centrally formulated and internationally distributed, the message was presented in a small
booklet and given to all employees of the corporation. Due to color, shape and obvious
reference, it was commonly known as "Harry's little blue". The campaign may have
reflected a perceived need to (re-)enforce a sense of common corporate wide mission in
the face of growing differentiated interests between the various units at that time. Also, the
number of managers had increased to a point where informal transfer of corporate values
possibly was more uncertain.
In the later 1980s, initiatives were taken at the divisional level to actively influence of
company culture. To boost their sense of common mission and identity for the business
area, international business area culture projects were launched by both Agri and Thermal
in 1986. Thermal used external consultants to design an extensive program to help in the
reorientation towards being a business area with global responsibilities. This had started in
Lund, but later included personnel in the MMCs. Business area culture was felt to be of
essence also in Agri. In order to overcome the nationalism of previously country-defined
operations and to create a supranational Agri, a business area culture project had been
started. This included the basic beliefs of the business

a la IKEA.

The SattControl team

spirit and the detailed business knowledge of the management were felt to be important
factors in the control of its dedicated subsidiaries. This was basically inherited from the
acquired finn.
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The local business area managers within the mixed market companies had direct contact
with the business area headquarters. The quality of these contacts, reflected in the
interviews in 1987, seemed to vary significandy between the business areas, from an al1embracing team spirit to adversaries.

On the intemallanguage and jargon
The taxonomy in use of the firm is itself an indicator of changing practices and prioririesv .
Name changes, regarding organizational units or types of units, or administrative systems
or frameworks, have occurred when the magnitude of a shift has been judged to be of such
importance that it should be manifested in the wording, in the naming of things. The
renaming traced here is a signal to the company from, in most cases, the corporate office.
The parent company itself changed name in 1963, from the original AB Separator, to the
present Alfa-Laval AB. Even prior to 1963, a process had begun by which new units were
given names beginning with the standardized corporate name. The alfa symbol logotype
was added in 1970. From then, the company carried the same name and symbol, presented
in the same blue color. The name Alfa-Laval was itself introduced in the middle of the
lengthy process of standardizing international units to Alfa-Laval names. For example, the
core business companies in Germany standardized their names in the early 1970s, in
connection with the move to Glinde, and became Alfa-Laval Industritechnik and AlfaLavalAgrar respectively.
The foreign subsidiaries have never been called just that in company jargon, or
documentation. In the ERM the word was affiliated company, invoking a federative image
of voluntary affiliation to a common concern. During the 1980s, the company jargon has
been market company.
During the business group era from 1979 to 1986, the concept of "king of the country"
was used to describe the role of the foreign subsidiary manager. Coincidently, the "king"
was to have a "governor" at the head office; a member of the corporate management
committee.
In 1970, the changes to the economic planning and control framework were deemed
sufficiently major to warrant a change in name, from Economic Reports Handbook to
Economic Reports Manual. This was repeated in 1988, when the manual was renamed

·'See, for example, Smirchich and Stubbard 1985.
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MISAL (Management Information System Alfa-Laval). Similarly, the corporate instruction
manual for market company -, and divisional managers was renamed in 1986, from VL
instructions, to KL instructions. The corporate management committee has continuously
had a semiformal division of responsibility for foreign markets. This corporate contact
person was labelled as "governor" in the business group organization, and, more formally,
Group Management Responsible, following the business area organization in 1986.
In 1986, there was a change from "British" to "American" titles for managers. The
managing director was renamed President and Chief Executive officer (CEO), with a Chief
Operating Officer (COO) and a Chief Financial Officer (CFO) at his side. In the original
personnel specification for the business area organization, of late 1985, there was a total of
26 vice presidents; two executive vp's, three senior vp's, eleven vp's (heads of group staffs)
and ten group vp's (the heads of business areas). It may be noted that no market company
manager had the status of vice president.

Patterns of social systems development
The extensive and rapid changes in management structure and administrative control
have taken place while conserving and building internal management capacity. The first
observation of these aspects of the management systems is the continuity in the
development. There was a stabilityof managers during the period studied, especially on the
corporate and divisional levels. There was a greater turnover of subsidiary managers,
although a fair amount of these seems to have been rotations. There has been an
overwhelming dominance of managers of Swedish nationality on the corporate and
divisional levels, again counterpointed by the subsidiary managers, who have been of local
or third country origin.
The long careers and internal recruiting patterns lead to a conclusion of a social
committment to the firm. The core group of managers had virtually fused their working lives
with the firm. This is true both of domestic and foreign subsidiary managers, who may
have rotated but largelystayed with the firm.
Looking over time the 1970s saw a new cadre emerging - the divisional managers. It was a
time for forming the divisions and for building the managerial capacity to manage them.
Stahle stayed on for a second decade. Faulkner was made deputy managing director in
1971, and Lars Hallden headed the Lund division 1971 to 1978.
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There is a series of changes in 1979/ 1980: Hans Stahle becomes the new chairman and
Harry Faulkner new managing director; explicit team manager means new team management

style with greater delegation of tasks in contrast to Hans Stahle's rather centripetal
management. Lars Hallden was promoted to manager of the Business Group Industry.
Ragner Beyer was recruited, Lars Trane promoted to financial manager of the parent
company. From 1979 there was a semi-formal delegation of responsibilities whereby the
foreign subsidiaries more clearly were distanced from the contacts with the managing
director.
However, the major reorganizations built on internal management capacity. Both the
1979 and 1986 extensive changes in organization structure meant little for corporate
management changes. In 1986 Faulkner, Hallden and Trane stayed in the same or similar
roles.
During the 1980s, there were signs of a change from corporate to divisional socialization

processes. It is in this context that the project in 1984 to issue Harry's little blue should be
seen. Harry's little blue offered a company-wide philosophy, while in 1987 divisional
international culture projects and business area international team building efforts signaled
a new focus.
One could possibly discern a polYcentric - ethnocentric backlash - multi-geocentric pattern over
the period studied. In the early 1970s, the main actors were the parent company managing
director and major foreign subsidiary directors. Each firmly based in a national location.
Thus a decidedly international but polycentric model. With the building of parent company
capability and the increasing importance of product divisions during the 1970s - offices
that invariably went to native Swedes - it may be correct to suggest that a movement
towards ethnocentrism had occurred. With the mid to late 1980s development, the crossborder-defined

product divisions/ business areas increasingly formed international

networks. Thus the firm as a whole came to be constituted of a series of internationally
defined product areas, to several of which the label geocentric no doubt was applicable.
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Chapter 5
ALFA-LAVAL;

BUSINESS-, TECHNOLOGY- AND OPERATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
Size and profitability; technologies and products; competitive environment; markets and geographical
diversity; international operations;pf?ysical location; business- andoperations development.
Approaching 1970, the value-adding activities of the finn were still organized by country as
they had been from the early days of the century. Purchasing, production, research and
development where located where there was a critical market size. Likewise, marketing,
logistics and after-sales service were all concerns of the local country administration.
International operations were multi-local with varying practices and duplicating or
overlapping activities. The core technologies and components were mature, with quite
successful ventures into small-scale systems during the 1960s. Overall, a relatively limited
product diversification save for some bushiness in unrelated activities on local markets,
non-domestic as well as domestic. Product development was carrying on the tradition of
internal product development. Apart from having direct contacts with its users, the finn
was in a broad sense vertically integrated backwards, with factory works and in house
supply of mostly high as well as low value-added components. The company had a longterm stable international oligopoly as its competitive situation and a stable market presence
in Europe and North America.
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This chapter will describe the changes made in the structure of the businesses, the
technologies in use and the value adding operations of Alfa-Laval during the 1970s and
1980s.

Size and profitability
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Figure 5.1 Alfa-Laval, sales, emplyees and assets, 1970-1990.
Source. Company annual reports, documentation.
During the 1970s and 1980s, net profit largely grew at an equal pace with turnover. At no
time during this period did the company report a loss on the corporate level. However, the

firm was overcoming some problems in the early seventies and experiencing a sudden and
substantial decline in profitability in 1984. The 'crash of 1984' was eventually followed by a
recoveryin the late 1980s.
Some of the fluctuations in profitability may be put down to changes in the institutional
environment. In the late 1970s, and in both 1981 and 1982 the Swedish currency was
devalued. In 1982, the new socialdemocratic govemment imposed a(nother) devaluation of
the Swedish krona by 16 per cent. For a market-leading firm, the ensuing relative price
advantage vis-a-vis non-domestic competitors does not necessarily translate into increased
market share and volume, but rather as increased nominal profitability. No doubt, parts of
the profits of 1982 and 1983 may be ascribed to the devaluation. A rationalization
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campaign was also under way in 1982/ 1983 curbing the development of costs. The
combined effect of internal rationalization and devaluation gains led to the "recordyear" of
1983.
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Figure 5.2. Alfa-Laval,net profit, ROCE and Re, 1970 -1990.
Source: Company annual reports.
A major event during the time studied was the sharp, sudden and for most observers
unexpected decline in profitability in 1984. The crash of 1984 above all hit for the
agricultural business of Alfa-Laval, as it was triggered by European Economic Community
decisions to curb overproduction of milk and related products. Agriculture in Western
Europe remains highly regulated and sensitive to changes in the institutional environment.
It is a sector of the economy that has remained the worst headache of the ED (as well as of

the GATT negotiations) and initiatives to address the issues have been stalled by powerful
farmer lobbies. In practice, ED action has been somewhat ad hoc. In the spring of 1984,
changes in regulations made the milk farmers stop purchases virtually over night and the
result for Alfa-Laval and for its agriculture business was a near disaster. An Agri manager
ex-post characterized the situation:
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"1983 wasboom, 1984 wascrash, 1985 and 1986 were CHI."
Because of the vertical integration of the company and the underlying dependency on

milk products other parts of the firm were affected. Less milk sold lead to less farm
supplies and less farm systems sold; less milk means less dairy activity which leads to less
components sold as well as less systems design.
The ED-related issues also coincided with losses from large turn-key deliveries of around
100 MSEK, adding to the profitability problems in 1984. Not only were outside observers
surprised but also for the management of the company, the 1984 events came virtually
without warning, after twelve years of increasing profits.
The problems lead to a reevaluation of policies and acted as a major impetus to the
corporate strategic and organizational changes of the years to come. This resulted among
other things in the corporate reorganization into business areas in 1986, which will be
described in the next chapter, and a change of policy in favor of decentralized, product
division-related acquisitions. The effects of restructuring, rationalization and acquisition of
profitable activities contributed to the profitability as well as to the regained growth in the
late 1980s.
The profitability for product/market areas has varied over time. There have been periods
when the agricultural markets have been the main source of profits, others when the
industrial sector was more important in this respect Overall, the seventies was a good
decade for agricultural equipment, and less so for the industrial activities, while the reverse
was true during the first part of the 1980s. Following the mid 1980s problems and ensuing
restructuring, the late 1980s was a profitable period for most of the businesses.

Technologies and products
Looking back at the history of the firm, there was a significant continuity of technologies
over the years, focussing on the continuing development of core components. With a
beginning of systems design in the 1950s, the systems "added value"44 strategy was to have
profound effects on the firm in the years to come. Building on the technologies needed for
systems deliveries, the 1970s and 1980s saw an accelerating departure from the dependency
on traditional core components.

.. Hans Stahle, DI, may 3,1977.
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The continued importance of the core technologies
Three core technologies continued to form the basis of the company's product offerings:
the centrifugal separator, the plate heat exchanger and the milking machine. Around these
basic techniques, a number of applications generated a series of products. The technologies
were long since mature, with well known technological features and with production
process difficulties being greater than difficulties with the product itself. Over the latter
decades the technologies were improved and new product generations launched on the
market, but no major technological breakthrough similar to the self-cleaning separator of
the 1950s occurred. Instead novelties were introduced in the surrounding and related
technologies such as electronic systems control.
The core technologies and operations displayed the expected importance of the
production process rather than a focus on product features. For example, the modem
PHE used wear- and corrosion resistant metals, such as titanium, and was used in a wide
range of applications. Seemingly simple in conception - a series of metal plates clamped
together - the difficulty of the production process of the plates constituted a barrier to
entry, and the production of PHE plates has been centralized to the Lund plant for most
of its existence. Production of frames and assembly has been carried out at several places.
The service and maintenance of the industrial PHEs had also evolved into a technologically
sophisticated operation by the late 1980s45.

45 To

exemplify the latter, the plate heat exchangers need extensive repair, so called regasketing, every 3 or

4 years, depending on usage. In order to provide quick service to shipping clients, the regasketing plant in
HoIland - located in Rotterdam- maintained an all night service and could completely regasket and reinstall a
plate heat exchanger in 24 hours. It included the following steps: -deep freezing to -157C

to

remove old

gaskets, -ulttasonic cleaningof the plates in fluid, -searching for cracks using £1ourescent light, -mounting new
gaskets, -vulcanization of new gaskets. The technology had successively been developed in Lund, Brentford
in England and in HoIland, and by 1987 was also used in Singapore.
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Figure 5.3. Alfa-Laval, Outline of long-term major technology developmenrs
Source. Adapted from (Fritz 1983), documentation and interviews.
Successive revitalization of core technologies and the core components remained one of
the fundaments of the competitive strength of Alfa-Laval, and at the heart of the company
remained two organizational units responsible for core component development and
manufacturing: Separation Engineering and Thermal Engineering. Mechanical separation and
plate heat exchange were, however, mature technologies and their market growth over the
latter decades had been slight. Beginning in the 1950s, the firm sought new ways to grow.

Systems; Junctions: 'processes' and 'contracting'

4(,

This image is drawn to provide a representation of the main development lines in technology

development of Alfa-Laval. The figure is not immediately based on turnover figures or any other
measurement.
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Alfa-Laval had sought ways to build systems around the core technologies from the
1950s. With an order based on increasing software content, these efforts continued, and
focused on, firsdy, 'functions', i.e. smaller systems for a defined need, and, secondly, the
construction of large-scale integrated systems - 'processes' - that sometimes have been of a
turn-key nature. The development of the latter gained strength during the 1970s. The
company also engaged itself in a 'contracting' business for a period of time, producing
complete tum-key plants unrelated to the core technologies.
The pioneer in systems orientation was Agri - the milk farmer-oriented unit of AlfaLaval. With the milking machines as the core product the milk farmer was, for example in
the US, approached early on by visiting de Laval sales representatives driving the truck
stacked with products. The credo of Agri became "all that thefarmer needs" and the modem
Agri sold both custom-designed milking stalls and computer-controlled feeding systems as

well as supplied the milk farm with a wide range of products and consumables such as
detergents.
The dairy and industrial functions orientation was developed in the 1950s, and remained
an important business throughout the years. The larger 'processes' required more time to

grow into an important volume of business although deliveries were made in the early
1960s. The semi-standardized functional solutions and custom designed production
processes developed into important areas for Alfa-Laval. Lars Hallden in 1983:
(~.within

the Business Group Industry the "production" is to onlY around 50 per cent made up oj

component sales. Therest is engineering work - design anddevelopment ofproductionprocesses."
Overall, it is fair to say that Alfa-Laval had its fair share of trial and error in learning to
design, sell, organize and monitor these very large systems. Large turnkey deliveries can be
spectacular projects in terms of both publicity and problems. For example, the SAADCO
project in Saudi-Arabia - a complete 3600 head milk farm with dairy - had both of these
qualities including extensive press coverage, losses and legal batdes. The large systems,
especially those of a turnkey nature, peaked in recognition in the early 1980s. However,
deliveries of processes of a non-turnkey nature remained an important business, such as a
yogurt plant for Gervais-Danone in France that was finished in 1987. For this particular
project, Alfa-Laval supplied a substantial part of the process equipment but the process line
was designed by the client. The automation system was supplied by Alfa Laval and required
cooperation between several organizational units, both in Sweden and in France.
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From the late 1970s to the early 1980s, Alfa-Laval also ventured to sell the knowledge of
production systems in itself, through large-scale contracting. This internally developed
effort of designing systems essentiallyunrelated to the core businesses, was an attempt to
reap gains from the accumulated knowledge in large-scale systems design. As Hans Stahle
put it in 1977:

"..ourcontracting competence - andit is big andunique - mtfY come to betested in new anduntried.ftelds
notassociated with ourprocess technology or!lstems but onlY related to ourpresent knowledge in building
amdmonitoring big complicated contractingprojects. "
As such, the 'contracting' business was a reasonably logical extension of the 'functions'
and 'processes' work, and of the historical pattern of marketing-gained competence. The
work was partly organized through a London based unit - Alfa-LavalContracting - and had
no effect on the earlier existing international management structure of national subsidiaries.
The contracting work was little known outside of the company and significant losses in the
early 1980s drew headlines in the business press. Contracting met with difficulties especially
in connection with a large refrigeration project in Algeria which incurred losses in the
vicinity of 100 MSEKnom, and the London based contracting unit was first moved to
Sweden and eventually closed in 1984. Again, unrelated business had proved an unfruitful
road for Alfa-Laval. Instead, the core component related systems - of varying size - became
the successful route.

Systems andinternational integration needs
The food production systems were to a large extent unique for the customer and
required significant design work by skilled engineers. The systems also contained local
purchases of lower value-added products. What Alfa-Laval brought into the process was
both design skill and core components. In this respect, Alfa-Laval built both on scale
advantage in components and design knowledge responsive to the individual, local
customer. Component sales required local adaptation but in modern times to a much lower
extent than systems. An example of component adaptation was the bigger PHEs in the US,
which were uniquely specified, but assembled from existing components - i.e. a
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modularization of the producr'", Some minor details were unique for the US, such as loops
welded to the unit for fastening the PHE with chains during transport.
Systemsincreased the need for cross-border learning. Systems designers are highly skilled
personnel working with a limited number of objects. Especially objects within industries
are limited. Looking at the brewing industry, Alfa-Laval had at one point in time three
brewery experts in an international group made up of a Swede, an Englishman and a
German. In the 1970s Alfa-Laval developed a continuous brewing process - Centribrew which was a technological success. After seven years of developing the process, it won an
industry award in 1977. However, commercial success was slight, allegedly because of
conservatism in the industry and resistance from brewers.
The change in relative importance from component sales to systems design - especially
the larger, custom-designed processes - has had a profound effect on the need for
international coordination of activities, and consequently on the design of the international
management systems.

Related technologies expansion
The later developments saw an increase in the number of technologies in use in the
company, added at an accellerating pace during the 1980s. These have originated as a
response to the needs of the systems design approach of the firm, and may be conceived of
as 'support activities' of the systems idea allowed to be developed into stand-alone
ventures. Many of these activities were ultimately the fruit of the 1970s and the emerging
systems orientation of the company, although visibilitywas gained in the 1980s. Some have
been developed into separate businesses and formed stand-alone business units. Precision
measuring, dosing, analyzing and mixing equipment for food processing lines were added; a
corporate acquisition of German Bran

+ Lubbe in 1981 provided a major step with later

acquisitions - notably Technicon - that added competence. Alfa-Laval called this unit Dosing

and Ana!njng. For the customers in the foodstuffs industrial sector, electronic systems
control was added as a result of internal development to support the design of entire food
processing lines. A department with this purpose was set up in 1974, and eventually, chiefly
as a result of a major acquisition of the Swedish, Malmo based company SattControl in
1986, developed into a business unit called Automation, supplying automated production

.7See Hout, Porter and Rudden (1982) for a discussion on modu1arization in global products.
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systems control for a wide range of industrial users, including the car manufacturer Volvo.
The high quality 'pumping and plumbing' needed for food production systems also
expanded into a stand alone business for the company, called Flow Equipment, as a result of
a series of international acquisitions of which the most important in 1986/ 87. It is
interesting to note how the company returned to its historical roots and expanded interests
in fields that were identified in theprevious chapter.
Over the 1980s, Alfa-Laval invested in the biotechnology field, in various ways and with
different degrees of success. Alfa-Laval bought a share in the American firm, Genentech,
and invested in a share of the Swiss company, Chemap, makers of fermentation systems
for the biotech industry. A joint venture, AC Biotechnics, was formed with Cardo, which
was eventually transformed into a joint venture with Pharmacia, under the name of Biolink.
The organizational solutions, and the visibility, of these efforts varied over time, the peak in
recognition probably being the two years, 1986 and 1987, when Biotechnology enjoyed the
status of corporate business area. However, the biotechnology field did not fulfill the hopes
of new growth for Alfa-Laval. The major part of the Genentech stock was sold in 1987,
albeit at a good price. The joint ventures were dismantled and Chemap became wholly
owned in 1987. The business area Biotechnology disappeared as of 1988, and Chemap was
restructured and listed as one of the 'Other companies'. The biotechnology effort was
largely handled in organizational structures outside the old international subsidiaries, and its
effect on the evolution of the international management systems was limited.
In the late 1980s, Alfa-Laval built a strong position in equipment for convenience food

processing, again through a series of acquisitions of which a substantial part occurred in the
US. This added a number of activities not centered around the old core technologies.
Overall, the proportion of sales generated directly from the traditional core technologies of
separation and plate heat exchange decreased substantially. This development towards
relatively less important core technologies provides an important feature of the background
to changes made in the international organization.

From internal development to acquisitions
In modern times, through the 1970s and up until 1985, there was a strong tradition in
internal development of new products and markets. Hans Stahle said in 1976:
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"Ouracquisitionspolify has been crystal clear and1ogj&aJ. We willourselves orthrough mbsidiaries onIJ
manuja&ture strategic components ortechnicaJ!y advanced designs. And we shall notacqllirB competitors. We
will beat them in thejeld"48
Actually, Stahle had a few years earlier, in 1969, acquired the age old Danish competitor
Titan, fonded in 1897, but this was rather an exception to a rule that was in force until the
late 1980s and possibly a defensive move to prevent competitors from acquiring Titan49 •
One effect was a strengthening of the marine separator business. In the early 1980s,
business press repeatedly asked for aggressive investments and acquisitions, which
management representatives also led the financial community to expect. In practice
however, no radical change was discernible before the mid 1980s restructuring that
followed the 1984 problems. In 1986, there was an explicit change in policy in favor of
acquisitions as a means to support growth. The new policy was to decentralize the
acquisitions initiative and to concentrate the efforts at the then installed global product
divisions, rather than to search for major corporate acquisitions. The policy change resulted
in a great number of acquisitions of varying size, and it is clear that the acquisitions,

especially the related acquisitions on the product division level, were very important for the
growth of Alfa-Laval in the late 1980s50 • In fact, from 1985 to 1989, Alfa-Laval acquired 22
companies with combined sales of around 4 BSEKnom. The number of employees rose
from 15 000 to 21000 in four years.
The public statement in the annual report for 1986 comments upon the policy change
towards acquisitions and the intent of Alfa-Laval management. In the words of the then
managing director, Harry Faulkner, the strategy was encompassed in the words "niche

competence" and ''global market dominance''5t. There was stated a need for a better balance
between mature and growing businesses in the corporate portfolio. The strength of the
portfolio was stated as "dependable, cash-generating business areas with limited investment needs''52;
the weakness was the limited expansion possibilities of these business areas due to low
market growth rate in combination with high market shares. Acquisitions were being
carried out to correct the imbalance, and to provide growth opportunities. The acquisition
strategywas based on the criteria of niche competence and global market dominance. Also,
"'Cited in Veckans Affarer, 1st July 1976,p19. My translation.
•• Fritz (1983)
"See Appendix for a listingof acquisitions.
;\ Annual report 1986,p4.
;2

(ibid.)
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the acquisitions were considered as a means to concentrate the businesses of Alfa-Laval,
and not to increase the diversity.
The acquisitions policy should also be seen in its institutional context of changes in
Swedish regulations. As Sweden had a long-standing foreign affairs policy of 'non-alliance
in peace, aiming at neutrality in war', formal membership of the ED was regarded as a
political impossibility up until the very late 1980s. An indirectly related protectionist policy
was the restrictions on export of capital for foreign investment. Given the success of the
Swedish international firms, one may be inclined to disregard the effect of the policy on
competitive power. However, the Swedish business community lobbied against it, and the
managing director of Alfa-Laval,Hans Stahle, noted that
"theproblem ofa MNC is to have the mon~ available where the opportunities are"!J.

In the mid 1980s, substantial capital reserves, partly because of gains following
devaluations of the Swedish currency in the early 1980s, were dammed up in Sweden as a
result of the restrictions on capital flows from Sweden. Capital markets were deregulated
during the 1980s, after which followed an unprecedented series of acquisitions by Swedish
MNCs of continental European companies. Alfa-Laval was very much part of that wave of
non-domestic acquisitors in the late 1980s. The key firm-specific decision was to
decentralize the acquisitions programs to the global product divisions, i.e, the Business
Areas.

5'
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Annual report 1974.
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Figure 5.4. Alfa-Laval, cumulative sales of acquired companies 1970-1990.
Source: Company documentation.
Some activities and companies have been judged related at some point in time but later
divested. STAL Refrigeration was acquired in 1973, with the intent of combining STAL's
refrigeration knowledge with the cooling compressor manufacturing at Bergedorf.
However, the cooperation never quite materialized and STAL Refrigeration was sold to
ASEA in 1983. In 1979, Alfa-Laval acquired Ewos, a company related to the agriculture
business and devoted to animal health and nutrition. However, despite relatively successful
development Ewos was divested in 1987, and the reason stated was that the development
had taken place "in areas without relationship tootherA!fa-Laval besmesses".
The acquisitions made were to varying degrees integrated into the existing operating
structure of Alfa-Laval. Some companies kept their pre-acquisition structure intact, for
example Bran+Lubbe, acquired in 1981, and

SattContto~

acquired in 1986, although

SattControl was merged with the smaller Alfa-Laval Food Engineering unit with similar
scope and competences that had existed since 1974. Some acquired units were combined
into new units, e.g. the Business Area Flow Equipment which was formed in 1986, on the
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basis of a department existing in Lund since 1973, and built around acquisitions of among
others TriClover (United States), Reginox (Brazil) and Saunders (United Kingdom). Some
investment programs never acquired corporate level visibility, such as the substantial
investments in convenience food production systems and equipment from 1987 that was
part of Food Engineering.
With reference to the international organization, it is important to note that the acquired
companies were rarely integrated into the traditional international management structure of
the Alfa-Laval national foreign subsidiaries. As examples, both corporate level acquisitions
such as Bran+Lubbe and product division level acquisitions such as Euroheat (acquired by
Thermal Engineering in 1986) retained

their own market channels. With the

implementation of the acquisitions policy in the late 1980s, and the formidable explosion
of international acquisitions that followed, the remaining relative importance of the
traditional foreign subsidiaries as market channels rapidly decreased. Overall, the
acquisitions policy had some fundamental effects on the international management
practice, not least by circumventing the old structure of country-specific foreign
subsidiaries. The added products did not replace the maturing core technology products in
the foreign subsidiaries, but instead were sold through alternative market channels.

Product diversificationpattern
For most of the company's existence, the diversification pattern of Alfa-Laval was
related constrained'", The firm was centered around a limited set of core technologies for
which a great number of applications were found, successively adding support products,
and thus increasing the scope of the firm's activities. This related constrained development
led to a company of significant product/ market complexity, both in number and in
interdependencies between organizational units. As a point of reference, an internal Boston
Consulting Group study in the early 1980s defined 140 single business units for corporate
portfolio analysis in a growth/ share chart However, a key characteristic of this product
portfolio was its interdependent nature55, and in the early 1980s, very few of the units were
complete stand-alone single-business units. The multiple technologies used in many

54 Rumelt
55

(1974)

Which strictly speaking defies the use of a growth share matrix as it assumes independent units (see for

example Henderson 1982).
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applications and in a great number of regions led one manager in a foreign subsidiary to
conclude that Alfa-Laval in the early 1980s was:

"..aglobalfederation

0/ 10MI businesses."

The development over the 1980s, with the turning point in 1985, breaks with the earlier
pattern of related constrained diversification, and introduced a diversification pattern that
was related linked. The Business Areas strayed from the common technological core and
developed new businesses yet further from the core, such as the production systems for.
convenience foods, and electronic production systems automation for non-food industries.
Over the years, the company was rather conservative in its diversification practice, with
few unrelated diversifications, and several occasions when unrelated businesses have been
divested. On the other hand, Alfa-Laval always had a group of activities listed as 'other'.
This was a group of unrelated companies that for various reasons were kept, some because
of development prospects and some because of their profitability. Electric power
producing 01ofstr6m Kraft was an example of the latter. By the very nature of the "other"
companies class, the composition of companies in this category has varied substantially
over time. From 1979 to 1984, this group received a more prominent position than
otherwise, with a dedicated manager for the group of firms (although he was 'lent' to the
US subsidiary from 1979 to 1983 and managing director Harry Faulkner assumed
responsibility for the group), and the 'Other' category also became relatively larger than
either previously or thereafter. This experiment in what seems to have been portfolio
planning was abandoned in the late 1980s, and the activities sold or restructured.

Competitive environment
The stability of the international oligopoly of Alfa-Laval, Westfalia and APV remained
throughout the 1960s, while the 1970s saw increasing and new competition in core
components-related activities. Following the 1970s restructuring of the international
shipbuilding industry towards the Far East, Mitsubishi of Japan established a foothold in
marine separators - partly as a result of a license from the old German competitor
Westfalia. Also during the 1970s, japanese Hisaka entered the market as a competitor in
plate heat exchangers. In the US there had been since the 1970s a new strong national
competitor in PHEs in Trenter, sharing the majority of the market with Alfa-Laval. From
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the entry and consolidation of the Japanese and throughout the 1980s, the competitive
situation in core components was relatively stable, with Alfa-Laval, Westfalia and
Mitsubishi in separators and Alfa-Laval, APV and Hisaka in PHEs.
It seems that the nature of the separation and PHE business is such that in the long-

term, it has favored size and scale, and oligopolistic industry structures. Overall, Alfa-Laval
has enjoyed high market shares in its selected segments, although the growth rates in many
markets have over time become stagnant or declining in volume.
The development of Alfa-Laval from the mid 1980s, led to the incorporation of new
technologies and markets, and to new competitive situations. Sharples was acquired by
Alfa-Laval in 1988, which meant that Alfa-Laval virtually took a worldwide grip on the
market for decanter centrifuges. Following the acquisitions of late 1980s, Alfa-Laval
regarded itself as the leader in separators with twice the turnover ofWestfalia, as well as in
plate heat exchangers, with five times the output of either Hisaka (lapan), GEA (Germany)
or Vicarb (France). New competitors include, for example, in electronic systems control
German Siemens, French Telemechanique, Swiss/Swedish ABB and Japanese firms and in
flow equipment, American Cherry Burrell. A series of acquisitions of manufacturers of
equipment for convenience food has made Alfa-Laval the leader in this particular segment
of food processing lines, and again led to new competitive situations.
The arriving product and geographical diversity, together with extensive vertical
integration, and systems design as well as standard product sales, created a company of
significant product and market complexity. Consequently, Alfa-Laval was engaged in a
rather complex competitive situation involving both local and international competitors,
some of which were very strong locally or regionally, such as Trenter in the US. During the
late 1980s, it is increasingly difficult to describe the competitive situation as 'Alfa-Laval's'
competitive situation, as product diversification brought Alfa-Laval into new industries and
up against new competitors. Instead, the company in the latter half of the 1980s, faced an
increasingly diverse set of competitive environments, of which several may be
characterized as 'global' in that they were cross-border.
Overall, the competitive situation for Alfa-Laval was quite stable for a long time. An
international oligopolistic situation, of a multipoint nature, with the same main competitors
from the 1930s up until the present day, and some elements of specializing and addressing
different market segments between the firms (ex. Westfalia was stronger on chemical
industry, Alfa-Laval stronger in marine separators), the competitive environment must be
characterized as being reasonably stable and predictable for a long time. This changed in
the latter decades, first with the Japanese entry in the 1970s, and accellerating from the mid
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1980s with the acquisitions policy. Alfa-Laval made acquisitions of specialized separator
makers, notably the Sharples acquisition in 1988, which changed the map of the industry,
but perhaps more important in terms of the complexity of the management task are the
acquisitions and investments into related areas that brought with them new competitive
situations. Biotechnology, dosing and analyzing, the acquisitions that led to the flow
equipment business area, electronic automation and the convenience food investments
have all led Alfa-Laval into new competitive environments. From a corporate perspective,
the competitive situation of the company grew very complex, including some areas with a
very dynamic situation.

Markets and geographical diversity

The company always had a very large portion of its sales in non-domestic markets.
Interestingly, the most important countries in 1885 were still the dominating markets for
the company, one hundred years later. Scandinavia, the countries of the European Union
and the United States remained the most important markets. One reason for this was the
continued underlying dependence on milk production and milk-related products. In
modern times, the regional distribution of sales exhibits a fair amount of stability. Nondomestic markets increased, relatively, at the expense of the Swedish, which declined from
17 per cent in the mid 1970s to just over 10 per cent in the mid 1980s. The European
markets were taken together by far the most important for Alfa-Laval. They remained so
throughout the period, although decreasing from over 75 per cent of sales in the mid
1970s, to some 60 per cent in the late 1980s. The Americas, of which the United States
made up for the great majority, and south-east Asia were regions of growing importance
for Alfa-Laval.
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Figure 5.5. Alfa-Laval, regional sales by receiving market, MSEK,1970-1990.
Source: Company documentation.
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Figure 5.6. Alfa-Laval, regional sales by receiving market, percent, 1970-1990.
Source: Company documentation.
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International emplt!Yment
There was, interestingly, roughly the same total number of employees in 1986 as in 1970,
although with a peak in-between. With the change in policy towards acquisitions in 1986,
the number of employees then increased from 15.000 to 21.000 in four years.
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Figure 5.7. Alfa-Laval, number of employees in important countries, 1970-1990.
Source: Company documents.
The geographic distribution of employees shows both continuity and change. There was
a relatively high concentration in employment to a few countries. Six countries - Sweden,
Germany, France, the USA, Great Britain and Denmark - represented close to 80 per cent
of the workforce throughout the seventies. The concentration to a few countries decreased
over the 1980s56• The changes between the six countries were more interesting, and offers
an insight into the level of restructuring and rationalization that took place over the 1980s.

56

Occasionally for technical reasons: the Indian company Vulcan-Laval, which previously was a minority

·holding and not included in the reports, was included as of 1988 with over 1000 employees.
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Figure 5.8. Alfa-Laval,employees in important countries, percent, 1970-1990.
Source: Company documentation.
The most striking feature is the reduced relative dependency on the Swedish workforce.
Sweden represented alone 35 per cent in 1970, a proportion that actuallyincreased up until
1980. The 1970s trend towards Swedish dominance was broken in 1981. The proportion of
Swedish employees decreased from almost 40 per cent in 1980 to 25 per cent in 1990, the
result chiefly of rationalizations in Swedish facilities and of foreign acquisitions that
reduced the relative proportion of employees in Sweden. The French operations, which
included substantial manufacturing operations in the early seventies, were rationalized and
restructured, which led to a substantial decrease in both absolute numbers and relative
proportion of employees. The German activities were also restructured and rationalized
although the country remained important in terms of employees. On the contrary,
acquisitions in Denmark, Great Britain and the US increased the number of employees in
these countries, both absolute and relatively. The expansion in the United States in the late
1980s was particularly substantial.
There was throughout the years a distinct concentration of foreign production to
Western Europe. In 1970, 73 per cent of non-domestic blue collar employees were in
western Europe; 18 per cent in North America and 9 per cent in the rest of the world.
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Customergroups
Alfa-Laval employed a customer group-oriented way of presenting its businesses for a
long time. Activities were divided into sales to agriculture, i.e. milk farmers, sales to food

industry, of which deliveries to dairies was a major part in the early 1970s, and finally sales to
other industrial uses.
The agricultural sector represented a decreasing part of the company's sales over the two
decades, from a peak of 35 per cent in the early 1970s to some 20 per cent in 1990. Since
the farmers in the west have since long stopped buying hand separators, milking machines
provided the traditional backbone of the salesto milk farmers.
Apart from the agricultural category, the classification employed by the finn was
relatively heterogeneous, and became increasingly so from

1970 to 1990. The

categorization of sales built on a broad classification of customer groups, and sales for
industrial uses was built up of a multitude of activities of increasing complexity over the
two decades. It was the Industry category that contributed most to the regained growth of
Alfa-Laval from the mid 1980s. The Food category included not only dairy sales, which
were a prominent part in the early 1970s, but increasingly other customer groups, such as
convenience food production equipment companies.
The customer base of latter day Alfa-Laval was very diverse, spread geographically and
across industries. The buyers were professional, purchasing for milk farms, dairies,
breweries,vegetable oil production, chemical plants, shipbuilding and other industrial uses.
The customer group distribution of sales discussed earlier provides some insight into the
relative importance of various industries, although only the agricultural sector is
homogeneous. As we saw earlier, the customer base in terms of industries widened
considerably over the late 1980s.
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Figure 5.9. Alfa-Laval. Sales by customer group, MSEKnom, 1970-1990.
Source: Company documentation.
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Source: Company documentation.
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International operations
The company had a history of country-oriented localization and organization of
international operations - R&D, manufacturing, logistics, marketing, new sales and aftersales service and spares'", Following the Second World War the core components 58 had
also been dispersed to some extent and the company essentially decentralized; an order that
remained into the 1970s. Local products were developed in a locally responsive manner
and resulted in variation in what was produced, combined with duplication of efforts. The
1970s and 1980s saw a rationalization of the bushy operations and a concentration on core
competence which led to standardization and less complexity. However, the addition of
new technologies in the latter 1980s led to a dispersed international operations structure,
and to a new, different complexity.

Coordinatingproduct development andmanufacturing in specialized units
For a long time, there was little coordination of production in the geographically
dispersed plants. Up until 1968, there was a production manager in the parent company,
but responsible for the Swedish factories only. Following the 'sectorization' in 1968, the
Swedish production units were divided between the product divisions. After a year or two
of domestic consolidation, the divisions started to look towards the international units. A
few acquisitions in Denmark triggered the process of international influence of the
divisions on production. Titan, maker of separators and decanters, was acquired in 1969,
and was made part of the Separation division, not of the local subsidiary. Another two
acquired Danish firms, Hoyer, in 1967, and Lavrids Knudsen in 1971, came to be
organized as part of the now formed Lund division. These were the first foreign units to
report to a product division instead of to the local country manager.
During the 1970s, product divisions gained control over the international core product
development and manufacturing, the activities came to be integrated, coordinated and
performed at a limited number of units. There was a successive but varying strengthening
of the product divisions in influencing international operations during the 1970s. The

" As should be evident, in this piece the firm is studied as a value-adding process, as proposed for
example in Porter's (1985)value chain model.
.. See Prahalad and Hamel (1990)
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market companies came to be more and more dependent on the Swedish based product
divisions, for skillsand expertise.
One of the key factors behind the regained Swedish parent company control, through
the forming of product divisions, was undoubtedly the recentralization of technology
development Very early in the life of the firm, the technological initiative moved from the
parent company to the foreign subsidiaries. As outlined earlier, key development work was
done in the foreign subsidiaries, with prominent examples being the import of the alfapatent from Germany, the development of the milking machine in the US and the later,
pre-World War II, initial development of the PHE in Germany. For an extended period of
time it was the foreign subsidiaries and not the parent company who were leading the
technological development in Alfa-Laval,
The developments are strongly underscored in a study based on the US patenting
records and studying the practice in a broad set of Swedish MNCs as well as probing
deeper into the case of Alfa-Laval (Zander 1994). Not only was the early shift of
technological innovation to the foreign subsidairies evident, but was followed by a wave
shifting initiative back to the Swedish units. After the Second World War the patenting by
Alfa-Laval reveals a drift back to the Swedish units (Zander 1994, p232). To some extent
this seems to have been an 'exchange' between LaValCO in the US and the Swedish parent
company. Zander (1994) discusses the reasons behind the shifting location of the
technological initiative, but remains cautious as to the fundamental reasons; whether a
decline in the capacity on the part of Lavalco or an intentional policy to regain control on
the part of the Swedes. Regardless of the reasons, in effect the innovative technological
initiative swung back to the Swedish units after an extended period of dependence on the
non-Swedish units for technological development.
When I asked why the foreign subsidiaries actually accepted the parent company
interventions and subsequent cross-border integrative actions in the 1970s, Lars Hallden
quite bluntly answered:
"we hadthetechnolol!J. "
As a consequence of the growing control the parent company units were able to exercise,
international production was coordinated, rationalized and specializedin a series of efforts
from the mid 1970s to the late 1980s. As a visible effect, the number of foreign blue-collar
workers decreased in the 1970s, due especiallyto rationalization of production in Germany
and France.
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Along with specialization of core component production resulting from local market
characteristics, the foreign subsidiaries had developed a relatively broad range of
production over the post-war period, including lower value-added products such as storage
tanks. During the 1970s, especially from 1975 into the early 1980s, production of lower
value-added items was basically closed down. There had for example been sizeable
production of storage tanks in Canada, Glinde in Germany, Nevers in France, Groeningen
in Holland and in Australia. The French subsidiary had in Nevers what Alfa-Laval referred
to as the biggest such operation in the world. With the closure of tank production, a related
research and development unit in Nevers was closed The symbolic last Alfa-Laval brewery
tank was made in 1984. Support products of lower value-added came to be purchased
instead. It should be noted that this type of production was almost exclusively a local affair,
under the control of the foreign subsidiary, which lost a substantial part of its production
capacity by this rationalization.
Not only lower value-added manufacturing was closed, but also unrelated activities that
the subsidiaries were engaged in. For example the Bergedorfer Eisenwerke in Hamburg
had an extensive production of machinery for the textile industry up until the early 1970s.
The magnitude of issues, and the process of international integration varied between the
divisions. Production of separators was placed under the control of the formed Separation
Engineering division, with the divisions' office and main factory in Tumba, The various
separator factories were placed under the control of Tumba, overlapping production was
eliminated, and production facilities for separators were specialized Several international
plants originally supplied the centrifuges. Apart from Sweden, there were separator
factories in the United States, Italy, Spain, England, France, Brazil, and India. As of the
early 1980s, R&D for separators was located in Tumba and in the US, Italy and Spain, and
related to the type of separators produced at the various facilities. For example, in 1982, the
Marine and Power division formally purchased R&D

services from Separation

Engineering, where there was a dedicated department for marine separators (later in the
1980s the two divisions merged). The Spanish operation was first licensed out to a local
company; a result of the relatively closed economy of the Franco era. In 1965, when the
economy was opening up, Alfa-Laval took over, and the Spanish subsidiary grew to be
important, close to the largest shipbuilding market in (western) Europe in the late 1980s.
The relatively limited separator operations in France and Great Britain were closed. The
British subsidiary had concentrated in marine separators, while the French had produced a
small volume of various specialty separators.
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In 1980, following an upsetting turnaround decision, marine separator production in
Tumba was moved to Kyoto in Japan. The reason was to be located close to the market,
which for marine separators had to a large extent moved from Europe to the Far East
during the 1970s. In Kyoto Alfa-Lavalhad a joint venture and the move was motivated by
the need for proximity to the actors present in Japan, although two-thirds of the
production would be intended for export Another reason was the need for an efficiency of
production equal to that of the Japanese competitor Mitsubishi. The relocation was
dramatic for several reasons. It was one of the first major decisions, and a highly symbolic
one, taken by the new managing director - Harry Faulkner, who was appointed managing
director in 1980 - and it meant handing over the recently purpose built so called SMV
workshop in Tumba to other uses. It also meant locating a major plant in the Japanese
home territory. Despite labor union protests, the production was moved and remained in
Japan.

EarlY 1980sproblems...
In the early 1980s, Alfa-Lavalhad a complex component production structure with some
problems. There were differences between the product divisions in the pace and extent of
international involvement. The separator production structure was complex and seemingly
demanded more time to restructure than the relatively straightforward PHE production
which relied on central production in Lund of core components and local assembly. At this
point in time, there was production of main-line separators in Spain, Italy and Japan and
specialapplication separators made in Sweden and the US.
This complexity was reflected by organizational solutions in which so called 'industrial
hotels' were employed to house several value-adding activities. For example, the age-old
Poughkeepsie facility in New York State, was made into an 'industrial hotel', where the
manager reported directly to the foreign subsidiary manager. In Poughkeepsie in the early
1980s, there was manufacturing of separators, assembly of plate heat exchangers, flow
equipment production, Agri production, a rubber factory, service department and spares.
The various departments had separate management and because of overcapacity in the
facility, the overhead costs were high. With the interest from the product divisions, there
was effectively a matrix within the factory, although the extent of this relationship varied
significantly between the activities. The industrial hotels concept later disappeared.
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There were not only organizational issues. Product development and the product quality
of separators were also issues brought to the fore by foreign subsidiaries in 1982.
Eventually Alfa-Lavallaunched a corporate-wide quality campaign in 1983. The company
had spent considerable energy in identifying market segments and preparing for the
systems sales effort and expected growth. Perhaps there was some truth in the sullen
comment from a local manager that Alfa-Lavalin the early 1980s was
"amarketing compa'!J with a slightproduction arm. "

...rationalization andspecialization
With the quality campaign of 1983 attention was refocused on production and
component issues, and the mid 1980s was to see an iterative series of changes leading to an
operating structure with multiple, specialized and non-duplicating plants. Several waves of
rationalization efforts in the early 1980s resulted in a shrinking workforce in the
subsidiaries.
The United States separator facilities were rationalized in the early 1980s, resulting in a
concentration on the line of separators produced for the US Navy. The importance of the
US subsidiary in research and development changed substantially, narrowing down the
scope of research activities and focusing on marine separators for the US Navy exclusively.
A product program for the US Navy had been developed from scratch in the US, and the
subsidiaryhad remained engaged in an ongoing development for US Navy, although partly
dependent on resources from Tumba.
Another important wave of restructuring took place in the mid 1980s, roughly from
1985 to 1987, involving the European separator plants. Already from the outset, it was an
international project, and resulted in a new international production structure. Three
European plants located in Tumba, Sweden, in Monza, Italy, and outside of Madrid, Spain,
became the main suppliers of centrifugal separators. Production became specialized, based
primarily on the size of machine, which indirectly also implies a division of type, or
customer-orientation of the machines. The Spanish plant supplied small separators, for
marine use, the Italian medium-sized, for marine and food systems, the Swedish plant
supplied larger units for the dairy and chemical industries. Apart from the European
facilities, there were also the above-mentioned plants in Japan and in the United States, in
Brazil and in India. The Japanese plant remained specialized in marine separators, and the
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US plant produced for the US Navy. The Brazilian and Indian plants were motivated
chiefly by import restrictions.
With the acquisition of Danish Titan in 1969, the company's center in decanter
centrifuges shifted to Denmark, and production of decanter centrifuges was concentrated
to Denmark in 1982. With the 1988 acquisition of the American Sharples company, there
was another center in the US for this type of machinery.
Development and production of PREs were moved from Germany to Sweden just
before the Second World War. PHE production was centralized to the Lund plant, which
remained the only plant for PHE plates for almost the entire period, with local assembly
and lower value-added production in several places. Consequently, there was never any
international dispersion of PHE production, which was the case for separators; production
of the core component of PHE always remained in Sweden.
The plate heat exchanger part of Alfa-Laval also grewwith acquisitions. In 1963, the only
major Swedish competitor, Rosenblads patenter, was acquired though not integrated until
1968, at which time a large part of Rosenblads operations were also physically moved from
Stockholm to Lund. A PHE factory in Japan was started in 1970. In 1982, production of
core components was essentiallycentralized to Lund, with local adaptation in a number of
countries; USA, France, Spain, Great Britain, Japan and India, and productivity
measurements regularly compared between the factories. There were demands for local
production of plates in the US, in order to cut down delivery times. In the late 1980s, some
further acquisitions significandy increased the divisions' capacity, and broadened the scope
to related areas. For example, the acquisition of the Swedish Euroheat company in 1986
represented an increase of turnover for the business area by a third.
CAD/CAM equipment was introduced in 198159 . Initiative was taken in the Thermal
Engineering divisions where discussions started in the middle of the 1970s. Around 1979
the new technology was made a corporate interest and efforts to find a suitable system
coordinated. The formal decision was taken by the corporate board of directors and
ultimately Thermal and the corporate technology development department had the same
CAD/CAM system, later also employed by Food and Dairy and Agri60.
Rationalization and restructuring over the latter decades led to specialization of R&D
and manufacturing facilities, as well as an increase in the number of technology centers of
the firm. These technology centers came to be geographically dispersed. The early post-war

59
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structure was based on multinational development and production of a relatively broad set
of products for local needs, including in-house manufacture of lower value-added items.
The described change process led to a few specialized factories for high value-added items,
and for global scale.
Responsibility for product development and manufacturing came ultimately became a
matter for the product divisions. The corporate office slowly, and possibly with hesitation,
rid itself of the centralized capacity in technological matters. We will have reason to come
back to this issues, but it may be noted that corporate management was still stressing the
related nature of the products of the company in 1990. For example, there were concerted
efforts to develop products across divisions. A project for the development of continuous
measurement of food process quality (Instead of sampling) which was ongoing in 1990
involved three divisions: Bran +Lubbe, Automation and Food Engineering.

Logistics: towards European nodes
From the early part of the century up until the 1980s, export of products from the
Swedish production facilities meant shipping goods to warehouses in the foreign
subsidiaries. Each subsidiary had its own warehouse, and was responsible for the stored
goods. The imported goods were complemented with locally purchased items. Inventory
management was identified by corporate management as a problem in the early 1980s,
based on the manufacturing in short series and resulting in:
"... no volume, butspareparts everywhere. "
The second part of the 1980s saw a separation and definition of the outbound logistics
function, i.e. the distribution of goods. A structural change for the warehouses for
separator spare parts in the Nordic countries was decided upon in 1987. Tumba was made
into a central warehouse with only fast moving service warehouses in Copenhagen, Oslo,
and Helsinki. Orders were to be sent in on-line to Tumba and deliveries made according to
pre-specified delivery times. Marine & Power Engineering had taken the initiative but the
spare parts project was a joint project between Separation Engineering, Food Engineering
and Marine and Power Engineering with Separation Engineering as responsible for the
implementation. The envisaged continuance was a regional warehouse in western Europe.
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From 1984 to 1987, the agricultural business was radically restructured and local retailers
came to serve the farmers with a multitude of products, supplies and consumables for the

milk farm. Agri had also formed a separate logistics function. In the mid 1980s, Agri
centralized storage for the Nordic countries in Sodertalje, outside of Stockholm. In 1987,
Agri formed the Agri Distribution Center, a logistics company serving the continental
European markets. In 1987, implementation of the distribution network was ongoing, and
was completed in a first step in 1990. The goods were shipped from Glinde, Germany,

to

the individual market companies. Work was ongoing for a second step, which would lead
to direct deliveries to the retailers, and the closure of market company storage facilities.
The subsidiaries in West Germany, Belgium, Holland, France, Austria, Switzerland and
Italy were to combine their storage facilities into the central warehouse. The original driver
for this move was a perceived need, on the part of Agri management, to increase capital
turnover. Instead of shaping up the policies regarding stored goods, a more radical solution
was sought. The subsidiary in West Germany had overcapacity in warehousing as well as in
computer mainframe capacity and the idea grew from there.

Downstream activities
In the early days, the organization of marketing and sales was quite straightforward. The
parent company had a sales director, responsible for 'export' sales to the non-domestic
markets and foreign subsidiaries, where the local representatives were responsible for
marketing and sales of AB Separator products. The parent company structure was to last
until 1968, when export sales were delegated to the then formed product divisions.
Internationally, however, the national Alfa-Laval foreign subsidiaries continued to be the
almost singular market channel afterwards. 'Singular' in the sense that Swedish units
exported ordered goods to the subsidiaries, but intemally the subsidiaries had sales
departments that were often similar to the Swedish ones, but varied between the countries.
As market channel, foreign subsidairies decreased in importance. By 1987, only 30 per cent
of Alfa-Lavalsales passed through the traditional foreign subsidiaries.
All units of the post-1970 company appeared under the same internationally
standardized alfa symbol and logotype in the same blue color. This had not always been the
case. The corporate name 'Alfa-Laval' was introduced in the early 1960s, when the parent
company switched from AB Separator to the new name, seemingly somewhere in the
middle of a standardization process that already had begun, as new units were alreadygiven
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'Alfa-Laval' names. The Greek alfa symbol made its appearance almost a decade later than
the corporate name, in 1970. The corporate name and symbol held precedence over subunits. On company documents and letterheads, the product division or market company
name appeared in small letters underneath the corporate name and symbol throughout the
1980s.
During the component era of the finn, Alfa-Laval sold a great number of units to a
multitude of customers. Order sizes were typically quite limited and sales were local. This
situation remained for the units of the latter day Alfa-Laval that were primarily engaged in
component production and sales: Thermal Engineering, Separation Engineering and Flow
Equipment. The systems effort created a different situation with large order sizes, extensive
customization of the product and long delivery times. This was especially the case for food
and dairy production systems of Food Engineering. While the component sales may be
efficiently marketed in a local fashion, the systems efforts to a larger extent required
attention across-borders with inter-company expert teams, for example in brewery, and
inter-company project groups for large projectsst, such as a group brought together for the
Gervais-Danone project discussed earlier.
Marketing practices continued to vary between the countries. For example concerning
brand names, where for historical reasons the French Agri unit employed the name
Elevage and the US and UK companies preferred De Laval. Double-branding was found
on several product-markets, for example, agricultural products in France were sold under
both Alfa-Laval Elevage and Diabolo-Manus, and PHEs sold also under the Euroheat
label, with a green instead of a blue color. There was also some OEM manufacturing of
small, so called brazed heat exchangers (i.e. small non-serviceable PHEs), for producers of
heating units for houses.
To summarize the branding policies over time in brief, there was a drive towards
international standardization, which continued for the core activities. From having
historically had a nationally responsive branding, Alfa-Laval moved towards a
standardization of its appearance in the various national markets during Stahles time as
managing director. With the acquisitions and increasing product diversification, the later
1980s again saw an increasing diversity.
The company maintained a united front towards the market in an often recurring
coordinated appearance at trade fairs in the different countries. The company also began to

.. See Doz (1986) for a discussion on mobile sales teams as an alternative to a network of subsidiaries for
an integrated multinational.
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exhibit a united front due to the localization of country activities in a central national
building. In the European country markets, following a national centralization period
during the 1970s, all of the traditional units were located in one place in each country: food
systems departments, PHE departments, separator departments, shipping-oriented
departments and often also the milk farmer-oriented departments.
Pricing was originally at the discretion of local management. However, the international
and mobile customers of the shipping industry eventually benefited from shopping around
between Alfa-Laval subsidiaries for the best price on, for example, equipment for naval
uses. This led the Marine and Power Engineering division to establish an international price
list in the late 1970s.
Agri restructured its downstream activities following the 1984 problems. After the
rationalization in 1985 and 1986, the international market companies of Agri functioned as
general agents, organizing and servicing retailer networks. These retailers handled the bulk
of sales to farmers.
Spares and after-sales service of installed units and systems was the reponsibility of
foreign subsidiaries, in the early days with little involvement from the home front. For the
core components, the foreign subsidiaries continued to be the supplier of after-sales service
and provision of spares to the locally installed units.

Dependencies in the value-adding chain
A historical development as a result of related diversification was identified above, which
up until the mid 1980s may be characterized as related constrained. The related constrained
diversification history pertains essentially to the traditional core technology areas, built
around separation and PHE technologies and towards naval uses and food production
systems using the core components. As a consequence of the related constrained
diversification, the various activities of the firm have been dependent upon each other. An
indicator of this is that internal sales have been substantial; units defined as application
units (Food Engineering, Marine & Power Engineering) have purchased from the
component manufacturing or support technology units (Separation Engineering, Thermal
Engineering, Flow Equipment, Automation).
The interdependencies of the various activities and units of Alfa-Laval can be described
in several ways. One aspect is the underlying dependence on milk and milk products. The
basic need for which the centrifugal separator was conceived was that of separating cream
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from milk. As an effect of the related diversification history, several of the activities of the
firm became dependent on milk and dairy production. Actually, up until the mid 1980s,
much of the firm's turnover was directly and indirectly dependent on the milk-related
agricultural production in western Europe. The 1984 events highlighted the structural
dependence on the underlying value-adding chain for milk and milk products which AlfaLaval traditionally had been devoted to serving. Firstly, the agricultural business of AlfaLaval, serving the milk farmer with machine milking systems and a multitude of support
products, was severely and immediately affected. Secondly, the sales of dairy systems was
affected, although with longer lead time, as dairies came to expect lower quantities to
process. And thirdly, with fewer dairy systems to deliver, there was less need for separators,
dairy PHEs and related internal deliveries.
However, as we have seen, new businesses were added with other technological bases,
and adressing new customer groups. As a result, Alfa-Laval had essentially two sets, or
groups of businesses in the 1980s. There was one set of stand-alone operations, organized
as separate companies, with a relationship to the corporate office resembling that to a
holding company, and with little dependency on other activities in the firm for technology
or market aspects (Agri, Ewos, Bran+Lubbe, Chemap, Automation post 1986). The other
set of units were related to each other, with substantial dependencies in various valueadding activities.
The activities of a number of product divisions, component divisions as well as systems
designers, were interdependent in the international field. These divisions shared resources
and costs in the foreign subsidiaries in general overheads, accounting and control,
administration, information systems, logistics and after-sales service, including spares. In
the early 1970s, all international sales were generated in the foreign subsidiaries.
Apparently, the foreign subsidiaries were able to absorb the systems sales efforts, which
were incorporated in the subsidiaries as some form of Food & Dairy, and Marine and
Power departments. As the core components were the same, the initial systems efforts only
added to the local companies, and illustrate the synergistic effects of related diversification.
This sharing of resources continued well into the 1980s. To generalize, a local business
area, for example, a Thermal department or Food systems department, in 1987 within an
Alfa-Laval foreign subsidiairy controlled some 50 per cent of its costs. In all three
European market companies visited in 1987, local business areas were located in the same
building and had a shared, separate department for after-sales service, repairs and spares.
The 1980s saw a change in the interdependence of product divisions. For Agri external
purchases were higher and the downstream activities were externalized during the mid
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1980s, as a result of a change towards the use of retailers instead of a dedicated sales force.
As separators essentially were no longer sold to farmers in the developed countries, there
was only neglible overlap between the value-adding chains serving the two customer
groups of industrial and agricultutal buyers.
After restructuring the organization in 1986 into Business Areas, these units acquired
businesses related to their respective interests'S. A consequence was a decreasing relative
importance of the old milk-dairy interdependencies.

Physical location
The Tumba premises south of Stockholm, to which the parent company management
moved in the early 1960s, became the nerve center of the company and housed both the
parent company with central staffs and several divisionss-, Tumba peaked around 1978
with some 2250 employees in the corporate office and surrounding activities and around
4000 visitors yearly. Managing director, parent company management and central staffs
were housed in the main high-rise building.

Investing in theproduct divisions and theforeign subsidiaries

A social aspect of some importance is that the product divisions had always been located
in Sweden, with Tumba and Lund as the two geographical focal points. The divisions
Separation Engineering, Marine and Power Engineering and Agri had their central offices
as well as product development, factories and warehouses in Tumba. Agri invested in a
large office and warehouse building next to the main Alfa-Laval building in 1974-75, called
the Farm Center. Around a third of the employees in Tumba worked in the workshops or
the workshop office. The construction of a new factory for marine separators - the SMV
workshop- was begun in Tumba in 1976. When the business groups were formed in 1979
they were also based in Tumba.
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See Appendix B.

" The physical location of activities has often been seen as a part of the context determining managerial
practices. However, physical location is in itself also a managerial instrument. For example, co-location may
enhance information exchange (pitts and Daniels, 1984).
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In parallel with investments in premises for the forming product divisions, Alfa-Laval
invested in the national foreign subsidiaries. As a heritage into the 1970s, the foreign
subsidiaries often had a dispersed local structure, and throughout the 1970s national
activities in a series of large national market where centralized. As a consequence, foreign
subsidiaries engaged in a wave of office construction during the 1970s. These local
investments were sanctioned from the parent company. Hans Stahle remarked in 197764:

"For large sums of mon~ we are methodical!J building up a sales O1l,anization market!?y market which
reflects the anticipated demandfiveyears into thefuture"
In Italy, France, Germany, Great Britain and in the US, large representative offices were
constructed for the central management of national foreign subsidiaries. The Italian
subsidiary moved into new offices in Monza in 1970. In the early years of the 1970s, the
German subsidiary left its almost ancient Bergedorf site in Hamburg for a new office and
warehouse building just outside the Hamburg city limits, in Glinde. The French subsidiary
moved into new offices in 1977 in Les Clayes sous Bois. In 1979, the US subsidiary
management moved into a new building in Fort Lee, New Jersey, just across the bridge
from Manhattan Island, partly severing the historical ties to Pooughkeepsie upstate New
York where the subsidiary had been founded in 1883 (the factory remained as an industrial
hotel). In 1979-80, the British subsidiary moved into the high-rise 'Alfa Tower' in
Brentford, halfway between London and Heathrow Airport and built next door to existing
premises. Later, in the early 1980s, the Dutch mixed market company similarly collected all
its dispersed activitiesin a central national head office building in Maarsen.
The 1970s thus came to mark the construction of both product division and foreign
subsidiary central offices and facilities and Alfa-Laval as a whole invested substantial
amounts in real estate. Around 1980, the divisions in Lund, i.e. Thermal Engineering and
Food Engineering, had relatively new offices and the Tumba divisions were housed in the
central corporate building and their own neighboring buildings with Agri in a modem
Farm Center next door. Meanwhile the large foreign subsidiaries in Germany, the United
States, France and Great Britain had manifested themselves in new office buildings offices with expansion capacity and in a style that can only be described as power
architecture. With all this real estate, it seemed like the parent company, the product

'" Dr, may 3, 1977
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divisions and foreign subsidiaries alike, had, at the tum of the decade, physically cemented
their positions.

Thefall qfTumba

From the substantial investments in real estate in both foreign subsidiaries and product
divisions in the 1970s, the 1980s saw substantial changes in the structure of physical
location. The Tumba premises gradually lost its nerve center status. In retrospect the
importance of Tumba in the late 1970s reflected the glorious past rather than future
opportunities. The future was in Lund.
In Lund, Food Engineering and Thermal Engineering had their premises where
workshops were extended several times over the 1970s. Thus, Lund was not only the PRE
center but also the center for the systems design efforts. Systems design and systemsrelated technologies expansion was where growth was going to come from. In Lund, work
on electronic systems control was begun and the 'pumping and plumbing' coordinated. In
1980 the newly built factory in Tumba for the manufacturing of marine separators was
vacated as the production was moved to Japan. A few years later a new building intended
for the next generation of computer mainframes was not moved into. Rationalization of
staffs in the early years of the decade decreased the number of employees in Tumba.
The joint location of the parent company and product division headquarters in Tumba
was to last until 1984 when the parent company management was relocated to Alvik,
immediately north of Stockholm, to which the corporate management staffs were also
moved. No business area headquarters were located in the vicinity, although Zander &
I

Ingestrom, a wholly owned company with separate activities and functioning as a market
company in the Nordic region, was located in a building next door. Some headquarters
functions came to be located abroad. A financial center was formed and located in
Brussels, Belgium, in 1983 and an office for non-domestic personnel was located in
London. The latter was a relocation whereas the Brussels unit had not existed earlier in
Sweden. The number of employees in the Tumba area had been reduced to around 1100,
which was half of the number ten years earlier. Visiting Tumba post 1990 was a bit like
visitingVienna. The marble is still there, but the emperor is gone.

New technolo!!J centers
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Over the latter decades, there was a concentration and specialization of R&D and
manufacturing for the core components. PHE production was always rather centralized,
and that of separators had become specialized and coordinated, with little duplication in
effort in either R&D or manufacturing. On the other hand, the number of technology
centers increased during the 1980s due to the incorporation of new technologies. Tumba
remained the administrative center for separators although manufacturing was located also
in Monza and Madrid (as well as in Japan) and R&D also done in the US65. Tumba was
furthermore the center for milking machinery. Lund remained the center for PHEs. Lund
was also the center for food production systems, although the picture was more
complicated here with significant international distribution of knowledge. Hamburg was the
center for dosing and analyzing technology, since the acquisition of German Bran+Lubbe
in 1981. Malmo; Sweden, was the center for electronic automated systems control since the
acquisition of SattControl in 1986. Philadelphia, along with the Danish facilities, was an
important center for decanter centrifuges since the acquisition of Sharples in 1988. There
were centers for pumping technology in both the US and Great Britain following
acquisitions in the late 1980s. The company's center for fermentation process equipment
was in Switzerland, in the Chemap company. The greater part of fast food equipment
competence was located in the US.
Overall, up until 1980, Tumba was the distinguishable center for Alfa-Laval. The 1970s
also saw a centralization and consolidation of the foreign subsidiaries' activities, along with
the construction of product division facilities. During the 1980s Tumba gradually decreased
in size and the corporate office physically separated itself from the product divisions.
Towards the end of the 1980s the number of new technology centers increased sharply
with the acquisitions. The international separation activities changed character with the
specialization of the production units, although the number of international separation
factories decreased only slightly. On the other hand, the new units brought with them a
marked increase in the dispersion of Alfa-Laval's technological competence. However, no
divisional office moved out of Sweden; all the non-domestic units were acquired, including
the operating companies of Flow Equipment, although that unit had existed as a division in
Sweden.

(" Actually, Tumba in 1991 suffered another blow when the separator manufacturing was combined with
Eskilstuna, leading to the closing of the separator factory in Tumba
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Patterns of business-, technology and operations development
In summing up the business and operations development, the continllity in many aspects of
the firm's activities should be emphasized, even in the face of the changes made. The
company was continuously dependent on foreign markets for the greater part of sales. In
fact, the foreign markets dependency increased over the decades. The national and regional
distribution of sales changed especially with the absolute and relative increase in sales in the
US in the late 1980s, but there was srill a north European and Atlantic core market. The
core component technologies of separation, PHE and milking machines remained,
although production was organized very differently. The competitive positioning of the
company continued to be essentially based on a differentiation advantage rather thanprice
and cost. Also, there was an adherence to the historical patterns of related diversification.
The 1970s was Hans Stahle's second decade in office and there is a marked continuity in
the development patterns. There

was

a continuation of the development towards supplying

core technology-basedproduction processes especiallY for the food industry. New ventures emerged as a
result of internal development - a continuation of the historical tech/ market-related
diversification. In the divisions as well as in the foreign subsidiaries there was a build up of
process design competence. One can trace an effort towards very large processes and tum
key deliveriesincluding unrelated contracting in the late 1970s.
New competitors - such as Hisaka and Mitsubishi from Japan and Trenter from the US
made their entry in the 1970s. It intensified the competition and was virtually the first rime
since the 1930s that the established multipoint oligopoly was challenged.
From the middle of the 1970s, lower value-added production was beginning to be
closed. Much of this activitywas based in the foreign subsidiaries. One of the effects of this
was an increasing relative dependence on the Swedish workforce which peaked in 1981.
There is a marked difference in the nature of the change patterns of the 1970s and the
1980s.Whereas the 1970s was a continuation of the historical development of the firm, the
1980s - virtually from the year 1980 - increasinglybroke with the past. The 1980s began on
a new note when the SMV workshop for marine separators in Tumba was moved to
Kyoto. Rationalization oj core component production accelerated and with the combination of
closing tank factories and the divestment of STAL Refrigeration, Alfa-Lavals interests in
cooling and refrigeration was history. Also the unrelated systems effort met with difficulties
and was abandoned. Cad/Cam was introduced. As a result of the rationalizations, there
was a significant reduction in the number of employees in the foreign subsidiaries. The
rationalizations were followed in 1985 to 1987 by a change towards specialization oj
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international manrgacturing. The 1980s saw a decreasing dependence on Swedish employees,
but not based on a move out. Units were not moved out, but the expansion occurred
abroad.
In the early 1980s investments in related technologies gathered pace: biotech, animal nutrition,
dosing and analyzing were first added. However, it was not until the related acquisitions

program in the late 1980s that this line of business development was to have a greater effect.
These acquisitions led to the incorporation of new technologies and international
dispersion of corporate competence; electronic process control, mixing, fast food
equipment, pumping and liquids flows, district heating. There were also horizontal
acquisitions, notably the Sharples acquisition in 1988. In a sense, the parent company
finally 'let go of the leash' on the diversified interests of the product divisions and allowed
the divisions to pursue their respective interests.
Overall, the second half of the 1980s, basically from 1986, saw a rapid growth with
increasing profitability. The expansion was based on an aggressive acquisitions strategy and
led to a broadening and geographically dispersed competence base, in a multi-center
structure.
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Chapter 6

ALFA-LAVAL;
DEVELOPMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
Thedomestic organiifltion; international organization;patterns in organization structure development
Approaching the initial stage of the cross-border integration of international management
practice in Alfa-Laval around 1970, the company was still by and large organizationally
structured in the same manner as formalized by John Bemstrom in the early days of the
20th century. The international organization structure was based on a Swedish parent
company with foreign subsidiaries in the various national markets. The functionally
organized parent company was not a corporate 'headquarters' but organized all activities in
Sweden and exported components to a set of affiliate companies. The foreign subsidiaries
organized all activities of their respective countries, in response to local needs and
variations. The operating structure was equal to the legal structure.
This chapter provides an account of a twenty-year-long organizational development
process that led the firm from a nationally oriented mother-daughter structure to a globally
divisionalized form. The focus is on various formal organizational structural forms,
techniques and devices and how they developed over time. The perspective is systemic in
the sense that the structural categories have determined the chapter's structure. An almost
inevitable discussion of roles of organizational actors will come later, and will be based on
the material of chapters four through seven combined.
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The domestic organization
The development outlines the realized formation of divisions and subsequent units; we tend
to write the winner's history. Of course, various business development efforts and
investment programs have been attempted but abandoned in the long-term development
of the company. Historical examples are plentiful, but in modern times the car body
production and white goods interests are examples (see previous chapter). Later, the
activities in cooling - including both tank production and STAL Refrigeration - were
divested. Also, Ewos was divested. Some efforts have left little or no traces in terms of
organizational units. The turn-key construction was an unprofitable route, and the
aspirations attached to the biotechnology field were never quite fulfilled. Despite the
volume of the fast food interests, these activities remained part of the Food division.
The realized route of business development as well as the basis for definition of business
units over time was that outlined in the previous chapter as the related diversified efforts of
components, of adding value through component related systems design and subsequent
expansion into systems-related technologies.

Forming the divisions
As we have seen, the functional organization of the parent company which dated from
Bernstrom's days in the early part of the century was very robust. Similarly the international
organization structure with wholly owned national foreign subsidairies proved to withstand
the tests of time and war. Whereas the national foreign subsidiaries continued to be the
basis of the international organization up until the end of the 1970s, the organization of the
parent company changed at an earlier date from functional to divisionalized. The growth in
number, and importance, of the product divisions slowly increased. Reconstructing the
process of forming the division is a rather grim task, as the activities were renamed and
reconfigured several times. From their conception the product divisions were embedded in
various layered organization structures until they ultimately gained visibility in the late
1980s. The main development lines will be given here.
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Figure 6.1. Alfa-Laval organization structure 1970.
Source: Adapted from internal company documents and interviews's,
The first modem product division formed was Agrii7 - the milk farming-related business,
including milking machines - in 1963. The division was responsible for research and
development, sales apart from export sales, although production remained a parent
company activity. As we saw earlier, the products included both milking machines and a
broad range of auxiliaryproducts, aimed at milk farmers in the industrialized countries. In
modem times, separators had not been sold to farmers. In both markets and products the
agricultural activities were distinct from the separator or PHE activities - whether sold in
components or systems - and its formation a logical step. Agri's long time manager Lennart
Berglind was also instrumental in introducing international profit center ideas. A concept
of 'divisional field of operations' was used in Agri.
In 1968, the parent company was divided into 'sectors', which later, in 1973, were
organized formally into three divisions. The agricultural business formed one, the
separator-related businesses formed another, based in Tumba, and the PHE as well as the
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The organization charts in this chapter are not the official Alfa-Laval charts, which at times reached a

significant level of complexity (see Hedlund and

Aman, 1984, p48). The charts here are designed to convey

the principles of the organization, not the actualities.
67

Italics will be used to highlight the name and fonn that the divisions ultimately were given. In most

cases these were to survive throughout the 1980s.
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dairy systems-related businesses a combined third division, called Dairy and Heat
Exchange, located in Lund. At the point of creation, the basis for the definition of the
latter two divisions was also geographical (rumba and Lund) rather than strictly by
product. There was some overlap in the emerging food systems efforts. Internally, the
divisions were referred to as the 'Tumba' and the 'Lund' divisions. In the early formation
of divisions distinct customer groups were the most obvious rationale for the Agri division.
The two core components of PHEs and separators were the basis for the other two
divisions, although the historical locations at Lund and Tumba provided the geographic
nature of the definition of the units.
The divisions took over the operational responsibility for export sales, research and
development and production from the central parent company. They were profit centers,
and legally part of the parent company. Interestingly, there was a short period, only some
six months, with most of the Swedish production units remaining under the parent
company production director (the Lund division had control over its production of PHEs
from the start). The arrangement apparently was not felt to be a success, and very soon
replaced by the divisions assuming full responsibility for production as well.
During the 1970s, the Tumba unit was divided into the "Division Separering", the

Separation Engineering division, with responsibility for separator production and component
sales, and the Marine andPower Engineering division, with responsibility for the application of
mainly separators for marine purposes. These two units seem like a modern parallel to the
historical 'Land end' and 'Marine end' departments referred to earlier, although Marine and
Power was a market oriented unit and the development and production of separators
continued to be done at the technology oriented Separation Engineering division. There
were dedicated marine separator development departments in the "S" division.
The Lund 'sector' was first internally divided into PHE and Dairy departments in 1971,
but overall remained as a single unit In 1971, Lars Hallden was formally appointed as
manager of the "Division Termiskt & Mejeri", i.e. the thermal and dairy division, which
was the official name of the Lund division at that point in time. Within the Lund division,
three new profit centers were formed: Food, Thermal and Components. The Components
profit center was responsible for Alfa-Laval interests in pumps, valves and stainless steel
piping for dairies and other uses, and the origin of what later in the 1970s was to become
the product division Flow Engineering. The Lund unit was divided also into the Thermal

Engineering division, with responsibility for plate heat exchangers and the Food and Dairy
division, with responsibility for dairy and food processing systems. The latter unit changed
name and definition several times, but was from the mid 1980s called Food Engineering. The
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name changes in themselves reflect the various efforts to come to grips with the rapidly
developing and expanding food systems efforts and attempts to departmentalize the
activities when dairies were becoming but one of several target groups. Within Food
Engineering, a unit for the new electronic systems control technology had been formed' in
1974, called Automation. These activities were to have a prominent future. In 1978 food
systems-related units located in Tumba were moved to Lund, whereby the division of tasks
between Tumba and Lund became clearer and all systems efforts oriented towards the
food and beverage industries came to be located in Lund.
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Figure 6.2. Alfa-Laval, organization structure 1978.
Source: Adapted from internal company documents and interviews.
The emergence and formation of the divisions during the 1970s was based primarily
upon the systems effort discussed in the previous chapter. Apparently, there was a need to
form distinct units to pursue these business opportunities. The result was two core
component divisions (Thermal Engineering and Separation Engineering) and two marketoriented, application divisions (Marine and Power Engineering and Food Engineering). We
should also note the internal development of systems-related technologies that resulted in
the department for Automation and the Components department, both located in Lund.
By 1978, most of the units were formed that would provide the fundament for the
development throughout the 1980s. The systems development was now reflected in the
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parent company organization structure. What remained was the expansion into systemsrelated technologies and which was to come in the 1980s. From the definition of the first
product division in 1963, and the sectorization of the parent company in 1968, the
divisions grew in size and structural complexity during the 1970s. Throughout the 1970s, a
third type of organizational unit - the divisions - emerged and was formed, distinct from
the earlier dyad of parent company and foreign subsidiary. The units were either traditional
core competence holders or fairly logical extensions of the needs of the systems design
efforts. However, the product divisions still had a domestic orientation and little formal
clout in the international field. Legally, the product divisions were part of the parent
company up until 1982/83, but a reorganization into business groups in 1979 changed the
operative pattern.

The businessgroup era
The divisionalized structure of domestic operations remained until 1979, when three
business groups were introduced as a superstructure for the divisions, and inroads were
made into changing the formal international organization structure. Two business groups
were oriented towards distinguishable customer groups: one towards agricultural buyers,
i.e. milk farmers, and one towards industrial market segments, i.e. dairies and foodstuffs
industries and other industrial applications of the core technologies. These were named

Business Group Agri and Business Group Industry, respectively. The third was a superstructure
for the management of Alfa-Lavals unrelated investments, called Business Group Other
companies. In the following we will not study the Other companies group in detail. The
companies operated on a stand-alone basis and mostly in Sweden. They also had little sales
outside the Nordic countries, and consequently little influence on the international
organization of Alfa-Laval. We should note, however, that one of the companies in the
Other group, Zander & Ingestr6m, was responsible for sales of separators and heat
exchanger to industrial customers in the Nordic markets, which means that there was an
interdependence between units in the Industry group and Zander & Ingestr6m.
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Figure 6.3. Alfa-Laval organization structure 1982.
Source: Company documentation and interviews.
Reasons officially stated for the reorganization were growth leading to diversification,
and a subsequent need for differentiated management and control procedures. The aim
was to increase the efficiency in terms of quicker decision processes, increased profitability
and profitable growth68 . In practice, Agri continued as before while all Alfa-Laval activities
that were oriented towards industrial customer groups were united under a common
management.
The business groups were formally global product divisions, although with [decreasingly]
overlapping international organizations. From a control point of view, they were profit
centers. Agri and Industry were each headed by a dedicated "deputy managing direaor; in

charge" 69, who was part of the Executive Management Committee. Lennart Berglind, who
had headed Agri since the 1950s, was now elevated to deputy MD and continued in charge
of Agri until 1984. The Industry Group was a combination of the earlier Lund division
with the separator-related activities from Tumba, and from the Lund division Lars Hallden
now became manager of the Industry Group. The Other companies group had in practice
no dedicated manager since the man recruited for the job, Ragnar Beyer, was instead made
president of the US market company. Thus, the Other companies remained directly under

Harry Faulkner.

'" Annual report 1978,p8.
69

Annual report 1982.
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With the business group organization of 1979, the global product divisions - the two
business groups - became very complex organizational units. Being a two-tier divisionalized
structure, the business group was housing a collection of related businesses; related on the
basis of industrial customer orientation.
The business group organization was intended to have implications for the international
organization. The larger foreign subsidiaries were to be internally organized by business
group. The local managing director was to be "king ofthe country" , and report directly to the
regional manager for his country within the Executive Management Committee, the socalled "governor'. Above all, the advent of business groups in 1979 introduced fonnal matrix
arrangements within both Agri and Industry. The effect was most substantial on the more
diversified Industry group. Initially, however, the matrix was decidedly tilted in favor of the
national organizations, and the. influence of cross-border considerations grew with
successive changes that strengthened the substantive and symbolic power of cross-border
actors.
By 1982, the Agri business group was organized with three product divisions (Milk
production, Barn equipment and Farm supply and spares) and departments for farm
systems and exports to state-trading countries and operations outside of Europe. These
units were all based in Sweden, with the divisions being profit centers. Internationally, Agri
at this point acted through both the traditional foreign subsidiaries and an increasing
number of dedicated market companies. The Agri internal relationship was stated as a
matrix, with demands for "opposite numbers", i.e. a reflecting organization, in the foreign
subsidiaries. The traditional foreign subsidiaries represented around 25 per cent of Agri
sales in 1982.
There where two major acquisitions during this time that should be noted. In 1979, the
Swedish company Ewos was aquired and formally made part of the Other companies
group. Always a stand-alone operation, it later acquired the status of business area; Animal

health and nutrition. Ewos was eventually divested in 1987. In 1981 the German company
Bran+Lubbe of Hamburg was acquired and made part of the business group Industry,
although its operations and own subsidiaries never merged with the existing Alfa-Laval
units. It remained a "company" in the business group Industry until it was made a business
area in its own right in 1986; Dosing andAna!J:dng TechnoJogy.

From parent compa1!J staffs tocorporate anddivisional staffs
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The central corporate office in Tumba peaked in size in the late 1970s, with a total
number of employees in the Tumba facilities of around 2250. This includes factory
workers, but it also reflects the size of central staffs. The central staffs retained throughout
the 1970s a functional structure, with for example purchasing, production and technology
staffs, and a large data processing (BDP) department housing an IBM mainframe.
The divisional offices had begun building staff functions for the support of divisional
management, and in the early 1980s some confusion had arrived as to whether the central
staffs in Tumba belonged to the parent company or divisional units.
The functional central staff structure essentially remained into 1983 and was dissembled
over a few years from 1984 onwards. They ultimately arrived at a 'corporate' format; purchasing, production, etc., disappeared from the parent company, by then corporate
headquarters, which retained considerably smaller staffs amounting in total to around 100
employees focusing on auditing and finance. A key event in this development was the
relocation of the parent company from Tumba to AIvik in 1984, when in a sense the
functional staffs where left behind.
The central technology staff was the last to disappear from the parent/ corporate office.
Actually, in 1986 it was promoted to the status of business area. In 1988 it was again a
department and closed in 1989. As of 1990, there was no longer any technical staff or
similar function on the corporate level. Instead research and development and the
development of competence in technologicalmatters had become the sole responsibility of
the product divisions. In a sense, this change was a formal recognition that the
technological base of the company had become too wide for anyone department to be
able to handle.
Group staffs were formally given a more defined role in the business area organization
of 1986, with international scope. Every group staff manager had the supervising
responsibility for his share of the activities in both the business areas and mixed market
companies. Heads of the Group staff units reported to the Chief Financial Officer and had
a "monitoring" responsibility within the Group for their respective functional areas.
Corporate staffs were in 1986 given the formal right to issue "directives", i.e. instructions
concerning their area of responsibility that would affect all business areas, the unrelated
global divisions, as well as all market companies. This concerned for example information
systems (hardware and software), finance policies as well as policies regarding investments
and depreciations. The meaning of the word 'directives' was simply that these were not to
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be disputed by individual organizational units". The effects at, for example, Agri were felt
at the foreign subsidiaries who sometimes received instructions from corporate staffs
which had not passed through the business area office, initially causing some confusion.
To the aid of Executive Group Management, following 1986, there were two senior vice
presidents for International market coordination. These two functions later disappeared.

The incorporation ofproduct divisions
A significant change in the legal structure took place in 1983, when the product divisions
of the parent company were incorporated. The product divisions of the Industrial group
were incorporated one by one, and the Agri group as a whole. Up until then, the product
divisions had been profit centers and legally part of the parent company. The 'new'
industrial corporations were Food and Dairy, Marine and Power Engineering, Flow
equipment, Separation Engineering and Thermal Engineering. The Agri business group
was incorporated in its entirety and the divisions within the Agri group were not affected
by the change. The change seems to have had little immediate coordination and control
implications vis-a-vis the market companies, but it may be seen as a step in the long-term
evolution or even a preparation for things to come. At the time it was a symbolic rather
than substantial action, but with alledged motivational effects for the newly appointed
managing directors, expressed more bluntly in interview responses;

"..it was building theego ofsome to become managing directrJrs..".
It may be remembered that incorporating product divisions was not an uncommon
practice in Swedish industry at that point in time. It was no doubt considered as good
managerial practice in the business community and part of a series of efforts striving
towards "decentralization"?',
One of the reasons behind the parent company changes in 1983, which included both an
incorporation of the divisions and a decision to move the corporate management to
another, separate physical location, was the confusion of the role of the staffs discussed
above. The responsibility of the staffs at the Tumba location in the early 1980s was not
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As expressed by group executivemmagers in interviews.
See SOderberg(1992).

always clear, in terms of whether corporate management or divisional management was the
ultimate employer.
Actually, the incorporation of the product divisions led to an odd construction in terms
of relationships between hierarchically defined units. In the Industrial group, the
incorporated divisions were now under the supervision of a traditional profit center
superstructure. In other words, the formal clout of the hierarchically inferior unit was more
strongly stated than that of the superior unit. Specifically, the division manager was
formally a managing director of an incorporated company, which was not the case of his
superior the head of the business group. In this sense, there was an inherent imbalance
between the legal and operational status which can hardly be judged a stable situation.
Rather, the imbalance in the industrial group points towards the changes in formal
corporate organization structure that were to come. In the Agri group however, the legal
structure mirrored the operational structure even after 1983. The business group was
incorporated in its entirety, with the Agri divisions remaining as profit centers within the
now incorporated business group. The legal framework for the impending corporate
reorganization was thus established in 1983, three years before the formal structural
change.

The business areas
The next major change of the corporate organization structure took place in 1986, and
established the structural framework that remained through 1990. The number of
organizational levels was reduced as the three business groups - Agri, Industry and Other
business groups - disappeared. The corporate operating structure as of 1986 came to be
based on a number of business areas, with a formal global product division form. The
business areas were to report directly to the corporate office.
The background to the new ideas was oudined in company documents in the rather
open ended and sweeping form that these documents tend to have. It was stated as a need
to adapt to the changing demands of the marketplace. The need, it was stated, was for a
strong and flexible organizational structure, to comply with customer needs and
expectations and to support profitable growth. It should be as simple and easy to
understand as possible. An important driver for the work on a new organization structure
was apparently the perceived need for higher profitability. 1984 was the year of halved
profits for Alfa-Laval, 1985 still not satisfactory. We should also note that a new major
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owner - Fredrik Lundberg - had, uninvited, entered the fray and by 1985 had two seats on
the board of directors. Higher profitability, it was argued, would give freedom of action
and better development opportunities, and provide the owners with a just return on their
capital. The theme of the new organization was stated as "Organizational structureforprofitable

growth" .
As a means to achieve better growth, a change in policy was made in favor of
acquisitions, as a contrast to the previous policy of growth through internal means. The
previous chapter indicated the dramatic effects of this policy change as it was acted out.
Thus, the company needed an organization structure where acquired firms could be more
easily slotted in: the business area organization.
The Industry group had grown to a size and diversity which it was felt rendered the
present organization and control systems inadequate. In the frank words of Lars Hallden
the business group had grown too difficult to manage as a coherent unit72• Executive
management also expressed concern in relation to the management information system. It.
was stated that Alfa Laval needed a control system that could measure profitability all the
way out to the customer, in order to determine the product line profitability. The product
divisions were becoming frustrated at the lack of scope for acting locally. It was felt that it
was necessary to give them greater authority towards the market companies.
To summarize the above, the business area organization was said to have been conceived
with a broad set of objectives:
- higher corporate profitability
- higher corporate growth
- better strategic control over the industry group operations
- quicker reaction to market changes
- customer orientation
In effect, the business area organization was a continuation of the development in
corporate organization that had taken place to date rather than a radical departure. The
division of responsibility between divisional and corporate offices became clearer than
before, and the change toward realized global divisions continued with all business areas
formed as global product divisions, compared to the previous two.
The roles of corporate management, business area and market company headquarters, as
well as the principles guiding the interaction and cooperation between organizational levels
and support functions, were defined in company documents. At the point of study in mid
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Personal interview. Lars Hallden was at that time business group manager.

1987, commercial agreements were being developed between the business areas as a
consequence of the corporate reorganization enforcing a decentralization and stricter
division of responsibilities than before.

The legal structure ofglobal divisions
There was a difference in the legal structure between the incorporated domestic product
division, and the global business area. The incorporation of the product divisions in 1983
was an incorporation of the domestic, i.e. Swedish units and the international companies
were unaffected by the changes made to the Swedish legal structure. This leaves a
difference between the legal and operating structures with respect to the global product
divisions - the business areas - created in 1986. If we exemplify with Thermal Engineering,
the corporation owned the domestic assets, concentrated in Lund. The managing director
of the company was also Business Area Manager of the Thermal Engineering Business
Area, with formally specified international authority and responsibility, but without the
ownership. In 1987, the business area combined the operations of the domestic
corporation with the Euroheat company (acquired in late 1986), with the dedicated market
companies, for example in the US, and finally, with the Thermal Engineering parts of
mix~d

market companies (The notions of dedicated and mixed market company refers to

market companies working for one, or more than one, division, respectively. The notions
will be discussed below). The Business Area was considerably larger than the corporation,

and had an international responsibility for its defined business. The operating unit was the
business area, not the domestic company. The assymetries would later be adressed in the
organizational formation of national holding companies, and the administrative separation
of operative and financial items.

Defining the business areas
The basis for definition of business areas is to be found in the earlier business
development and in the administrative history of the company. The definition was not
based on a single criteria as for the earlier business groups which were based on a customer
orientation. The business areas were essentially units with the same scope as the product
divisions that were formed over the 1970s. The previous Business Group Industry was
broken up into business units along the lines of the incorporated divisions. The traditional
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core component manufacturers formed business areas (Separation Engineering and Thermal

Engineering), as did the customer-oriented systems designers (Food Engineering, Marine &
Power Engineering) and the 'pumping and plumbing' arm, Flow Equipment. These units were
all related in the manner that has been described earlier, with varying, but quite substantial
internal sales and formed a related business part of the corporation.
Another set of business areas were rather classical stand-alone business units. The
traditional milk farmer market formed one business area (A.gn), which was the same unit as
the former customer-oriented business group. Two acquired companies remained more or
less intact as autonomous units, and as business areas (AnimalHealth andNutrition, Ewos,
acquired in 1979, and Bran + Lubbe, acquired in 1981), and a third acquired company,
SattControl, formed the core of the business area preoccupied with electronic production
process control (Automation). There was also an alternative technology in early stage of
development (Biotechnology), and two previous staffs with business potential (Technology and
Finance), of which Finance already had a prominent role and for which the acquired status
was a confirmation of its relative autonomy.
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Figure 6.4. Alfa-Laval, organization structure 1988.
Source: Company documentation and interviews.
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The product divisions' had been entangled in various forms of organizational and legal
arrangements. They had been sectors, geographical divisions, domestic product divisions,
full business group or second tier units within the Industry group, as well as Other
companies or Industry group companies. Adding to that, Agri and some industrial product
divisions had been incorporated in 1983. The standardization of form and the visibility of
the product divisions increased with the change in 1986. The incorporation of the product
divisions in 1983 freed them from being clouded in the parent company, and in 1986, they
were freed from the formal business family superstructure. The business areas - the formal
global product divisions - were incorporated and reported directly to the corporate office
without intermediary. The 1986 organization structure was conceptually simpler than the
business group organization.
The business areas were formal global product divisions, with responsibility assigned for
international operations. In practice, the state of (inter)dependence in the international
operations varied between the business areas. If the formal expression was an intent of the
role to be played by the business areas, then they were in different phases of a development
towards stand-alone global product divisions. Some had their own international structure
for a long time (Bran+Lubbe, Automation, Ewos), others since relatively recendy (Agri).
Already as a division, Agri had established considerable operating control over its dispersed
units, and as a business group, Agri had begun the process of creating its own market
company structure. Since the crash of 1984, Agri was rapidly severing ties with the AlfaLaval foreign subsidiaries and establishing its own market companies. A few business areas
were part of the related and interdependent core component based Alfa-Laval (Food
Engineering, Thermal Engineering, Marine and Power Engineering), and shared resources
in the foreign subsidiaries.

Late 1980sdevelopments
From 1986 and through 1990, the number of business areas decreased to eight Of the
Biotechnology area remained a restructured Chernap company. The Technology business
area virtually disappeared from the corporate scene. It first disappeared as a business area,
after which all responsibility for technology development was decentralized to the business
areas. Ewos was divested in 1987. Marine & Power Engineering was merged with
Separation Engineering in 1988 and the combined unit called Separation Engineering. Both
were headquartered in Tumba and in a sense the old Tumba division from 1968 reemerged
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some twenty years later after its original conception - albeit in very different clothes. The
definition of business areas were still based on components, systems design and systemsrelated technologies.
Interestingly, after these later changes, the number, definition and conceptual scope of
the business areas of 1990 was virtually the same as the divisions formed by 197873•
Some other restructuring efforts concerning the 'auxiliary' business areas merit
treatment. Zander and Ingestrom was restructured. A dedicated Alfa-Laval market
company for Sweden was formed to take over that part of Zander and Ingestroms
activities. Up until this point the activities of Zander and Ingestrom had been left intact,
apparently based on a gentlemens' agreement between Hans Stahle and the earlier owner of
Zander and Ingestrorn dating from the purchase. However, when Zander and Ingestrom
was finally restructured, sales activities on the domestic market were given the same
organizational form as other markets and thus the form was standardized across national
markets, including Sweden.

To end this discussion of the development of the organization structure it may be worth while to look at some examples of the
divisions' organization structure. This is no full account but allows a change in perspective from the corporate that has prevailed up
until this point
Following the 1986 reorganization, Agri remained with the same business group manager who became a business area manager.
Conceptually, this change was a demotion of the status of Agri, as it was now one of twelve global product divisions, and no longer
the equal of the combined industrial activities of the firm. From another point of view,the change for Agri was a reflection of a longterm process, where the agricultural related activities of AIfa-Laval had steadily lost in relative importance. As has been shown earlier,
the proportion of Alfa-Laval sales generated by Agri had slowly, but steadily declined.
As discussed earlier, the business unit Food eogineeriDg was a product of the 1970s. The AIfa-Laval efforts towards food
production systems eventually came to be united in the Lund based unit, a process that was finalized in 1978 when the Tumba-based
departments were relocated to Lund. Reorganizations were plentiful. Seen over some time the organization was virtually in a state of
flux, with organization studies and implementation work being carried out in quick succession. The authority of the unit gradually
permeated the mixed market companies.
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From 1988, Alfa-Laval published its account based on a tripartite division into industrial, food and agri

sales. A partition that grew clearer from 1989. These "groups" were accounting constructs used only in the
published reports; there was no regular internal reporting on this basis, there was no dedicated manager for
the "groups" at the corporate level, or any other dedicated resources. The business areas remained the
fundamental operational unit on the corporate level. The three "groups" were partly mirrored in later
developments in the definition of foreign subsidiaries, which will be discussed below, but did not have any
control implications in the late 1980s. As discussed in the context chapter earlier, Agri was relatively
homogeneous, as was the Food category to a certain extent, although the acquisitions in convenience food
especially, introduced a greater heterogeneity. The Industrial category was made up of several quite distinct
business activities.
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Food Engineering had reorganized as ofJanuary 1st, 1987. The reorganization was perceived as a move towards making Food
Engineering a global business. It was felt that it had previously been difficult to act towardsthe market companies, as Food was split
into a number of departments. The original idea (mspired by Erik Rhenman of SIAR) was developed not only with the Food
business area in mind, but towards a division of the whole earlier industIy group into two customer-<>rientedparts: industry andfood
systems.The department of Food Systems (FS) was oriented towards the market companies in the industrialized countries, Food &
Dairy Int(FDI) towards developing countries and the Eastern bloc, most often seUing directly to the customer. There were also
product-based units, mainly serving as suppliers to PDI and FS, anda series of customer-based units, the so-called "monoliths". The
monoliths were relatively autonomous units, bypassing the network of AIfa-Law! market companies and instead seUing directly to
their customers. It was pointed out that many of the monoliths were very successful.
A considerable part of Food's revenues came from projects, or systems sales. Large market companies had their own systems
design departments, whereas smaller market companies did not Around 50 engineers from Lund were continuously engaged in the

field, at home and abroad, with projects. There were special forms of control for "joint projects", ie. projects combining local forces
in the market companies with central forces from the business area As of 1987, Food Engineering had its own dedicated
representative in each mixed market company, which was felt to have improvedcontact with the market
With a change in business area management in mid 1987 when Bo WtrS6l took over from Ulf Brasen, a study was commenced
that eventually resulted in a 1988 reorganization into eight internal business units.
The modern Thermal Engineering division developed, manufactured and sold plate heat exchangers, worldwide, on a
component basis. A new organization for the business area Thermal Engineering was introduced as ofAugust 1, 1986. The focus of
the change was a move away from a production orientation and the creation of the customer- and market-oriented business units,
within the business area. The heads of the business units were given a consolidated responsibility across countries. This was not
measured to the bottom line, but order, invoicing and gross margin were included. In mid 1987, Thermal had its own local head of
operations in each market company.
Within the Food Engineering division, a department named Automation was formed in 1974 for the design of computer-based
production line control and automation systems. This unit was the predecessor to the business area Automation which was centered
around the Malmo based company SattControl acquired in 1986. Automation had highly skilled personnel, most of whom had
university degrees in technology, Automation designed, manufactured, sold and serviced electronic systems for the automation of
industrial processes. The products consisted both of hardware, essentially a small computer, and the applied software package.
Examples of uses and customers outside of the food industry included the assembly line of Volvo and IKEA storage facilities.
Following the merger of SattControl with the existing units, the new business area was organized with six operating divisions
(process Automation, Factory automation, Instruments, Materials Handling, SawmillAutomation and Service), and its own dedicated
market companies.
Within the Alfa-Laval group, Automation formed its own global product divisionwith foreign subsidiaries reporting directly to
the business area headquarters. Subsidiarieswere located in Benelux, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, Switzedand and the
UK. Several of the subsidiaries were rather small. For example, the Swiss market company had five employees. Other companies in
the Alfa-Law! group were also part of the Automation business area. These were Law! automation in India, Control
Instrumentation in Australia, Wmdeler Control in Canada and Haven Automation in south-east Asia.
The main business interface with the rest of the Alfa-Law! group was with the Food business area Some 10 per cent of
Automation's turnover was made up of sales to other Alfa-Laval units. This consisted in principle of purchases from Food
Following the acquisition, some activities from the Food business area were merged with SattControL Production was concentrated
to Malmo, combining the two companies and a R&D center was set up in Lund, again joining forces. The intergration of the
intemational, and thus customer-related, interface was more complicated, largely because SattControi was a previous competitor of

Alfa-Laval's automation units. SattControl sold its electronic control systems to industrial systems suppliers who were direct
competitors of Food. During the time of study, the process of combining efforts in the marketplace was ongoing, but not finalized.
The advance of the process of integration varied greatly from one country to the next A central agreement between the two business
areas was in the making, meanwhile contacts were taken and issues solved locally. In the UK, there was a cooperation where AIfaLaval was regarded as a VIP-client of Satt Control In Holland, the cooperation was more difficult, as the SattControi subsidiary was
strong, while the Alfa Law! mixed market company was less so. In Germany, the situation was the opposite and few contacts were
taken.
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The international organization
The national foreign subsidiary had been a most successful form of international business
vehicle for Alfa-Laval. Since the early years of the century the semi-autonomous national
subsidiaries had been the natural counterparts of the Swedish parent company. The
emerging domestic divisions during the 1970s worked largely through informal channels to

gain international influence, and the foreign subsidiaries were formally undisputed as
national vehicle until the business group organization in 1979.

Pressures onthelocal organization
Historically, the foreign subsidiaries were free to organize their activities in the way they
felt most appropriate, with no demands from the parent company. In modern times, the
typically had sales departments for Food and Dairy, Agri and Industry, as well as
production departments, and after-sales and service departments. Larger subsidiaries had
research and development facilities. There were a number of common support functions
ranging from canteen to the fairly common IBM machine. All in all, the foreign subsidiary
manager presided over all the functions and departments associated with a modern firm.
The internal organization of the various market companies was not uniform. During the
1970s, problems with measurement of the performance of the product divisions, i.e.
difficulties with international consolidation, increased and eventually resulted in the first
corporate demands on the internal organization of market companies. These demands
were stated in conjunction with the business group reorganization in 1979.
The foreign subsidiaries had an organizational division between new sales departments
and after-sales service and spares. The foreign subsidiaries had combined departments for
after-sales service and spares, and continued to be organized in this fashion. The rationale
for the combined after-sales departments was both based on historical links and the fact
that Alfa Laval was built around a limited number of core technologies. Applications of
these were developed and marketed by several business areas. However, as the basic
number of machine types was limited, the foreign subsidiaries considered it cost effective
to have only one spares inventory, one repair-shop and one service center by machine type
and country. This technological/ operating basis affected the process of change towards
integration of international operations.
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The organization of mixed market companies was required to adapt to the business area
corporate organization of 1986. This was stated as a "non negotiable demand" from the
corporate office. Two of the three mixed market companies visited in 1987 had
reorganized in accordance with the Alfa-Laval group organization, and the US market
company also substantially restructured along these lines. The exception, the West German
market company, had a local organization close to the group organization. All three had
organizational charts closely mirroring the group, with local business area departments. A
special point of concern, however, is the after-sales and service departments. Simply put:
due to the application of a limited number of core technologies in several market segments,
the number of core techologies was less than the number of divisions, and it was
technically and economically impractical to have one spares and service department for
each division in each country. The managerial solution to this problem varied over time
and between countries. Early on, the determination of a solution was at the discretion of
local management. Around 1980, the after-sales activities were beginning to be recognized
and perceived by the corporate office to be poorly handled by the local subsidiaries. The
industrial divisions appointed personnel for the after-sales market, but after-sales remained
a separate organizational unit in the market companies.
A task force to study the overhead costs in the mixed marketing companies and the cost
savings potential was formed in 1986, called the Cost Adaptation Program. A case study
was performed on the Dutch MMC and delivered in April 1987. Members of the group
were the COO, the Dutch MMC Managing Director, the Group Controller and BA
personnel. Results indicated an overcapacity, or 'over-service', in relation to the business
volume and the committee suggested a reduction in overhead capacity of the mixed market
company.
By 1990, the organization of the after-sales operations was addressed by the corporate
office. Logistics and repair were still combined in the local units, again because it was seen
as not feasible, technically and economically, to break them apart. However, the
responsibility for after-saleswas being transferred to the local business area managers, who
then became responsible for both new sales and after-sales. This particular change was
much sought after by the local product managers interviewed in 1987. They expressed a
strong sense of frustration at not being able to consolidate the profitable after-sales market.

An integration ofdomestic andinternational otganization
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An important observation of the change from local to cross-border orientation is the

integration of domestic and international organization. In the case of Alfa-Laval, it is not
really meaningful, from the late 1980s, to distinguish between the domestic and
international organization. Elements of this shift could be identified on several levels. The
national legal organization mirrored that of the corporation following the establishment of
holding companies. With the restructuring of Zander & Ingestrom in the late 1980s the
Swedish organization became symmetrical to other national organizations. The operating
structure came to be based on business areas - global product divisions - and dedicated
market companies. Socialization programs, such as company culture campaigns, were a
concern for the product divisions, and involved individuals from many units, regardless of
national boundaries.

From foreign subsidaines to divisional market companies
The process of breaking up the foreign subsidiaries along product division lines started
from the Agri division, which in the 1970s began gaining control over its local operations.
At this point, the legal structure remained.
The reorganization in 1979 constituted the first major formal step away from the
country-based organization. The business group organization contained an explicit
ambition to create dedicated market companies for the respective business groups, i.e, to
form separate Agri and Industrial market companies. From this time and to the end of the
1980s, there were two kinds of market companies, "mixed" and "non-mixed". The mixed
market companies (MMC) (sometimes officially referred to as "composite market
companies", but intemally that notion was never heard), contained both Agri and Industrial
activities and reported directly to the executive management committee (the VL). The nonmixed, dedicated companies, contained either Agri or Industrial activities, and reported to
the head of the business group. Thus, the MMC was a market company selling products
from more than one product division, and as such the notion of a mixed market company
survived into the business area organization. The crucial control difference between the
two forms, was that the mixed market companies reported directly to corporate
management, whereas the dedicated market companies reported to the respective product
divisions.
Following the 1986 reorganization, the distinction between "mixed" and "non-mixed"
market companies remained. A mixed market company in 1987 was a company with
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activities in connection with several business areas, in practice that meant industrial product
divisions. The scope was narrower than previously, when a mixed company had been a
local subsidiary shared between Agri and Industrial activities. At the time of study in 1987,
virtually none of the mixed subsidiaries according to the old definition existed. Agri was
restructured as a global product division, with its own network of market companies.
Instead, the MMCs perfonned industrial activities only, but for a number of business areas.
A process of 'unmixing' the subsidiaries accelerated with the business group
reorganization. It was ongoing in 1982, and thus there was an emerging division into
separate international structures for the business groups. By 1987, the division of Agri and
Industrial companies had been realized, with Agri as an organizationally independent
business area, with its own set of foreign subsidiaries. The industrial group was split up in
business areas, sharing resources in market companies internationally. However, resourcesharing limited itself to service and support activities, such as general overheads,
localization, information systems and administrative routines. Marketing and sales of new
units or systems was not shared and was managed, formally and in practice, from the
business area head office.
In 1987, the Industrial MMCs remained as legal units, while the operational control had
shifted towards the global divisions - the Business Areas, which had, and to varying degrees
exercised, the strategy formulation and budgeting prerogative. The momentum of the shift
varied between the divisions.
Towards the end of the 1980s, the legal split of the foreign subsidiaries accelerated in
pace. As of 1989, the Gennan Food Engineering operations formed a separate dedicated
market company. Likewise its French counterpart. Thereby, in Germany and France an
Agri, a Food Engineering and an Industry company was born out of the one-time national
foreign subsidairies. The remaining mixed market company in these two countries was,
then, a combined Separation (including Marine & Power) and Thermal company. If there
were two 'industrial' companies respectively in Germany and France, there were three in
the US; a Food Enginering, a Separation and a Thermal company. The practice described
here was obviously not uniform, or standardized between countries, but follows an
adaptive line, responsive to local needsr'.

7'

Yet another step in foreign subsidiary structure was being taken in 1991. The notion of the national

market company, which equates the company with the respective countries was being challenged by a
regional outlook. The policy concerned the industrial activities, and was to provide regional resources, a
"back-up organization", for systems sales, combined with national sales and service organizations. The
countries first affected were Belgium and Holland, which were to be combined as of 1991. Other regions
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Decreasing relative andabsolute size ofthe traditionalforeign subsidiaries
The relative importance of the foreign subsidiaries, as a source of sales volume for the
group, decreased over the 1980s. In a sense, the traditional foreign subsidiaries were
bypassed in the development of the business of Alfa-Laval. FirstlY, several large acquired
units retained their international pre-acqusition organization, and had not been merged
with the existing network of mixed market companies. In 1981. the West German Bran +
Lubbe was acquired, and kept its own marketing organization. The acquisition of
SattControl in 1986 resulted in the formation of the Automation business area as the
related business in earlier Industry group was merged with SattControl. In the international
markets, the process of combining SattControl and Alfa-Laval forces was ongoing in 1987,
but with the aim of establishing separate Automation subsidiaries outside of the national
subsidiaries. The acquisition of Euroheat in 1987 followed the same pattern. Euroheat was
merged with the Thermal Engineering division. but internationally formed Thermal's third
major distribution network alongside the Alfa-Laval subsidiaries and distributorships.

Secondfy, Agri was ultimately organized as a stand alone unit following the profitability
problems in 1984. In 1987, there were only two minor subsidiaries left with the earlier
Industry and Agri mixed format. The mixed market companies had become industrial
mixed market companies. Thirdfy. a complete split of the subsidiaries along divisional lines
was ongoing in the late 1980s, first in the United States.
The above factors combined to a decrease in the relative sales that were generated
through the old foreign subsidiary structure. Other factors resulted in a decrease in the
absolute size of these units: the foreign companies rationalized their operations over time,
resulting in a substantial decrease in absolute number of employees.

National holding companies

were intended to be Gennany, with Austria and Switzetland (specialists in Glinde, Germany), North
America including Mexico, South America, the UK and Ireland (specialists in Brentford, UK), Portugal and
Spain (specialists in Spain), Italy, Greece and Turkey (specialists in Italy). This regional division of
responsibilities had been in operation for some time in the ASEAN countries, with a regional center in
Singapore.
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In several ways, the legal structure of the domestic and international operations of AlfaLaval has not always been equal to the operating line of authority. In the early days, there
was little or no difference, but a symmetry between operation and legal structure. There
was a parent company in Sweden, exporting goods to foreign companies - wholly owned
subsidiaries.
The changes we have seen in the operational structure created an asymmetry between
operating and legal structure, not remedied until the creation of local holding companies in
1987, when holding companies as formal and legal centers of country investments were
formed. The holding companies were the owners of the Alfa-Laval capital in the national
market, also for market companies within global product divisions, for example Agri. The
process of creating these holding companies was ongoing in 1987, but holding companies
existed at that point in Denmark, Germany, Holland and Great Britain.
The holding companies meant that the local legal structure came to mirror the Swedish
corporate structure. Alfa-Laval AB had its local opposite, the holding company. The
structure made it possible to create a local, legal opposite to the incorporated domestic
operations of the business area. This legal separation into local companies was
implemented during the period for Agri. The above discussion on the later formal
'unmixing' of mixed market companies was carried out under the holding company
umbrella. No doubt, the holding company construction has been of importance in
facilitating these changes.
Heading the local holding company was the manager of the largest company in the
country, a policy which was implemented by 1990. For example, in France, the manager for
the industrial market company (S and T activities) was also holding company manager. In
Great Britain, s/he was the Industry company manager. The exception to this rule was the
US, where the holding company manager did not have any operating responsibility, but
was dedicated to the holding company.
By the mid 1987, a holding company controlled the AlfA-Lavalinvestments in Wut Gmw"'!J. There was a substantial number of
companies owned, although some were dormant (in 1990 there were 17 companies ofwhich five dormant); the threemost imporlllllt

being Alfa-Laval Agrar GmbH, i.e. the Agri market company, Bran + Lubbe and Al&-Laval Industrietecbnik GmbH, the mixed
market company for industrial products. The chairman of all these companies in 1987 was Nils Beckstrand, long-time managing
director for the Alfa Laval German operations, retired from an executive position in the mixed market company. The board met
three times a year. Controlling the Alfa-Laval companies in BrittJin, in 1987, was a local holding company. It was headed by a board
consisting of the CEO, the GMR, the local MD of the mixed marketing company, the local financial officer and an extemal
representative. However, it should be noted that the formal boards of national holding companies were not of any practical
operational importance. The holding company formally approved the budgets of the Al&-Laval companies in Britain. As of the first
ofJanuary 1986, the DIIkh operations of Alfa-Laval were organized with a DOD-<JP=tive local holding company as the controlling
unit The board of the holding company consisted of the Al&-Laval CEO, COO and CPO. Under the holding company, there were
four whoUy owned subsidiaries: Bran + Lubbe, Agri,Al&-Laval Indusuie B.V. and Vastgoed, a company controlling the Alfa Laval
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real estate in Holland. As of the same date (86.01.01) Agri was made a separate legal entity. Industrie B.V. was headed by a board of
the same constitution as the holding company board. Managing Director of Alfa-Laval Industrie, as well as managing director of the
holding company was Theo de Kimpe. He also held the chairman position of AgO, Vastgoed and SattControl.

The question is whether the creation of holding companies had any operational control
implications, apart from the economic gains from benefits arising from taxation policies.
The manager of a Mixed Market Company reported formally to the board of the holding
company, as did, for example, the Agri local company manager. This may have had subtle
effects on the status of the Mixed Market Company. The holding companies initially had
limited operational control implications. But they introduced a standardized legal structure
throughout the international firm as a focus for the investments.

Subsidiaries' board of directors
The role of the subsidiary board of directors had varied between regions, but generally
moved towards a relatively weak position with no operative control. The subsidiary board
of directors had not been a major control instrument in Europe in modern times. There
was a regional standardization of practice that probably had to do with the relatively limited
physical distances. Almost the opposite was true in the US, where the board still exerted an
influence on local management in 1982 - it engaged itself in the operations, was active in
the bonus system and demanded special reports. This was a reminder of the times when
the distant and big US Lavalco had been a more or less autonomous firm. Still in 1982, the
boards' involvement caused some frustration for line managers, who generally regarded the
link to Swedish units as more important than the local board. A parent company manager
in 1982 remarked:

'The local managementprobablY regards the subsidiary board as someform ofinquisition."
In 1987, the local market companies' boards were not acting as control mechanisms. The
board of directors had an advisory function for all market companies, whether mixed or
own companies. The previous external representatives on the US market company's board
were no longer present in 1987. The market companies of Brazil and Australia still had
boards with substantial control function, due to distance, and local market and institutional
characteristics.
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Product divisions andforeign subsidiaries
The emerging product divisions had over the 1970s little formal influence in local
downstream operations. Instead, beginning with the acquired Danish factories in the early
1970s, manufacturing activities were the first to be addressed Logistics, marketing, sales
and service remained a local responsibility. The first formal changes came in 1979. There
was a formal matrix instituted in 1979, a product / area matrix, with divisions and market
companies as counterparts. During this period, the local product manager only reported
formally to the local market company manager. Consequently, the matrix of the industrial
group was initiallybetween the mixed market company manager and the product division,
but not formally stretching within the market company. In fact, the mixed market company
manager was referred to as the "king of the country". In 1982, local product managers in
the MMCs reported to the MMC manager. There was no dual report structure on this level,
contrary to the official description of the Industry group as a matrix. The matrix was
between the MMC manager and the product division manager.
The relationship between business areas and mixed market companies was formally
stated, in documents, at the time of the introduction of the business area organization. The
business area had the global responsibility for the profitability of its products. That means
that the business area was to formulate goals, strategies and budget for its operations. In
conjunction with the mixed market companies the implementation75 at the customer
interface - marketing and other actions - was to be planned and executed. The business
area and mixed market companies were to be seen as partners in a common business
operation. Profitability was

to

be measured through the entire organization and

consolidated every month in the business area. The market companies which reported to
more than one business area (mixed companies), had a more complex relationships to the
home front than did the dedicated market companies. The presidents of mixed companies
reported formally to their boards, on which the Executive Group Management was
represented by a GMR (Group Management Responsible). In addition to its legal function,
the local board acted primarily in an advisory capacity. The operative management of the
subsidiarieswas stated and intended to function according to the following principles:
- Cooperation between the business area head and the market company president should
be based on understanding and respect for mutual interests and competences.

75

In the Swedish corporate doewnents: IIdet praktiska arbetet med marknadsforing och andra atgiirder. II
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- The head of a business area is responsible for the strategic planning and budget process
within his area. Goals, guidelines and parameters for business area operations within the
subsidiary are to be formulated jointly by the head of a business area and the president of a
market company. (,Partnership approach")
- The president of the market company is responsible for the implementation of plans
and budgets, as well as for the subsidiary's financial and administrative activities. All
subsidiary personnel will report to the president of the market company, who is responsible
for hiring, dismissal, remuneration, bonuses, etc.
- Operative issues which are strategic, policy-related or long-term in nature, in addition to
issues of substantial financial importance, should be resolved through close cooperation
between the business area head and president of the market company. In those instances
where an issue cannot be resolved, the GMR may intervene.
From the corporate point of view this was no longer a matrix, but a near-global
divisionalization, with defined responsibilities on the local level. However, albeit the
responsibilities were defined, and in the manner that the division had global prerogative for
issues of strategy and budget, there was some matrix-style effects on the local level,
concerning especially the local product-, or business area manager. The head of the local
business area reported both to the business area manager and to the local market company
manager. Thus, on the local level a de facto matrix had emerged, a dual command
structure, which was amply commented upon by mixed market company managers. Some
commented that
"there was nomatrix bifore, but there is now".
In a sense, the matrix had moved down one level. From an industry group matrix,
involving division and market company managers, to within the market companies,
focusing on the local product manager who was given formal support to act in line with the
division's interests.
For example, in the German MMe, following the Alfa-Laval reorganization in 1986, the
local manager for the combined Thermal, Separation and Marine & Power division actually
had four bosses; the local managing director and one from each business area. The Food
manager in Glinde had two bosses, the local managing director and the Food business area
manager in Lund.
The product divisions became the focal point of the operating structure. Interestingly,
there was an emerging regional structure, possibly as a counterpoint to the product focus.
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This was identifiable in the division of geographic responsibility of members of the
corporate management committee, and in the food systems specialist organization. The
regional structure was a definition of the geographic dimension of the finn's activities larger
than the individualnation state. Interestingly, the emerging regional structure seemed based
on cultural affinity of the grouped nations, and points at the possibility of a cultural basis
for differentiation of organizational units.
The emerging formalized regions reflected elements of past management practice. The
European market companies had many similarities between them, whereas the United
States subsidiary presented a somewhat different case. The European markets had always
been the most important regional market for Alfa-Laval, and the market companies had
similar relationships with the corporate office and changes occurred in the same sequence.
With the developments in the late 1980s - the holding companies and continuing split of
mixed market companies - there was an emerging symmetry, and thus a global pattern, but
differences remained, such as the dedicated holding company manager in the US.

In the previous section some examples were given of the divisions' organization structure. Similarly,some examples wiD be given
of the foreign subsidaiaries internal organization structure. Again no full account is attempted. Instead these examples serve to
illustrate the discussion of the principal development patterns discussed above. Some elements of the administrative histories of
these units wiD be given.
The Alfa-Lavalactivitiesin the United Kingdom were organized, in 1982,with an Industrial group and Agri, both headed by the
local market company manager. In practice, the Agri activitieswere guided from the division's headquartets in Sweden. Agri was
located separately,in Cwmbran, Wales, and one of the members of the Agri group central management committee was the British

Agri manager, contributing to the independent nature of the British Agri operations vis-a-vis the formal link to the mixed market
company. This real but informal independence was institutiona1ized in the rnid-1980sand Agri UK was made a separate company.
The incorporation of the Swedishproduct divisionsin 1983 had not in itself had any effect on local organization. The business area
organization included a demand that local organizationcomply with the corporate. Also, a holding company was formed in Britain as
of 1987. As of first of January 1987, the local mixed market company was organized with a series of local business areas plus a
Spares,Repairs and Servicedepartment (SRS). SRSincluded a separator repair..hop, a plate heat exchanger assembly and regasketing
plant. All activitieswere located in Brentford, on the outskirts of London, towards Heathrow AUport.
The central overhead capacityand costs were collected as UK Corporate. Functions performed were personnel - "hire and fire",
training, trainees, office services,microficbe and canteen, finance-audit, banking, and taxation, information systems, telephone etc,
site service,vehicles,and the corporate qualitycontrol staff. Finance was part of the business area Finance.

In Germany (West Germany), the Agri activitieshad been a separate operation since the early 1970., and a legally separate entity
called the Alfa-Laval Agrar GmbH Up until that point the name Bergedorfer Eisenwerk had been associated with the German
activitiesof AIfa-Laval, hut in connection with the restructuring of the German business in the early 1970., which included a closure
of the old Eisenwerk site and a move to Glinde outside the Hamburg city limits, the German organizational units were given "AIfaLaval" names. After that, there was a mixed market company handling the industrial activities; AIfa-Lavai Industrietechni Both
companies were located in the same building in Glinde; the building was the property of Industrietecbnik, and Agrar rented space.
Thus, in 1982, the local organization microred the corporate business group organization better than most countries. A holding
company was formed in 1987.The overall organization of the mixed market company, Industrietecbnik, had not changed since the
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business area reorganization. However, it was organized with a separate F department, a combined T, S, and M&P department (with
one manager for the three combined, and three separate product managets) and a spares, repairs and service department IS
(Industria1 Service). IS was intemally organized as a matrix fromJanuary 1, 1987.
Common overhead costs included controller, administration, information systems, logistics and a local finance company.
lndustrie BV, the mixed market company for industrial activites in Holland, reorganized on 1 January, 1986. The company
thereby had a business area organization, with five local business areas plus a spares and service department There were no
production units, although the industrial service and spares department included a high-tech regasketing plant for plate heat
exchangers, located in Rotterdam, as well as a training center.
The first step in the series of organization changes during the 1980s had been to make the AgOoperations independent from the
industrial activities. This change had little to do with the business area reorganization, and had started somewhat earlier. AgOwas a
considered a different kind of business than the industry oriented operations and had always maintained a high level of direct
contacts between Sweden and Holland. Industrie B.V.then reorganized on 1January 1986, a change contemporary to, but developed
independendy of, the Alfa Lavalchange. As Agri concentrated their activities in Groeningen, Industrie B.V. concentrated in the new
building in Maarsen. A Rotterdam office was maintained in order for Marine & Power to have a presence in the area. Also, the
regasketing plant for thermal plate heat exchangers was located in Rotterdam. The regasketing plant was part of the Service
department.

Agri and Marine and Power had traditionally maintained strong Jinks with Sweden. Marine and Power was considered a
worldwide operation, a "special world". Food and Dairyhad weakerintegtation with other units and the Swedish application center
while Thermal and Separation had very weakJinks. Industrial Service and Spares was basically a local operation. There had been four
local management staffs: Finance/Control, General matters (=service), Mgmt secretary/Legal and Personnel. Overall, the change did
away witb intermediary organization levels, creating a flat organization, and intended to fiIciIitate the work for local business areas and
their contacts with respective business area headquarters in Sweden. For example, the now business area manager of Separation was
earlier a colleague ofTherma1 and subordinate to the Industria1 division

manager, who was subordinate to the MD. Whereas the local

business area managers earlier, i.e, before 1986, had one boss, which was the local managing director of the mixed market company,
they now had two: the local MD and the business area MD. The organization changes had the greatest effect on the Separation and
Thermal business areas, who now formed their own respective business areas and reported directly to the MD. Marine and Power
also wasless hampered after the change,for the same reasons. Food Engineering was less affected by the change, likewise the Service
and Spares department. Service and Spares reported to the "club of four": F, M, T and S, which funtioned as a formal advisory
board. There bad been pressures to split up the department, especially from Food Engineering.
The local business area manager's prime responsibility was to support the sales of new equipment and systems. Secondary to that
was the sales of spares, Business areas did not have the right to move from the building in

Recruiting was a local decision, although replacing the local business

Maarsen. Salaries were determinedlocally.

manager needed to be coordinated with the business area

headquarters. Bonuses were based on local results and paid by the mixed market company.
The United States subsidiary had a more 'corporate' organization in 1982 than the other subsidiaries. Under the national mixed
market company manager, "the king of the country", there were dedicated Industry and Agri group managets, which in their tum
relied upon divisional managers, Due to reorganizations, the company was not accessible in 1987. During this time, the company,
legally and operationally, changed face. A holding company was formed in 1987, with a dedicated manager,unlike other countries.
The industrial operations were more radically split up along divisional Jines than any other country at that point in time, and the Agri
operations, which had already been relatively independent from the mixed market company in 1982, formed a separate dedicated
market company.
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Patterns of organization structures development
Up until the late 1960s, Alfa-Laval had an international management structure based on a
domestic parent company, which was functionally organized, exporting to country-defined
foreign subsidiaries. The foreign subsidiaries were free to organize local activities as they
saw fit.

Forming (domestic) divisions andnationalforeign subsidiaries

Agri was formed in 1963 as a semi-autonomous unit. However, the domestic structure
was transformed into an in-between form in 1968, when the parent company was
divisionalized. From 1968 to 1979, this hybrid form exhibited domestic product divisions
and national foreign subsidiaries; i.e, the international organization structure was not
affected formally by the domestic changes. Changes in domestic organization structure
began almost a decade before the changes in international organization.
In the 1970s, the domestic organization was based upon an - increasing - number of
product divisions, reporting directly to the managing director. The international
organization was based on national foreign subsidiaries, free to organize local activities as
they saw fit.

Theformation ofglobalproduct divisions 1979 - 1990
The international organization structure retained its mother-daughter traits long after the
parent company was divisionalized in 1968. Not until 1979 was the fundamentally national
orientation of the formal international organization broken. The ensuing period may in
itself be divided into two phases: Firstly, towards Agri and Industry market companies
1979-1986, and, secondly, towards business area market companies 1986-1990.
There was a great complexity in the management structures in the first half of the 1980s
- dual focus, weak intemational matrix with shifting bias, and many organizational levels
with an increasing product diversity in the Industry Group. The dedicated market
companies and the mixed market companies had slighdy varying reporting relationships. It
was in a sense a matrix on all levels except within foreign subsidiaries.
From 1979 to 1986, there was a successive split of the foreign subsidiaries into Agri and
Industrial market companies. Shortly after the introduction of the business area
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organization in 1986, a process started in which the Industrial market companies were
successively divided into smaller, and more and more defined, pieces. The reorganization
into customer-oriented business groups in 1979 created two-tier product divisions, with the
ambition of becoming global divisions with their own international organization. The split
of national subsidiaries was a lengthy process, and the international organization continued
with subsidiaries serving both business groups (mixed market companies), and subsidiaries
dedicated to their respective business group for some years. The mixed market companies
still reported to the corporate office, retaining elements of a mother-daughter structure.
The year 1987 was somewhat of a breaking point In that year, the US market company
was undergoing significant reorganization towards dedicated divisional units and that
model was transferred to the European markets.
Both the domestic and international organization was affected by the reorganization in
1986. The business group level was abolished, which formally was a more dramatic move
than in practice. Instead, the Industrial product divisions became stand-alone units business
areas, intended to be global product divisions, and formally equipped with the prerogative
regarding international strategy and budgeting vis-a-vis the market companies. Several
global product

divisions

were

quickly established; Agri, Bran+Lubbe,

Ewos,

Biotechnology, Flow equipment and Automation. However, the separation and plate heat
exchanger based core businesses, related and with substantial interdependency manifested
for example in internal sales, retained a mixed market company international structure also
after 1986. In the late 1980s, the interdependency was addressed as a result of a further
break up of the combined market companies, and as a result of the separation of valueadding steps of marketing / sales and after-sales service and support respectively, and the
different locational practices of each; support was increasingly handled on a regional rather
than a national scale.
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Figure. Development of organization structures in Alfa-Laval1970 - 1990.
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Chapter 7
ALFA-LAVAL;

DEVELOPMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS
The development of manuals andinstructions; theyearlY planning rycle; economic objectives; a short note on
transfer prices; periodical reports; remuneration, transmitting and processing itiformation; treasury and
finance; patterns ofadministrative -FYstems development.
In the post World War II Alfa-Laval, and still towards 1970, the formal administrative
coordination of international activities was relatively weak with what seems like a limited
capability on the part of the parent company to actually gain insight into local affairs, at
least not without the active cooperation of the foreign subsidiary manager. Local
profitability at year-end and dividends paid were the formal performance measures for a
long rime. Local treasury and finance in accordance with local regulations coupled with
local bank relationships was the norm. That, in conjunction with varying local organization
structures made comparison on a finer level than foreign subsidiary difficult. Economic
information was processed locallythrough varying, unstandardized accounting systems and
eventually shipped by post and telex to the parent company.
As we saw in the previous chapter, the changes in organization structures over the 1970s
and 1980s were profound and multilevel, and the changes over the 1980s came in quick
succession. The process started with addressing the domestic parent company issues in the
1970s, and from 1979 onwards, changes were made to the international organization
structures that eventually led to the formation of global product divisions as the main
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operating vehicle. These changes in departmentalization were accompanied by a
development of a new set of international administrative coordination systems.

The development of manuals and instructions

ERM andVL instructions

The fundament for the activities and processes that provided administrative coordination
from 1970 up until 1988 was the Economic Reports Manual (ERM). The ERM specified all
formal control systems, budgeting procedure and periodical reporting.
The ERM was first introduced in 1970, itself a replacement of an older Economic
Reports Handbook (ERR). The ERM was a standardized package, with pre-specified forms
and manuals for their use, covering all business areas and market companies. In 1970, it
introduced standardized definitions of economic concepts.
The ERM was developed with the explicit intent to replace local economic planning and
control systems with standardized, company- wide and international administrative routines.
The introduction proved to be a lengthy process during the 1970s; the US subsidiary did not
fully comply with the ERM until 1979. The ERM was presented in a binder and
continuously updated. A letter with minor changes and adjustments was sent out almost
every year, with major changes on some occassions, for example in 1976. It should be
emphasized that during the 1970s the development of the administrative systems was aimed
at foreign subsidiaries as a whole. Standardization and formalization resulted in in better
pooled's information and thereby an acquired control on the part of the parent company.
The Swedish parent company in a sense was developing traits of a corporate headquarters,
acquiring administrative control over national foreign subsidiaries.
Throughout the 1970s, there were no comparable units to consolidate across countries on
a 'sub-subsidiary', i.e. divisional level - neither in Sweden nor in the subsidiaries. In this
respect, the lack of uniformity in the organizational systems had an identifiable effect on the
administrative systems and the potential for achieving administrative control Not only was
the budgeting process affected, but also the scope for formulating financial objectives and
measuring the performance. In the business group reorganization in 1979, a demand for
uniform internal organization structure of the foreign subsidiaries was included; a change
76Thompson's (1967) term.
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intended to increase the potential for consolidating the international activities pertaining to
the product divisions, and measuring performance, not only domestic, but all the way to the
customer. TIlls change was a prerogative for the product divisions to playa greater part in
international operations as well as in the budgeting process, and the setting of economic
objectives.
In 1974 a 'quick report' on sales and gross margin was added to the reporting package,
the so-called GROSP.
The basic properties of the ERM proved robust over the eighties and remained over the
business group era, into the first years of the. business area organization. The new
organization of 1986 into business areas demanded a major update and revision of the
ERM, although the basic framework was initiallyleft intact.
At the outset of the business area organization, in 1986, the business areas were the twelve accounted for in the previous section.
In theory, all revenues and costs should be accountable to a business area. But the twelve opemting business areas could not in

practice be held accountable for all the costs in the Alfa-Laval group. There was, for example, not easily distributable overhead cost
centrally in the parent company as well as in the still mixed market companies. Accounting "business areas" were created to
accommodate for these costs. As the accounting evolved around the business area concept, in a sense, another five "husiness areas"
emerged:
- Real Estate Sweden
- Central worldwide, which was made up of all overhead costs worldwide, that were not accountable to any business area. These
included Executive Group Management and central staffs, and mixed market company overhead costs and real estate locally.
- Zander & Ingestrom, the combined market company for Nordic countries, agent for sevecal non-Alfa-Laval products as well as
original equipment manufacturer, headquartered in Alvik, Stockholm.
- Overseas; East Europe, Arabia and Africa. A business area for state trading and devdoping countries.
- Others, a number of unrelated businesses remaining from the previous "Others group", for example Olofstriim Kraft.

Acquired units were compelled to use the standardized Alfa-Laval administrative
framework. For example, it was required that the Automation business area, after the
acquisition of SattControl, changed its economic control system, and use the ERM
employed by the Alfa-Laval group. TIlls was also done, and without too many
complications. Technically, the implementation of ERM in SattControl meant a few new
accounting principles. Some training on the ERM was still needed in mid-1987, but the
economic planning and control systemwas functioning.
VL instructions were a two binder set of decrees from the parent company office. It

contained administrative policy decisions and organization charts. The abbreviation VL
stands for the Swedish words 'verkstiillande ledning' - executive management in English,
which indicates the source of the instructions. The binder form itself is indicative of its use.
Whenever a change in policy or organization structure was deemed warranted a new form
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was sent out to replace existing pages. During the 19708, the VL instructions grew to two
full binders and became an all encompassing policy manual of some complexity. A reaction

came in 1980 when the new management simplifiedthe manual.

The M1SAL andKL instructions
In 1986, concurrently with the major organizational changes at the time, the VL
instructions changed name and appearance. It became the 'KL instructions' and was
presented in a new binder with a more appealing design than the rather stem, dark-blue
vinyl VL binder with the official name ALCOM in white block letters. KL stands for the
Swedish word 'koncernledning', which translates into corporate management, and
interestingly the Swedish abbreviation was also used throughout the finn in the late 1980s.
A foreign subsidiarymanager in 1987 pointed at his bookshelf and commented that

"1have two bibles: ERM and KL instructions"
In 1986, a corporate task force was appointed to define the future economic coordination
and control system. As the operational business areas in 1986 were given responsibility for
international performance, they demanded more detailed, more accurate and quicker
economic information from the local units. An updated version of the Economic Reports
Manual (ERM) had been presented to accommodate for the new organization of 1986,
including the 'accounting' business areas detailed above. Overall, changes in the fonnal
management information systems were trailing the changes in formal organization. Because
of the organizational changes, which for example had an effect of multiplying the reporting
demands, the ERM format was stretched to its limitations and work was ongoing in 1987 to
develop a new manual. The greatest strains on the ERM had been the diversification of the
groups' activities amplified by the business area reorganization, and a dramatic increase in
transferred information from mixed market companies to central staffs following the
business area reorganization. As of the 1989 budgeting (in the fall of 1988), the ERM was
replaced by a new manual for which a new name was felt warranted; MISAL (Management

lriformation Systems Alfa-Laval).

The yearly planning cycle
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In the 'old' times, local business planning was at the discretion of the national subsidiary. It

purchased products from the parent company, but adapted these in various local packages,
or sold them by component through locally developed means. With local production
facilities, local R&D and warehouse facilities, the larger foreign subsidiaries had significant
capacity to pursue locally identified business opportunities. It also had its own local finance
departments with local bank relations, and invoiced its customers in local forms. The
relationship to the parent company was in many respects the same as towards a supplier.
The yearly planning cycle was essentially the same throughout the 1980s. The spring was a
time for strategic discussions and the fall meant a lengthy and in-depth budget process. The
budget process started in late summer with forecasts from the individual sales departments
in the market companies and similar detailed information from other units, and ended with
a full Alfa-Laval budget for the upcoming year at Christmas time.

Spring - the long-range planning
There was a group-wide long-range planning (LRP) process, performed yearly. This
yielded basically a scenario which in turn yielded financial objectives for the group. For
example, the LRP may have indicated an average group ROC of 25 per cent. This would
then influence the financial objectives, set for the different Business Areas from 1986.
Should the incoming budgets for the Business Areas be below the indicated group average,
a round of talks would start. The business areas and the mixed market companies
participated in 1987. The LRP was a remainder from the time before business areas and its
status and importance a bit unclear in 1987. Its importance in the late 1980s, seemed to be
more as a determinant of financial objectives than as strategic management tool.
There had been an emerging separation of responsibility for strategy formulation between
the parent company and the divisions. Still in 1980, a Boston Consulting Group study was
initiated by the parent company as an all-Alfa-Laval study, inluding both divisions and
market companies. The Boston Consulting Group was hired to perform a major review of
the company's businesses and strategies. The work involved up to 100 Alfa-Laval managers
and employees in all parts of the firm, domestic and international. The effects of this work
resounded throughout the study period, especially in 1982, and the work was often referred
to. This effort was obviously influential in the language-building in the firm. A study with
such a broad and deep organizational scope would hardly have been commissioned in the
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late 1980s. With the Business Areas designated as business strategic centers, a corporate
initiative to the effect of the BCG study would no doubt have been seen as interference.
Eric Rehnman, and the SIAR group, were instromentalin the makingof the businessgroup organizationin the late 1970.. As a sign
of the times of the growing selfesteem of the incorporated divisions, Eric Rehnman was also ClIIIed in by Food Engineeringin 1984,
which eventually resulted in a corporate reorganization proposal presented to the corporate management The ensuing wOO< that
resultedin the formal Business Area reorganization was done with the hdp of Nordic Management,of Stocltholm, in 1985/86.
Throughout the 19808,Howard Perlmutter, of the Wharton School, seems to have functioned as something of a persooal advisor
to managingdirector Harry Faulkner, as well as structuringthe "InternatiooalTop Management" conferences each fall.

Responsibility for the business strategy development of the finn was formally delegated to
the global product divisions, the Business Areas, in 1986. The Business Areas were given the
responsibility for initiating the development of business strategies, for developing strategic
programs, and were free to develop their own processes and methodologies to determine
their respective business strategies. This indicated an explicit decentralization of business
strategic initiative, from corporate to the global product divisions. Also, the business areas
had the strategic prerogative vis-a-vis the market companies. Implementation of strategies in
the international markets was stated to be a joint interest between the business areas and the
mixed market companies.
This division of responsibilities seems to indicate a rather top-down view of business
development. However, it should rather be interpreted thus, that the center of business
strategic development was now the global product divisions, rather than the management of
the country subsidiaries, i.e. the mixed market companies. The business areas had their own
representatives in the MMCs, their own international staff of employees, and whether the
local representatives were involved in the strategy development of the business area or not
was an issue to be addressed by each business area separately. That is, the individual
business areas may have had a top-down view or bottom-up view of strategy development.
To make a general statement in this respect on the Alfa-Laval group strategic process in the
late 1980s is consequently of little value, although it is fair to say that in 1987, the quality of
strategy development varied both in process and content between the business areas.
Another example:from 1984 onwards, Agri developeda yearly business plan - a strategicplan developedin a format addressing the
Agri business issues. Not a spring effort, it involved a significant amount of work from August to November. The plan wou1d also
serve as a base for coordination and control of market companies.

Corporate level campaigns and task forces with defined missions were common
managerial practice over the last few decades. A number of corporate committees and task
forces were formed to deal with issues either left unresolved or unforeseen at the time of
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the formal implementation of the new organization in 1986. Some will be treated further on,
and include a cost study of the foreign subsidiaries, an economic reports group and several
financial task forces.

Fall- thebudgetprocess
The ERM put the business figures in a relatively standardized information package, but it
is not entirely clear as to how coordinated the budget work was between the parent
company and the foreign subsidiaries in the early 1970s. The main budgeting unit
internationally was definitely the foreign subsidiary, as varying local organization structures
made international consolidation of local divisional or departmental figures difficult. The
only meaningful set of accounts throughout the 1970s was for the foreign subsidiary as a
whole.
In 1982, the budget process was bottom-up, based on discussion between market
companies, business group managers and the VL. Second-tier division, i.e., product
divisions of the Industrial group and Agri divisions were involved indirectly, through the
group managers. The informal influence of the product divisions may in some cases have
been significantly greater than their formal role in the process. Some divisions at this point
in time required significant coordination between international units, for example Marine &
Power Engineering which, for example, from around 1980 had internationally coordinated
pricing policies.
In the budget process at this point in time however, the business group managers had an
important role. The lengthy budget process served to inform the parent company - largely
informally through the business group managers - in detail about local operations.
For example, in the budgeting process for the American subsidiary, Industry Group manager Lars Hallden would go through the
budget for the local Industry group and Agri Group manager Lennart Berglind would

go through the budget for the local Agri

group. Managing director Harry Faulkner and Financial director Lars Trane would then discuss the budget for the entire American

mixed market company with the subsidiary manager. Any points of dispute between overall profitability and for example Industry
Group program targets would be solved informally and in concensus, often over the telephone. In a sense, the business group
managers made personal agreements with their counterparts, rather than merely signing a budget document

The developments in the Business Group era, from 1979 to 1986, gradually led to a new
decentralization of the administrative work, from parent company headquarters to the
divisions. During the early part of the 1980s, the divisions built up their capacity to handle
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these matters. Accounting and

control staffs were

formed, with an emerging

decentralization of information systems technology.
Initially, however, the reorganization meant little change in the budgeting process as the
'industrial' mixed market companies remained with Business Group manager Lars Hallden
as the counterpart. The organizational changes of 1986 indicated a greater role for the earlier
product divisions that now had become business areas.
The formalization increased over the 1980s. The importance of the figures in the budget
as a control tool was felt to have had increased from the mid-1980s, much as a result of the
pressures from Executive Group Management to have a forecast they felt that they could
trust following the 1984 downturn. The 1984 problems spawned mistrust towards the
management information system and corporate management felt that insufficient warning
had been channeled through the system. Also, more actors had an interest in the mixed
market company's budget. The mixed market company manager was solely responsible for
local overhead and other cost items, and for the - profit generating - combined after-sales
and service departments. A more explicit link had developed between bonus and budget
than had previously been the case.

"Earlier it was nodisaster ifYON were aNt ofline with the bNdget. This haschanged. "
One of the effects of this new development was what the group controller staff found to
be a pronounced conservatism in the budgets for 1987. In this respect then, the
management system had become more formalized in the business area organization than
had previously been the case.
The budget procedure in terms of local product areas in the remaining mixed market
companies had changed, following the 1986 reorganization. Earlier, the local managing
director alone had accepted the local product departments' budgets. Following the change,
both local and business area management were involved in the process, and there was a
more pronounced matrix style in the budgeting in the local market companies.
The budget process for the group in 1987, amnged in chronological order,
1. Generalguidelines from the CEO. General concernson prolitllbility andgrowthandgroup priorities. June.
2 Technicalguidelines from the Group Controller.June.
3. Businessareasissuesgoals in some cases.
4. Market companies start the localbudgeting workin July/August Judgmentson orders received, ete..
S. Market company budgets finished early fall. The headquarters !epfeSentlltive (the GMR) visited the big market companies for
discussions,
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6. In a "standard" year, November 20thwas the deadlinefor sending the budget to the group controller staff All are not finished
(=approved) by then. Some latecomers are structural, for example Finance, which builds its budget on the input from the others. In
1987, all business areas and the four largest market company budgets were in by November 22nd. On November 25th, lists were sent
to the parent company

(KEM). On November 26th,

the budget totals were sent by telefU to the business areas. The same day,

specification lists were sent by mail to the business areas, specified by company. On November 27th, the finance company delivered its
budget, based On the BA budgets. By December 7th, the BAs delivered their adjustments. Budget meetings were held all throughthe
above described time period.
7. The ambition was to deliver the pre1intinary Group budget to Executive Group Management as a "Christmas present".
8. The budget was subjected to the Alfa Laval board of directors at the end ofJanuary.

All members of the corporate management travelled extensively, For example, with the
market companies COO Lars Hallden had regular, formal budget meetings in the fall at
which local operations were discussed in great detail. As pointed out earlier, the budget had
in a sense the character of a personal agreement between Lars Hallden and the local
counterpart. The market companies considered the amount of visits from Sweden as
nothing less than baffling. For example, the British MMC counted a total of 850 visits from
Sweden in 1986. The personal contacts and visits were an important aspect in the
functioning of Alfa-Laval.
For Automation, budgeting for 1987 was done within the Alfa-Laval and ERM format, and was teebnically satisfying.
Interestingly the most important goals from the business area managements' point of view were operating earnings and overall
profitability. For some SattControl subsidiaries, the goal formulation had changed significandy as the previous owner of SattControI

had focused on solidity and measurements of capital. Alfa-Laval was felt to be more profit-oriented. For economic planning and
control, Agri used the ERM without modification. Overall, it was felt to work well.

In the late 1980s, the budget process was moving still further in the direction of divisional
influence. Increasingly, the mixed market companies were split into business area-dedicated
market companies. The importance of the business areas in the budgeting procedure meant
that the budget for the remaining mixed market companies was made in bits and pieces, and
then essentially pasted together. Operating matters were internationally the responsibility of
the product divisions - now business areas. Return on investment and overall profitability
were the concern of the corporate office.

Economic objectives
In a period of transformation, with rapid change in organization structures, the economic
objectives also change over time, in several dimensions. The measurements changed in
definition, both in the basis used for deriving the measurements, and in complexity. The
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number of measurements for anyone unit changed. The level of formality of
measurements changed. The number of organizational levels varied, which is one of the
reasons why the contributors to the goal-formulation process varied. Also, the level of
accord between parties as to which economic objectives were of importance, i.e. the
perception of relative importance, varied. Seen over the time studied, and across levels, the
economic objectives of Alfa-Laval presented an arena of experimentation and change, and
of almost continuous redefinition in content and process. In the following, the main lines
of development will be discussed with examples of the experimentation.
In the very early days, objectives seem to have been set in a dialogue between parent
company and the local manager. The issues confronting the company were those of a young
growing firm; market growth, market share, technical problems, investment needs and
shortage of capital, difficulties to finance expansion etc. What eased the complexity of issues
was a near-single business situation. In modem times, the situation was almost the opposite
in the foreign subsidiaries. Limited market growth, constantly high market shares, wellestablished, mature technology and service networks for installed machinery, periods of
limited investment needs and often substantial capital reserves.
Until the late 1960s, the responsibility for all domestic activities rested with the parent
company, and ultimately with the managing director and functional managers. All local
activities were under the control of local management for most of the post WWII era,
including that of setting economic targets. As long as the local planning was a concern for
the market company manager, and the budget and targets were approved by the parent
company, the configuration seems relatively consistent and few controversies are likely to
have appeared from a structural point of view.

In 1968, the domestic operations of the parent company were divisionalized, creating an
emerging profit center structure with a marked difference between legal and operating
structures, and a need for decentralized profitability objectives. Over the 1970s, the product
divisions grew in importance, and were posing demands for international authority. It is
likely that significant informal coordinating activity was going on between the product
divisions and local product managers during this time; as the product divisions were striving
for influence without formal authority. The influence was hampered by the lack of
uniformity of the local organization, i.e, the varying face of local counterpart and other
factors.
The foreign subsidiaries in the shape of the post-1979 mixed market companies, had a
broad set of activities with different characteristics and requirements. In 1982, corporate
management used a set of four goals and performance measurements for the foreign
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subsidiaries. These were return on operating capital (ROC), net profit after financial iterns,
local cash flow and credit-back margin. The official policy of the parent company was that
all were equally important. In practice, there was a focus in the subsidiaries on the

profitability measurements - the bottom line. The parent company was well aware of this
but had the ambition that the subsidiaries should learn to work with all four measurements.
Cash flow was a measurement used in extremely high inflation countries, for example in
South America, and credit-back was little used. Once a year, a rankinglist of all market
companies was put together, based upon the four measurements, which was made available
to all market companies.
There had earlier been a 'survival ROC'?? This was a calculation of the minimum
profitability needed to pay interest, dividends and to save the equity from effects of
inflation. It was found to be too sophisticated a measure and not understood in the
subsidiaries. The survival ROC was pulled back, which in 1982 was stated to be a
'temporary' action. However, the survival ROC did not surface again and may have been an
exponent of the high inflation economies of the 1970s.
The credit-back margin accredited the subsidiary with part of the gross margin in the
Swedish product company, and was introduced in the early 1980s. The purpose was to
encourage sales of low margin products, to lessen the motivation for transfer price debates
as the profitability of the whole chain is rewarded, and to enhance a sense of cooperation, of
'corporate thinking'. Credit-back had varying consequences in different countries. A market
company with volume but poor profitability would argue for their level of margin created
upstream, whereas another company with high local margin and limited internal purchases
would find the credit-back to be of little interest, leading one market company manager to
refer to the credit-back as "an excuseforpoorperformance in some market companies". If there was
varying interest between market companies, there was also substantially different views on
credit-back between corporate headquarters and market companies. Corporate managers, in
1982, expressed strong concern and interest in the well-being of the calculations whereas a
view often voiced in the market companies was that credit-back had no control or
governance value, partly because of it being based on tertiary reports rather late in
appearance, and consequently was of no interest locally. Actually, very few in the market
companies ever saw the figures. Implementation of credit-back also varied between the
business groups. It was widely used in the Industry group, but not at all in AgO. In 1982,

n With obvious

imaginery, it was pronounced 'survival rock' in the firm.
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discussions were ongoing for construction of a similar measurement, but seemingly not
resultingin practical work.
Economic objectives for product departments within foreign subsidiaries varied between
companies, more explicitly so in 1982 than in 1987. The second-tier divisions in 1982
tended to use operative goals and performance measures for their local counterparts. They
included no capital charge in their measurements, and were not concerned with the overall
profitability of the mixed market company through which they operated. For example,
Marine and Power formulated measurements in three dimensions: market share, gross
margin and volume, but considered others as well. Market share seemed to be the most
important, and failingmarket share development a signalfor further investigation.
After 1986 and the business area reorganization, goals were formulated primarily for the
business areas rather than for rnarket companies, and matched against the demands for
group performance. For the business areas three profit or profitability objectives were used.
In terms of economic objectives, there was much simplified structure, focussing on overall
profitability. In 1987, the total economic objectives for the group were broken down first by
BusinessArea.
Goals for the business areas from Executive Group Management were expresses in three measurements:
- Return on capital, ROC. (Operating result + calculated interest / Opetating capital)
- Opemting earnings
- Return after financial income and expenses, official, RAFO.
ROC was differentiated between 12 to 40 per cent. (Note: due to the inclusion of calculated interest in the cost of goods sold, a
zero operating earningsled to a ROC of 12 per cent.)

The explicit corporate policy in 1987 was that the business areas determined themselves
what economic objectives they wanted on their intemationallocal operations, and in a sense
the policy was a formalization of an informal influence that had been growing during the
1980s. Again, the business areas tended to use volume and market share targets etc.
The Agri business area demands on what by 1987 had become dedicated subsidiaries were expressed in a detailed &shion. Three
profitability measurements were used: 1. ROC, 2. Opetating earnings, 3. RAFO. Growth andvolume taIgets were also set, as well as
measurements of capital turnover.
Divisional managers within the Automation business area had a consolidated, "even global",responsibility for profit. However,

this could not be measured to the bottom line. Transfer price fights were still not felt to be severe, and nor was the lack of
mea.-urability felt to be a problem. The country localmanaging director had full responsibility for local operations, and overall local
profitability was the most important control measurement.
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Whereas in 1982 a rather sophisticated set of four goals were employed - although in
practice not equally weighted - for the mixed market companies, it was common in 1987 to
state an overall profitability objective, plus program targets. Of the four objectives from
1983, the credit-back margin, designed to adjust the subsidiaries result with the profits made
in the divisions, was totally absent. The cash flow target was not used in western Europe.
The actual objectives varied with each market company, and depended on negotiations
between the market company manager and the GMR at corporate headquarters. However,
common measurements in 1987 were RAPO (Result After Financial matters, Official; i.e. an
attempt to bring the corporate bottom line right into the budgeting procedure), plus various
subgoals, for example inventory turnover and days of accounts receivable outstanding.

In 1988, an important and parallel change was made for the market companies and for
the business areas, when financial items were excluded from measurement and goal
formulation. The earlier preoccupation with bringing the corporate accounts through the
RAPO was replaced with a marked separation of operating and financial items. From 1988,
the corporate measurements of both business areas and market companies were formulated
as Operating income and Operating capital. In a development that I will shortly reurn to, all
financial matters had been centralized to the corporate office and as a consequence,
divisions began being measured only on operating performance.

Differences inperceptions
Despite the sophistication of corporate goal and performance measurements for market
companies, or maybe because of it, the perception of the economic objectives was often
much simpler and more straightforward in the market companies. There was some
discrepancy between the formally stated corporate economic objectives for market
companies and the informally conveyed priorities, as the market companies understood
them. The strongest priority of the corporate management, as market companies perceived
it, was the quest for bottom-line profitability. Market company comments both in 1982 and
in 1987 pointed in the direction that the corporate office was concerned with local overall
profitability. In general, the members of the Executive Group Management informally and
in practice communicated a profitability focus to both business areas and mixed market
companies. A manager with recent experience from outside Alfa-Laval commented:

"..inA!fa Lavalyou see the Ril3 [profit and loss statement] onevery tksk, whereveryougo.."
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'Operating earnings and growth' was the representative perception of the demands of the
corporate office as perceived by one market company manager in 1982. Overall,
profitability, often in terms of bottom line, was cited as the target asked for by corporate
management, both in 1982 and 1987.
The perception of corporate and market company levels seemed to become more in line
with each other during the 1980s. The explicit policy at the corporate office in 1987 was a
focus on profitability, measured as RAFo. The previously informally conveyed focus on
profitability was made official policy, and thus formalized. The corporate office also
formulated sub-goals especially for capital-efficiency items, e.g. outstanding credit and
stocks turnover rate. The breakdown of all mixed market company objectives into local
business areas was a concern for the business areas.
A point of some more subtlety; adding

to

the difference in perception between the

Swedish parent company and market companies, was also the rapidity of change of
measurements. Some measurements, like credit-back, changed several times in its life time,
and the set of measurements used in 1982 was quite different from the one used in 1987.
The profit-to-capital measurement had at various points in time been measured as 'survival
ROC', ROC, RAFO, RaCE. Paradoxically, in these circumstances high activity from the
corporate level increases the need for local interpretation and formulation of objectives.
That is, quick changes in formulated objectives increase or maintain the need for local
interpretation of the parent company's intentions.
Goals for the product companies and for the divisions within the Agri group were less
formalized and more dependent on the respective group presidents. Alfa-Laval seemed to
be moving towards more explicit and differentiated goal-setting, but still budget-based,
rather personalized goals compared over time was the norm.
To sum up: over time, the economic objectives shifted from overall national subsidiary
profitability, to a mid-term, early-1980s substantial complexity over to late-1980s objectives
set entirely for cross-border units, where goals were formulated on an operations only basis.

A short note on transfer prices

For most of the company's existence, only components were shipped. With the
developments towards systems sales, components were joined by applications and resulted
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in an interdependent internal structure. The piece serves

to

illustrate how product-, or

business complexity easilytranslates into administrative complexity.
In 1982, conflicts between product divisions and subsidiaries regarding transfer prices
varied significantly between the product divisions. With the extensive vertical integration of
the firm transfer prices were a source of concern especially lower down in the subsidiaries.
Hopes that the credit-back system should eliminate price discussions had not been fulfilled.
In 1987, transfer prices were still a source of concern and conflict for the market
companies. The issue of transfer prices was tied to the information system and the
measurability of profitability and performance at various levels. The corporate policy was
one of cooperation between Business Areas and market companies. This policy made the
transfer price issue one of internal distribution of margin. An attitude of cooperation was
not always the case, however. From the market companies' point of view, there were
significant differences between the business areas in handling the transfer price issue. To
generalize, Thermal was "good", Marine & Power was quite good and Food engineering was
poor in this respect. Poor mean there was cause of concern.
"...the junior managers in the Business Areas don't see the market companies as their local
representative. The thought hasnotpenetrated the organization. "
"...the business area concept andthepartnership idea is notunderstood [by BAs}.

Th~ ship

outproducts

tothe market companies onthe December 31st to achieve their objectives"
Transfer price practices varied between the product divisions. Due to the complex
operating structure with in-house components and significant internal purchases,.housed in
an equally complex multi-layered organization structure of profit centers, the local systems
people - notably Food Engineering departments - found transfer price discussions to be a
regular part of the job. Food Engineering offered quotations on large orders, where the
internally purchased items constituted a large part of the total cost. In some market
segments, competition was intense, and:
"...in a quotation situation, in a price war, you negotiate lower tranifer prices back alnng the vertical
chain.."
To a large extent the stand-alone and over-the-counter business of Agri allowed for a
different situation. To set transfer prices, Agri, in 1987, employed a simple system with a
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fixed pricelist with discounts set once a year. The prices were based on standard cost plus a
markup minus the discount for each country. There were no negotiations and books were
open.
The sales between the related product divisions also demanded transfer pricing. This was
over time based on cost, plus some markup. A significant change in policy was made in
1986, after which the, now incorporated business areas, were to determine prices through
arms-length negotiations. In 1987, negotiations were ongoing to draw up commercial
agreements for purchases and sales between the product divisions.
Conceptually, there are two sets of transfer prices in a comoany like Alfa-Laval. One is
vertical, between parent company (or divisions) and foreign subsidiaries, the other is
horizontal, i.e. between product divisions. Looking at the balance between practices for
determining transfer prices between parent company (divisions) and foreign subsidiaries,
vis-a-vis transfer prices between product divisions, there is a mirror image with some 20
years apart. Earlier, foreign subsidiaries purchased in the role of a client, with the parent
company as supplier. Prices were determined through price lists, with or without
negotiations. Prices between divisions were decidedly based on cost - departments as they
were, within the same firm. Following the 1986 reforms, the policy was almost reversed.
The global product divisions were in the process of negotiating commercial, arms-length
pricing agreements, while the stated policy for the relationship between the product
divisions and foreign subsidiaries was to be based on "cooperation and trust", and as
partners in a common business interest.

Periodical reports
The 1970 ERM contained a series of standardized periodical reports for economic
information. This was an extensive package to be delivered by the foreign subsidiaries at
specified intervals. The corporate controller staff (the KED) was the recipient of the
reports, where the information was compiled and delivered to corporate management.
The strains on the ERM as a result of the diversified activitiesof the group were amplified
through the business area reorganization on several levels. The business area managements
demanded attention to the specific needs of their business, and the consequent need for
different economic and business information - for different management information
systems. Food engineering had demanded a project-reporting module, which had been
incorporated into the ERM. As Food designed and sold food processing systems with
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delivery and construction times of a year or more, its reporting needs were obviously
different to those "over-the-counter" business of Agri or even the component businesses of
Separation or Thermal.
In a sense, despite the necessary standardization the ERM tried to be all things

to

all

people, and succeeding in being so by way of complexity and volume. The result was that
the business areas bypassed the established routines, although this was formally prohibited.
Important information that bypassed the system included product line breakdowns and
market information. This tendency to create separate information channels was also
identified in 1982, but was no less apparent in 1987. On the contrary, it seemed the
reorganization had strengthend the diversifiedinterests.
The business area organization had resulted in a proliferation of reported forms from the
MMCs. Operating results had previously been reported for the MMC as a whole, but was
now calculated and reported also for the local business areas. As a result the number of
forms transmitted from mixed market companies had multiplied. The British MMC
transmitted 81 forms per month in 1987, where 41 forms per months had been transmitted
in 1986. The workload in preparing the reports had, naturally, also increased, affecting the
local controllers and, needless to say, their attitudes towards the implementation of the
reorganization and their attitudes towards the management information systems.
In 1987, MMC attitudes regarding the content and amount of reporting were not

favorable. Some comments:
" unbelievable..ridiculous..thry can'tpossiblY use the infOrmation at HQ.."
" apportionfinancial income between BAs locallY!?"
" too much detail in the reports.."
" we don't need a'!Y of the reports locallY..."
" developing thereport involves lots of extra work..."
" there is an 80/20 rule as to the usability of collected infOrmation through the ERM fYs!em.
of that, the most importantparts, the non-ftnancialinfOrmation} is notthere. "

On top

The magnitude and content of the procedures had been affected by the change in 1986.
For the MMCs, it was a change more in magnitude than in content, resulting largely from
reporting for four or five local business areas rather than for one market company. The
largest difference may have been the increased reporting from MMCs to KED. Most of this
came from 'duplicating' forms by Business Areas. The personnel most affected by this
development were the MMC controllers and their departments.
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We have discussed whether the mixed market companies really had complied with the
business area organization. The periodical reporting again brings up this issue. In preparing
the reports from the MMCs, a significant cost distribution exercise was needed. Overhead
costs and other indirect costs had to be distributed to the local BAs. Also, as a Business
Area was defined as new and spares sales, including service, the local Spares and Service
department had to be split up by BA. From the local controller's point of view, little had
changed. He still had a number of new sales profit centers plus an after-sales department,
but much more cost distribution and reporting work.
"..we have sixprofitcenters here, notbusiness areas.."
In conjunction with the new organization into business areas in 1986 a task force was
organized to study the scope for reforming the reporting system - the new Economic
Reports Manual Project - a task force with the objective of simplifying the reporting
routines, which were felt to be burdensome. The goal was to have a new set of routines for
the budget process by 1989 (i.e.it should be ready by the fall of 1988). The group was made
up of the CFO, the Group Controller and representatives of several business areas.
The corporate performance reports were specified in the ERM (Economic Reports
Manual). The ERM contained guidelines for the reporting and pre-specified datasheets.
Reports were of the followingtypes:

1. The quickest reports were receivedat the KEU on the 8th day of the month, giving salesstatisticsfor the previous month.
The sales statistics (RO?A, containing orders received,net invoicing and backlog) arrivedat KEU on the 8th of each month. After
having been compiled in a raw form, it was sent out to MMC/BAs for comments and validation. Answer was received by the 12th. KL
then had its report by the 14th of the month.
TIlls first report (RO?A) was a GROSP report (Group SalesStatisticsand Profit Control). GROSP was a set of reports focusing on
sales and grossmargin by Business Area, also broken down by product groups. Sparesand service sa1es were broken down by Business
Area. Reports were of the types described below.There was a corresponding set of budget forms.
2. The 20th day of the month, an earnings statementwas received. (R01,R03).

Tertiary reports contained earnings statements and balance sheet It arived at KEU on the 20th day of the month. Part of this
packagewas the GROSP reports R06A,F,G.

Annual rs;port
The annual report complied W:gely with the tertiary reports. Additions were W:gely to conform with Swedish1ega1 requirements.
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The number of organizational units (companies) reporting periodically to the corporate
accounting staff in the format described above, increased dramatically in especiallythe latter
half, of the 1980s, from around one hundred to three hundred units. The number was in
constant growth, why an exact figure begs the issue. In the early 1980s, the growth in
number of reporting units was limited, growing with a few acquisitions - e.g. the
Bran+Lubbe acquisition in 1981 brought around ten reporting companies - and with the
incorporation of the parent company in 1983. In the late 1980s, the growth accellerated for
several reasons. The split of market companies into, firstly, Agri and Industry and, then, a
further split of Industry into Food and Industry was one source. The acquisitions policy
from 1986 lead to a great number of acquisitions, of which some had subsidiaries that
reported to corporate staff. The policy in the late 1980s was not to accept 'subcorporations',
but to have all legal units report to the corporate office. Another source of the changes was
companies formed by Alfa-Laval during this period of time. It is difficult to single out one
major source of change, but combined, the result was a tremendous growth in the number
of organizational units reporting to the corporate accounting staf£
In 1987, the Mixed Market Companies stillsent in the reports to the corporate accounting
staff, the KED. Thus, the business areas received their reports indirectly. The reporting
flows had not changed over time. When the reporting pattern diverged from the norm, it
was within acquired units.
1982, the market companies as well as the product divisions voiced some complaints
regarding the ERM. There were complaints that the volume of reporting exceeded the
benefits, and that it was a control system rather than supporting decision making. Partly as a
consequence, some complementary systems were being built up in the business groups, or
divisions. The business areas had their own controllers in 1987. The business area
controllers did not have the right to demand extra information from the market companies
without the sanction of the group controller staff. To some extent, they did so anyway

C'.. Food

and Agri are the worst.."). Non-financial information such as market plans,

competitor information, customer segmentation etc., was not included in the economic
reporting. This kind of information traveled directly from market company to business area,
through both formal and informal channels.
The official, and dominant, flow of reports/information was when the group controller
staff was the recipient and the business areas received the data indirectly from there. This
was the practice of all remaining mixed market companies, which sent in their reports to the
group staff, covering the local business areas as well as the entire company. The business
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areas selling through the mixed market .companies then received their periodical
performance reports from the group staff. This was the case for Food engineering and
Thermal as well as for Separation and Marine and Power. The Agri market companies also
reported via the group staff. The official policy was not to accept reports from subcorporations, which is why, for example, the ten or so separate units of the Bran+Lubbe
company reported to corporate staff, from which the consolidated Bran+Lubbe report was
sent to business area headquarters.
In 1987, Agri was a stand-alone business with dedicated subsidiaries. Nevertheless, the
periodical reports from Agri market companies passed through the corporate staf£ In
certain cases subsidiaries also sent in direct information by mail to business area
management. Reporting was felt to be slow. Tertiary results were delayed by four weeks
until they reached business area headquarters, and sales statistics were available only by the
middle of the month. It was felt that the ERM only partially adhered to the specific needs of
the business area. For example, a more detailed account of stocks was asked for. The level
of local external purchases was difficult to determine. In terms of the GROSP reports, Agri
viewed itself as one single application, and thus was only divided into products.

An exception, with consolidation at the business area and indirect reports to the
corporate office was the case for Automation in 1987, It is unclear what the general
importance of these reporting patterns was beyond Automation. Periodical reporting to the
group controller staff was done for the Automation business area as a whole. The
subsidiaries reported periodically directly to business area management and not to Alvik,
which was the case for the mixed market companies. Automation management felt that this
was advantageous. Dedicated subsidiaries meant that there was very little distribution of
costs to derive the profit figure, and the business area had full control over its costs. It was
felt that 5 - 10 days were saved through direct reporting instead of going through the
corporate staff.
The picture was not completely uniform and the reasons apparently varied between
business areas. The reasons for the related businesses seemed to be based on the resourcesharing in the mixed market companies, as well as historical reasons. Historical reasons
played a part for the global product division of Agri. The acquired, stand alone, Automation
business area had kept reporting patterns established before the acquisition.

Measurability 0/performance
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The scope for formulating relevant goals and objectives depends on the measurability of
performance for affected units and managers. One critical point for Alfa-Laval has been the
measurability of international performance of product divisions and product managers, i.e.
the consolidation of international business figures.
During the 1970s, a need was growing inside the product divisions for international
consolidation of accounts. The organization of the foreign subsidiaries and their local
accounting was not uniform at this point in time, and demands were growing for
standardization, not only of the organization charts, but also for the accounting, which
would enable international consolidated performance to bemeasured for the product
divisions. This eventually led to the demands for uniform organization in the mixed market
companies that were formulated in 1979.
Measurability of local performance was important for the control exercised by the
business area over its local operations. The information needs of the business were not
always in line with the needs of the corporate office as the business area needed a finer
breakdown of costs and income. Often, it seemed that additional information was necessary
to derive information for decision support purposes.
In the post 1986 revised ERM, the main unit for reporting purposes was the local
business area. After distribution of local overhead costs as well as of spares and service, to
the business areas, the resulting figures constituted of the ERM for the monthly reporting.
A significant amount of work was required in order to take out local purchases etc. in the
mixed market companies.
The ERM served a multitude of purposes. Reports were to provide information for local
and group legal purposes, for group periodical control and for business area periodical
control. The information was also to function as decision support. For legal purposes, the
combined figure for the whole subsidiary was needed. This was easily accessible. What was
not easily accessible was the breakdown of business area performance into its component
businesses.
The MMC in Singapore and the Food Engineering reports provide an example of the
above. The ERM provided information for legal purposes and for the full local business
area. A breakdown into the three local departments under Food Engineering was not
reported monthly. Instead, these figures were reported monthly under separate cover and
directly to the Food Engineering controller. This is an example of an unauthorized demand;

the business areas were not assummed to burden the local controllers with demands for
extra information.
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The monhthly sales statistics reports provided a partial remedy for the problem. Through
the use of GROSP reports, product line profitability for the business area was derived. In
the GROSP reports, data for each business area was broken down by application. An
application was market-determined: "market oriented and is determined by the market
segmentation within the different Business Areas". The business areas had themselves
determined what applications should be used for reporting purposes. Spares, repairs and
service were listed separately. For example, Food engineering had 19 application codes, of
which nine for spare parts and service, Thermal had 30 application codes, of which five
were for after-sales. Data for the business area and applications were delivered from the
mixed market companies efery four mounths. On a yearly basis, the application data was
then subdivided into input products. This included the various Alfa-Laval products sold
under each application, as well as non-Alfa-Laval products sold.
As the Spares and Service (SAS) part of the business was profitable, and the sale of new
units less so, the business areas had a strong interest in the control and consolidation of
these operations. The core components also had a fairly long installed life time stretching
over a decade in many cases, and from that perspective, it may have been logical to combine
the responsibility for the two. Consolidation of the result was done ex-post through a cost
distribution exercise, and incorporated into the standardized economic reporting system,
while the control of the after-sales departments was more complex for the local business
areas. As late as in 1987, the local product departments expressed a strong sense of
frustration that this profitable market escaped them. Change came in 1990, when the local .
managers were also made responsible for after-sales.
The business areas were not in full control of the capital side of their country defined
operations in the MMCs. Thus, there were limitations in the possibility scope for cross
subsidizing between markets. Two trends in the 1980s affected this issue. Firstly, the split
into finer legal parts of the mixed market companies meant greater control over the local
balance sheet and what at least in theory amounted to a greater scope for cross subsidizing.
On the other hand a second trend towards corporate centralization of finance and all
economic transaction within the group may have worked the opposite way.
Agri product managers had no full global responsibility for performance within their
respective product areas. Full measurability was only attained at home. Internationally, gross
margin and return on inventory was measured.
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Remuneration
Swedish managerial salaries may have been rising, but during the 1970s and 1980s were at a
moderate level in an international perspective. This circumstance was often referr~d to as a
reason for the meager representation of non-Swedish managers in the corporate office.
Even if the salaries as such were not on the 'meager' level, it indicated a certain social
committrnent to the national business environment.
Within the market companies, all personnel policy, including recruitment and lay-offs,
salary and bonus, had always been the responsibility of local management. This included
recruitment of local product managers. Remuneration to individual country managers was
traditionally a combination of salary and performance related bonus. This was also the case
over the 1980s. In 1982, for mixed market company managers, the bonus was determined
by the corporate VL, in a rather subjective manner. One mixed market company manager
referred to the bonus as

"a Christmaspresent in Mf!J".
The basis for the bonus was the performance of the market company as a whole. Within
the market company, the local managing director was responsible for compensation
schemes. The level of formality, the basis for determining the bonus, and the relative
importance of it, varied between the market companies. The level of formality varied from
completely subjective, to being based on a formal set of weighed parameters, e.g. including
market

share development, operating earnings

and

a proportion for

"personal

performance". Not surprisingly, the US market company had a more formal compensation
system than the European. For example, the salaries and bonus for a few key officers of the
US company was set by a Compensation Committee, which consisted of Harry Faulkner
and three American board members. The group of local managers affected by the boards'
compensation committee had earlier been much larger; most of the firms' management had
been under their jurisdiction. The involvement of the local board led to frictions with the
foreign subsidiary management and in the early 1980s, the managing director of the market
company assumed the responsibility for salaries and bonus for the majority of managers.
The basis for bonus in the US market company was stipulated in a set of weighted
parameters. Across the market companies, about 25 per cent of the salary was a normal
maximum for the bonus, but could be up

to

50 per cent.
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In 1987, there was a series of bonus systems, in wich financial remuneration for managers
at various organizational levels varied with some performance measurement. The heads of
business areas, the heads of mixed and non-mixed market companies and product managers
in business areas and mixed market companies all had a potential bonus to be received.
Attempts were made to separate the individual's performance from that of the company
through subjective components in the bonus construction.
General construction of bonuses in 1987.
Bonus for:

Decidedby:

Construction:

BA-mgr

KL

MMC-mgr

KL/GMR

Earnings against budget
MMC oflicia) earnings

BAProd.mgr

BAmgr

consolidated earnings

MMCProd.mgr

MMCmgr

loa! earnings

The above is an idealized and simplified picture of the bonus system. One could argue
that the bonus system should ideally have followed the value-adding chain of the firm. In
Alfa-Laval this chain was broken, as the business area did not determine the bonus for its
country managers within the remaining MMCs in 1987. Thus, a conceptual inconsistency in
the overall system that remained into the business area organization, was the business areas'
formal lack of control over the bonus of its local managers in the mixed market companies,
.and consequently an asymmetry in the treatment of the stand alone product divisions with
dedicated market companies and the related divisions in the mixed market company
structure. This inconsistency, or asymmetry, however clear from a conceptual point of view,
did not in practice seem to cause conflicts between business areas and MMCs.
The growing number of global product divisions with dedicated market companies were,
in line with the formal structure, solely responsible for the principles of compensation,
throughout the international units.
For example, bonuses for subsidiary managers in Agri were essentially constructed with the agreed t:ugets as a base. Bonuses were
determined by Agri management and maximizedto 20 per cent of salary. The bonus calculationwas based on three components:

-localprofitability
-a program target (for example market share targets)
-a subjective component (for example membership in management committees)

Over time, the country management had lost its prerogative in remuneration policies.
Towards the end of the 1980s, it remained in the MMCs still in operation, but had quickly
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moved towards a cross-border decision within the Business Areas, possibly with a greater
formalization of bonus constructions.

Transmitting and processing the information
The effect of new administrative technology during the period studied should not be
underestimated. The technological basis for efficiency and effectiveness of office work has
fundamentally changed and the scope for quickly transferring information over vast
distances provides a background for these developments in international management. We
should not neglect the mundane things. It is easy to focus on the arrival of spectacular
international telecommunications networks. Remember that the widespread use of
computers is a phenomenon of the 1980s with the introduction of the IBM personal
computer in 1982 as a key step. The 1970s meant electromechanical typewriters and
Tippex, carbon paper and stencils, impulse controlled telephones, telex, tube post - not Email etc. In the Tumba headquarters in the mid 1970s, there were two photocopying
machines for general use plus one for the exclusive use of executive management.
The rapid development of telecommunications and information processing technology is
reflected in the many changes in Alfa-Laval practices in transmitting and processing
economic information. From an early adoption of a central mainframe configuration
coupled with non-standard international practices the company moved toward a
decentralization of data processing capabilities and an international standardization of
hardware and software.
Like many other activitiesthe information processing capability was organized by country
throughout the 1970s. The parent company and the foreign subsidiaries had varying
solutions to the data processing needs and the result was for example a relatively
unstandardized hardware representation - IBM, UNIVAC and Honeywell units could be
found.
The parent company of Alfa-Laval procured a central IBM mainframe for data processing
purposesas early as 1966. In 1980, the corporate EDP department served almost all
activities in Sweden and employed about 100, of which 40 worked with systems
development, 10 were technicians and 50 worked in operations inlcuding data entry. The
hardware was an IBM 370/158 mainframe, located in Tumba. The Tumba facilities served
not only the corporate headquarters and divisions located in Tumba, but also the Lund
divisions.
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Three decisions were taken in 1980, reflecting both the reinforced centralization
perspective in these matters at the time and the beginning of an international
standardization:
1. to start the construction of a new building in Tumba for the EDP department with an

operations room sized to house four IBM 370/158s. The building was moved into in 1981.
2. to start development of a general ledger system for the parent company, whose
activities at that point in time were all Swedish.
3. to start development of a new order processing/distribution system on IBM S/34 for
some market companies.
The development in the first half of the 1980s broke the centralization policy indicated in
the decisions above.
The two decisions regarding the EDP building and all-Swedish software were in line with
the existing central configuration of information processing. Consultants were hired in 1981.
However, the development of an all-Swedish system for all of the diverse operations of

Agri, Separation, Marine and Power, Food and Dairy and Thermal ran into difficulties and
exceeded estimated development costs. The activities and demands of the divisions were
too diverse and the common systems a futile effort
Concurrently, some foreign subsidiaries had begun meetings that led to a standardization
around IBM S/34 machines. Up until 1980/ 81 the local systems exhibited great diversity
both in hardware and software. At the same time, the market company S/34 systems were
successfully implemented and an S/38 updated system became Alfa-Laval policy in 1983.
The new decentralized configuration was attractive to the divisions, and from 1982 to 1985
the divisions in Sweden built their own decentralized EDP departments. The Swedish
divisions were given the responsibility to decide for themselves what kind of systems they
wanted. In this development, the incorporation of the product divisions in 1982/ 83 no
doubt played a role as the product divisions were given responsibility for not only income
and costs, but also for capital employed. The product divisions wanted more control, and
were given the right to develop their own systems. The development of the systems was
essentially bottom-up since the corporate effort to develop a centralized mainframe/
standardized software system had failed in the early 1980s. It may be noted that the systems
development initiative was decentralized to the product divisions and not to the business
groups.
Alfa-Laval was in the early 1980s operating with national, local EDP departments,
divisional EDP departments as well as a central parent company EDP department and
mainframe in Tumba, As a consequence of the increasingly decentralized information
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processing system the central mainframe unit became rather a high cost unit when it came
to the point of a replacement decision which would mean investments in a new mainframe.
In 1984, a comparative study of mainframe operations was conducted involving Flakt,
Electrolux, Philips and Atlas Copco. Not surprisingly, the Alfa-Laval central unit was found
to have low capacity utilization which was attributed to the ongoing decentralization of
EDP to the product divisions. Eventually - in 1985 - a decision was taken not to invest in a
new mainframe but to close the central unit and to operate through a remote service bureau.
To externalize the activity was a decision of some sensitivity for several reasons, not only
because of closing the relatively recently built EDP building, but also because Harry
Faulkner at the time was a member of the board of directors of Swedish ffiM. Nevertheless,
the Stockholm-based CRS (Computerbased Resource Services) data center took over AlfaLaval's central data processing needs. This also meant that the technicians and operators left
the company, while the systems development people remained.
The CRS deal was important for another reason. CSR was the Swedish node for the
international data-communications network Infonet. Thus CRS provided a structure for an
Alfa-Laval communications network christened AINET, for which applications were later
to be found.
The decentralization trend continued - also manifested in the business area reorganization
of 1986 - leading to pressures for rationalization of the central parent company systems
development unit. Instead of marginal changes, a more radical solution was sought in mid1987, the systems development unit Alfa-Laval Data was taken over by a joint venture,
ALPRO Info Services AB, formed by Alfa-LavalAB (49 per cent) and Programator (51 per
cent). The personnel remained with a managing director from Programator. Programator
had formed similar agreements with other industrial manufacturing firms including
Uddeholm, AGA, Bahco, Boliden, Frigoscandia and Ericsson divisions.
The decentralization of the initiative to the product divisions, reinforced as a result of the
business area reform led, to a differentiation of systems employed that was notable in the
foreign subsidiaries in 1987. For example for order handling systems, there were by then
separate systems for Food Engineering, Marine and Power and Thermal. The systems were
incompatible with each other and with the corporate accounting system, much to the
frustration of local controllers who cited several examples of the sometimes confusing
results. For example, the same invoices entered in the Food Engineering and corporate
ERM systemgenerated different end-results.
Essentially, the central systems around 1990 remained for Group consolidation, i.e. for
the needs of group staffs, where the mainframe served as an international mailbox for the
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reporting companies. From the sizeable information systems operations in the early 1980s,
the in house capacity was reduced first through the CRS mainframe operations, then
through the ALPRO joint venture and minority holding78. The corporate administrative
staff in 1990 amounted to three.
Up until the mid-1980s, reports were sent in to the corporate office through several
means of communication. There was a common computer-based system introduced in
1982 called ALERM, but it had to be complemented by mail, telex or later by telefax
messages. ALERM also validated the incoming information at the central computer during
transmission which led to long transmission rimes and very expensive telecommunications
bills. Monthly and tertiary accounts were calculated using a system from the early 1970s with
the illustrious name MEK-B; "Mekaniska Bokslutet" in Swedish which roughly translates as
The Mechanical Accounts. These systems were not designed for the volumes of data that
were beginning to be generated and turned into a cumbersome and complex way of
capturing and consolidating ERM reports.
In 1985, work was started at Alfa-Laval Data, on the request of the Corporate Controller,
for a modern computer-based system for transmitting and processing economic
information. Two years later, in mid-1987, the means of transmitting the data was in a
period of transition from mail to information network The new system was called MISAL
(Management Information System Alfa-Laval). It was based on a standardized IBM PC and
software environment in the subsidiaries and validation was oerfonned before transmission
to the central information base. Transmission was done by modem on fixed lines or
Infonet, Thus, in the late 1980s, reporting units were operating in a standardized software
and hardware environment and periodical reports sent in via telecomunications to Sweden.
The earlier systems had been designed for the needs of the central staffs. MISAL
permitted information diffusion on a more practical as well a decentralized basis. From the
mainframe, the information could be lifted to a PC environment at the corporate staff for
processing. The business areas could lift information from the database, information that
was marked for their repective access. This would significantly reduce the rime from
transmission to access to the data for the business areas. In the case of Food Engineering,
which by then had its own business units, the business units could access its information.
In theory, MISAL could be developed into a network virtual database. Multiple points of

storage of data could be linked and tapped when needed, by the user with the right access.

" Actually, later in 1991 the trend continued when Programator purchased the outstanding 49 per cent of
the joint venture.
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For example, data would remain stored at the Mixed Market Company, with business areas
having access. Before the conception of MISAL, the information flows were basically
pooled and sequential in nature/", All economic and financial information from the market
companies passed through central staff before being shared with other receiving units,
notably the business areas. MISAL makes reciprocal flows possible. However, as MISAL
was in this sense only operative to a very limited extent during the period of study, only a
few effects of its potential in these respect could be observed.
A prerequisite for the earlier mentioned logistics companies for Nordic separator spare

parts and Agri spares was a well-functioning telecommunications network. Sometimes
chance had an influence: mainframe overcapacity in Glinde (Hamburg), Germany in the late
1980s added to Glinde being a preferred node for an Agri Eurowarehouse. The separator
spare parts warehouse in Tumba, serving Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland from
1987 onwards, was developed within the ALNET concept, connecting local terminals in to
the CRS mainframe which permitted permanent access to the central computer and an
overnight service degree of 95-96 per cent compared to the earlier local 80-85 per cent,
apart from savings in tied-up capital. The established ALNET/ Infonet communications
network permitted relatively simple expansion of the system to continental Europe. The
first to be connected were Germany, Holland, Belgium, France and the UK
Overall, the 1980s decade marks a radical change in how periodical and routine
information was transferred and processed. From a central parent company mainframe and
support staff coupled with unstandardized local practices in 1980, the changes led to
internationally standardized hardware and software on a largely decentralized basis and
where the business areas were a dominant actor. An international telecommunications
network was established and some applications developed.

Treasury and finance
Early on, the foreign subsidiaries' economic and financial relationship with the parent
company was quite simple. In essence, payments of goods delivered and payments of
dividends on share capital. This was the basis for interaction even throughout the 1970s.
The parent company finance function of a handful of members, under the Finance and
Administration Director, managed issues typically associated with the parent company such

79

This notion comes &om Thompson's (1967) discussion of information flows.
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as dividends and shareholdings in subsidiaries. The foreign subsidiaries were responsible
for local finance, treasury and cash management. They managed their own currency
exposure and invoiced separately, in what may be called a 'bilateral' mode. Local
responsibilities included bank relationships and the resulting relationship to the parent
company were akin to those of a supplier and an owner demanding return on investment.
For example, even as late as the early 1980s, the US foreign subsidiary was responsible for
finance and treasury for both local Industry Group and Agri Group activities. It may be
noted that the product divisions never had such a broad set of responsibilities in this area.
A quick series of changes over the mid-1980s, roughly from 1983 to 1988, was to
completely transform this decentralized mode of operating into a very modem system. The
corporate office via the CFO, the finance staff and what was later to become the Finance
business area all gained control over virtually all the activities associated with finance and
treasury. A general outline of the developments will be given here.
In the early 1980s, the corporate finance function was developed and several institutional
forms were found for various aspects of treasury and finance. In 1983 Alfa-Laval Credit was
formed. It provided leasing for customers as a means of financing products bought from
the company. Also in 1983, Alfa-Laval International was formed; a clearing center for all
internal invoices. From this time, all selling units would invoice Alfa-Laval International,
which then invoicesed the purchasing company in its local currency. This led to fewer
transactions, a centralized internal cash flow and also a central currency exposure. By 1984,
the Alfa-Laval Bank provided cash management for the Swedish units. After some years of
implementation, treasury and finance was ultimately centralized to the corporate level. After
finance was centralized, and as of 1988, the controls and measurements of Business Areas
and Market Companies (MCs and MMCs) became symmetrical. None were measured in
terms of financial performance, both were measured on Operating income and Operating
capital.
In conjunction with the 1986 changes, an effort to free up funds from the balance sheet
called the Billion Crown Challenge was launched. The target was to uncover a billion
Swedish kronor. The Billion Crown Challenge was an umbrella 'campaign slogan' for a
number of task forces and projects, and partly triggered by the corporate acquisition policy
of 1986 and related financial policies. The object was to finance the acquisitions without
increasing the debt burden or dilute the shares. Thus, the route to acquisitions was through
working with the balance sheet. The chief architect behind the BCC was the corporate Chief
Financial Officer, Lars Trane, Undoubtedly a success, the campaign ultimately ended up
with uncovering reserves in the order of two billion SEKnom.
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Some of the projectsunder the BCe:
- Inveotory project. The project was headed by the chief of the corporate staff Administrative Deveiopment. The work included
hiring outside expertise from a consultant firm, and a conference followed by a competition between the market companies,
- Focus on Accounts Receivables - 20-88. A project with the objective of freeing up funds from the balance sheet through

making

Alfa Laval more efficient in haudIing accounts receivable. The task force was made up of the CFO, the head of BA Finance, the
Group Controller and Group Staff Personnel A major part of the work was to start a cornpetitinn between market companies for the
greatest reduction in accounts receivables.
- Investments project. The Executive Group managemeot was reviewing all major investments.
- Low yielding assets project. Not so much a task force but a focus on activatingmainly the real estate holdings within the group.

Patterns of administrative systems development
Like the development of the organization structure, the administrative systems displayed a
significant amount of change over the period. Our overview of the development of the
administrative means of coordination will be concluded by a summary and an identification
of major change patterns.
Also in the administrative systems, a great number of changes and adjustments form
patterns that generallyamount to an increase in the administrative control over international
operations. At first, this control was centralized to the parent company, but from the early
1980s it was increasingly decentralized to the then sub-divisions - later the global business
areas.
The yearly budgeting process saw a greater involvement of the product divisions in the
international units, up to the point where the mixed market companies' budgets were
essentially made by business area and then 'pasted' together and summarized. All through
the period study, economic objectives were set for several hierarchical levels, but varied
significandy in definition, both in basis and complexity. The level of accord in perception of
which measurements were of importance also varied, with the greatest confusion possibly in
the early 1980s. An extensive reporting package was the norm, increasing in terms of
number of reporting units over the 1980s, and in volume of reports by MMC significandy
with the business area reorganization in 1986.
Some change patterns are worth highlighting. Firstly, there was an international

standardization 0/ management information systems in the 1970s. Again the initial focus was on the
parent company and the foreign subsidiary levels with a build-up of central economic data
processing capacityin Tumba. The GRaSP quick reports were added in 1974.
The early 1980s was a period characterized by handling business complexity by wt!Y of
administrative complexity. The sophisticated goal and performance measures, the incorporation
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of a project report module in the ERM, and the multi-layered information systems capacity
are examples of this.
Over roughly a five-year period in the middle of the 1980s, there was a centralization
treastlry andfinance.

of

It transformed a nationally oriented, decentralized system into a modem

cross-border system. Actually over the mid-1980s and accelerating, a pattern
emerges of simply modemi~ng the administration. The changes included financial
management centralization, the operating performance measurements 1988 as divorced
from financial performance, Infonet transfer of periodical information, the new MISAL
manual and a successively fine meshing ofinformation flows.
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Chapter 8
ALFA-LAVAL

CROSS-BORDER INTEGRATION PAlTERNS

NationallY-, and cross-border-oriented sfrnctural co1ifigurations, respectivelY; change patterns in the
transformation process; changing roles
The aim of this chapter is to synthesize a comprehensive view of the period of change
leading Alfa-Laval from nationally oriented international management to cross-border
integration. The previous four chapters were generated from different perspectives based
on the analytical division into social structures and systems, business-, technology and
operations, organizational structures and administrative systems respectively. The four
partial descriptions will here be brought together.
Firstly in this chapter, the structural effects of the cross-border integration process in

Alfa-Laval will be in focus in the form of a comparative study of the findings of the
transformation process 'point to point', i.e. comparing nationally oriented international
management in around 1970 to the cross-border orientation of the late 1980s. The aim is
to assess the structural effects of the change period for the international management of
the firm.
Secondly, a comprehensive view of changes and change patterns will be developed,
building on the four partial images of the previous chapters.
Thirdly, the changed roles for a set of organizational actors will be in focus: functions,
foreign subsidiary (and the foreign subsidiary manager), product division and finally parent
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company. This third part of the chapter builds on the previous and is thus on a different
analytical level. It is in a sense a 90 degree reading of the text, where roles are seen as
building upon the various tracks of organized life covered earlier.

Nationally-, and cross-border oriented international management, respectively
This first section details the cross sectional characteristics of the international management
of Alfa-Laval in two points in time: around 1970 and in the very late 1980s. In so doing we

will find one structurally aligned international management where virtually all aspects were
nationally responsive, and one where practically all aspects were cross-border-based.

Nationalfy responsive international management inAlfa-Lavalaround 1970

Around 1970, Alfa-Laval was still basically a multi-local firm. Up until the late 1960s
virtually all international aspects of the firm were organized and managed with an
underlying observable principle, but not necessarily an espoused logic, of national
responsiveness.
In 1970, the company had 15 246 employees, of which 5549 (36.4 per cent) in Sweden.
Its total sales amounted to 1533 MSEKnom. Activities in Sweden represented 16 per cent
of sales. The company's main business was component sales coupled with an increasing
proportion of systems. Of the total sales, 28 per cent went to milk farmers (milking
machines and consumables) and 17.4 per cent to dairies (separators, plate heat exchangers
and support equipment; increasingly systems designed including some integrated systems
for solving distinct problems). Industrial uses now accounted for 48 per cent (mainly
component sales of separators and plate heat exchangers). The profitability was slight due
to expansion of facilities and problems in a couple of the foreign subsidiaries, notably
Bergedorfer Eisenwerk in Germany. The firm was not yet in the habit of publishing profitto-capital ratios.
The Swedish parent company - which was equal to operations in Sweden and 'exports' to
foreign subsidiaries - exhibited some signs of a change. In 1970, Jakob Wallenberg resigned
from the board of directors of the family-controlled firm after forty years as a board
member, of which the final ten years as chairman. Alfa-Laval AB, the parent company, had
a managing director in Hans Stahle who had ten years in the executive position despite the
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fact that he was only forty-six. The parent company management had spent the last decade
restructuring the domestic activities towards a focus on the traditional core technologies
and towards internal development of production systems centered around separators and
plate heat exchangers, as well as systems and products for the milk farmer centered around
the milking machine. Unrelated activities had been sold or closed down. In 1969, the
parent company's substantial activities in car body manufacturing were sold to Volvo. The
growing nerve center of the parent company was the Tumba premises, with parent
company, central staffs, agriculture and separator facilities and marine applications; offices,
design departments, factories and warehouses as well as the showcase farm Hamra Gard.
In the international field the foreign subsidiaries played their traditional role both as
centers of Alfa-Laval investments in the country and as operating units with a broad set of
functions and activities. The larger and more important subsidiaries - e.g. in the US, West
Germany, Italy, Great Britain and France - were essentially 'complete' firms with all
activities associated with an autonomous company and with the foreign subsidairy manager
as general manager.
All foreign subsidiary managers reported directly to the parent company managing
director as they always had.
The larger subsidiaries had production and assembly of a range of products, product
development departments, warehouses which also housed locally purchased items and
service and repair shops. These subsidairies had their own production facilities where local
production was overlapping in range and to varying extent reflected local needs. A range of
lower value-added products - notably cooling tanks - associated with the traditional
customer groups were manufactured locally. Marketing and sales were a local concern.
Despite the introduction of the corporate name Alfa-Laval in 1963 there were several
company- and brand names in use internationally.
The possibility on the part of the parent company to exercise administrative control
within the foreign subsidiaries was still limited. The operations were to a large extent

organized and administered locally and consequently with varying administrative routines
for the local accounts. Finance and treasury including bank relationships was a local
concern, as was personnel matters beyond the point of the subsidiary manager. Some local
boards of directors were quite strong and independent - notably the board of the US
subsidiary Lavalco.
Socially there was a network of general managers - parent company and of national
foreign subsidairies - with long periods in office and a joint responsibility for the future of
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what in many respects was a federation of combined firms", For local employees there was
a natural, and quite significant, career opportunity in the local company, but not obviously
beyond. Several of the foreign subsidiaries were natural parts of the host environments,
and probably difficult to distinguish from any other company of the country in question.
The German - in the 1960s West German - subsidiary was still located in the Bergedorfer
Eisenwerk, late 19th century, site in Hamburg. Likewise the American subsidiary, the De
Laval Co., still manufactured separators upstate New York in Poughkeepsie, where it had
been located since 1893. Each of these companies posed a significant figure in its business
environment. With the geographical distance to Sweden, a largely locally recruited board of
directors and as a respected supplier to the US Navy, Lavalo was possibly more American
than Swedish.

Table. 8.1 Cross sectional comparison of international management in Alfa-Laval around
1970 and in the late 1980s.

Around 1970

Late 19808

Dominating owner

Wallenberg

Wallenberg/Lundberg

Chairman of the board

Jakob Wallenberg

Hans Stahle

(until 1970)

(until 1989)

Executive management

Hans Stahle, MD

Harry Faulkner, CEO

(Harry Faulkner's

Lars Hallden, COO

deputy from 1971)

Lars Trane, CFO

Managing director,

Most international units,

Social [lstems

For subs contact in pc

Or deputy from 1971

BA,

For remaining subs:

GMR

Business-,

technology,

and

operations
Technology

Component

Components

Systemss

Systems

Related constrained

Related linked

Related tech.
Business development

""SeeBartlett (1986).
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Manufacturing

Logistics

National factories,

Integrated,

General,

Specialized

Duplication

Network

National warehouses,

'Eurowarehouses'

exports/ imports

IT network,
Integrated shipping
Limited local storage

Marketing

National

Integrated by BA

Form

Mother-daughter

Global product divisions

Local operating structure

National subsidiary

Organization
Specialized,

functional

units
Local ownership structure

National subsidiary

National holding company

Administrative framework

ERM (introduced in 1970)

MISAL, KL instructions

Reporting unit

National subsidiry

Functional unit

Budget process

By national subsidiary

Through BAs, 'pasted' by

Administrative rystems

country
Economic objectives
Finance/treasury

By naitonal subsidiary,

ByBA,

Including financial items

Operating results only

National

Corporate/ integrated

Cross-border integrated international management inAlfa-LAvaiin thelate 1980s
International management of Alfa-Laval in the late 1980s, was quite different from the
nationally oriented managementof around the 1970s. Cross-border considerations were
pervasive in virtually all aspects of international management
The company in 1988 had 12401 MSEKnom in sales of which 11 049 (89 per cent) in
non-domestic markets. It had 17 156 employees of which 5 114 (30 per cent) in Sweden.
Profitability was excellent, with a ROCE of 19 per cent The company sold components,
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food production systems and was engaged in a series of related technologies increasingly
distant from the milk agrarian past of the firm. Several new business areas had been built
up, and were being built up over the last few years, including fast food equipment and
diverse interests in flow equipment. Most of these ventures were expanded through
internationallydispersed acquisitions.
The parent company board of directors was composed of members of the two dominant
owners as well as members elected for their personal qualifications or external networks
rather than for their affiliation with any particular owner group. Chairman Hans Stahle died
in late 1989, having served in leading positions since 1960.
Parent company management, or Group Management in the official1anguage of the

firm, was distinct from management and the operations of the global product divisions Business areas - that formed the main operating level. Group management was a corporate
management level, distinct from operations. The small group headquarters with staffs was
located separately from operating units, in a lakeside setting in Alvik, north-west of
Stockholm. The core group of corporate managers was dedicated to the group level; the
CEO, COO, CFO and the information director, with the addition of a couple of business
area managers. Corporate staffs had been reduced both in scope and headcount The
technical staff finally disappeared in 1989. That same year, Harry Faulkner left the firm
after having had leading positions since 1971. He was replaced by the externally recruited,
but ''Wallenberg'' professional manager, Lars Kylberg.
The eight operative global product divisions were responsible for business development
in their respective domains; for production, research and development, marketing sales,
service. For many divisions the operative interface with other division was minimal and,
save for a couple of central functions - notably finance - they operated as independent
companies with international scope. Production of core components was now organized
with specialized factories located in the different countries. Research and development was
coordinated. Logistics companies had been formed for organizing the physical flows from
the specialized factories to the deliveries and ultimately the customers, and where central
'Euro' warehouses were the key nodes. Marketing of components was a local concern of
divisional marketing companies, while the sales of systems often required the participation
of systems designers from several countries. The Alfa-Laval name and logotype was used
thoughout the firm, but complemented by some strong local brands and the inclusion of
recently acquired brands. Service of components and installed systems was in the process
of turning towards a regional rather than national configuration.
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Organizationally, there was a division between the legal and operating structure in that
the global product divisions operated the factories, market companies etc., but ownership
was held through national holding companies owned by the parent company. A series of
corporate level companies with international scope were responsible for the common
overhead activitiesof the finn; real estate companies, finance companies.
The administrative coordination of the international operations was achieved through an
extensive management information system including a yearlybudget process in the fall and
extensive reporting duties from around 300 units. Formal economic goals were set for the
units, although the informal coordination, not least through COO Lars Hallden and the
'personal' agreements made between him and the various managers should be emphasized.
The means of communicating economic data was through an out-sourced, but dedicated
international telecom network and processing the data was by out-sourced, central
computer service, with the important addition of decentralized information technology.
Treasury and finance were centralized to the group management, including international
netting and clearing and an internal bank. From 1988 omwards, no operative units were
held responsible for financial results. The corporate office had extensive fine-meshed
economic information available, and controlled cash and finances throughout the
international finn.
There was no strong counterpart to group management on the national level. Instead
group management interfaced centrally with the business area managers through a group
nicknamed the 'quasi-board'. There was little career opportunity within the local market
companies and the divisonal management exerted great influence in the appointment of
market company managers. Concerted efforts were made to build socialization and career
opportunities on an international and divisional level, partly through decentralized
corporate culture projects.

Observations

Over a twenty-year period, most aspects of the international management of Alfa-Laval
had fundamentally changed. The historical practice of national foreign subsidiaries as
thefundament of international management changed into operative cross-border divisions,
where the national borderlines were relevant for a few observed practices but were not the
all-pervasive criteria they had been.
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For the most part of its existence, the firm has been an industrial manufacturing
company of mechanical products, sold worldwide on a component basis through wholly
owned national foreign subsidiaries. The food and dairy systems brought some elements of
centralization to the parent company, but generally there was a continued reliance on the
foreign subsidiaries for local business development. The later period of radical change
resulted in a decentralization of strategic initiative to the formed product divisions. The
combined effect of both a break-up of the national foreign subsidiaries along product
division lines and the expansion through acquisitions of the product divisions has radically
changed the international mangement structure. It was not merely a slight adjustment of
practices, the effect was a transformation of the international management of the firm.
The change towards cross-border patterns of activities and organization confronted the
managers with a set of complex and interwoven issues that were to be resolved under
conditions of uncertainty. The evolving new conditions had to be perceived, recognized,
shared and acted upon in an organizational framework that was itself soon threatened by
the development as it was based on the nation state as a focal environmental absolute.
Given the long time-span of country-specific modes of operation, the national structure of
the firm was deeply rooted in the minds, in the organization structure and in operations. It
is unlikely that the managers of the firm had previous experience on which they could
build, and the development was a severe test of the innovative capability of the managers",
A basic challenge for management over a period of change is to maintain a viable
coordination of the firm's international activities, while a long-term fundament of the firm's
operating and management structure - the nationally defined foreign subsidiaries - are
under pressure for change.

Change patterns in the transformation process
This second section of the chapter brings the earlier four partial observations concerning
the change patterns together into a comprehensive description of the period leading from

8t

The difficulty inherent in the change is supported by findings reporting several failures of attempted

cross-border integration (Doz and Prahalad 1987). For example, the failed attempt of the Brown Boveri
Corporation (prahalad and Doz 1981) undoubtedly contributed to the poor perfonnance of the company
which indirectly was a factor behind the merger of Swedish ASEA and Swiss BBC and the ensuing creation
of ABB. Perhaps has the merger of the two companies also results in a merger across-borderlines (Taylor
1991).
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the pervasive multi-national orientation, still identifiable around 1970 to the relatively
unambiguous cross-border orientation of the late 1980s.
The developments of sociel structure and -relationships present an intriguing picture
that initially may seem at odds with the developments identified above, in that the
continuity and seeming lack of change is overwhelming. Alfa-Lavalwas a company peopled
by managers who devoted most of their working lives to the firm. It exhibits the traits of a
family firm, with a strong social network, internal promotion and devotion to the firm
coupled with patience and transfer if an individual has problems rather than firing them.
These characteristics were strongest in the early years of the period studied, but remained,
if weakened, over the period. There were examples, statements and indication that the
normative relationships with the firm was,at least partly replaced by calculative
relationships.
Despite the superficially and structurally dramatic organization changes, especially in
1979 and in 1986, the individuals occupying the renamed and rearranged parent company
management positions remained the same. Hans Stahle, Harry Faulkner and Lars Hallden
occupied leading executive positions in the parent company throughout most of the twenty
years of transformation, with the addition of a few people, for example Lennart Berglind of
Agri and Lars Trane as financial manager. It is difficult to see corporate management
changes as a prime driver for change. If there is one key appointment of a new manager to
start the change, as been proposed by other researchers to be a requisite for change
towards international integration", it would be the appointment of Harry Faulkner as
managing director and a new management team in 1980. However, there is no
unambiguous interpretation as Harry Faulkner was no newcomer to the firm, nor were the
other members of the new management team. But despite their histories, much of the
substantial change towards a cross-border orientation of the firm began or was accelerated
from 1980 and on, with the separator plant move to Kyoto in 1980 as a strong opening
statement. The speed of change is probably affected by the relative constancy of the
corporate management. With the long careers the involvement is much more than
calculative and friends and personal networks are to be found in the firm. The direction of
change may have been different with a change in management. The managers' worldview is
formed through the years with the firm and it must be difficult to envisage a radical break
with the past.

.2

Prahalad and Doz (1987)
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From a different angie, however, there are interesting parallels to the developments
identified earlier. Around 1970, the firm was stillpolYcentric in orientation - a largelySwedish
parent company, complemented by a limited number of quite big national companies with
strong local connection and long histories in the respective countries. I hesitate to call them
host countries as they for the local employees were more home than host. These big firms
offered substantial career opportunities for aspiring, locally recruited, individuals. However,
the 1970s and early 1980s developments may well be seen as an ethnocentric baclelash. With
the growth of the product divisions, these new units, all located in Sweden, were almost
invariably staffed by Swedes. With the pendulum swinging in the matrix years of the early
1980s, from national foreign subsidiaries to the product divisions, more and more decisions
came in the hands of national Swedes. Furthermore, a substantial number of Swedes
staffed the foreign subsidiary managerial ranks. From the mid-1980s, a new pattern again
emerges. With the relatively autonomous business areas free to pursue their interests, they
began to organize themselves. In several cases international management committees were
formed, for example the 'Agri board'. Managerial constellations that spoke English, met in
various countries and were composed of individuals with varying national backgrounds.
Somewhat cautiously I would call this a partialordecentraliifdgeocentrism.
During the 1970s, the business, technology and operations developments followed
two major lines: core component !Jstems development and, with a term borrowed from Hans
Stahle, the value-added strategy. The major focus of product and business development
was the continued focus on systems based upon in-house core components. The activities
included a continued related constrained diversification, and internal development rather
than acquisitions. This development patterns can be traced as a main focus of attention to
the middle of the 1980s. With the miserable performance of the London unit efforts of
turn key deliveries, a ceiling was put on the ambitions and project failures like the
SAADCO debacle in the early years of the 1980s, the large systems had proven very
difficult to manage. But backed down to within the traditional related constrained format
the systems efforts continued both in the form of solving distinct functions and food
systems turn-key deliveries.
A distinct 1970s pattern was the value-added strategy concerning international production
structure. It included rationalizations including closed low value-added activities which
were largely local activities, standardization of activities, concentration to fewer locations.
The effect was that Swedish units, stillprofit centers within the parent company, acquired a
greater control over international production and technology development. Having for
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years upon end been a local national concern, the control over international production
was centralized to what in effect was the Swedish parent company.
Another effect was a concentration to Swedish facilities, with an increased proportion of
Swedish employees during the 1970s. This concentration peaked in 1980 with 40.7 per cent
of the total employees being in Sweden. The concentration to Sweden was furthermore
largely a concentration to the Tumba facilities. With the parent company, major divisional
offices, staffs and important workshops Tumba alone accounted for more than 10 per cent
of the entire company's number of employees in 1978. The move in 1980 to Kyoto, Japan,
of the separator workshop in Tumba, visibly halted the concentration to Tumba and
Sweden, and in fact was the beginning of Tumba's decline.
Before going further in time, an interesting pattern, counter to the relatively strong
centralization patterns, is the continued reliance on, and in effect the reinforcement of the
national sales forces.

The generalist foreign subsidiaries in a sense moved towards

marketing companies with after-sales service responsibilities. There is a marked but weak
pattern of uniformation of market appearance.
An intriguing component in this development is the successive erection of national head
offices buildings during the 1970s.
The externally triggered, but internally amplified 'crash of 84' is an important part of
understanding later events. Largely, it served as an accelerator of change patterns already
under way, but in part the remedies deviced later led the firm's development in new
directions. Agri was worst hit by the events, and in consequence the most affected by
subsequent actions. Over 1985 and 1986 the operations were rationalized and restructured,
including turning the extensive sales forces over to retailers. Agri had long since been a
semiautonomous unit, but now the remaining links to other Alfa-Laval units were in
practice severed. From 1986/87 Agri could well be regarded as a portfolio holding, albeit a
portfolio asset with a long history of ownership.
Already rationalizations from 1982 and the company-wide quality campaign in 1983 had
marked a renewed interest in production matters. A pattern of core specialization accelerated
with the 1984 events leading to a fundamental rearrangement of 'upstream' functional
activities in the mid 1980s. The most radically addressed were the separation units which
came to arrive at a structure of three specialized factories in Europe, with a central spares
inventory in Goode, Hamburg. National considerations played no longer any part, and
Sweden hosted one of the three units.
Product- and business development practices went through a fundamental change
leading to diversity andgrowth. From 1986, business development was decentralized from the
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parent company head office - not to national companies but to the product companies
now renamed Business Areas - and the effect was something like opening the gate on a
racehorse. A string of intetnational acquisitions led to a (re)inerease in market diversity with
new brands brought in, new competitive arenas and

several new and geographically

dispersed technology centers opened up. The long term internal development practice was
overshadowed by acquisitions and a related linked diversification pattern. The 'renewed'
product companies quickly established themselves. The regained growth led the company
from some 15000 employees in 1985 to around 21000 in 1990, the lions share being
outside Sweden, and the profitability increased to the highest figures recorded.
The changes in organization structures led the company from the age-old motherdaughter form with a Swdish parent company and national foreign subsidiaries. Similar to
the developments of products and business development, there are a series of linked
change patterns discernible. The domestic changes fromfunctional to divisionaliifJdform of the
parent company precipitated the changes in international management The functionally
organized parent company had formally remained until 1968 when the domestic productoriented 'sectors' were first formed. The formation of divisions was in itself an extended
process, with iterative elements and successive redefinitions of product areas until the late
1970s. By 1978, the divisions were formed that in fact were to form the basis of the
Business Areas from 1986.
The growth of the might of the divisions, informally and formally, was a prerequisite for
their influence in the subsidiaries, for example in the rationalization and closure of low
value-added item production.
The changes from nationa/!y defined to cross-border Ofl,anized activities largely came later. The
country-defined foreign subsidiary structure that was established during Bemstrom's time
remained the basic form of international management for a very long time. The systems
reorientation of the 1950s and 1960s was initially absorbed by the national foreign
subsidiaries. Departments were added in the subsidiaries with responsibility for the new
activities, but the basic structure of international management was left intact Thus,
whereas the product offering of the company changed with the systems effort, the
international management structure continued to be based on a traditional headquarters subsidiary role distribution into the 1970s. There lay some claim to the irony in a comment
by Ellard Bemtorp, long-time technical director of Alfa-LavalAB that
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"The organization ojAffa-Lwal1lIas ultimate!J determined ~ the Congress of Vienna in 1815. 8J II
The cross-border organization structure arrived in a series of changes from 1979 and
during the 1980s, forming the pattem. The formal organization structure changes that are
highly visible hide as much as they reveal. As has been pointed out, there was an ongoing
undercurrent of minor formal changes that tends to be obscured by the light of the major
and relatively rare formal restructurings. Part of the 1979 changes was a formalization of
the developments described above: a strengthened parent company head office, formed
divisional offices alongside national market companies. The time obviously was not ripe for
a shift in favour of cross-border organization. Instead two matrices - for the industrial
products and for Agri - with a product - country orientation was opted for. The matrix
organization was in effect, albeit not necessarily by intention, a processual instrument
leading the firm through a difficult transformation period When the matrix was installed in
1979, the foreign subsidiaries had the upper hand in many of the discussions arising. But
over the years the power shifted towards the product divisions. Thus, the matrix should
not be seen as a construction, but as a process and possibly an organizational process well
suited to achieving change in large, complex

organizaitons

facing ambiguous

circumstances. It allows the changes to grow from within, and achieve legitimacy as the
changes emerge, rather than require ex-post legitimization efforts.
But the undercurrent had begun in the 1970s and continued after the matrix was
abandoned. The demands on uniformity of local organization, the subsidiaries' loss of
direct contact with the managing director, the split of foreign subsidiaries into Industry and

Agri companies, then after 1986, into Business Area-dedicated market companies etc.,
carne to create a symmetry between all markets, including Sweden. There was a series of
many small or bigger organizational changes over a decade that gradually brought the
organizational elements into a cross-border theme.
When the product divisions becarne business areas in 1986, they achieved autonomy to
pursue the respective interests. The business area reorganization preceded the acquisitions
binge, which was the most manifest effect of business area autonomy. The formal
reorganization also preceded the final split of what was at the time called the Mixed Market
Companies. From 1986 to 1990, the remaining operative market units were essentially
divided between the now business areas, which assumed operating responsibility. The
creation of national holding companies in 1987 was an important step in the development.

"' This quote was conveyed to me by Lars Hallden,
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The arrival of the Economic Reports Manual (ERM) in 1970 marked a significantly
increased level of ambition for the administrative coordination of the firm. With the
standardization and' the formalization, and with the pooled information flows, there
emerged a pattern of administrative centralization with the parent company head office as the
focal point. The first and possibly critical phase occurred during the 1970s, with
international implementation of the standardized package, including coordinated budgeting
and standardized format for economic targets. During the 1970s, the administrative unit
was internationally the national foreign subsidiary. Varying local organization meant the
further probing into the subsidiary was hardly worth while. Before moving on to other
aspects of the administrative development, it should be pointed out that the information
handling capacity of the head office continuously also increased during the 1980s, with
information streams continuing to be fine-meshed and yearly improvements and
adjustments to the administrative systems being made. As such, the pattern of
administrative centralization has continued throughout the transformation process.
The 1979 business area reorganization led to a demand for uniform local organization
structure in the national foreign subsidiaries. This marked the beginning of a countertrend:
a decentralization of administrative control to the product divisions. Uniform organization
was to standardize information flows on the next level and to make international
consolidation of product line results meaningful. Gradually, the product division would
build administrative clout through a string of actions, including product division controllers
and staffs and proprietary information handling and computing.
The initial effect, in the early 1980s, was that the divisions came on a par with the
capacity of the national subsidiaries, which of course had always had administrative
capability. By 1984, there were very similar information handling capabilities in parent
company head office, in divisional offices and in the subsidiaries. In fact, the early 1980s
exhibits a significant administrative complexity with three different types of administrative
centers, a complex set of performance measurements and the extensive standard
administrative package complemented by informal

requests. The business and

organizational complexity was amply expressed in the administrative complexity.
If the 1970s saw a modernization of administrative routines, the mid-1980s exhibited an

intense change period from 1983 to 1988 of a 'post-modemizatiotl. During this time the
administrative systems rapidly changed to a set of practices employing the latest in
technologies and financial systems innovations - all with a decidedly 'global' character.
Head office computing was out-sourced, pes were introduced, a te1ecom network was
built up, internal invoicing was passed through a clearing office, an internal bank was
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organized, part of the finance function was relocated to London, the balance sheet was
activated with real estate companies organized, the finance function was incorporated, local
controllers were made part of the international finance company - not of the local finn, and
eventually operating units came to be measured on operating performance only, with
finance separated. The results were somewhat paradoxical - both a marked centralization of
economic information flows as well as central control of all financial flows, and a
decentralization to the operating product areas. Meanwhile, the need for national
administrative capability and capacity was dwindling. For example, a superfluous computer
in Glinde was turned into a central information handling unit for the emerging Agri
Eurowarehouse.

Changing roles
What do the changes in context and management systems entail for the functions, the
foreign subsidiaries, the product divisions and the corporate office ? How do the roles of
these offices change? This piece will twist the perspective around and view the
development of Alfa-Laval from four angles: function, foreign subsidiary (and the foreign
subsidiary manager), product division and finally corporate office.
Roles may be seen as the expectations of behavior bestowed upon individuals or
organizational entities (e.g, Scott 1987). The ability to exercise organizational behavior in
relation to the expectations may be seen as reflected in the different aspects of international
management; formal authority, control of technology development, access to information,
influence in recruiting matters, ability to change remuneration policies, access to
communications for a, etc. Such structural characteristics of the management systems, and
their change over time, partly determine the ability to exercise the expected behavior
associated with a certain role.
Earlier research has paid considerable attention to the issues of roles played by parent
company headquarters and of the foreign subsidiary. This dyadic exchange has often been
approached in terms of the autonomy of the foreign subsidairy vis-a-vis the headquarters.
Later research has argued that relationships between units are more complex and suggested
a network model with heterarchic rather than hierarchic relationships between units.
The aim here is to explore the changing roles of parent company headquarters, divisional
office, foreign subsidiary and foreign subsidiary manager over the transformation process,
as reflected in the developments of the management systems.
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The role offunctions -from national departments tointernational networks
Before discussing the changing roles from the point of view of the foreign subsidiary, the
product division and the corporate office, it may be wise to make clear the extent of the
redistribution of responsibilities, or redifferentiation of the activities and functions of the
international operations, as well as the support activities. Several claims, including Porter
(1986), have been made that the changing nature of the basic functions is an integral part
of building the integrated international firm. The Alfa-Laval developments support these
contentions.
A series of changes in the basic production processes contributed to the changing roles.
Production of core components was centralized in the 1970s, following a period of
decentralized responsibility. Another major wave of production rationalization and
coordination took place in the 1980s and resulted in a network production structure for the
separators, with international specialized plants, focussing on different types of separators.
Lower value-added production in the subsidiaries was closed down during the 1970s. This
had been a local business, and the closures resulted in a substantial reduction in the number
of local employees. Over a period of two decades, the subsidiaries were finally left with
very limited scope in terms of basic production processes and direct control over
production. Production and R&D became a concern of the product divisions, and the
lower value-added production was closed down or sold.
The downstream activities were the last to be affected by the changes. The foreign
subsidiaries traditionally held inventories for their respective markets, marketed and sold a
wide range of products and provided after-sales support in the form of spares, repairs and
service. Up until the mid-1980s, there were substantial local storage facilities, that later were
converted to other use, or rented, as logistics was separated dirung the 1980s as a separate
function. Later, decisions were taken to the effect of regionalizing repairs and service,
instead of the traditional national definition. Of the foreign subsidiaries' activities, the
marketing and sales function remained a nationally defined activity. However, these
functions were locally differentiated by business area, with marketing plans subjected and
approved by the product division. Outbound logistics was in the process of being
centralized in the late 1980s. This change concerned several product divisions (business
areas) and most of the European market companies. Compared to other publicized
examples of international logistics networks, the time period seems rather late, and came
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quite some time after the integration of the production system. Late in the study period,
decisions were made to the effect of regionalizing after-sales service. Marketing remained a
local concern, but coordinated through market plans with the respective product division.
Responsibility for the support functions was also reshuffled. An important function
remained distributed among the units: human resource management. The local company
was responsible for employment, replacement and promotion of all local staff and workers.
This included salary levels and bonuses for all local employees, including local business area
managers. The mixed market company manager also remained responsible for the
appointment of local division (business area) managers. This formal arrangement seems to
have been complemented, in the late 1980s at least, by informal contacts between local
management and the global business area manager. Training of local division managers
however, was to a great extent the concern of the business area.
Finance, and cash flow-related activities, including currency exposure, were centralized to
the corporate office in the mid-1980s. As late as in the mid-1970s, each foreign subsidiary
had treasury and finance in much the same manner as a stand-alone company would have;
it handled its own currency exposure, had local banking and invoiced in a 'bilateral' mode.
For the product divisions, the centralization and loss of the finance function was not so
dramatic. The product divisions were profit centers at the outset, not legal companies, and
the development of these units partly coincides with the centralization of the finance
function. It may be noted, however, that the product divisions for some years were
measured including in terms of financial performance; a practice that ended in 1988.
The long-term or strategic coordination processes showed a redefinition and separation
into business and corporate strategy levels over time. This happened gradually, but
increasingly rapidly during the late 1980s. Also, the relative capability for the foreign
subsidiaries to pursue local opportunities diminished over time. Rather, there was a
convergence, a centralization to the divisional level. There was a sort of symmetric
movement, from the national subsidiaries, from the corporate office and to the divisions,
with the corporate office achieving a clearer role.

The role of theforeign subsidiary -fromnational compaf!Y to local sales oiJice
At the outset of the organization development process that was described, the
international structure was based on national foreign subsidiaries reporting to the parent
company head office. The foreign subsidiaries had the authority to represent the company
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in its country and the responsibility to pursue business opportunities within the country on
behalf of the company. The national foreign subsidairy was both legal and operational
counterpart to the parent company; i.e. it was the center of both investments and
operations.
Within reasonable limits, the national subsidiary was both authorized and had the
capability to take local initiatives. It had the authority to carry out its local business in a
manner that was largely decided locally. The larger subsidiaries had the capability to carry
out local initiatives; their own product development and factory, purchasing department
and a warehouse to store goods, local finance and administrative routines.
For the foreign subsidiaries, the effect of the changes in responsibilities for function and
activities, and changes in other managerial practices, was the gradual stripping of capability
for self-determined action; what amounts to decreasing autonomy. The changes should
best be seen in an interplay between basic-value adding activities and the management
systems. Changes in both the basic value-adding activities and the management systems
graduallyintegrated the local activities in cross-border action flows.
The creation of domestic product divisions in 1968 had little immediate effect
internationally. Still in the early 1970s, the foreign subsidiaries - the mixed market
companies - were important 'affiliate companies'", controlling their own value-adding
activities and enjoying substantial autonomy from the corporate -, parent company office.
A visible manifestation of the role played by the foreign subsidiaries at this time - or at least
how the foreign subsidiaries perceived themselves - was the series of national head office
buildings erected in the 1970s. In the light of the developments pictured in this study, these
glass and concrete offices were anachronisms already at the time of their construction,
mirroring past history rather than the future opportunities of Alfa-Laval. Some were built
with future expansion in mind. An expansion that never materialized, but instead turned
into a contraction through rationalization, leading to overcapacity in prime office space, in
industrial production and storage buildings, and even computer mainframes. The real estate
assets of the company instead came to be a substantial hidden reserve for the corporation
that was to be of great value in the late 1980s, with the change towards an acquisitions
policy.
The point of contact between the foreign subsidiary manager and the corporate office
graduallybecame more "junior" and more entangled in formal arrangements. Up until 1971
all, foreign subsidiaries reported to the managing director of Alfa-Laval AB, then Hans
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The notion used in the ERM manual.

Stahle, At this point in time, Harry Faulkner was appointed as deputy managing director
and the responsibility for foreign subsidiaries split between Hans Stahle and Harry
Faulkner. Consequently, not all foreign subsidiaries had direct access to the managing
director. Even if the foreign subsidiary manager would approach Hans Stahle, it is likely
that, over some time, Stahle would have been at an information disadvantage vis-a-vis his

deputy, and the formal arrangement would have turned into a real one. A further 'dilution'
of the point of contact came with the business group organization in 1979, when the
responsibility for the foreign companies was distributed among a larger group of members
of the corporate mangement committee. This distribution of information / budgeting /
goal formulation responsibility for the market companies thereafter remained in the
corporate management committee in the shape of governors, GMRs and the like.
Undoubtedly, the long careers within the company would present possibilities for
circumventing the formal arrangements. Long-time foreign subsidiary managers, such as
Nils Beckstrand of the German subsidiary, had a long 'partnership' with Hans Stahle. Over
time however, this informal network constituted a mediating force; a possible source of
inertia as well as a source of control when the organization was in a period of change. In
1987, the creation of local holding companies reduced the mixed market companies - the
previous foreign subsidiaries - to one of several local investments. Formally, the MMC
manager started to report to the local holding company manager, which is a formal
demotion. Practically, this did not seem to have had much effect, and the policy in 1990 for
European countries was not to build local administrative superstructures, but to have 'line'
managers in the largely formal board of the holding companies. Still, towards the end of
the 1980s, the mixed market company managers reported formally to the local holding
company and in reality to the GMR at the corporate office.
Before 1979, the subsidiaries' local organization varied substantially. From that time - in
conjunction with the business group organization - and onwards, it was required that the
internal organization mirrored the corporate organization structure.
In the mixed market companies, a number of activities were shared. They were internally
organized with a combined after-sales and service department, and combined overhead
services and costs, including controllers office and information processing,
Several policies supported the united appearance of the diverse activities operating under
the mixed market companies. Following the construction of central subsidiary offices
during the 1970s the local divisions were required to be located in the Alfa-Laval building.
The universal blue Alfa-Lavallogotype enhanced the unity and the divisions often made a
coordinated appearance at local trade fairs. Consequendy, there were several policies that
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throughout the 1980s supported the united Alfa-Laval image towards the market, and thus
supported Oegitimized?) the mixed market company.
Throughout the period, a financial objective was set for total local profitability of the
mixed market company. Combined with the targets for the individual local divisions, set by
the business areas after 1986, it helped create a matrix environment in the mixed market
companies. The corporate office continuously communicated a short-term, 'financial',
profitability interest through this channel, which was combined with the more operational
and strategic targets from the global product divisions.
Overall, the change process in terms of the changing role for the foreign subsidiary
seems like a sign of post-modem times. The subsidiaries over time were deconstructed and
split by activity. For each activity, a new integration pattern emerged, based on its own
logic. The important observation in this respect is that in the new logic the nation was a
relative, not an absolute component.

The role of theforeign subsidiary manager -fromnationalicon to...
In the earlier mother-daughter structure, the managing director of the foreign subsidiary
held a prominent position - a generalist, managing an 'affiliated' company with all or most
value-adding functions, with his own local heaquarters where he received visits from the
parent company.
In the early 1980s the mixed market company manager was "king of the country" in the
matrix organization in place at the time. The business group organization had replaced the
one-dimensional country management with a dual responsibility and partly a new role for
the foreign subsidiary manager. A parent company manager in 1982 remarked:

"The power hasmovedfrom the subsidiaries towards central management. On theother hand, theforeign
subsidiary manager reallY is boss and can never be circumvented. The corporate uJlice backs the foreign
subsidiary manager against allattemptsfrom the divisions to bypass thesubsidiary manager. "
Stillin 1982, the yearlyAlfa-Laval management conference was a conference for foreign
subsidiary managers and business group managers. The then subdivisions' managers were
not included, i.e. still in 1982, the managers who were to become business area managers
were not part of the most senior yearly gathering. By 1987, this had changed, but by the
addition of business area and staff managers, sharply increasing the number of participants
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and effectively changingthe nature of the meeting. The foreign subsidiaries were excluded
from the 'quasi-board' at the corporate office, effectively barring them from an important
corporate strategic forum, which had both symbolic and factual implications.
The manager of mixed market companies was appointed by the corporate office and was
responsible to that office. However, following the 'Americanization' of corporate 'officers'
and the appointment of a multitude of vice presidents in 1986, no mixed market company
manager received the status of vice president.
Hedlund and Aman (1984, pp.104) discuss the role of the local subsidiary manager and
suggest several functions that the subsidiary manager could perform even though the
competition was becoming global:
1. Negotiations and contacts with local and international financial institutions.
2. Representing the firm as a whole when dealing with external stake-holders of the nonbusiness kind (govemment etc.)
3. Acquisitions and major investment projects.
4. Controlling large projects involving several divisions.
5. Helping to formulate and disseminate the overall, global company strategy.
The changes of the management systems of Alfa-Laval had over time come to pull the
carpet from under the manager's feet in most of these possible functions. Financing was
made a corporate concern, and organizationally made a separate business area. The local
controller was part of this international business area, and not under the sole control of the
local mixed market company manager. Legally representing the group versus local
govemments was the local holding company, not the mixed market company. In the cases
where the MMC manager was also the holding company manager, he was exercising the
function indicated, but as an effect of the position as holding company manager, not as
MMC manager. The function of acquisitions manager had a bearing in 1987, although as a
supportive, suggestive and implemental rather than decisive role. The large projects control
function also remained, but of less importance as Alfa-Laval had learned how to handle
this business, which essentiallyhad come to be a Food Engineering concern with internal
purchases regulated through commercial agreements. Mter 1987, the mixed market
company managers in Alfa-Laval had only an indirect influence on the corporate and
business strategy formulation of the firm. The corporate strategy was crafted in a dialogue
with business area managers, in the 'quasi-board', and external advisors. The global
business strategies were a concern of the business areas. It seemed that the MMC managers
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had very little influence in any of these areas. Formally, the MMC was responsible for the
implementation of business plans, although this in practice left the :MMC manager with a
monitoring function.
The mixed market company manager remaining in 1987 was clearly no longer the "king oj

the country" of 1982. The changing and future role of the mixed market company manager
was frequently and spontaneously commented upon by the respondents:

"..cardboardfigure..."
"..in Europe the role of the MMC head is oj noimportance. He can take over thelargest Business Area
localfy (ifheis smart). UnavoidablY, thestatus isgoing down."
"..a cost administrator."
'Thank GodI'm notin hissituation. "
Much of the role for the mixed market company manager in the late 1980s seemed to be
dependent on his informal position, and informal factors influenced the 'bargaining power'
of the mixed market company manager in 1987:
- The quality of the business areas' strategy development varied, making the local
managing director an important speaking partner for some local business area
representatives.
- The quality of contacts and interaction between local business area and business area
headquarters varied, again stressing the role as speaking partner.
- Historical personal relationships between the local managing director and the local
heads of departments.
- Knowledge of, and contacts with the local business environment.

The role oj theproduct divisions -from domesticproduct sectors toglobalproduct companies
The changing role of the product divisions in many respects mirrors the development of
the role of the foreign subsidiaries. The product divisions have become the prime vehicle
for pursuing the cross-border-defined business opportunities, and consequently assumed
most of the responsibilities the foreign subsidiaries earlier had.
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The product divisions in their modern form are a product of the 1960s. The first product
division to be formed was Agri in 1963, followed by the divisionalization, "sectorization",
of the operations of the parent company in 1968, when a profit-center structure was
adopted. The divisions were conceived as single business units with responsibility over
value-adding activities concerning their product/ markets. From the first sectors of the
parent company in 1968, to the global business areas of 1986, the divisions steadily gained
in importance and visibility. A number of actions and events contribute to this
development. If we magnify the picture, and look at the internal organization of the late
1980s business areas, this theme gets stronger. The business areas of the late 1980s
resemble the corporate chart of the late 1970s, with central staffs, divisionalized structures
and opposite numbers for the divisions in the dedicated market companies.
Some critical events in the development of product divisions
1968 - sectors in the parent company
1971 - first foreign production units under divisional control
1973 - formal formation of divisions
1979 - the business group organization - principle of dedicated market company
established, demands on the foreign subsidiaries in order to improve consolidation of
product division performance measurements
1982/83 - decentralized divisional information systems
1983 - incorporation of the product divisions
1984 - parent company management and staffs move to AIvik
1986 - product divisions become business areas, business group superstructure
disappears
1986 - decentralized acquisitions policy
The product divisions have over time come to assume the responsibility for the
functions of their respective value-adding chains, and coordinated these internationally.
Product development and manufacturing were first coordinated. Control over downstream
activities did not come until the 1980s. Most important was the 1980s practice of not
incorporating acquired companies into the existing foreign subsidiary structure.
Changes in the management systems show the increasing recognition, status and
proximity of the product divisions to the corporate office. The demands on foreign
subsidiaries to standardize internal organization, in 1979, was a recognition of the need for
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cross-border measurability of product divisions. However, still in the early 1980s, the
product divisions had limited authority vis-a-vis the mixed market companies. One foreign
subsidiary manager commented that:

'The divisions are basicaf!y Iobrying organizations. /I
The incorporation of the. domestic activities of the industrial product divisions in 1983
was at the time a symbolic gesture, but pointed at things to come. Also, in 1983, the
corporate office moved away from Tumba, leaving the divisions with a clearer role, for
example vis-a-vis the staffs. The product divisions finally achieved the status as first line in
the formal organization as a result of the business area reorganization in 1986. As the
business group level disappeared, the visibility of the product divisions matched their real
authority.
Another aspect of the business area organization was the "Americanized" nomenclature
of the positions of the firm. In the layered vice president structure, the business area
managers received a prominent treatment. The business area reorganization granted group
vice president status to business area managers. Following the business area reorganization,
the indirect reporting relationships dissappeared, and there was no formal intermediary
between the corporate management and the product divisions. However, this change in
isolation was a largely cosmetic new order, as Lars Hallden remained as COO (formerly
head of the business group industry).
In conjunction with the 1986 changes, the product divisions were formally given
responsibility for the international development of their product/ market areas, long-term
and short; global responsibility for business strategy development, global responsibility for
goal formulation, and global responsibility for budgets.
However, there were also limits to the extent to which they could develop their
information systems after 1986. Economic reports passed through the corporate office
although some divisions received, illegitimately, direct reports from "own" market
companies. The corporate information system provided gross margin product line
profitability every four months, broken down by application. The divisions could decide on
bonuses for "own" market company managers, but not for the local business area manager
in mixed market companies or for the mixed market company manager. Overall, human
resource management continued to be an area where the global business areas did not have
full formal authority internationally. However, they did exert an informal influence in key

recruiting in the mixed market companies pertaining to the business area. The product
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division appointed managers of "own" market companies, who were influential in the
recruiting of local business area managers in the mixed market companies
We have seen the two global business area team spirit and culture projects in 1987.
Concerted efforts had been made to develop Business Area cultures, specifically in Agri
and Thermal.
The business area manager from 1986 was both in practice and formally a central
position in Alfa-Laval AB. Appointed by the corporate office, and with membership in the
"quasi-board" of Alfa-Laval; the key management committee meeting three times per year.
Alfa Laval, in 1987, was developing in different directions on the Business Area level.
The Business Areas were striving to define business ideas and strategies for their product
lines and to communicate these to the personnel, in Sweden and internationally.

The role of theparentcompa'!J -from nationalparent to corporate headquarters
From the functionally organized parent company up until 1968, the Swedish head office
of Alfa-Laval evolved towards a role associated with the classic corporate office.
The route away from operating matters began in 1968 with the sectorization of the
parent company. The responsibility for functional matters of domestic operations was
delegated to the new sectors, and a corporate office formally created. Consequently, the
immediate control over value-adding activities no longer resided with corporate
management. Still, there have been long-lived functional corporate staffs, e.g. production
and especiallytechnology, that in a sense express an ambiguity on the part of the corporate
office. In the mid-1980s the staffs were reorganized into a "corporate" format. The
corporate technology staff function was finally abolished in 1989.
Some actions and events in the early 1980s were key in the making of the corporate
office as distinct from the traditional parent company. In 1982/83, the parent company
gave up its attempts towards uniform information systems handling for all product
divisions. In 1983, the product divisions were incorporated and legally divided from the
parent company. Central staffs were split between parent company and product divisions
in 1984, when also the parent company moved physically to Alvik. From this time, it is

meaningful to talk about a corporate office as distinct from the old parent company. By
these changes, that had their origins much earlier and that would continue into the late
1980s, the corporate office had separated itself from the product divisions as well as from a
distinctly Swedish setting.
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In the 1970s, it is difficult to see a very clear distinction between corporate and business
strategy formulation. Eventually such a distinction was formally made in 1986, when the
new business areas were entrusted with international responsibility for business strategy in
their respective product/ markets.
The intended role of the Executive Group Management of the business area
organization, as described in documents from 1985, was to direct and control the group
operations through the business area organization and was thereby to be relieved of much
of the daily, operational work, free to spend time on corporate strategic issues. Among the
stated issues were investments in new areas, and acquisitions. We should also note the
"quasi-board" installed in 1986, a forum for corporate management and business area
managers to discuss matters of strategic importance for the company.
If the corporate office had decentralized the responsibility for business strategy and for
operating matters, other developments of the management system had a different,
centralizing,direction. The most important is the centralization of all financial activities and
resources of the corporation; currency exposure, cash management, invoicing, borrowing,
etc. The centralization of finance had the effect of centralized investment control,
throughout the multinational activities of the company. Another vehicle for the corporate
office was the holding companies in each country, established as of 1987 and wholly
owned by Alfa-Laval AB, controlling all Alfa-Laval assets in the country. For example, a
real estate company was formed for the Swedish holdings, soon followed by similar
companies in other countries. The real estate companies have been directly put under the
local holding companies, and thus under corporate control.
Apart from the grip on finances,

gradually more fine-meshed and standardized

information systems - esentially what we discussed earlier as the administrative systems provided the basis for the influence of the corporate office. The formal planning and
control package was first introduced in 1970, which was the predecessor to the later ERM
and the MISAL from 1988, although the local variances in organization prevented efficient
consolidation of measurements across foreign subsidiaries until the corporate demands on
foreign subsidiaries to standardize organization came in 1979. From circa 1980, the parent
company had access to standardized periodical economic reporting systems. We should
also mention the KL instructions, for heads of business areas and market companies.
Interestingly, one of the reasons for the business area reorganization in 1986 was a
perceived need for a more direct information system, with fewer levels for the information
to pass. It was felt that the information had been insufficient around the 'crash of 1984', in
terms of speed, and in terms of consequences for other activities. One of the ingredients in
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the 'fine-meshing' of the management information system is the increase in units reporting
to the corporate office during the 1980s, from around 100 to 300, partly arising from a
policy of not allowing sub-corporations. All reporting flows pass through the corporate
staffs.
Some later changes in the management systems even have a flavor of 'Geneenish'
management ideas. Corporate staffs, following 1986, the right to issue so-called directives
to business areas and market companies; a "soft" centralization of certain decisions and
leading to standardization of policies and procedures. Also, the local market company -, or
business area controllers were made part of the business area Finance in the late 1980s,
leading to a situation where the local managing director had a controller which was not
fully under his control. Both of these ideas seem reminiscent of Harold Geneen's
normative ideas of the transparent corporation (Geneen 1988).
With the standardized information system, there is a standardized corporate budget
process and format, in the course of which the corporate office issues goals for business
areas and goals for mixed market companies. The corporate office approves the budgets
for business areas and mixed market companies.
Alfa-Laval has relied both on informal and formal means for the motivation of
personnel. Of the latter, bonus systems are an example, although the perceived subjectivity
of the methodology with which the bonus was calculated promted one foreign subsidiary
manager to refer to the bonus as a Christmas present; however, the corporate office
determined bonus for product division managers and for mixed market company
managers. The long careers of managers in Alfa-Laval - a practice that has remained
throughout the history of the company - must have transferred a motivation for the wellbeing of the company that went beyond the immediate remuneration policies; beyond a
calculative relationship with the company. Perhaps we should remind ourselves also that
the remuneration levels for managers of Swedish firms is of a relatively modest level in an
international comparison. Apart from socialization through long careers, there are
examples of concerted efforts of culture building. In 1984, "Harry's little blue" was such a
campaign, although drowned in the more tangible events that year brought with it. The
long careers also led to a well-established informal communication in the corporate
management committee, as well as an intimate knowledge of operating matters.
The corporate office has assumed more and more of the capabilities and functions
associated with the classic corporate office, as distanced from the operations of the firm.
The basis for the role is the grip on the financial resources of the group. This increasing
central control of the financial flows is one of the fundamental pieces of development over
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the period studied. An important late development is the symmetrical measurement of
operational units, where the financial performance has come to be excluded from the
measurements. The national holding companies may be seen as a vehicle towards the
symmetry, as the legal structure of the national holdings of the company came to mirror
the corporate.
An identifiable pattern is that administrative systems have come to replace substantive

control on the corporate office level (Doz and Prahalad 1981). Several changes indicate a
substantially increased capacity for administrative control of international units. The
introduction and development of the ERM during the 1970s and introduction of the
MISAL manual in 1988 has led to a standardized economic control system. The
importance of the budget has increased from 1984/85. Finance and treasury have been
centralized and the corporate office has all but complete control over the firm's financial
resources and over resource allocation.' Other changes indicate a gradually decreasing
capacity on the part of corporate management to make substantive input into the operating
decision process. A delegation of basic work processes from the parent company started in
1968 with the formation of the domestic product divisions. A corporate technical staff was
kept for long, and was for example substantively involved in the CAD/CAM system
acquisition in the early 1980s. However, despite acquiring buisiness area status for a couple
of years, the corporate technological function had an unclear role vis-a-vis the producty
divisions and it was felt that the technological base of the firm was becoming too wide for
any central technology staff to make an impact The staff was finally closed and the
corporate office no longer had own capacity for technological studies. Statements around
the business area reorganization indicate a disbelief in the feasibility of substantive control
over the Industry Group at that time.
The national holding companies formed from 1987 were acclaimed to have had little
effect on the operations of the company. This was no doubt so, but the effect of the
holding companies should be seen in the division of operations and investments. In so
doing, the holding companies define the corporate vs. the operating (i.e, product divisions)
sphere of interest on the national level.
Still, the corporate office of Alfa-Laval did not convert to investment company behavior.
The operations of the company, as expressed by the businesses of the product divisions,
remained related over the period. The acquisitions policy from 1986 led to related
acquisitions on the product divisions level, not corporate unrelated acquisitions. Up until
1989, members of the corporate management committee had long personal experience of
the operations of the company, both divisional and from the market company. After the
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business area reorganization in 1986, there remained a corporate COO, responsible for the
"internal life" of the corporation. Also, the policy was to have the periodical reporting by
each legal unit in the corporation, i.e. no subcorporations were allowed but each dedicated
market company still sent in periodical reports to the central corporate staff.

Summing up
From a very distinct mother-daughter format with a Swedish parent company and semiautonomous national foreign subsidiaries, the role distribution changed dramatically over
the period studied. The parent company evolved in part into a corporate headquarters of
the international concern with near holding company properties and detached from
operations, in part into operating product divisions with international scope. The foreign
subsidiaries eventually became split up by product and by function. By the late 1980s, the
main actors were, firstly, the corporate office, and, secondly, a series of global divisions
with division-dedicated market companies and international functional networks. There
was no role for the national foreign subsidiaries.
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Chapter 9

GLOBALIZATION AS ANOTHER
INTERNATIONALIZATION PROCESS
Globaliifltion as another internationalization process; a 'European' model

of a

sequence

of stages

and

internationalization processes; stages and internationalization processes in .A!fa-Laval,. the kgaq

of

structural alignment theory in international management;summary
In the previous chapters, an empirical account of the cross-border integration of Alfa-Laval
was presented; an account which was developed in the context of the historical
development of the international management of the finn. In this and the upcoming
chapters, conceptual frames will be applied.
As an orientation, the upcoming three chapters will develop a discussion on the nature
of the cross-border integration change process, with emphasis on the revolutionary or
evolutionary aspects, given the framing that will emerge in this chapter. This will be done
through three perspectives. First, a punctuated equilibrium perspective (fushman and
Romanelli 1985) will be tried, eventually found wanting as a descriptor or source of
understanding of the empirical material, but important as a tool for focusing conceptual
issues. Second, an alternative in the form of an evolutionary cycle of divergence and
convergence, under conditions ofloose coupling (Weick 1976, Orton and Weick 1990) is
argued to provide a conceptualization of the empirical material. Third, the organizational
evolution theory (Campbell 1965, Baum and Singh 1994, Baum and McKelvey 1999) is
employed to extend the processual perspective already formulated as a research approach
(pettigrew 1985, Van de Ven 1987), again with the ultimate aim of conceptualizing and
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generalizing the findings. On the basis of the theory driven and empirically grounded,
partial images, the final chapter will draw conclusions on the nature of the process of
transforming international management in the established MNC.
The focus of this chapter is the temporal location of the transformative cross-border
integration process in the context of the historical development of the MNC. By doing so,
the importance of the cross-border integration in the history of the MNC may be grounded
theoretically and empirically and, the cross-border integration may be framed temporally
and structurally. TIlls will be done through studying earlier empirical and conceptual
research on the development of the MNC and developing a generic framework for
modeling the development in a succession of stages and intermediate change processes.
TIlls model is mainly based on the numerous international management forms that have
been proposed in the field, and thereby a theory of structural alignment is the dominant
figure of thought throughout. The Alfa-Laval experience will be brought in dialogue with
the constructed model. In relation to the specific Alfa-Laval experience, the objective of this
chapter is to locate and frame the cross-border integration process in the light of the longterm history of the firm and thus to assess the importance of the process in the history of
the firm.

'Globalization' as another internationalization process
The growth and development over time of the international firm and the management
thereof are phenomena that have attracted a significant amount of research attention. An
important stream of that research has presented structurally aligned organizational forms of
the international firm at various points in time as well as presented development models in
the form of successions of organizational forms. International management research has in
this way produced a great number of images of international management. By images I
mean organizational descriptions that capture organizational life in the same way as a
photographic image captures movement; true, but partial, bound by perspective and frozen
in time.
"An image is a sight which hasbeen recreated orreproduced. It is an appearance, ora setqfappearances,
which has been detachedfrom theplace andtime in which it first made its appearance andpreserved -fora
few moments orfor a few centuries. Every image embodies a

W'fY

of seeing. Even

a photograph. For

photographs are not, as is often assumed, a mechanical record. Every time welook at aphotograph, we are
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aware, however slightlY,

of the photographer selecting that sight from an inftniry of other possibk sights.

JJ

Berger (1972,pp9)
The available images of the international firm are developed at different points in time,
arrived at from various perspectives, adapted to various environmental circumstances and
offering various means of organizing and operating geographically dispersed business
activities of the firm. Some are, at the point when written, claimed to be a part of the past,
some a piece of the future. Some are positive statements as to how the firm does function,
some are normative claims as to how it should function. In some these distinctions are not
so clear. Some images are proposals for strategic alternatives given a set of situational
characteristics. Some stand by themselves.
The diversity in theoretical frame of reference, empirical approach and in researcher's
role is broad in the international business field in general and international management in
particular's. The strategy-structure tradition with its roots in Chandlers (1962) work, but
methodologically often coupled with cross-sectional studies, has shaped much of the logic
and language of international business research (e.g. Stopford 1968, Stopford and Wells
1972, Franko 1976). Comparative studies of firm generic strategic and organizational
development, ultimately based on Chandler's definitions, using a reasonably fixed typology
have been produced for a number of countries (Channon 1973, Tannheiser 1972, Pavan
1972, Pooley-Dias 1972). These were as such more or less direct descendents of Scott's
(1973) typology and study of American Fortune 500 material. With the national orientation
and similar definitions and methodology, these studies permit an international comparative
perspective. In international management, the tradition has been continued with efforts to
'fine tune' contingency factors (Egelhoff, 1982).
An organizational behavior perspective generated a different image (perlmutter 1965,
1969), with the stages of internationalization portrayed rather as a process of gaining
maturity in the attitude towards internationalization, seemingly inspired by phases in the
growth of the human individual from infant to adult. A relatively child-like stage of self
centeredness in the form of an 'ethnocentric' attitude, followed by an adolescent
'polycentric' period, ultimately leading to a mature acceptance of difference and the glory of
those particular differences, in the 'geocentric' attitude. A combination of the above but
process-oriented (often acknowledging inspiration from Joseph Bower) with case studies
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This conceptual diversity is also identified in, for example, Schendel (1991), Doz and Prahalad (1991),

Melin (1992).
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and clinical empirical work, generated yet another major series of proposals (various works
of Yves Doz, C.K. Prahalad, Chris Bartlett and Sumantra Ghoshal). The hierarchic,
structural and rational information processing perspective came to be matched by a
'heterarchical', voluntaristic natural systems-oriented view of international management
(Hedlund 1986, Hedlund and Rolander 1990, Hagstrom and Hedlund 1993». Eventually
the works of these researchers were argued to constitute a "process school' of international
management (Doz and Prahalad 1991). A macroeconomic perspective on the forces that
may build and sustain the international firm's competitive advantage leds to yet another
conceptualization (porter 1990, Solvell, Zander and Porter 1991).

Integration andresponsiveness
Whatever the stance in perspective, much of international management research revolves
around the relationship between local and global issues. These are two underlying
principles, fundamental to understand the specific nature of the heterogeneity of the
international firm. The principles may appear manifested in 'pure' form, in formalized
mixes or generally muddled. If the principle of national responsiveness (prahalad 1975) is
manifested throughout the various layers of international management, the resulting form
may reflect polycentric attitudes (perlmutter 1969), exhibit the traits of mother-daughter
relationships (Franko 1976) or present a decentralized federative structural configuration
(Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989) - a multi-national form. If the cross-border integration is the
underlying principle, the 'pure' expression of that principle may contain ethnocentric or
geocentric attitudes (permutter 1969), a centralized hub structural configuration (Bartlett
and Ghoshal 1989) and/or a product divisionalized organization structure. The key here is
the underlying principle and its manifestation throughout the elements of the firm, not
whether that manifestation corresponds to any pre-specified form.
The two principles may appear in a formalized combination. Already Stopford and Wells
(1972) argue for a set of organizational forms adapted to various situations: a product
divisionalized structure when the foreign product diversity is high (which may serve as a
proxy for integration needs) combined with a low degree of foreign sales, and area division
(e.g. national subsidiaries) when a low foreign product diversity is combined with a high
proportion of foreign sales (which may serve as a proxy for local responsiveness). With
development and growth, and subsequently developing situation of simultaneously high
foreign product diversification and high foreign percentage of sales, the managerial
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construct needed to effectively operate becomes increasingly complex, and Stopford .and
Wells (1972) argue that the grid (matrix) is a logical answer. In these early results, there is a
dynamism in the development from the very simple structure towards increasing
complexity with growth and development of the international enterprise, where this
complexity manifests itself as increasing needs to simultaneously attend to local
responsiveness and cross-border integration.
The mixed combination may not be an elegant 50/50 matrix. It has been proposed that
in-between organizations may be the norm in practice rather than reflecting the ideal forms
of international management research (Hedlund 1984).
Based on definitions of the issues of national responsiveness and integration acrossborders in early works (prahalad 1975, Doz 1979), the interrelationship of integration and
responsiveness was later widely spread in the form developed by Bartlett (1986), Prahalad
and Doz (1987) and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989), that conceptually and graphically
confronts the structural needs for integration and responsiveness. A bearing line of though
in these works is that it is necessary to apply the framework on several levels of analysis as
different combination may be evident depending on, for example, formal organization and
functional levels of analysis. A formal 'pure' organization form on the top level does not
preclude the existence of (muddled) matrix relationships when increasing the level of
magnification. Overall, the framework of an integration-responsiveness grid portrays
international management as a continuing structural force field between local and global
considerations.
The images of international management here are, quite bluntly, organized into an
integration/responsiveness

framework

that

provides

alternatives

of international

involvement It may be read as alternatives ranging from marginal dependency on nondomestic markets to a situation where the firm is highly dependent on the international
aspects of its activities. There is, towards the upper right hand, an increase in complexity of
the managerial solutions proposed, in line with but nor necessarily derived from the general
'Chandlerian' argument that increasingly complex strategies lead to increasingly complex
organizations. With these admittedly judgemental categories, the development may be
mapped.
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Figure 9.1. International management forms in the IR-grid.
Source. Adapted from Doz and Prahalad (1987), Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989).
Some images of the international organizational form are part of a sequence of stages in
the development of the multinational corporation towards some higher form (typically
more complex and with increasing dependency on non-domestic markets and sourcing) of
international management Several models of the organizational development towards
increasing complexity and international involvement in the form of a sequence of structural
alignments have been proposed (e.g. Perlmutter 1969, Heenan and Perlmutter 1979,
Stopford and Wells 1972, Franko 1976, Vernon 1979, Bartlett 1986, Bartlett and Ghoshal
1989).
One point when using Perlmutter's (1969) model and the model by Bartlett and Ghoshal
(1989) in the same context should be made. While Perlmutter (1969) suggests the posited
forms to be stages towards increasing international dependence, Bartlett and Ghoshal
(1989) argue that forms very similar to the ethnocentric and polycentric managerial
attitudes instead may be seen as regionally oriented, alternative starting points in the road
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towards becoming a transnational finn, rather than stages. The centralized hub (akin to the
ethnocentric in Perhnutter's 1969 terms) is argued to be typically Japanese86, while the
decentralized federation (akin to the polycentric in Perhnutter 1969) is argued to be of
typically European descent. The decentralized multi-national of Bartlett and Ghoshal
(1989) owes a great deal in its properties to both Perhnutter (1969) and Franko (1976).
They add to the first two an American type: the coordinated federation (with no direct
Perhnutter companion). Thus, Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) arrive at a typology of three
regional, historically determined, international management models, and consequendy of
varyingglobalization patterns.
The ethnocentric and polycentric firms, using Perlmutters (1969) language, are
fundamentally of national orientation. The ethnocentric is a singie-culture, often exporting
firm, whereas the polycentric is a multiple-culture, federative fum (Franko 1976, Bartlett

1986, Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989) - both reflecting a recognition of national borders in the
management structure. Stages 'higher' than these present cross-border managerial
solutions. International matrices or 'grid' arrangements, as well as later proposals such as
Hedlund's (1986) heterarchy or Bartlett and Ghoshals (1989) transnational fum all are
cross-border organizational constructs to varying degrees.

Localcontext matters

Significantvariation in modes of international management has been identified to be the
case both when looking at a national level and a regional level. One of the early important
contributions was the study of European, 'continental', firms by Franko (1976),
convincinglyarguing for a European management pattern dissimilar from the US firms that
provided the reference point for his study (Stopford and Wells 1972). For example,
Franko's (1976) study indicated that the MNEs of a European background typically had a
different organizational development history on the route towards 'global', i.e. crossborder, structures. The European companies typically retained their nationally responsive
organizations later than their North American counterparts, and when they changed,
moved direcdy to global structures. The US companies typically employed an organization

'"As an exception to what is otherwise a compelling argument one might circumstantially note that the
Swedish forestry industry exhibited traits of a centralized hub for a long time: ethnocentric attitudes,
concentrated asset structure combined with exports, and tight controls of foreign sales companies.
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with all foreign activities organized under an international division as an intermediate way
station.
If Franko (1976) provided arguments for a distinction between American and European
managerial traditions, Alfred Chandler's (1990) Scale and Scupe increased the magnification
and argued with great empirical detail for national variation when comparing the US history
with that of Great Britain and Germany. In fact, the German practice, he argued, in some
respects was closer to the US than that of Great Britain.

Managerial convergence
With the globalization in the 1980s (cf e.g. Porter ed 1986, Doz 1986), an important
issue became the future of the national or regional variations. The criticality of Bartlett's
(1986) and Bartlett and Ghoshal's (1989) influential work lies in the teleologicalproposition
that the local or regional variants were going through a period of convergence towards a
new dominant managerial model. They outline three typical early "administrative

heritages'~

US, European and Japanese, all of which are facing pressures from a globalizing business
environment to remedy the weakness of each in such a way that a convergence is
observable. The point of convergence they outlined is the "transnational solution".
The line of studies leads us to be careful in attaching generality to conclusions when
studying internationalization and globalization of international management in MNts. If
holding the position that not only structural characteristics but also, or dominantly, the
individual firm's past development is important for the issues at hand as well as how issues
are addressed, the patterns of internationalization and globalization may be particular to a
certain geographically or culturallydefined business context.
In relation to the presented integration - responsiveness framework, the issues of this
study focus on the movement from a nationally responsive area divisionalization, such as
that of national subsidiaries, to a pervasive cross-border solution. Obviously, the range of
options for the later situation is great. However, the specific variant of the end-state is not
critical. It is the transformative change process that is in focus.

A 'European' model of a sequence of stages and internationalization processes
With an international organization development model, the research interest of the
transformative globalization of international management can be framed and located in the
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long-term growth and development of the firm. Acknowledging that context matters (Clark
and Mueller 1996), the model recognizes the propositions of a typically European pattern,
and thus is oriented towards firms of European origin. A study of a finn of different origin
should benefit from a modification of the proposed model, which has also been done for
example in the Eli Lilly study - an 'ethnocentric' company's route towards an integrated
mode of management (Malnight 1995). The development model provides a historical
perspective of the emergence of cross-border management solutions.
The prime research interest lies in the cross-border integration change process, rather
than in the specification of the form of cross-border management. That is, the principle
area of study is the integration process which for an established multi-national finn has
lead, or leads, to an integrated borderless configuration. In relation to the development
model presented, it is a strategic and organizational change process posited to link two
reasonably well-defined structural configurations.
Seen from a historical perspective, the cross-border integration process of the finn and
international management becomes another internationalization process. It is a crucial step
in the development of international business, where the integration across-borderlines of
previously nationally defined operations is the key distinguishing feature.

Irfan:international management
In order to cover the development of the firm's mode of management from its initial
international experiments to the later integrated cross-border finn, the modeled
development starts with the entrepreneurial firm. The often-absent starting pointS? is the
embryonic firm with an infant international management. 88 By this, I mean the young
entrepreneurial firm beginning to look towards international markets - the starting point of
both the growth and development of the firm in vertical, geographic and product
dimensions (e.g. Hofer and Schendel 1978) and of the internationalization process. This is
a period that may be of considerably different length depending on the size of the national
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In the works of Stopford and Wells (1972) and Franko (1976) the modelled development starts with a

firm that has some international involvement. Similarly, Perlmutter's (1965,1969) model discusses three
(later, four (Heenan and Perlmutter 1979» sets of managerial attitudes towards international organization
and operation.
881

took the liberty of borrowing the term infant from the excellent title of Maria Lindkvists (1991)

doctoral dissertation.
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market in question. An international firm with a background from a large home market,
such as a US firm, may well be infant in an international sense, while of considerable size
nonetheless. A firm from a country with small home market, for example a firm of
Swedish origin, quickly saturates the limited home market.
The managers of the infant international firm engage the firm in an international
establishment process, leading from marginal to substantial dependence on foreign
operations. This is the turf of internationalization pattern propositions of the product life
cycle model (Vernon 1966) which provides great insight into the behavior of US-based
multinationals in a period of international expansion after World War II, or the 'Uppsala
school'", that outlined a generic international establishment pattern especially applicable to
the historical development of older European MNCs. From an empirical base in the 1970s
of four case studies (Johansson and Wiedersheim-Paul1975,Johansson and Vahlne 1977),
the group of researchers was able to build a resilient series of arguments outlining the
international establishment process of the firm. Central to the process is what in essence is
a dynamic risk handling model where the two processes of learning and investment result
in growing knowledge about international business and 'commitment' to international
markets. A key concept, guiding the sequence and pace of international diffusion is the
composite notion of 'psychic distance', leading to a possible explanation why, as an
example, MNCs of Swedish origin would first invest in the Nordic countries, then in
Northern Europe, followed by southern Europe etc. Here, learning allows the firm to
gradually overcome 'psychic distance'. In a parallel process, successive investments would
lead the firm from marginal local commitment, such as in the case of a contractual sales
agent, via a sales subsidiary to significant FDI in the form of both a production plant and
real estate holdings, and thus of a considerable long-term commitment to non-domestic
markets. As a whole, the Uppsala School provides a compelling and resilient view of the
earlyyears of international expansion. The validityof some of its propositions in a 'wave of
international modernization' (Lyttkens 1986) have been tested (e.g. Nordstrom 1991), and
found relativelyrobust.
The establishment process coincides partly with a development from ethnocentric to a
polycentric firm (e.g. Perlmutter 1969), but also deals with generic issues of growth and
development. As such it has parallels to Chandler's (1962) discussion of the development
from entrepreneurial issues and the growth of the firm. The Uppsala school may be seen as
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summarized in , for example,Johansson and Vah1ne (1990).
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reflecting £inn growth and -internationalization from the small country's perspective, where
the growth and development of the firm soon and almost inevitably leads to issues of
internationalization. Even if the management does not have an international expansion in
mind, the successful start-up soon faces internationalization issues.

The infant multinational .

n

International establishment process

Multi-national management

n

Cross-border integration process

Cross border management

Figure 9.2. A model of stages and processes in the development of a European MNC.

Multi-national management

Historically, international establishment process leads to what may be called a multinational form with multi-national management. As we saw earlier, there is reasonable
consensus among observers for an ideal form of international management, predominantly
European, based upon national responsiveness and structured in a poly-national, or
polycentric way (perlmutter 1969). National foreign subsidiaries have been argued to have
provided a strong periphery versus a relativelyweak center (Forsgren 1989) in a federative
structure (Bardett 1986) where coordination was largely of an informal nature (Franko
1976). Perhaps the best researched, and best formulated model of this multi-national,
polycentric mode of managing particularly European international firms in a period of
economically important national borderlines is made by Franko (1976) in the shape of the
'mother-daughter' structure.
Given the attributed importance of the mother-daughter structure in the development of
international management of European companies it is worthwhile detailing this rather well
researched form of nationally oriented management. One of the principal characteristics of
European multinational £inns in the early days was the highly personalized relationships
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with the foreign subsidiaries (Franko 1976). The historical root was the early nepotistic
practice of appointing relatives of the owner or managing director to lead the foreign
subsidiaries (Franko 1976). The practice survived into the 1970s in the form of a reporting
relationship from subsidiary manager to parent company manager, albeit with less familial
ties, and it is a relationship between parent company and subsidiary based on the
personalized mode of coordination and control that Franko (1976) coined as a motherdaughter relationship.
The mother-daughter structure combines a functional domestic organization structure
with national foreign subsidiaries (Franko 1976). Differentiation of international activities
was based on national borderlines and in fact none of the managers in the mother-daughter
organization had cross-border responsibilities, in contrast to virtually all other forms of
organization (Franko 1976). The foreign subsidiaries were generally "complete" local
operations with R&D, manufacturing, warehouses and after-sales service. Support activities
include human resource management and own administration functions such as finance
and local bank relations, treasury and controller. The foreign subsidiary would be led by a
generalist who in many respects would be running a separate firm.
The relationship between parent company and a foreign subsidiary can be described in
relatively short and simple terms. Physical goods delivered from the parent company;
monetary streams in the form of payments for goods from the foreign subsidiary and
yearly dividends from the foreign subsidairy. On top of this very simple operating
relationship, the relationship between the managing directors of the parent company and of
the subsidiary was of great importance to the functioning of the firm. Another point of
contact of more subtlety is that of technology transfer. Typically, the sibling multinational
was based on a technological advantage and the international expansion was based on the
diffusion of the new technology. Consequently, the parent company was the supplier of
technology in the early days of the expansion. In the mature MNC, the pattern of
technology transfer was rarely as one-dimensional. Instead, subsidiaries located in countries
with special requirements or strong demanding customers would locally develop products
that eventually developed into a benefit for the whole company. With local initiatives and
new transfers, the product range of the foreign subsidiaries would grow and the subsidiary
would develop into a complex company more or less mirroring the parent in product
range, functions performed and administrative complexity.
The parent company acted in a number of roles: as owner, demanding yield on its
investment; as supplier, delivering physicalgoods; and as partner, transferring technological
know how and perhaps a core component. The partnership role also manifested itself in
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the relationship between the managing director of the parent company and his local
counterpart.
Written rules and procedures played a limited role in the control of international
operations. Franko (1976,p189) found that firms with structures other than motherdaughter trusted standardized reporting periods and document formats to a much greater
extent. Franko argues that the informal practice was in sharp contrast to the typical
American multinational company with

".. job descriptions, bibles

of rules,

and the frequent use

of local

nationals as foreign mbsidiary

presidents. " (Franko 1976,P190).
This suggestion of a culturally bound pattern, where firms of European origin typically
were different in this respect from firms of American origin, was later picked up by Bartlett
(1986), and by Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) in their formulation of the 'integrated
multinational' model, which models a typical American firm relying on formalized
management to a greater extent than its European counterparts.
Despite the informal, unwritten nature of mother-daughter management contracts, the
control was not loose or haphazard. The managers sent out often came from families well
established in the home country's society, and in the manner of Roman proconsuls, had
spent years absorbing the values and practices of the company at home being "educated as

good Romans" (Franko 1976,p190) before being sent out to the colonies. Consequently, from
the point of view of the parent company managing director, the subsidiary managers were
quite predictable and trusted not to do anything that wasn't in the interest of the group.
Franko (1976) argues that the managing director of the subsidiary had a set of very precise
however informal constraints, and cites an example where a mother-daughter firm
achieved

"... nearlY total worldwide standardization ofpolicies relating toproduct mix anddiversification, product
quality, brand names, product design andformulae, external verms internal financing and personnel
promotion and reward !)stems. This ocaered without a'!Ything resembling a !)stem for reporting and
amtrol:" Franko (1976,p192)
European managers usually spent their working lives within one firm (Franko 1976), and
developed a strong sense of loyalty to that firm. Franko argues that this formal means of
control could to some extent be substituted with personalized means such as loyalty, but
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that pressures were mounting in the early 1970s for a change to alternative structures.
Another factor that lay behind the sustained mother-daughter fonn may have been what
Franko found to be the limited use of joint ventures of firms with mother-daughter
structures. These firms relied almost exclusively on wholly owned foreign subsidiaries.
Although there is some consensus regarding the multi-national fonn as such and its
particularities, there are disagreements about its longevity. Having worked with American
empirical material, Perlmutter (1969) and Stopford and Wells (1972) - who specify a
comparable stage with "autonomous subsidiarie.l' - tended to regard a polycentric stage as
transitory.
On the other hand, Franko (1976), who specifically studied the organizational
development of European international firms, linked the mother-daughter fonn to the
macro-economic conditions which prevailed in Europe for a long time - possibly a century,
and also seems to have regarded the organizational fonn as of longer duration. Looking at
case material of Swedish international firms, we find indications that transitory may be a
rather inappropriate description for the observed extended periods of 'mother-daughter'
organization form (Hedlund and Aman (1984). When set to study the organizational
development of an older and established European international finn, we must bear in
mind that the multi-national form of organizing and operating the international firm may
be of some longevity.

The cross-border integrationprocess

For the older international firm with long experience as an established multi-national
firm, operating with an overriding strategy of national responsiveness, restructuring in the
form of a cross-border integration process is necessary to bring the firm on towards
becoming a cross-border firm. If the establishment process may be referred to as
internationalization of the first kind, the integration may in part be referred to as
internationalization of the second degree (Forsgren, Holm and Johansson 1990). Through
this process the previously nationally defined operations had to give way to a mode of
operations where the cross-border concerns largelyoverrode national concerns or where at
least the national concerns were a relative factor among many other organization design
factors. The nature of the cross-border integration process will be discussed at length in the
upcoming chapters.
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Cross-border management
The nationally fragmented world has arguably given way to new conditions for
international business management where a traditional nationally responsive strategy (Doz
1986) is largely feasible only behind some very specific and protective, often governmentrelated, barriers (Doz 1986, Porter 1986). The integration process eventually leads to a
situation when the international aspect is an integrated part of the firm's operations, and
where limited difference is made between domestic and non-domestic activities. I will
generically call this later stage a cross-border firm. The critical characteristic of this stage is
that the international firm is bound by an underlying theme of cross-border organization
and operations. Activities such as manufacturing configuration, logistics and technological
development; responsibility and authority imposed through formal organizational
constructs, administrative routines; career patterns, socialization and a sense of identity
should all, ideally, be subject to solutions that stretch across-borderlines, or where the
national borderlines are one of many considerations. This of course allows for a number of
variations in of how the management of the global, cross-border integrated firm should be
configured. These are models of ~ international firm adapted to the demands of the later
'borderless' world and reflect the findings of research on international industry
restructuring and the need for combining international scale with local adaptability as
discussed by way of the intergration/ responsiveness grid (e.g. Doz 1986, Bartlett and
Ghoshal 1989). The models describe the new organizations that are assumed to rise from
the ashes of the old country-defined organizations.
Models allowing for international integration of activities, and to varying degrees
stretching beyond the earlier preoccupation with formal organization structure and formal
means of coordination and control in the international firm include the multi-focal firm
(Doz 1986), the diversified multinational company, i.e. the DMNC (prahalad and Doz
1987), the transnational (Bartlett 1986, Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989), the heterarchy
(Hedlund 1986, Hedlund and Rolander 1990) and the wired MNC (Hagstrom 1991). They
all revolve around solving and incorporating the complexity and dynamism of the new
demands by way of departing from adding conventional complexity-solving techniques
through differentiation and integration. There is a certain amount of consistency across
these models of the cross-border firm. Elements include an emptied hierarchical structure,
social power based on knowledge and expertise, a network approach rather than a dyadic
relationship between headquarters and subsidiaries, ad hoc work constellations,
decentralization of strategic initiative, normative control rather than substantial,
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information sharing rather than information monopolization, learning rather than
information distribution. The international firm relies on normative control as the formal
organization chart is diffused through the multiple and diverse centers, the slow response
of formal administrative mechanisms and the structural indeterminacy of the innovative
cross-border firm.
In this context it should be pointed out that the'network' models asre not without
criticism and do not stand uncontested, and again that the general change towards crossborder behavior does not necessarily imply a re-conceptualization of international
management to the effect portrayed above. Critism of the 'network' or process models
tends to revolve around the complexity and the risk of loss of efficiency of operations
(Solvell and Zander 1991, Egelhoff 1999). From an industrial organization perspective
stems the model of the home-base multinational (porter 1990, S6lvell, Zander, Porter
1991, Solvell and Zander 1991). Not immediately concerned with the managerial aspects,
the home-base model argues for a limitation in the geographical dispersal of units in the
international firm of reasons drawn from the structural properties of the nature of the
innovation process required for the continuous renewal of the firm's competitive
advantage. This ultimately stems from the tacitness of knowledge and the alleged
difficultiesin transferring tacit knowledge. As such, the model exhibits both similarities and
adversities vis-a-vis the models derived from a 'managerial perspective'. The home-base
multinational, it has been argued infers a somewhat different set of managerial practices
(Solvell and Zander 1991) which generally retain more of the rationalistic properties of
earlierinternational management research and a less complex structural configuration.

Stages and internationalization processes in Alfa-Laval
A series of forms and intermediary change sequences were identified above from earlier
research on the historical evolution of the internationalization of a European MNC.
Applying this development model to the Alfa-Laval case gives us an opportunity to view
the succession of organizational forms and change processes in one particular firm90.
The long-term evolution of Alfa-Laval exhibits considerable continuity in many aspects of
the firm throughout its history. Control over the company was held by the same O1V1ter grofIjJ;
the firm encountered the same group of competitors from the 1930s onwards; from the very

9"
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CfVan de Ven (1992).

early days the finn addressed the same customer groups: milk fanners, dairies and later naval
fleets, which continued to provide a foundation for the finn; the products have been
centered around the same core technologies - separators, PHEs and milking machines. The later
transformation period in many respects provided a departure from long standing historical
practices.
Alfa-Laval was not 'itgant', nor a national finn for long. Almost from the start in 1879
Gustaf de Laval and Oscar Lamm seem to have aimed towards international markets. With
the incorporation of the finn in 1883, the international expansion had alreadybegun, with
sales agents established in several European countries. International expansion was part of
the finn's growth from the start, and before the Swedish market was saturated.
Thus, virtually from the start, the finn was engaged in an international establishment
process. The speed of this process was remarkable, also by the alleged 'nanosecond'91
standards of later days. By 1885, two years after the incorporation of the finn and six years
after the foundation, the products of AB Separator were available to customers in all
European markets, North America, Australia and New Zealand. AB Separator went where
the cows and the milk fanners were. Even local manufacturing was begun; a factory was
established in the USA in 1883. It was an expansion largely based on offering customers a
technologic leap compared with the output of earlier existing cream separation techniques.
The finn helped bring dairies into the industrial age by offering a mechanized separation
technology in the form of the centrifugal separator. The then high tech firm enjoyed a
substantial technologicaladvantage and managed to outmaneuver most existing competitors
with similarofferings.
The idea of separating national from international expansion is not very fruitful in the
case of Alfa-Laval. The growth of the finn occurred largely through an international
expansion process. Looking back at the long-term development of Alfa-Laval one can
distinguish a rather extended expansion and international establishment process from the
foundation of the company in 1879/1883 to a multi-national finn with established foreign
subsidiaries in 1914. Following the lead of the Uppsala school, this period may well be
divided in two: first, a very quick establishment of national agencies up until 1885; second, a
consolidation of positions over a longer period of time, where the agencies were gradually
exchanged for wholly owned national foreign subsidiaries.This second process was finalized
for all major nations before the First World War in 1914. During this time period, the
separation technology developed quickly. The original de Laval patent actually provided

9tpeters (1993) characterizing the international competitive environment.
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only a limited time period of protection, and it was the patent for alfa-plates, acquired from
Germany that was to propel the firm's growth. The international market coverage expanded
rapidly and the initial local agents were replaced with proprietary foreign subsidiaries. The
customer needs and customer groups that were to be the focus of the firm's attention for
many years to come were identified during this time, and market-driven products were
developed in succession of the product-driven initial expansion, notably the milking
machines (although the milking machine was launched on the market around the end of the
war). Undoubtedly, the 'reign' of managing director John Bemstrom from 1887 to 1915 was
a period of formation, resulting in a functionally organized parent company, exporting core
components to national, wholly owned foreign subsidiaries.
The formative years with the company's integrated international establishment gave way
to an extended period with a multi-nationalform. With expansion in the national markets,
the subsidiaries grew into substantial business enterprises, not only with responsibility for
local marketing and after-sales service but a large functional repertoire including production
of higher and lower value-added goods, product development, and local treasury including
local banking. The largest subsidiaries - notably the US and German subsidiaries - mirrored
the parent company in size and scope. The subsidiaries contributed substantially to the
development of the firm's products and product range - for example, the milking machine
that was developed in the US subsidiary Lavalco. Some subsidiaries manufactured products
only vaguely related to the core of AB Separator - for example the textile machinery made in
the German subsidiary Bergedorfer Eisenwerk. The car body manufacture in the parent
company was likewise unrelated and likewise a local development The subsidiaries
developed varying local organization structures administered according to local needs and
preferences, with local means and by locally employed personnel. The multi-national
structure proved very robust It survived the tests of depression, World War

n, perhaps

strengthened by the war in its federative nature, as well as absorbing post-war expansion.
While formed in the very early years of the 20th century the basic characteristics of the
international management structure of the firm were to last into the 1970s. The temporal
definition of the period depends to some extent on the perpective one employs. The
starting point may be set at the worldwide establishement of sales through agents, with 1885
as the date, or with the conversion of agents to foreign subsidiaries that was realized by the
First World War. While a process of integration across-borders was begun around 1970, the
foreign subsidiaries continued to be the formally acknowledged, and for most product areas
also de facto, vehicle for international business management until the matrix reorganization
in 1979.
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Having enjoyed considerable stabilityin the international management structure, the firm,
as we have seen, became engaged in a process ofintegrating the national operations of the
firm towards a cross-border configuration. The result of the ensuing organizational

transformation process was in the end a revolution for the mode of international
management of the company. There was a change from the 'age-old' geographically
structured organization based on national foreign subsidiaries to an integrated cross-border
management, where product and functional perspectives took precedence over national
considerations. The temporal scope of this change process was considerable. The significant
departures from the multi-national mode of management came around 1970, with the
'sectorization', i.e, divisionalization, of the parent company in 1968 as a crucial step. Thus,
1968 is a formally discernible starting point of the process. After increasing divergence from
the singular national orientation of the multi-national era, the many aspects of the firm and
international management converged around a cross-border theme following a series of
changes in 1980s. From 1988, the cross-border orientation is relatively unambiguous,
although changes continued throughout the final years of the 1980s. An organizational
change process of twenty years may seem counter-intuitive, and I will return to a discussion
of the temporal scope of the transformation process.
National firm
Establishment process
Multi-national firm
Integration process
Cross-border firm

1879/83
1879 - (1885, 1885 -) 1914
1885 (1914) - (1968) 1979
1968 - 1988
1988 -

Figure 9.3: Temporal definition of internationalization stages and processes in Alfa-Laval.
From the late 1980s Alfa-Laval AB was managed on an integrated cross-border basis.
Most aspects of the firm were permeated by the cross-border theme and organized within
an M-form construct. The global product divisions, business areas in Alfa-Laval, had
become the focal organizing units. The production structure relied on a few internationally
dispersed highly specialized factories, where goods were distributed through logistics
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networks with central warehousing. Most of the functional concerns were a matter for the
global product divisions'<.

Observations

Alfa-Laval came out as a rather typical older European MNC, but with some interesting
features. The historical development of the international management of the firm
superficially looks very much like the earlier postulated sequence of organizational forms
for multinational firms of European origin. It moved from an establishment phase, via a
multi-national or 'mother-daughter' stage, through a cross-border integration process, to a
cross-border form. From a mother-daughter form the company went to a 'supranational'
organization (111 the form of, first, a matrix and, later, a product divisionalized structure),
skipping the international divisionalized form found typical in American firms (Stopford
and Wells 1972) - a fairly standard case for European international firms, as modelled
alreadyin the earlyworks (e.g. Franko 1976).
However, the timing of the changes departs from earlier findings, both when things
occurred and for how long the various phases lasted. The initial international establishment
process was considerably faster than expected, beginning almost from the founding of the
firm and an intricate part of its general growth. Within five to six years of its foundation in

1879, the products had found their way to all European markets, North America, to
Australia and New Zeeland. The firm 'grew up' as an international actor, where
international markets always were part of the firm's interest. From an early date, the central
vehicle for the pursuit of international business was semi-autonomous national foreign
subsidiaries.
A cross-border nature of Alfa-Lavalappears much later than indicated in Franko's (1976)
study. In the early to mid 1970s - when Stopford and Wells' (1972) and Franko's (1976)
information was collected - Alfa-Lavalarguablyhad no global divisionalized or other crossborder oriented operations. The domestic divisions were in the process of being formed
and initially as much geographic in definition - Lund and Tumba - as product-oriented. The
divisions were predominantly domestic units throughout the 19708, and the major steps
towards an integrated cross-border mode of operating and managing the firm were taken
during the 1980s. There are several reasons for this 'belatedness'. Alfa-Laval's strong
"For greater detail in the cross sectional comparisons of multi-national and cross-border configurations,
please consult the final sections chapters five and nine.
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market position and stable competitive situation might have sheltered the firm and made it
relatively insensitive to external pressures.
To varying, and sometimes surprising degrees, the periods are also extended in time. The
very short initial expansion abroad has already been noted, which was followed by a rather
extended consolidation of positions through the national subsidiaries. The multi-national,
polycentric form of international management was clearly much more than transitory or an
adolescent period of growing up (cf Perlmutter 1969). Instead, Franko's argument of the
alignment of strategy and organizational form to the nature of the economic environment
seems appealing. Through a period of time when Europe was still structured in the 'postWestphalian' national states, fueled by nationalism and plague,d by wars, the multi-national
firm reflected the realities of the day. It could simply be that a federative mode of operating
the large firm was good managerial practice - nor transitory, nor a historical mishap
because of wars or the pains of growing up, but good management.

The temporal andstnlctHral scope ofthecross-border tran.iformation process
One of the objectives of this chapter is to make explicit the importance of the crossborder intregration process in the historical development of the individual firm. As argued
earlier this can be done by outlining the 'temporal and structural frame' of the process
(Barley 1990). What changes were achieved, and over what time period?
Regarding the temporal scope of the change process, it was identified earlier as twenty years
measured from the last point in time that a multi-national configuration was discernible
and unambiguous, to the first point in time when Alfa-Laval AB had achieved a crossborder configuration. In the history of Alfa-Laval, there is a point in time around 1970
when the firm exhibited a multi-national configuration of the aspects of international
management chosen for study. A series of actions and events around 1970 indicated a
break with the long tradition of multi-national management. From 1988, the firm exhibited
a sufficient number of traits of cross-border integration that I found it warranted to
conclude that the transformation period was over and a new international management
configuration obtained. This would indicate a total time period of twenty years measured
from the formal sectorization of the parent company in 1968 to realized global product
divisions in 1988. The latter was a point in time when national holding companies were in
place and when performance measurements were divided between financial and
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operational. In the next chapter I will return to this issues and argue that there is a feasible
theoretical argument why the change process should be seen as so extended.

MULTI·

CROSS-

NATIONAL

BORDER

MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

..----------.

---1970

1980

1990

Figure 9.4. A structural alignment perspective on the cross-border integration process of
Alfa-Laval.
The figure is obviously a very simple one with a low content of information, but it
graphically illustrates the significance of the temporal gap between the two structurally
aligned pre-specified international management forms, when applied to the experience of
Alfa-Laval. In the upcoming chapters, I will venture to fill that gap with some substance.
Regarding the structural scope of the change process, the search heuristic guiding the
empirical work was the cross-border integration process, reinterpreted as an organizational
transformation process from multi-national to cross-border. If the structural scope was,
albeit roughly, defined by being the search engine, the temporal scope, on the other hand,
was the result of the same search. As such, there is of course little surprise that there was
indeed a radical, comprehensive change for the firm from national orientation to crossborder integrated. In terms of content, the change may well be described as revolutionary.

The legacy of structural alignment theory in international management
Issues of form and structure have been paramount in the development of research on
international business management. Form has been seen as quite distinct, often in
typologies in what evolved into a relatively fixed set of types; functional with foreign or
autonomous
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subsidiaries,

divisionalized with

foreign

subsidairies,

international

divisionalized structure, international matrix 93• The field has a heritage, explicidy as in the
nationally comparable studies by (Channon, and others 1972/1973, see earlier dicussion) or
in Egelhoff's (1982) work, or implicitly like the comparative studies of Leksell (1981) of a
theory of structural alignment. Sometimes the explicit source of this thinking has been the
influential structural contingency theory (e.g. Lawrence and Lorsch 1967). The images of
international management have aimed at describing, outlining and detailing structurally
consistent sets of properties, adapted to certain environmental characteristics. This
conceptual base has shaped focus, language and logic of many international management
studies (Hedlund and Rolander 1990).
With the structural alignment legacy organization structure results from an ahistorical
constellation of environmental factors. Contingency theory has been widely discussed and
criticized (e.g., Hofer and Schendel 1979,. Miles and Snow 1978, Pennings 1975), also in an
international management context (e.g. Hedlund and Rolander 1990). The criticism tends
to focus on the ahistorical, deterministic qualities leading to isomorphism and generally to a
poor understanding of the richness and variety in the organizing endeavors.
With a structural alignment perspective, environmental conditions pose requirements strategy and organization structure should aquire a state of external 'congruence' (in
Mintzberg's 1979a language) and internal consistency (Mintzberg 1979a, Leksell 1981).
Hence the notion of an ESS (environment-strategy-structure) paradigm, or SSP; strategystructure-performance paradigm (Hedlund and Rolander 1990).
One of the fundamental assumptions in this line of argument, and of great normative
implications, is that structural fit is assumed to be the source of organizational efficiency
and ultimately of the prosperity of the firm. Sometimes the normative proponents for
structural fit have approached a level of alarm as when Miles and Snow (1984,p14) argue
that "tightfit is the causa/force" in determining excellence is organizations. In the language of
metaphors of organization theory, there is, in the extreme case, an underlying machine
metaphor (e.g. Morgan 1986).
As a consequence of the structural contingency perspective, organization structure and
organizational change are dichotomized. Furthermore, focus lies on structure rather than
change. If organization development is studied, it becomes a sequence of discrete
organizational structures or forms in a search for a series of points of equilibrium.

93

See Franko (1976,pp194) for a description of the'cIassical'organizational structural configurations used

in international management research.
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In focus is stability. The change processes that lie in-between forms become rather
faceless. In that the theory has much to say concerning the structural alignments, but
considerably less of how these are arrived at, the perspective inherently highlights form, but
leaves the change processes in the dark. Time is hardly an issue in the structural analysis, or
if so in a secondary nature as the alignments can be placed on a timeline; there is an
alignment or there is not. Change becomes inferred, not observed.
Somehow the influential heritage from Alfred Chandler (1962), who formulated two
corresponding structural properties - strategy and structure - based on rich longitudinal
empirical studies that amplified the complexity and longevity of the road from
corresponding strategy and structure and towards a new correspondence, was largely
carried forth employing the structural or 'convergent' argument that firms tended to seek a
correspondence between the characteristics of the firm that he coined strategy and
structure. This resulted in a considerable series of cross-sectional studies seeking fit
between operational definitions of 'strategy' and operational definitions of 'structure'. In
international management research this has been carried out in a great many works. These
studies represent a wealth of knowledge about the development of the big international
business enterprises and their strategies and organizational structures. But one problem
with these studies is that they overemphasize the structural side of Chandlers (1962)
argument, and thereby make the change between stages of development a rather faceless
transportation.

Summary
Summing up, the tradition in international management research of developing structurally
aligned forms provided the first cut in approaching the globalization of international
management in the established MNC. The result was the identification of a great number
of propositions for structurally coherent international management form, each aligned to a
set of external circumstances. Organizing these in the integration - responsiveness grid
provided insights into the long-term development of the MNC. Arguing that context
matters, the scope was narrowed to a European context and a model for the long-term
evolution of the European MNC was proposed. In this model, three stages of
development were linked by two change processes. The first of these change processes, the
international establishment process, may be approached through the use of the Uppsala
school of internationalization process (or arguably in an American context with the
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product life-cycle model of Vernon, 1966). The second proposed change process, the
cross-border integration process, becomes the focus of this study. The globalization of the
established MNC may be seen as another internationalization process, linking the two
relatively well-defined international management forms of national responsiveness through
(multi-)national organization and an integrated cross-border orientation. As such the longterm development model serves to frame the key research focus.
The cross-border integration process of Alfa-Laval was formally framed in temporal and
structural dimensions. The temporal dimension of the cross-border integration phase was
unexpectedly extended. With its roots in the changes of the late 1960s, a new permeating
international organizational structural configuration was not attained until the late 1980s.
Specifically, the integration process, it was argued, had been ongoingjrom 1968 to 1988, leading to an

identification

0/ the temporal scope 0/ twentyyears. What

perhaps is most striking is the extended

cross-border integration process, which is clearlymore than a faceless transportation.
There is no reason to assume that the model indicates the end of history; it portrays the
sequence of developments in the history of the European MNC as indicated up until this
point in time. New developments will come. As such a study of the nature of the crossborder integration process as a transformative process offers a potential for a generality of
conclusions. Possibly, conclusions from such a study are applicable in other situations of
transformation of international management.

The structural alignment theories have little to S'!Y regarding the cross-border integration process. The
perspective elaborates upon the structural arrangement of environment, strategy and
structure, and may provide an ordered sequence of such arrangements. But it does leave
change process issues regarding the transformation of cross-border integration unresolved.
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Chapter 10

THE TRANSFORMATION;
PUNCTUATED EQUILIBRIUM APPLIED
Evolutionary and revolutionary periods; the punctuated equilibrium perspective; cross-border integration as
punctuation of an equilibrium; summary: a reading leaving unresolved butfocused issues
In the previous chapter, I located the cross-border integration process in a generalized
model of the long-term development of the finn's international management. With a
structural alignment perspective driving the analysis, the development towards cross-border
international management was seen as a step in a sequence of stages of development.
When applied to the experience of Alfa-Laval,considerable time was found to have elapsed
between the preposited stages of multi-national and cross-border orientation of
international management forms. The structural alignment perspective, because of its
inherent properties, was never expected to have much information regarding the change
process itself, but I experienced some surprise at the space of time left in the dark. Here
was an extended period of time left in the dark during which substantial changes obviously
had occurred. The approach to this challenge was to tum attention to the nature of the
transformative cross-border integration process itself. How may the change process
transforming international management be conceptualized? By what kind of process does
the organization achieve radical change in content? Does radical change occur through a

process that is revolutionary or evolutionary in nature?
In this chapter, the figure of thought of radical change through a revolutionary process
will be pursued in the context of the transformative cross-border integration of international
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management in the established MNC. The punctuated equilibrium perspective is identified
as a feasible point of departure. Where structural alignment has a wealth of propositions
regarding form but leaves change issues in the dark, punctuated equilibrium combines
propositions regarding organizational form and change. The theory provides a general
perspective from which to drive a discussion on the nature of a transformative change of
international management. Earlier empirical studies of the cross-border integration process
will be brought in to broaden the empirical base for a discussion of the length and the order

of the change process, and instances of methodology employed in research generating a
punctuated equilibriumperspective will be applied to Alfa-Laval.

Evolutionary and revolutionary periods

There are a series of proposals for two typical periods of different change intensity in the
life of the firm where long-term organization development has been seen as a sequential
relay of periods of calm and upheaval. (Greiner 1972, Mintzberg and Waters 1982, also
Pettigrew 1985a). An early influential conceptualization is that of Greiner (1972) who
pioneered the use of 'evolution' and 'revolution' as descriptors of the two typical
development periods of different change intensity, as well as the long-term rhythmic
alternation between the two types of periods. Greiner (1972) proposed five dimensions for
a model of organization development: age, size, stages of evolution, stages of revolution
and, finally, the growth rate of the industry, where age, size and growth rate drive the
evolution/revolution stages. By evolution, Greiner means the ''periods ojgrowth where no mqjor

upheaval occurs in organization practices" (Greiner 1972, p38), by revolution ''periods ojsubstantial
turmoil in the o'l,anization" (ibid. p38). Empirical research such as the Steinberg case
(Mintzberg and Waters 1982), indicates a rhythmic movement between rapid change
periods and periods of rest, of consolidation.
An important, simple but fundamental notion that I somewhat cautiously will use to

distinguish this line of thinking from the more 'primitive' strict structural alignment as it
appears for example in the large-scale cross-sectional studies cited in the previous chapter,
is that 'equilibrium' does not mean the absence of change activity. Change is continuous
but of different nature.

"O'l,anizations are alw'!Ys changing, butondifferent levels ofabstraction orinclusiveness. " Mintzberg
and Waters (1982, p494).
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The challenge for management is, after ten to twenty years of worrying about relatively
mundane issues, such as ''j1ourescent lighting and new

lII'!YS

to package meal' (ibid. p494), to

change the mode of thinking to issues of great overall importance to the firm's survival,
such as "the impact

of shopping

centers on overall retailing habitJ'. For general organization
development, Miller and Mintzberg (1983) combine a theory of change through a period of

"transition" with the perspective of the firm in a "configuration". Form and change are
mutually defined where the properties of organization structure are a determinant for the
nature of change and vice versa. A couple of points of Miller and Mintzberg (1983) are
highlighting the discussion. The 'systems design' work of the manager consists of periods
of "maintenance", and periods of "transition". The maintenance period should be identified
through its relative consistency and balance of the management systems, and a harmonious
relation to the external context. The transition period should be characterized by rather the
opposite: inconsistency, bias and a 'flurry' of design decisions. Regardless of how we name
the different periods, i.e. of evolutionary vs. revolutionary periods (Greiner 1972); of
continuity and change (pettigrew 1985a); of sprints and pauses (Mintzberg and Waters
1982), the basic quality is dynamic, not static.
Continuity, i.e. periods of maintenance, has on the grounds of several empirical studies
been identified and suggested as the norm rather than revolutionary change. Major
reorientations in the life of a firm do not come very often. In the Steinberg study
(Mintzberg and Waters 1982), major reorientations occurred three times in a study period
from 1917 to 1975; in the early 1930s, in the early 1950s and in the early 1960s.
Remembering Greiners (1972) claim that the industry context in terms of growth rate
influences the frequency of revolutionary periods, the food retail business of Steinberg's
may encourage long periods of relative calm, although the case may still be indicative of
that major strategic reorientations are uncommon in the life of an organization. Similarly,
Pettigrew (1985a) indicates three periods of "high levels

of change

activity" (pettigrew 1985,
p447) in ICI from the late 1950s until 1984; 1960 to 1964, 1970 to 1972 and 1980 to 1984.

The punctuated equilibrium perspective
As we saw earlier, international business research has often adopted a stage-wise view of
development, where historical evolution is seen as a progression through a relativelywell
worked out typology of structurally aligned forms. This does not imply an espoused
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disinterest in change theory, but rather reflects a preoccupation with structural aspects and
aspects of organization design which may partly be the result of earlier conceptualization
and the research methodologies; measuring on a relatively abstract and detached level (e.g.
classifications of strategy), and measuring elements that may be of an inherently discrete
nature (e.g. formal corporate organization structure).
The approach to globalization employed here is of globalization as a process of
(strategic) change Iinking two specified organizational forms; a transformative process. The
notion of transformation accepts the organizational forms, but highlights the process of
change that leads the firm from one form to another. In so doing, the notion of a
transformation bridges form and change, without necessarily overemphasizing either one.
On a more generalist note, one of the demands on a dynamic theory of social development
is for the theory to encompass both stability and change. Thus we are seeking a theory that

will help us conceptualize the empirical findings by encompassing both organizational form
and change.
The punctuated equilibrium theory is such an influential, conceptual structure with
strong internal coherent logic (Miller and Mintzberg 1983, Miller and Friesen 198495

96,

Tushman and Romanelli 1985, Tushman, Newman and Romanelli 1986, Gersick 1991,
Romanelli and Tushman 1994). The punctuated equilibrium theory provides a dynamic
perspective where development takes place through a rhythmic change between

two

distinctly different periods of change intensity: long periods of continuity interspersed by
relatively shorter periods of restructuring; periods of 'convergence and upheaval'
respectively (Tushman, Newman and Romanelli, 1986). Gersick's (1991) synthetic work
argues that the theory is generic and applicable in a wide range of scientific fields, linking
stability and continuity to system transforming change in fields ranging from biological
systems development to organization development over project pacing.

Theperiods 0/con~ence - equilibrium

'4

An influential parallel is Rumelt's (1974) classification of corporate strategies for quantitative analysis,

which were predominantly based on issues of diversification.
95Thearticle of Miller and Mintzberg (1983) is incorporated into the book of Miller and Friesen (1984).
96

Miller and Friesen's (1984) quantum theory is a slightly earlier theory with very similar perspective,

although Tushman and Romanelli's (1985) concepts seem to have gained a greater acceptance.
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The punctuated equilibrium perspective suggests that periods of equilibrium are periods
of incremental, non-disruptive evolution. For the two intertwined reasons of efficiency and
institutionalization respectively, the organization will perform well and resist change during
this period (fushman, Newman and Romanelli, 1986). The system is founded and centered
on a resilient 'deep structure' (Gersick 1991). These are 'convergent' periods (fushman and
Romanelli 1985) and deviations (initiatives or variations) will be pulled back. Converging
change is one of fine-tuning through such means as, for example, refining policies,
methods and procedures, fostering the committment of individuals to the company
mission and promoting confidence in the accepted norms, beliefs and myths (fushman,
Newman and Romanelli 1986).

Thenature ofform - resilient equilibrium
The critical argument of the theory is that of the nature of form. It is the nature of form
that leads to the normality of equilibrium periods and the changing to a new equilibrium
through a brief revolutionary period. The nature of form explains when change occurs, the
temporal scope of the change as well as the nature of change.
The perspective on the nature of the change process depends on one's perspective on
the stability, of the resilience of organizational form (e.g, Gersick 1991). Form and change
are mutually dependent and a proposition regarding one aspect is an argument about the
other. It is in this particular context how we value the resilience of the multi-national form
that will determine the perspective on the scope and character of the cross-border
integration process. If we place a high value on the resilience of the forms, we would most
likely assume also a quantum theory of change. Highly resilient forms lead to discrete
stages in a distinct step-wise development where the steps are taken rarely and abruptly,
Form is distinct and of tight fit between structural categories (Miller and Friesen 1984).
In fact, the resilience of organizational structure based on what Gersick (1991) calls 'deep
structure' is one of the fundamental aspects of the model in that

"the interrelationship of [continuity and change] is explained through the construct of a highfy durable
underlYing order or deep structure'~ Gersick (1991, p12)
The international management forms or typologies surveyed may be viewed as structural
configurations (Miller and Mintzberg 1983). Seen as typologies these are internally
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consistent systems in balance, or clusters of attributes of the environment and the firm that
are more likely to appear than other combinations. These are holistic concepts, gestalts or
archetypes. The configurations are "commonlY occurring clusters of attributeJ' (Miller and
Mintzberg 1983), made up of structures and processes of the organization, as well as
aspects of its situation, external as well as internal. Danny Miller (e.g. Miller 1987a, Miller
1987b) has in a series of works developed the notion of configurations. Ultimately the
Miller configurations have come to assume a near-archetypical flavor with a series of
alternatives not unlike those of Chandler.
It should be pointed out that when I use the notion of configuration here, it has been

transposed from Miller's- arguing that the forms in international business may be seen as
structural, organizational configurations. The mother-daughter form, the international
division, the global product division are assumed to be configurations; clusters of attributes
of environment, business activities and organization that are more likely to appear than
other combinations of attributes.
Distinct, dense and tightly coupled or 'quantum' organizational form, gives rise to
'quantum' theories of change, and one of the distinct contributions of Miller and Mintzberg
(1983) and Miller and Friesen (1984)97 is the deliberate formulation of a theory of the firm
that incorporates form and change. The quantum change perspective hinges on the stability
or, rather, the resilience of organizational form. Resilience may come from tight coupling of
organizational processes and elements, resulting in a dense structure that only allows major
change in the form of simultaneous change in a great number or organizational parameters.
Change will thus be of a quantum nature (Miller and Friesen 1984). Consequently, the
perspective of organizational change is interdependent with the perspective on
organizational form. Quantum form gives rise to quantum change and we have indeed "a

quantum view" of organizations (cfMiller and Friesen 1984).
On the other hand, if the resilience of form is questioned, i.e, if the change patterns
observed are of an evolutionary nature rather than of a quantum nature, the tighdy coupled
structural form by consequence is questioned. Thus, the nature of the change process
(whether evolutionary or revolutionary) is in reverse indicative of the nature of
organizational form.
There are parallels here to the population ecology notion of organizational inertia (Hannan
and Freeman 1977). I will come back to these discussions later on, but Tushman and

97Jbe article by Miller and Mintzberg (1983) is incorporated as one chapter into the book by Miller and
Friesen (1984).
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Romenlli (1985) were obviously influenced by the concept and rationale of organizational
inerta,

The periods 0/ change -punctuation
The punctuating, quantum change is quick and chaotic; '~.compact periods

0/ qualitative,

metamorphic change (revolution)" (Gersick, 1991, p12). The nature of quantum change is one of
disruption of established patterns, where the resilience of structure gives way. It is virtually
the archetype of an ahistorical, revolutionary change. It contains the destruction of the
earlier structure and the formation of a new;

".. first, a breakdown 0/ the oldequilibrium andaperiod 0/uncertainty about thefuture, before choosing
a new basis around which tocrystallize a new deep structure." (Gersick, 1991, p21).

It is an intense period; an indicator of an ongoing transformation is a ''flurry

0/ design

decisions" (Miller and Mintzberg 1983). Miller and Mintzberg (1983) develop a perspective of
organizations as structural configurations, and of the resilience of configurations. Given that
the firm has achieved a configuration, the firm will delay changes until absolutely necessary,
in order to maintain benefits from the relative order. Eventually, however, the fit to the
environment gets worse, and the firm must adapt98• The ensuing change will be ''pervasive and

dramatic, costfy and disrnptive" (ibid., p71), because of the forces towards supporting the
existing conftguration. Therefore, the aim of management will be to make the
transformation from one configuration to another as quickly as possible. The
transformation phase by definition means that consistency of structure and process is
lacking, and that the firm has lost compatibility with its old environment while not yet
attained a fit with the new. Large-scale quantitative and cross-sectional empirical work is
argued to support the contention that successful firms move quickly through revolutionary
change, with simultaneous changes in many aspects of the firm (Miller and Friesen 1984,
Romanelli and Tushman 1994).
The two characteristic periods have been identified as being built on two distinct change
theories (Van de Yen and Poole 1995). The 'convergent' is based on an evolutionary motor
of change in that "competitive selection works to elaborate the structures, systems, controls and resOtlrnS
98

There is a parallel in Johnson's (1987) discussion of a 'strategic drift', over time forcing a wideninggap

between firm and environment and eventually a strategic change.
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of o'l,anizations toward increased environmental coalignmenl' (Van de Yen and Poole 1995, p530).
On the other hand, the periods of upheaval are based on a teleological change theory were
the purposive actions of executive leaders are the motor. Not only is this an interesting
piece on the employment of more than one of the 'primitive' change theories (Van de Ven
and Poole 1995) in constructing organization theory, but moreover the two theories are
mutually exclusive (fushman and Romanelli 1985, Van de Ven and Poole 1995). At no
point in time can we have the mechanisms operating simultaneously. The two logics appear
in sequence and the sequentialityis 'hardwired' into the theoretical construct.

Cross-border integration as punctuation of an equilibrium
The puncuated equilibrium model is used here to drive a discussion of the nature of the
cross-border integration process. It is employed as a well formulated theory which serves
to contrast the empirical findings and to help in conceptualizing them, and in so doing
gaining a greater level of generality of the conclusions.

Applicability
Key is of course that the model is applicable for the type of change studied, which
partially hinges upon if we see the effect of the cross-border integration process as
revolutionary in content. Based on the findings of the Alfa-Laval study, I would certainly
conclude that most aspects of the firm were affected by the change, and most radically so,
and that the change from a national orientation to cross-border in the manner discussed
earlier is indeed metamorphic, which is why the cross-border integration process may be
analyzed using the punctuated equilibrium perspective. The change was comprehensive:
virtually all parts of the firm and management systems were affected. As such it could well
be seen as a strategic change process. The content of the change was radical in a long-term,
point-to-point perspective: it fundamentally altered the mode of management of the firm.
Taken as a whole, the transformation resulted in a revolution in the mode of international
management. The organizational configuration was tran.!formed from a near-federative,
virtually typecast mother-daughter form, to a cross-border integration. In that process,
almost all aspects of the firm were touched, affected or changed The changes in roles make
these effects all the more explicit. The parent company head office changes from a
functionally organized, Swedish head office with exports to semi-autonomous subsidiaries
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in other countries, to a corporate, detached office with an extensive, fine-meshed
information system and financial control in its hands. The product divisions, which did not
exist at the outset, served as the cuckoos egg in the. nest and eventually pushed out their
rivals. The functions were largelylocallymanaged in 1970, became specialized, international
networks and structured to the needs of their specific activities. Finally, the national foreign
subsidiaries that were once all-pervasive, simplydisappeared in their traditional form

99.

The research interest in this study focuses on the nature of the change process of
transforming international management in the:MNc. Two issues in that context, where the
punctuated equilibrium perspective offers distinct statements, are the length and the order
of the change. The basic line of investigation pursued in the following section is whether
the cross-border integration process may be of a quantum or revolutionary nature (abrupt,
disruptive and quick), or of an evolutionary (continuous, possibly orderly and extended)
nature (Miller and Friesen 1984)100. In the following, I will specificallyrelax the punctuated
equilibrium perspective assumptions of, first, a short period of change and, second, a
chaotic period of change.
In this section, I will first explore the experience of Alfa-Laval in punctuation terms
relatively briefly, then develop separate discussions on the length and on the order of the
cross-border integration process based on a broader set of secondary empirical reserach.

ApplYing apunctuation methodolol!J toA!fa-Laval
I found it interesting to see if, and where, in the course of the framed space of time a
punctuation could be identified. As the methodology of some punctuation research has
been very explictly accounted for, it could serve as a vehicle for studying the experience of
Alfa-Laval with that perspective. The methodology used by Romanelli and Tushman

(1994), when analyzing transformations in a set of 25 microcomputer firms, was to code
changes in three dimensions of the firm: strategy;mainly measured as product line changes,
structure; found in major reorganizations, and power distribution; measured as changes in
personnel/ titles below the CEO level. With an admittedly somewhat shallow analysis, a
good candidate in the Alfa-Laval case would be the period of 1986 to 1989 as a period of
punctuating change.
99

Please check Chapter 8 for a fuller point to point comparison.

11M'

These two change theories correspond to what Van de Ven (1987), when discussing strategic

change processes, identified as archetypal theories of change in social sciences.
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Figure 10.1. The transformation of Alfa-Laval as a punctuated equilibrium.
In the 1986 to 1989 period, there was a formal major reorganization to global product
divisions in the firm-specific form of Business Areas in 1986/87, accompanied by new
executive titles in the 'American' style where the Business Area managers were prominently
represented, and shortly, in the late 1980s, followed by a series of acquisitions that
broadened the product range and opened up new and arguably global product markets.
Within a two- to three-year period, all three criteria of Romanelli and Tushman (1994) are
fulfilled and a transformation arguably thus attained.

A series of important changes in strategy and organization did take place in the rime
period. However, the possible implications of that identification are somewhat troubling. If
the period was interpreted as fully representing the 'globalization' of Alfa-Laval, a
discussion on the significant rime frame between multi-national and cross-border
orientation of international management would be foreclosed.

On the temporal scope r!f the cross-border integrationprocess
A basic issue is the length of the transformation process. I will here use earlier empirical
studies on the cross-border integration process or a broader look at the research results.
The perspective of quantum change indicates that a transformation is (or should be) a rapid
affair (Miller and Friesen 1984). The transformation process would consequently be short,
although it is not clear exactly how short 'short' is. Operationally, in a cross-sectional study
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of strategic change processes in a set of microcomputer firms, a punetuational change was
deemed as within a two-year time frame (Romanelli and Tushman 1994).
When interpreting early research on the cross-border integration process, it is difficult to
find arguments for a very quick process of globalization. Perlmutter (1969) stresses the
intra-organizational difficulties involved in the process towards geocentricity. There may be
some time involved as managers perceive their firms as being "...on a route toward

geocentrism..." (perlmutter 1969, p14). The firms may experience a period of change since
"...none hasreached this(geocentric] state of4fairs." (ibid, p14).
Later empirical research has indicated that the change from local to cross-border
orientation may be significantly longer than 'short'. Doz and Prahalad (1987) bring together
a series of earlier research of the authors in discussing the "process of strategic redirection" from
national responsiveness to cross-border orientation. They base the discussion upon 16 case
studies of this type of transformation, carried out from 1975 and onwards, representing a
wide range of industrial settings and US as well as European MNEs. Of a total of 16 case
studies reported, the periods of eight completed transformations range from three to ten
years,with an average of seven years (x=7.12). Of the 16 cases, three were ongoing and five
reported

as "failures", meaning

attempted

but not

completed transformations.

Unfortunately the criteria for pinpointing starting and ending dates are not made entirely
clear. Doz and Prahalad (1987) indicate success or failure for each case, but it shows no
apparent correlation to the time period in transition.
Similarly, Rolander, Zander and Hedlund (1991) found very long implementation times
when studying the introduction of global product divisions in a broad set of Swedish firms.
Using the year of the official reorganization into product divisions as a starting point (from
LjunglOf, Rolander and Aruan 1980), and the introduction of product line performance
measures (including secondary information from Mannheimer and Zander 1983) within
major subsidiaries as completion date, the authors found both a wide variation and an
unsuspected high average time. Only 8 out of 20 firms completed the implementation
within 10 years. Five firms needed 10-15 years, while the remaining 7 needed more than 15
years.
Another set of empirical information from case studies is from the in£J.uential studies by
Chris Bartlett and Surnantra Ghoshal in the late 1980s (Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989).
Interesting information regarding the Dutch company Philips and the Japanese
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Matsushita101 was presented at some length in a series of teaching cases. The case confronts
the administrative histories of the two firms effectively showing that both, from almost
opposite starting points, attempted what was effectively a cross-border integration of
activities from around 1970. Interestingly, as the initial case materialleaves the firms in 1990,
neither one of them had achieved a focused new 'global' configuration. In the case of
Philips, the company had, through, for example, a series of five CEOs, struggled to break
the independence of the 'NO's' (national organizations) and to build an integrated
international managerial structure from the early 1970s into the 1990s, with considerable
issues outstanding at the end of the period.
Also, directly concerned with the transformation of the European operation of Citibank
from decentralized to a network, cross-border structure, Malnight (1996) found the
temporal scope to be 15 years, from 1979 to 1994.
The Alfa-Laval study presented a relatively unambiguous national orientation of
international management practices up until 1968. Domestic changes and largely informal
influence of emerging product divisions on the international operations lay the foundation
for formal demands for changes to international organization structures and administrative
practices from 1979 and on. An unambiguous cross-border orientation was argued to have
been achieved by 1988. Over a 20 year long period there were varying degrees of mixed
national/cross-border prioritizations that also varied across levelsof the firm.
As a conclusion of this piece, the temporal scope of the cross-border integration process is
difficult to state in general, but may certainly be something different than 'short'. As a
consequence, the integration process may not simply be a faceless and quick transportation
between distinct structural forms, but a subject unto itself.

Order in thetransformatum process

A second issues concerning the transformation process is whether there may be some
order in the process. Again, I will use secondary empirical material. A punctuated,
revolutionary change is not only a rapid, but also a chaotic affair where the absence of
order is disturbing enough to warrant a quick formation of a new form (Miller and Friesen
1984). A longer transformation process than that afforded by the quantum theory allows
for some order in the change process.
1111

HBS Case No 399-102 (1989), and HBS Case No. 9-302-149 (2001). Additonal material in Bartlett and

Ghoshal (1989).
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Phases of development over a course of organizational transformation have indeed been
identified and conceptualized both in generic organizational change literature (Levy and
Merry 1986) as well as in a few empirical studies of the globalization of international
management (Doz and Prahalad 1987, Malnight 1996).
Staying with the basic logic of the sequential evolution of organization structures, we
may first allow for intermediate solutions 102. Chris Bartlett, Yvez Doz and C.K Prahalad have
in a series of efforts (e.g, Bartlett 1979, Doz and Prahalad 1981, Prahalad and Doz 1981,
Prahalad and Doz 1987) described a series of intermediary stages, specifically concerned
with international management issues. In focus are the opportunities available to firms in
the zone from national responsiveness to integrated cross-border behavior. Management
processes necessary in multi-national firms facing demands for both international
rationalization and for local adaptation are discussed. They conclude that traditional,
unidimensional product- or geographic structures were unable to cope with the new
demands. The tensions could not be solved through a rigid bureaucratic framework. The
authors argue that successful firms shared two characteristics: informal structures, and
exercisinggreat care in the quality of the decision process between managers with territorial
responsibilities and managers with product responsibilities. The administrative solutions to
managing tensions between product and area focus, were grouped into four modes of
increasing complexity, depending on the complexity of the business and the frequency of
decisions requiring balancing between national demands and competitive pressures. A
similarline of thought is resumed in, for example, Prahalad and Doz (1988), where the four
modes of management are viewed as intermediate, 'soft', management solutions on the way
from the unidimensional approach of product or area focus, to a matrix or multi-focal
(Doz 1986) organization. Each stage or mode means more product-area coordination; in
the matrix or multi-focal the perspectives are constantly and explicitly balanced. The choice
of formal structure and intermediate conflict resolution devices is based on the complexity
of the business (perception of managerial diversity) and on the frequency of decisions
requiring balancing between national demands and competitive pressures (perception of
managerialinterdependence).

1112

Already Chandler (1962) opens up for this possibility (see, for example, the du Pont case (Chandler

1962) and descriptions of conunittees and industry councils), but does not see these as stable states, but
temporary solutions on the route to a higher structural state. That is, in-between temporary solutions
when developing from functional to divisionalized organization. Galbraith (1973, 1977) argues from a
contingency theory perspective for a number of lateral instruments as options rather than temporary
solutions.
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Directly concerned with the change of international firms towards cross-border
behavior, Doz and Prahalad (1987) proposed a "process model" of the redirection,
conceptualized from a collected set of case studies. Four sequential phases in the
transformation process were identified and labeled incubation, variety generation, power
shifts and refocusing respectively. First, during the incubation phase, the firm experiences
pressures from the combination of changing environmental conditions that favored crossnational coordination, and management systems geared towards national fragmentation.
The authors argue that the inertia was substantial, not only in responding through action,
but even in perceiving the new demands. Corporate management attention was focused on
local rather than global concerns, and individual product managers lacked access and data
to influence the state of affairs. Finally, the authors make a strong statement that a new
appointment at a senior position was critical for the successful transformation. The
purpose of the variety generation phase is to establish a cognitive shift in the firm, and
ultimately to legitimize the redirection. In this phase of learning, options available to the
firm were outlined and discussed. At the end of this phase, formal alterations of accounting
and information systems were made. A series of power shifts were made, in order to shift
decision-making power to facilitate cross-national concerns. A sequence of minor steps
was the norm in this phase, rather than major reorganizations. All firms used matrix-type
structures that mediated between local and worldwide priorities. The final phase,

refocusing, involves formal changes to the management systems that legitimize the change
process, meaning that the administrative infrastructure: information, planning, budgeting
and resource allocation systems were modified in line with the new orientation.
Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989, pp204) make some interesting comments on the sequence
of actions taken to move toward the transnational solution. They argue that American
firms have a tendency to begin with changes in formal structural arrangements
C'anat0"!Y") 103, continue with changes in interpersonal relationships and processes

(''pf?ysiology") later turning toward changes in individual attitudes and mentalities
C'p[Jchology"). They venture to suggest normatively that the opposite change sequence, or
phases in the change process, may be a more fruitful way of achieving change.
With the integration process extended and an order in the change process proposed
through the identification of phases, the integration process, again, becomes more than a
transport and has lost some of its facelessness. The occurrences during the long and
orderly period of strategic change influences the outcome of the process. The change

1II3S
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ee Bartlett (1986) where the medical metaphor was developed

process is a subject unto itself, not only in temporal scope but also in its processual
characteristics.
With this perspective, the distinction between the notions of 'stage' and 'phase' tends to
become somewhat blurred. The staircase metaphor with sharp and distinct steps becomes
somewhat battered and the steps rounded and less distinct. Even the most ardent
evolutionists among the international management researchers (e.g. Bartlett 1979) employ a
'staircase' metaphor when modeling the organizational development of international firms.
Bartlett (1979) found that a group of health-care firms had retained their formal
international division structures despite significant advances towards a cross-border
orientation, and argues that these advances were made in an evolutionary way, rather than
through formal reorganization. Bartlett (1979) outlined three distinct, albeit overlapping,
phases in the change, each associated with its management mode or decision-making
process. First, new management skills and perspectives were developed during which a
"substantive decision management' mode was used. Second, modifications to the organization
structures and systems were made and the decision making-process evolved towards
"temporary coalition management'. Third, changes in organization climate were made leading
towards a "decision context management'. Overall, the changes were identified as gradual and
indicating an evolutionary process of change, where the role of management changed from
actual intervention in the decision process to providing a decision context.
Propositions for international management that contain explicit arguments for
continuous change and development have been made (Nonaka 1990, Hedlund and
Rolander 1990). These propositions are, to a great extent, contextual in the sense that the
models, if not contingent upon, at least are inspired by, a business environment of
enduring radical change. In this, there are parallels in works that have their empirical
foundations in emerging industries (e.g. Brown and Eisenhart 1998).

Obseroations
Summing up the observations on order in the cross-border integration change process,
there are several propositions for a delineation of the above identified extended change
process into phases. Consequently, the transformative cross-border integration of
international management in the MNC has in earlier research been identified as both
extended in time and as ordered.
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I think it is safe to say that the propositions for phases have largely been inductively
generated, and to varying degrees reflected upon in a conceptual sense.

Summary; a reading leaving unresolved but focused issues
In this chapter I have pursued the idea of a 'revolutionary' change process producing
transformation of international management in the established MNC. The propositions of
the punctuated equilibrium perspective were confronted with the experience of Alfa-Laval
as well as secondary empirical research. The methodology of an example of punctuation
research was applied to the experience of Alfa-Laval.
Despite the presence of structural form in international management research and of
strong arguments for distinct organizational form for reasons of efficiency, meaning and
power (Miller and Mintzberg 1983, Fombrun 1986, 1989), indicating tight coupling and in
consequence arguing for a discontinuous, short and chaotic 'quantum' change process
leading from one form to another, case study empirical material on cross-border
integration transformative processes tends to support a view of transformational change in
complex international firms as long and ordered. The transforrnative change of the crossborder integration process was identified to be of significant length. Contrary to
propositions of near chaotic revolutions, there may also be significant order in these lengthy
transformation processes. From empirical studies we may conclude that tranformation periods

mc!y certainty be longer than negligible, and not a faceless, disorgani!{!d, near-chaotic transport between
distinct structm"al configurations.
The results casts a shadow on structural alignment theories and their emphasis on 'fit'
between structural categories, as well as on their cousin, the punctuated equilibrium theory.
If long periods of 'misfit' are tolerated in the firm, we have a problem with the structural
arguments for a necessary fit between for example strategy and structure. If long periods of
change are the norm, the distinction between change and non-change becomes unclear and
calls for a deeper understanding of the character of the transformation process as well as of
the structural forms that are assumed to precede and succeed the transformation process.
The empirical results are at odds with the outlined nature of the change as rapid and
chaotic transitions from configuration to configuration indicated by Miller and Mintzberg
(1983) and the similar, and broader in conceptualization, propositions of the punctuated
equilibrium (e.g. Tushman and Romanelli 1985). Instead also radical change in international
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management in the established MNC mf!Y be conceived ofas long, relativelY incremental and less disruptive
than proposed.
The elegance of the punctuated equilibrium theory lies in the combination of form and
change. An efficient and, as a result of institutionalization resilient form, changes through a
short and discontinuous jump to another coherent structural configurational form. Also,
form is not.here an ahistorical, atemporal alignment, but a routinized convergence and
fine-tuning of environmental alignment. By logical necessity, grounded in the employment
of twO distinct change theories, the two characteristicperiods of development appear in sequence. The
inert and resilient nature of form makes convergent continuity the norm, punctuated by
short periods of transformative change, wherefter a new convergence begins.
Reading the experience of Alfa-Laval through the glasses of punctuated equilibrium did
not provide an explanation of the observed transformation, but helped focus issues and
trigger further investigation. Long and ordered transformation points in the direction of an
evolutionary change process, but as of yet as residual. A logic behind the evolutionary
transformative change process remains to be formulated.
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Chapter 11

THE TRANSFORMATION;
EVOLUTIONARY CYCLE AND LOOSE COUPLING
Addressing the structural tension: 'the degree oj interconnectedness~' loose coupling; loose coupling and
gradual change process; divergence and convergence in the transjormative cross-border integration process; a
discussion on divergence andconvergence; an evolutionary globalization process; summary
The previous chapter employed the perspective of punctuated equilibrium as a point of
reference for an interpretation of the transformative cross-border integration of
international management in the established MNC. The theory provides a logic for a
revolutionary change process based on a consideration of a change in a sequence of
periods of convergence and transformation. However, with the conclusions regarding the
nature of the cross-border integration process of the already established MNC as long and
ordered, the punctuated equilibrium perspective helped in provocing and formulating
issues rather than providing answers. Specifically, with the change process as long and
ordered, the construction of form as tighdy coupled, deeply structured and near unendingly
resilientbecame an obstacle to conceptualizing the mechanisms of change.
In this chapter, I will begin a search for an alternative, evolutionary logic of the
transformation process. As an alternative proposition to arguments of organizational form
as a resilient and increasingly structurally aligned equilibrium, and change as a short,
disruptive punctuation of that equilibrium, this chapter takes as a starting point a
reformulation of the 'interconnectedness' of organizational elements through an
introduction of the concept ofloose coupling (Weick 1976, Orton & Weick 1990). Armed
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with the notion of loose coupling and with the addition of a perspective of the processual
convergence of form (Fombrun 1986, 1989) the narrated experience of Alfa-Lavalis reread.
A perspective of an evolutionary cycle of divergence and convergence is proposed, which
(partially) emerged as an alternative conceptual coherence between form and change.

Addressing the structural tension: 'the degree of interconnectedness'
After having strongly argued for the necessity of quantum form and quantum change,
Miller and Friesen (1984) make an interesting final reflection. They argue that the 'quantum
perspective' may be contingent upon seeing the firm as tightly coupled, and that an
assumption of loose coupling actually may alter the logic and allow for a different, and
possibly evolutionary change sequence. Concerned with organizational inertia and the
organizations hierarchical arrangement of inertial forces, Hannan and Freeman (1989,p80),
conclude that "the tighter the coupling between the core and periphery" the more direct is the
applicability of the population ecology theory, which specifies population level selection
rather than firm level adaptation largely because of the inability of the individual firm to
change at the same pace as the environment. Tight coupling between elements of the
organization, or between elements of the international management is a key property of
punctuation theories. From the viewpoint of the punctuated equilibrium perspective
Romanelli and Tushman (1994) observe that:

"Competing theories offundamental transformation appear toembody systematicallY different assumtions
about organizational capacities for change at the subunit level and about the degree

of interconnectedness

between units. "
The 'degree of interconnectedness' or the nature of coupling between units or
organizational elements I believe to be at the core of the argumentation, and to be a
possible source of the issues and of the tension identified. The degree of
interconnectedness is an underlying factor in how parts, as well as the whole, of the
organization react when faced with pressures for change. It is a key property in
understanding what I will later call the plasticity of organizations. I will in the following
explore the concept of loose coupling and the way in which loose coupling may allow for
an alternative conception of form and change.
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Loose coupling
The concept of loose coupling is somewhat 'soft' and elusive, in that both a variety of
situations give opportunities for loose coupling and that it may be used as both
independent and dependent variable (Weick 1976). Nevertheless, it has great potential in
adding to the conceptualization of the international firm and of the internationalization
processes. Perhaps it serves best as a metaphor as it needs to be operationalized in order to
serve as a research tool (Orton and Weick 1990). The concept of loose coupling entails
that:

"... the coupled events are responsive} but that each event also preseroes its own identity and some
evidence ofitsphysical orlogical separateness." (Weick1976, p3).
There have been several vantage points employed in understanding and conveying the
meaning of the concept of loose coupling. Two systems that are loosely coupled have few
variables in common or share weak variables (Glassman 1973). An instructive point about
organizations as loosely coupled systems is the idea of building blocks that may be
assembled or 'grafted' onto an organization with relatively little disturbance to either the
block or the organization (Weick 1976), and that the blocks may be tightly coupled
internallywhile there is loose coupling between the blocks. Thus the complex organization
may be decomposed into 'stable subassemblies' (cfKoestler 1978).
It should be stressed that regarding loose coupling, the 'scale' runs not between tight and

loose coupling, but between tight coupling and decoupling, with loose coupling as a range
of intermediate options (Orton and Weick 1990). In a transferred meaning, loose coupling
represents a mid point in a similar way as network represents an mid way alternative to
market and hierarchy. With loose coupling outlined in this way, as analogous to network,
some of its metaphorical aloofness dissolves and it becomes somewhat more operational.
But then, loose coupling is also a meta-level construct and it must be assumed that parts of
an organization may be tightly coupled while some parts are nearly decoupled. All of this is
important conceptual pieces in forming a logically coherent understanding of the
transformation process of the cross-border integration.
Loose coupling may apply both intemal!J, in the relationship between elements of the finn,
and externally, in the relationship between the firm (or elements of the firm) and an
environment. Trying out an assumption of loose coupling, several features of the
international firm and what bonds the parts of the firm may be reconsidered. Typically tasks
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of the technical core of value-adding elements are seen as sources of coupling (see Porter
1985) and elements of the management systems are seen as ideally consistent (e.g. Leksell
1981) and thus positions, offices, rewards and punishments etc. are seen as tighdy coupled
through an authority mechanism (Weick1976, p4). I think that it is fair to say that there has
been an sub-text of regarding tight coupling in these areas as something good and desirable
leading to benefits of efficiency (re Miles and Snow 1984).
The later discussion of the properties of the cross-border firm has brought with it
elements of loose coupling and occasional propositions that the cross-border firm should
indeed be seen as loosely coupled (e.g. Hedlund and Rolander 1990). Often the propositions
give a contradictory image (e.g. Bartlett 1986) seemingly reflecting well publicized advice for

"simultaneous loose-tightproperties" (peters and Waterman 1982, Johnson 1987). This latter use
of loose coupling as a dialectic rather than unidimensional characterization of an
organization is an important part in the use of the concept (Orton and Weick 1990).
Loose coupling also applies to the organizations boundaries and to its external relationships.
The line between outer and inner context may be drawn where the corporate management
may have an influence or not. Inner contextual factors, such as the production system, may
be changed through intra-company decisions, whereas outer contextual factors, such as
government policies, are in principle not under the influence of the firm's management.
The focus of what I have labeled management systems is on the inner life of the firm.
Perhaps one could argue that management systems are the ways in which the management
influences behavior in an organization that is under its jurisdiction. In this context, it may
be noted that Swedish law regards the board of directors and the managing director as
responsible for all activities of the firm, implying a rationalistic view of the firm 104.
Ownership is one important delimitation line, in that the management has a right to alter
the structuring of work or change management processes in owned firms and subsidiaries
(subject to the legitimacy it can claim vis-a-vis individual employees, labor unions etc.).
Delegation of responsibility and authority to incorporated product companies and market
companies may be seen as an important aspect of the management system. I have basically
used property rights as the limit of the extent of management influence. Operationally, with

"" "Styrelsen svarar for bolagets organisation och fOrvaltningen av bolagets angeJagenheter. Finnes
verkstiillande direktor, skall han handha den lopande forvaltningen enligt riktlinjer och anvisningar som
styrelsen meddelar. Verkstallande direktor

rar diirjamte utan styrelsens bemyndigande vidtaga atgiirder som

med hiinsyn till omfattningen och arten av bolagets verksamhet

ar av

osedvanlig beskaffenhet eller stor

betydelse, om styrelsens beslut ej kan avvaktas utan vasentlig oliigenhet for bolagets verksamhet. I sadant fall
ska styrelsen sa snart mojligt underrittas om at:giirden." (ABL 8 kap, paragraf 6, fcirsta styeket).
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a managerial perspective on the research issues, the parent company's board of directors is
considered as context, while the corporate management committee is part of the
management systems.
Property rights, and the ensuing delimitation of firm from environment, is a
simplyfication and simplified assumption of the firms relation to its environment Also
within a rational line of argument, there are several areas where the boundary is fluid, for
example when competitive conditions may be influenced by a dominant actor on the
market; a situation amply discussed by scholars using an industrial organization framework.
Scholars of industrial networks have described situations where ownership may be of less
importance for competitive strength than the links in the network, i.e, long-term relations
with actors outside the firm's limits in a traditional sense (e.g Hagg and Johansson, ed.
1982, Hakansson, ed. 1982, Hammarkvist et al 1982). From a social phsychological
perspective environments have been seen as enacted (Weick 1979). Later, the multinational
firm has been discussed as being in a rather symbiotic relationship with its environment
(Hedlund and Rolander 1990, pp22). Hedlund and Rolander (1990) propose a relationship
between the firm and environment which is distinctly different from the structural
framework employed for example in structural contingency theory. Instead the
heterarchical firm is structured in order to utilize the symbiotic potential in the
environment The environment is largely created by the firm. Reference is made to the
notion of enactment (Weick 1979) and the parallel is rather unambiguous although
Hedlund and Rolander (1990) in reference to the enactment principle stress the creation of
environments.
Organizational activities may be loosely coupled over time. Change in the embedded
various analytical categories may require more or less time. With control as effect, the
control effect of various change activities varies. For example, a change in reporting
requirements on a non-domestic unit has relatively immediate effect on the information
flow. A replacement of local managing director of a unit has a longer effect period, whereas
the name of the company - for example the Laval in our company - may provide a cultural
signal, a link to the foundation of the firm a hundred years away.

Loose coupling and gradual change processes

An assumption of loose coupling paves the way for a conceptualization of an gradual
transformation process and distinct organization form. It may be a way to reconcile the
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good arguments for structural form and the preoccupation with form in the research field,
with the gradual nature of ttansfonnational change observed empirically.
A number of points in Weicks (1976) discussion of functions and dysfunctions ofloose
coupling are concerned with how the organization faces and behaves with respect to
change and may be reinterpreted in the light of a change of an international finn from a
multinational to a cross-border orientation.
Evolutionary change may be ordered in phases where change occurs in certain aspects of
the finn and other parts not immediately affected. Loosely coupled systems have a
property that Weick (1976) labels "selective perpetuation", i.e. not all parts of the organization
need to change at the same time. This property allows for phases in the ttansfonnation
process. On the other hand, loose coupling as such "is notselective in what is beingperpetuated"
(Weick 1976, p7), and archaic as well as innovative activities may be selected for. National
considerations may prevail in parts of the finn when other parts move towards crossborder integration. This property also allows for a political struggle between local and
global centers of interest within the finn.
Loose coupling allows for variation in the nature of the change in terms of scope, speed
and type of solution sought across levels of the finn. There is considerable room for selfdetermination by organizational actors. One reason behind this is that the loosely coupled
system potentially could retain a greater number of "mutations andnovel solutions" (Weick 1976,
p8) than would be the case with a tightly coupled system.
Globalization of the multinational finn may be seen as the finn's response to a broad
environmental change pattern. Possibly, loosely coupled organizations get selected for in a
period of externally generated turmoil, The loosely coupled system is geared towards
localized adaptation and learning, which combined with the earlier points indicate a
possible incremental pattern of more or less coupled individual response on many levels.
If the multinational finn is loosely coupled not only internally but also extemally, it may
be relatively insensitive to environmental forces as a whole or in parts. This may explain
why some Swedish multinationals where found to retain a presumed archaic motherdaughter form (Franko 1976) longer than foreshadowed (Leksell1981, Hedlund and

Aman

1984) and getting away with it. Varying external coupling may also explain differences in
'globalization tempo' between product divisions.

Divergence and convergence in the transformative cross-border integration process
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With the basic quality of the change process argued to be evolutionary, under conditions
of loose coupling, we may go further and in greater detail discuss the order within the
process of transforming international management in the established MNC. This will,
somewhat extensively, be presented as a condensed narrative for the cross-border
integration process of Alfa-Laval. The process is identified as a cycle of divergence and
convergence, where the finn during the divergence increases its range of activities towards
a mid point of significant internal structural complexity, followed by a period of
convergence towards a new organizational structural configuration. Whereas the first half
of the period formed a credible alternative to the national orientation, the second,
convergence period, the earlier nationally oriented elements of international management
was graduallyphased out and a coherent theme of cross-border orientation instituted.
This piece is largely inductive, but on the grounds of a set of important theoretical
influences. The first is the above covered concept of loose coupling. Another important
piece was the propositions and studies by Charles Fombrun (1986, 1989) that a process of
convergence of varying alternative elements over time produces an organizational
configuration. If we let ourselves be convinced of the arguments of a convergence process,
then it is logical that for the already established finn with an inherited configuration to need
to go through a period of divergence in order to furnish the material from which to
converge. Hence, a cycle of divergence and convergence could complete the transformative
cross-border integration.
The mutual processes of divergence and convergence may be amplified to include the
change intensity in a definition of phases. As such, it is a definition of 'managerial' phases
in terms of the managerial issues that seems predominant. This has little effect when
discussing the divergence phase, but all the more on the process of convergence. This piece
is in a sense summing up much of the earlier discussion on the developments, proposing
an overall pattern of change for the transformation process. Ultimately, this piece is about
finding a rhythm of change and the shifting momentum or pace of the process.

Divergence, convergence andphases ojchange intensity inAtfa-Laval
From the early years of the 20th century until the late 1960s, the international
management structure of Alfa-Laval remained focused on the national foreign subsidiaries.
I identified a series of events around 1970 that I called departures. Product sectors were
introduced in 1968, whereby the parent company left the near-century-old functional
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organization; the functional managers left and from 1971 the parent company managing
director Hans Stahle had in Harry Faulkner a deputy who shared responsibility for foreign
subsidiaries; concentration to the core businesses continued with divestment of unrelated
activities, for example, in 1969 the car body manufacturing in Olofstr6m was sold; with the
Danish acquisitions, some non-domestic production units had come under divisional rule;
with the ERM in 1970, a new administrative package intended to be internationally
standardized had been introduced. With hindsight, and however disconnected, partial or
limited in scope these reforms might have seen at the time, the changes together
represented major steps away from historical practice and from the pervasive national
orientation.
Four phases are distinguishable in the transformation process of Alfa-Laval:
- divergence,

1968 -1979;

- the matrix pendulum, 1979 -1984;
- catharsis

1984 - 1986;

- reconfiguration

1986 - 1988.

With a series of changes around 1970, a process of divergence had begunl0S. The
coherence of the nationally responsive orientation gave way during the 1970s to a situation
with several competing claims on the firm's future.
From the initial departures, the 1970s was a decade of different development lines. It was
a decade of increasing centralization to the parent compa'!Y, in terms of head office and
managing director. We must remember that all the activities in Sweden at this point in time
were part of the parent company. It was not until the early 1980s that the product divisions
were legally separated from the parent company, and still later that the Swedish market
activities organizationally were separated from the parent company. Symbolically the
decade started with the adoption of the Greek alfa logotype, added to the Alfa-Laval name

11l5AlthOugh a cross-border orientation is not a virus, the medical term in&llbation may be an apt
description of the events during the 19705. It was used by Doz and PrahaIad (1987) in the definition of the
first phase in the cross-border transformation. It fruitfully captures the image of new ideas and practices

growing and taking hold in the background, perhaps underground This was partially the case in Alfa-Laval
AB. But rather than growing underground and suddenly breaking out, the cross-border notions in AlfaLaval AB emerged rather visibly as contesting the old structure. Eventually several power bases were
distinguishable, which is why divergence captures the processes more aptly.
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introduced in 1963, and with the explicit intent of unifying the internationally dispersed
activities of the firm. International administrative standardization, with the obvious
beneficiaryin the parent company, was introduced from 1970 as a result of adoption and
evolution of the ERM package. Theintroduction in 1974 of the early monthly, so called
GROSP short economic reports from subsidiaries to parent company is an example of the
developments. The parent company also augmented its capacity for central data processing,
with successive investments in computer mainframe capacity. Administratively, the firm
was treated as one business with increasing uniformity - not always recognizing the
growing complexity of the businesses. The parent company in Tumba built central staffs
ranging from technology via marketing to long-range planning and business development
Tumba peaked in size in the late 1970s, with more than 10 per cent of the firm's total
number of employees in the area. The European companies seem to have been first
affected by the changes while the US Lavalco lagged behind and possibly retained a greater
autonomy vis-a-vis the Swedish parent company. The parent company organization
structure increasingly exhibited a reflection of the rising product diversification, complexity
and varying control needs, while means of international integration - administrative - were
centralized, formalized and standardized.
Meanwhile the product divisions were being formed. During the decade of the 1970s, they
were part of the parent company, and in retrospect a vehicle for gaining and centralizing
product control, they were largely the result of the systems design strategy and the ensuing
need for competence in new areas: production systems design - Food & Dairy, definition
of applications - Marine and Power, electronic systems control - Automation. Production
was increasingly under divisional control. Over the decade, the divisions consolidated and
built managerial capacity, including staffs. From the early examples of factories that were
brought into the new format, found in Denmark in the early 1970s, the international
production was rationalized towards high value-added items, with the closing down of for
example cooling tank production - a production that had been essentially local. In 1978, a
set of predominantly domestic product divisions were formed that ultimately were to
become the business areas as a result of the 1986 reorganization.
The fairly dramatic organizational changes of the Swedish domestic activities in the
parent company, did not initially change or interfere with the foreign subsidiary structure, nor
its role as primary vehicle for conducting and expanding international business. On the
contrary, the subsidiaries in fact consolidated themselves during the 1970s. Managing
director Hans Stahle officially acknowledged that the subsidiary structure was a strong
marketing organization for the future of the company's broadening product range. The
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national companies absorbed the initial expansion of systems, organized local food systems
departments with locally employed systems designers, and in general had some very good
years in the 1970s. The foreign subsidairies manifested their national impregnancy in a
series of national head office buildingsin the late 1970s.
As a consequence of the divergence over the 1970s, an interesting point of tension arose
towards 1980 with the national principle riding side by side with the cross-border product
management ideas. The traditional foreign subsidiaries were carrying the national principle,
while the formed product divisions were advocates of a cross-border orientation. Three
power structures were in place; the strengthened parent company, the formed product
divisions and the consolidated national foreign subsidiaries, all with partially conflicting
claims on the company's future. In retrospect, it is like the cliche 'this town is not big
enough for the three of us'. The 1980s was to see a resolution of the conflicts through the
extended process of convergence to a cross-border configuration.

DIVERGENCE

1980

Figure 11.1. The transformation process of Alfa-Laval as a cycle of divergence and
convergence.
Following the business group reorganization in 1979 and the changes of managerial
positions in 1980, a convergence had begun. The first years from 1979 to 1984 may be
contained in the epithet of matrixpendulum. During this period of time, the complexity
of the nature of the business was matched by a complexity of the operating relationships
and of the administration alike. Contradictions are not difficult

to

find but on a more

profound level these are reflections of the divergence period and the options generated.
Although a period of facing uncertainty, it was also a period of decentralized sorting out of
tensions, of a continuous minor step -swing from national to cross-border product
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dominance, and, possibly somewhat surprisingly, initially very good profitability (which
however at least partially can be attributed to devaluation gains). Although product-country
matrices were installed, the reorganization in 1979 may be interpreted as bringing the first
signs of a new convergence. The package of changes included the first formal demands for
uniform internal organization in the foreign subsidiaries. From that point on, a succession
of changes allowed the product divisions to gain access into administrative routines and
information flows, into the local operations and to rationalize and restructure the
operations on a cross-border basis. That converging process was terminated around 1988,
and thereby an extended organizational transformation ended.
In 1979-80 there was a possibly significant shift in several management positrons:
chairman, MD, the 'new' Industry Group manager, financial manager, technology manager.
The parent company management team was reformed - the VL 'Verkstiillande Ledning',
had grown into a committee with functional and product managers present, and with a
distributed responsibility for national company matters in the 'governor' structure.
The local-global matrix installed in 1979 may serve as a symbol of the period. Both
product and local control was brought to bear on issues, with the parent company as
arbiter. The complexity of the business structure, amplified in the managerial structures, is
reflected in the complexity of international management and the structure of the firm. As
of the business group reorganization, there were many formal organizational levels
including two double-tier divisions with intended global scope. Organizational complexity
was matched by administrative complexity where the parent company staffs had devised a
complex goal configuration for the foreign subsidiaries. A centerpiece of this construction
was to counteract upstream-downstream adversities through the so-called credit-back
system.
The national companies, now mixed market companies

(MMq

approached the parent

company through a so-called "governor". Despite the global orientation of the business
groups, the MMC manager should be regarded as "king of the country".
The 1979 reform meant that Agri moved formally towards stand-alone status, which it
already to an extent had enjoyed. A foreign subsidiary manager blandly commented that:

''Agn' was alw'!Ys a different world". 1979 was not in personnel terms as dramatic as it formally
seemed. The importance was that for the first time, the international management structure
was included in the plans.
Although these years exhibit contradictions, it is important to restate that the roles in the
matrix shift throughout the existence of this organizational format. Over the period, the
domestic organization in a sense was straightened out and the divisions achieve a greater
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influence. Several decisions, adjustments and events over these years contributed to the
swing from national to product dominance. Decentralization of information systems led to
incompatible order handling systems. The incorporation of the industrial product divisions
and Agri in 1983 gave the product divisional managers the same tide of managing director
as their local counterparts.
The parent company puts some distance between itself and the divisions - legally,
organizationally and physically - and emerges as a corporate office rather than the
traditional parent company. Still however, a corporate all-Alfa idea was manifested in
Harry's little blue cultural project of 1984.
The international organization was still in-between. There were significant differences
between the divisions: some worked within the existing structure towards international
coordination, for example Agri and Thermal. In the course of the entire transformation
period, several company-wide structural forms were tried, not the least in the international
matrix of the early 1980s. In this context Franko's judgement seems quite prophetic when
he comments upon the matrix as "not a terminal structuralparagon but a wt!Y station" (Franko
1976) towards another "sleeker" form of international management In Alfa-Laval, the
international matrix was not the final solution to managing its international operations.
Somewhat paradoxically, the earlypart of the 1980s furnished some 'record years' for the
firm's consolidated earnings. Possibly these were the result of rationalizations and
devaluations of the Swedish krona, rather than of a focus of the organization. The
profitability levels may also have clouded underlying issues. Over these years, many small
changes and a shift towards cross-border resolution occurred, but the underlying and
inherent complexities, conflicts and contradictions were not clearlyresolved.
Perhaps the company needed a triggering event to come through. Profitability
plummeted in 1984, and the profitability problems acted as a catalyst and began a sort of

catharsis - a purifying bath, and the height of the Greek drama. The period lasted from
the crash of May 1984 to the declaration of the new, now corporate global product
divisionalizedorganization in 1986.
In late spring 1984 Agri as well as tum-key projects crashed and brought the
consolidated profitability to an unexpected low. Nine months earlier, the firm had
introduced the Alfa-Laval shares on the London stock exchange and it was in the
international limelight that the share price plunged. Taking advantage of the price level was
investor Fredrik Lundberg, who bought a substantial share in the Wallenberg stronghold
Alfa-Laval. The company now had two almost equal owners. In less than a year, Alfa-Laval
management went from record profitability, international stock market introduction and
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London spotlight to partial crisis, internal structural issues, media rallies and meeting a new,
portfolio investing owner in the board-room.
Undoubtedly, the crash of 1984 brought with it a remaking of existing business and
managerial practice. The long-standing internal product development practice gave way to
the acquisitions program. The value-adding chains of core components were restructured,
and from 1985 and onwards, a series of changes in the management systems rapidly moved
the firm towards a cross-border configuration. Still, the effect of the catharsis was an
acceleration of ongoing change patterns, rather than a departure in a different direction.
The bath washed out the last remains of the national orientation.
With what in retrospect seems like a new meaning and energy, a period of
reconfiguration took place in 1986 - 1988. Following the period of rethinking, a series or
a package of quick changes ensued. The visibilityof product divisions had increased. They
became business areas and given business strategy responsibility. Acquisitions decisions
were delegated to the business areas which exercised the possibility to the full. Thus the
diversification practice of the firm changed from constrained to linked which from 1986
and during the rest of the decade led to new and related technologies, brought to the firm
new products and markets, new and internationally dispersed centers of competence and to
new competitive arenas. The parent company evolved rapidly into a corporate office, more
detached from operations than earlier. The "quasi-board" meetings between corporate- and
business area-management were established. New periodical reporting practices were
introduced using telecom technology.
International reorientation: divisions assumed formal international responsibility and
successively formed dedicated market companies. The acquisitions often circumvented the
old market company structure. There was a continued and accelerated split of national
MMCs into divisional dedicated market companies. The lions share of sales came under
direct control of the business areas. Essentially, the yearly budgets in the remaining MMCs
were 'pasted' together from the various local business area budgets by 1988. In 1987,
international division company culture projects were visible, quite contrary to the corporate
wide 'little blue' booklet of 1984. Functional separation accelerated the employment of
logistics companies. The organization of holding companies in 1987 created a 'symmetrical'
legal structure followed by operational goals and performance measures. The parent
company technology staff disappeared in 1989 - a change in the old high-tech firm that
should be emphasized as a very clear break with the firm's past.
Through a long and ordered transformative process, the erstwhile national orientation of
the firm was replaced with a pervasive cross-border orientation.
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A discussion on divergence and convergence
A strategic change process may not be messy, undecipherable and chaotic. Nor is it
necessarily a homogeneous process in the sense that all aspects of the firm change in
parallel. All aspects of the firm may not be in a ''jlurry''106 at the same time. There may be an
order in the change process, especially in an extended one. The transformation process of
international management in Alfa-Laval is such an extended change process where an order
is discernible.
A process of organizational divergence is a process away from something, away from a
coherent organizational configuration. On one level, it is a period of increasing confusion.
It is the deconstruction of an organizational configuration. Inconsistencies and anomalies

develop and the theme becomes unfocused. The organizational form is un-formed, while a
new has yet to emerge. In the case of Alfa-Laval, a few key events and decisions around
1970 drove the firm from the typecast nationally oriented structure with parent company
and foreign subsidiaries as the main protagonists. Elements of a different, across-border
nature were entering. The development did not immediately lead towards a new
configuration but presented both new foci and structural inconsistencies. The new
orientation had to find its organizational form and clout in order

to

challenge the

previously existing one. A new type of office, the output-oriented product division, was
created and defined, and a series of product divisions were formed and reformed during
the 1970s. The developments over the decade went on along several contradictory, i.e.
diverging, lines. Not only were the product divisions built up, but also the foreign
subsidiaries and the parent company head office.
Rather than seeing the period as one of bewilderment, I see the interpretation to bring
forth as one of developments focused around building alternatives to the inherited national
orientation. The key process was one of building strategic and organizational options. In
parallel with 'the national, local units that remained in operation throughout the divergence
period over the 1970s, a capacity to effectivelymanage cross-border issues was built in the
form of product divisions. A third alternative line was the significant powers centered
around the parent company, even physically in Tumba, and as the partially unrelated
systems design operations. As a result the company had built a significant repertoire of
IfI6Recall Miller and Mintzberg's (1983) discussion of the nature of change as a ttansition in the quantwn
perspective on organizations.
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options over a ten year period, where the major set was the possibilities of the cross-border
capabilities.
The 1986 shift in business development patter in Alfa-Laval was more a release than an
example of instigated change. The corporate management did not have to implement the
separate Business Area strategies and acquisitions programs in any classic sense. The
Business Areas were themselves driving the business development, with corporate
m~agement

coordinating and providing the conditions for successful business

development.
There is a 'visible hand' in the Alfa-Laval case, evident in how control was centralized.
First, the ethnocentric backlash succesively put more native Swedes in central decision
making positions from the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s. The new management cadre of
divisional managers was almost exclusively Swedish, while the earlier top management
group consisting of foreign subsidiary managers de facto was marginalized. Key
restructuring work in foreign subsidiaries in the 1980s was carried out by native Swedes
(e.g. Ragnar Beyer in the US, Bjorn Fagerstrom in the UK). Second, the technological
initiative had shifted back to Swedish units and made the foreign subsidairies dependent on
the parent company. Third, administrative reforms such as the internationally standardized
management information systems package of the ERM, introduced in 1970, coupled with
demands for standardized organization structures increased the transparency and corporate
managements power. The early to mid 1980s reformed and centralized financial control
intruments including international coordination through internal bank. and central treasury
added to the corporate managers tools. Sketchingly summarized, the developments
provided increasing technological, administrative as well as ethnic centralization from the
mid 1970s through the mid 1980s. There is, interestingly, a sharp break in this line of
development from 1986. With the Business Area reform came a new decentralization of
technological initiative and a sharp increase in non-Swedish managers in what I have called
a partial or decentral geocentrism. Although the operative responsibility was decentralized,
that operative responsibility was separated from financial items in 1988 and through
national holding companies the financial centralization was reinforced.
The processes of divergence and convergence need not be discreet, but overlapping. In
fact, the process of convergence may well be seen as starting with the first signs of a
divergence. In the case of Alfa-Laval, the indicator of a divergence - the formation of
sectors in the parent company - is of course the seed from which the new organizational
theme would grow, and as such could possibly be interpreted as the very beginning of the
convergence. However, the product sectors at this point in time - 1968 - was rather an
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anomaly in an overwhelmingly national orientation, not the sign of a convergence. Instead
the divergence continued throughout the 1970s, with increasing contestation between
national and product prioritizations. With the full line of product divisions formed in 1978,
there had emerged one organizational actor owning the technology, and one still in control
of the markets, with overlapping and conflicting interests in a number of activities. The
response to this situation became the business group organization of 1979, which
incorporated a product/country matrix within the business groups.
The second half of the transformation period was a period of convergence. A period of
convergence is a period of forming a configuration, a period of structuring. The first phase
of the convergence was the period with an international matrix. The matrix was a
temporary solution and a process. The matrix allowed for decentralized fora for working
out global-local conflicts of interest It was never a stable

5~50

partition of influence, but

is best seen as a pendulum slowly swinging over from national dominance to cross-border
dominance.

Catharsis, crisis andtriggers
What drives the transformation as a whole? What shapes the process of the
transformation? Does the change process shape the outcome? An issue with bearing on the
Alfa-Laval case is what causes the transformation to begin. Does it take a crisis, where the
organization as a whole is theatened? If not, what triggered the transformation? Gersick
(1991) spends some energy on the issue from a punctuated equilibrium perspective, with
the ultimate and rather elegant formulation being that the resilient system runs up against

".. .pui:</es thatthe paradigm was never equipped to solve" (Gersick 1991, p21). The sources of this
development, says Gersick (1991), can be manifold, but internal as well as external. The
internal or external shifts create the need, but is still not sufficient as an explanation.
Gersick's (1991) discussion of the start revolves around the idea of a systems failure, where
the failures of the present are substantial enough to produce the energy required to break
the systems inertia.
Applying, somewhat speculatively, the discussion to Alfa-Laval, and thus to a context of
large-scale change in a big and complex organizational entity, we may see 'globalization' as
a greatly unknown phenomenon clearly outside of the once pervasive nationally oriented
structure. And, not only are the puzzles difficult to solve, they are unidentifiable.
Furthermore, once identified somewhere in the organization, even the identification and
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formulation of the issue are likely to be opposed. Merely putting a systems-threatening
issue of the magnitude that 'globalization' was to the established MNC on the agenda was
likely to be opposed. A related issue is where change would come from within the firm.
Vemon (1979) made some very insightful remarks of a cognitive-political perspective in
arguing that the impetus of change in the form of the globalization of the established MNC
can never come from the foreign subsidiaries. They have neither the perspective nor
benefits to reap from the process.
In the case of Alfa-Laval, the transformation began to be manifested almost

imperceptibly, by practical, day to day issues. A reorganization within the parent company,
a single organizational reallocation of an acquired company, etc., provided the first steps,
followed by mundane processes of inventory rationalization and capital turnover
calculations. During this period, the earlier international management structure was intact.

A process of divergence makes managerial sense in the form of a risk reduction when
facing uncertainty. One of the challenges for executive management is to maintain shortterm efficiency and results while simultaneously providing conditions for change. Malnight
(1996) argues in the Citibank study that each step in the process maintained short-term
alignment and short-term efficiencies. Extending that argument, the managers may be seen
as muddling through (Iindblom 1959), and quite conservatively avoiding risks by attending
to immediate inefficiencies, restoring short-term efficiency. The situation for Alfa-Laval
around 1970 was one of great reliance on the traditional structure, but of great uncertainty
when it came to the possibilities of the product 'sectors', turned divisions.
This form of change process also makes space and time for building relevant and
pertinent competence. - specifically, to train and build a cross-border management
capability.
The crash of '84' must be interpreted in this context. Although the firm on a corporate
level never exhibited a loss, the events of 1984 nevertheless 'certainly qualify as a crisis.
With the sales of Agri coming to a near standstill from the month of May and the effects
reverberating throughout the firm, it was a serious situation. But in the course of
developments, it is more aptly called a precipitating event rather than a crisis. The 1984
events provided the ultimate driving force for shedding the last remains of the national
organizations, and functioned as a trigger. The events did not throw the firm into another
direction of development, but speeded up a process already under way. It also led to a
fundamental selection process, where the global product divisions became the dominant
route forward and other activities were formally opted out. The process now became
explicit, whereas the changes within the matrix format of the early 1980s had been implicit
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or taken place under a veil. Formal decisions to make cross-border integration the only
route forward were taken. Thus the partially emergent strategic shift now became public,
explicit and formal.

An evolutionary globalization process
A fundamental research issue of the study concerns the nature of the transformation
process. The emerging characterization of the transformation process can now be stated.
The transformation process perspective generates several questions regarding the nature of
the change process: what is the scope of the transformation? How do we define the
beginning and end of the process? How long may the process be? What is the nature of the
transformation process: are there identifiable phases in the change? Are there other ways of
seeking order in the change? Are there iterative elements? The aim of this piece is to
summarize observations so far.
It is a transformation process that is lodged in thelong-term development of thefirm. The crossborder transformation process grew out of the history of the firm. The biographical, longterm outlook showed that the firm adhered well to the fundamental development model,
but with a different timing of events. The placement in time, the nature of the
transformation process as well as the extended temporal scope must be seen from the
perspective of the history and characteristics of the firm to be understandable.
The cross-border integration was a long process of change. The temporal scope of the
transformation process was 20 years in duration, with identifiable, although judgemental,
beginning and ending points. A fundamental change in the international organization of
firms requires a considerable period of time.
The transformation process was, as a whole, relatively ordered, with distinguishable phases
of varying change intensity. It was not a disruptive or discontinuous process or chaotic process
over the long haul. This is not saying that there were not trying episodes for the people
involved, nor saying that the order present in this ex post version of the story was visible at
the time, from the inside. The most fundamental point regarding the nature of the crossborder integration process of Alfa-Laval is the rycle of divergence and convergence that envelops
the change process. The divergence phase provided a greater range of options for the firm.
Specifically, a cross-border management and operations capability emerged in the form of
product divisions, alongside the national foreign subsidiaries that remained formally
unscathed all through the 1970s. A third range of options was provided around the
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growing centralized power of the Swedish parent company. The period of convergence as a
whole provided a process of focusing on the new dominant organizational theme which
was to be the cross-border integrated activities of the product divisions. The convergence
period may be delineated into three phases: the matrix pendulum 1979-1984, catharsis
1984-1986, reconfiguration 1986-1988.
The change process was ongoing and more or less continuous. The Alfa-Laval case shows
a great number of almost continuous changes in the management systems from the end of
the 1970s, to 1990. Possibly one could argue that the changes towards cross-border
operations and management were accelerating through the period studied
As a whole, the transformation process should be seen as incremental, the changes
gradually reached further into more and more aspects of the mode of intemational
organization. From a role of being almost the equal to the parent company, an affiliated-,
semi-autonomous company, headed by a generalist, the foreign subsidiary bit by bit lost
control over technology development and value-adding activities, which instead became
coordinated on a cross-border basis. One may argue that the development of a firms
structure and management systems should generally be seen as a continuous development,
rather than as a stepwise function. This work points at the continuous nature of firms'
change; the constant of change. Similarly, Doz and Prahalad (1987) argue that the crossborder 'redirection' takes place in a series of relatively minor steps, and not through rapid
comprehensive restructuring. There is an additive, or rather, iterative, element to the change
process in that many fields of activity were the focus of recurring cycles of restructuring
and change, e.g. the production facility structure.
The transformation process should well be seen as composed of multi-Iqyered processes;
multi-layered processes that together make up the whole transformation process of the
firm There is significant variation in character between the multi-layered processes. Both the
scope and the nature of the process of change vary by element of the management systems.
For example, the timing of the change varies by product/market area, the timing of change
varies by broad categories of systems, and the length of change period varies depending of
which aspect of the firm one studies. Both the scope and the nature of the process of
change vary by element of the management systems. The transformation was achieved
conserving and building intemal management capacity in the parent company and
divisions, while significant rotation was made of managers among foreign subsidiaries. Any
one change sequenced along a conceptual track can fruitfully be understood as contextualfy

embedded Changes in any specific management system element should be seen in interplay
with the context; as contextually determined. For example, informal change preceded
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change to formal aspects of the management systems, change to basic production
processes preceded the formal change to the international role.
Another interpretation one may offer is that the process was largely emergent (Mintzberg
1978),rather than the result of intent or a plan.
With the elements stated, an overall characterization of the process of transformation of
the international management of Alfa-Laval is that it was an evolutionary change process:
long, ordered, layered, incremental, iterative, additive. The revolution in content was
achieved by an evolutionary change process.

Summary

This chapter approached the wanting logic of a gradual transformation process.
Specifically, it was triggered by a structural issue that emanated from the earlier punctuated
equilibrium-driven reading of the narrative: the nature of the Alfa-Laval cross-border
transformation process was very difficult to make sense of with a 'quantum' assumption of
tight coupling. It was difficult to reconcile the quantum view on organizational form and
the long and ordered processes generated from the empirical material - Alfa-Laval as well
as secondary material. The change patterns inferred point to an evolutionary change
process. Radical change in the content of international management was the result of an
evolutionary change process.
The initial drive of this chapter was to return to issues of 'the degree of
interconnectedness' of organizational elements in order to establish an alternative
viewpoint as regards form and change. The degree of interconnectedness between
organizational elements was identified as the possible source of the argumentative
differences, and the concept of loose coupling was studied as a source of reconciliation.
An assumption of loose coupling, structurally and over time, allowed for the
transformation pattern identified. Loose coupling allows for such things as selective and
varying response to change pressures, partial inertia, and multi-layered, contextually
embedded and very local change patterns. As a consequence, loose coupling is an essentialpart

in making sense of the traniformation process inA/a-Laval.
Additional pieces of theory on the formation of form through a period of convergence
(Fombrun 1986, 1989) was brought in and led to a discussion of the changeprocess as a fYcle of

divergence andconvergence, withphases ofdifferent change intensi!J.
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In this chapter, I have argued that the revolutionary period of a cross-border integration
may be long and ordered, multi-layered and iterative. It is an evolutionary process. This
observation is not only of the Alfa-Laval material but holds for a broader empirical base of
case studies. I have argued that the nature of the change process may be seen as a cycle of
divergence and convergence. The divergence is aperiod of creation

of strategic options for

the firm,

and the convergence a period of selection and retention. Through such a process, the
organization can, first, in relative calm create the potential for a different future structure.
Subsequently, the new structure may be selected for in a process that depends both on
decentralized decision-making and centralized broader, and more visible, actions. It may be
necessary in the course of the process to break inertia through a triggering event, such as a
minor crisis situation. Eventually, the remains of the old structure are phased out and new
elements introduced in a conclusion of the divergence and convergence cycle.
With the pieces of theory brought in, a logic for the evolutionary transformation of
international management in the established MNC was emerging. A certain coherence
between form (loosely coupled) and change process (evolutionary) was attained. However,
I felt a need to solidify the conceptual base. The next chapter will look into organizational
evolution theory.
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Chapter 12
THE TRANSFORMATION;
AN ORGANIZATIONAL EVOLUTION PERSPECTIVE

Evolution as borrowed metaphor; an organizational evolutionperspective onAIfa-Laval; summary
In the previous chapter, based on an import of theory and a new reading of the narrated
account of the cross-border integration process of international management in Alfa-Laval,
the process of transforming international management in the established MNC was
conceptualized. Theoretically, the implications of the loose coupling metaphor provided a
reconceptualization of the 'degree of interconnectedness' between structural elements, and
a view of the making of the international management form as a process of convergence
opened up for a revision of the transformation change process. Loose coupling allows for
iterative, partial, local and varying change processes to interaet in the production of an
incremental, gradual change. The production of structure through a period of convergence
allows for a conceptualization of a transformation process as a cycle of divergence and
convergence. With these specifications, I argued that the transformation of international
management in the :MNC may be characterized as an evolutionary change process. The
radical change in content may be produced through an extended evolutionary change
process.
In order to ameliorate the understanding of the evolutionary logic, or the mechanisms
(Clark 1999, Tsoukas 1994) of the observed and now conceptualized transfonnative
change process, an organizational evolution theory perspective will be applied in this
chapter. Based on that perspective, the Alfa-Laval text will again be read and conclusions
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drawn concerning the process of transforming international management in the established
MNC.

Evolution as borrowed metaphor
There are some hazards with informing ourselves through the use of analogy. In this
case, the analogy of 'evolution' is imported from biology in our attempt to formulate a
position on the transformative change of the socio-cultural system of international
management.
One way of formulating the hazard is that the analogy may be made by either importing
a model or importing a metaphor. Using a model, we would import the model as it is,
employing the analogy directly, disregarding any variation in the assumptions underlying
the model in diverse fields. We "consciousfy and ~stematical!J appfy the explanation

of one series of

events to another very different series of events... " (penrose 1953, p807) One recently popularized
example of such use of analogy is the arguments that leaders in traditional industry should
import the managerial mode of the theater world as a model (pine and Gilmore 1999), in
order to be better producers of immaterial value. Another example, perhaps more pertinent
to this discussion, is the field of population ecology (Hannan and Freeman 1977) where
populations of organizations are studied through the use of concepts from biology, for
example in 'birth and death' frequency counts (e.g, Pennings 1988). In an early brilliant
critique of this way of directly importing biological analogy, Edith Penrose (1953), argues
initially for the relativelyobvious that there is no 'natural' death cause among organizations.
Consequently, she argues against uncritical use in organizational studies of the 'life-cycle'
biological analogy. A realist position bars against uncritical transfer of models across fields
of knowledge, based on the different ontologies involved (Oark 1999).
I prefer the use of the biological analogy of 'evolution' as a metaphor. Metaphor is here
used as a device for framing our seeing (e.g. Morgan 1986), gaining insight from the
likeness of things, but not implying the sameness of things. The notion of a metaphor
brings a more creative stance, but also, similarly to the metaphorical notion of loose
coupling, the need to qualify our use of the term evolution; as a metaphor the term risks
becoming relatively empty, non committed and not 'testable'. However, a metaphor is not
only"... used to add apicturesque note to an otherwise duD anafysis... " (penrose 1953, p807), but a
means to understand one element in terms of another (Morgan 1986, p13). It implies a way
of thinking and seeing,while being admittedlypartial. Evolution in social systems is distinct
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from that of biological systems, but the study of social systems may be inspired by the
biological analogy.

Applicability
With a reading from biology, the research issue of this study becomes the process of
development of a new 'species' where the 'species' is a new mode of international
management, found in an organizational form with the underlying organizational principle
of cross-border integration. The key issue of interest is how this new form develops. On
the firm level, the issue is one of adaptation to new circumstances, while the unit of
selection is the intra-firm mode of international management.
Organizational evolution in the generalized form of organization ecology (Hannan and
Freeman 1989), is a wide notion that covers areas significandy beyond the research issues
here (e.g. Baum and Singh 1994, Baum and McKelvey 1999). Widely held, March (1994)
concludes that the research on organizational evolution has moved from output
conceptions to process conceptions, where conceptions of evolutionary processes as
efficient have turned to discussing their inefficiencies, and from history prediction to
history engineering.
Starting with population ecology, a discontinuous environmental change is argued to
present pressures for change (Hannan and Freeman 1977, 1989). With the organizational
form as predominantly inert (Hannan and Freeman 1989) the primary level of adaptation
to new circumstances lies at the population level and makes the population level the target
for studies. The existing range of forms are adapted to the existing circumstance of the
business environment and the most likely response is selection by 'death'. The alternative
forms adapted to new environmental circumstances is likely to arrive by newcomers
(Hannan and Freeman 1989).
The alternative to population level selection is adaptation on the level of the singular firm
(Hannan and Freeman 1977, 1989).The critical assumption here is that the firm does have
the capacity to change through an internal process. Through the internal adaptation the
firm is transformed to an alignment with the new environmental conditions. The issue of
this thesis is the nature of this internal transformational process of change. I have oudined
two basic options. The first option is the revolutionary punctuation change where the firm
quickly and dramaticallygoes through a discontinuous change, and through a short period
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of 'upheaval' forms a new alignment. The second option is an incremental, evolutionary
change process that is long, ordered and nondisruptive.
Key in distingushing between the two is the nature of organizational form in responding
to pressures for change. If the form is deemed inert and resilient, the resulting change
process must be quick and discontinuous. An evolutionary process rests upon the plasticity
of organizational form.

ENVIRONMENT

A

DISCONTINUITY

B

SELECTION BY
MORTALITY AS UKELY
EVENT

SELECTION
- POPULATION LEVEL

INERTIA

ADAPTATION
- PUNCTUATION

RAPID, DISCONTINUOUS,
DRAMATIC CHANGE PROCESS

INERTIA

ADAPTATION
- INTERNAL EVOLUTIONARY
PROCESS

LONG ORDERED, CYCLE OF
DIVERGENCE AND
CONVERGENCE

PLASTICITY

Figure 12.1. Evolution and change perspectives.
An intriguing use of the evolutionary perspective, explicitlybrought in as a metaphor, lies
in sensemaking (Weick 1979, 1995), which builds explicitlyon a perspective of evolution of
social behavior (Campbell 1965) that reinterprets the basic model of natural selection
(Darwin 1872) for use in a human social context. Weick (1979) builds very closely on the
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variation, selection, retention cycle of Darwinistic evolutionary processes, with the key
conceptual difference in the variation generation.
Biological models deal with a material world of plants, animals and genes. The social
circumstance deals with an intellectual world where the human language enables us to test
ideas and to accept (select for) or to kill our darlings (select from) while abstract, rather
than producing offspring to face an uncertain fate depending on their capacity to physically
survive in a competitive environment and to have the survivors sending their better genes
to the next generation.
An interesting feature when studying the results of practitioners' work, such as in the
Alfa-Laval case, is that the processes being studied are partlY abstract and partlY material. The
decision-making, or forming, processes, whether intellectual and analytical or emotional
and anarchic, are abstract and subject to treatment within language and reflection.
Assuming some form and level of rationality this reflective thinking is very different from
trial and error of natural selection. The ontologies are different. Abstract thinking
represents a potential for quicker processes of 'species' generation, partly because new
variants may be created and selected while abstract. But the practitioners' aim is to launch
the product of the decision-making process into the realm of the material and competitive.
Consequently, we should assume a context dependent stance as to both variation
mechanisms as well as selection processes.
Another point of importance is that Darwin's evolution is not a model of progress, but a
model of change. There is no material or moral justification of evolutionary change as
leading to progress in the form of 'higher' states. It is a simple proposition regarding the
process of adaptation to (new) environmental circumstances, through which a form
(species) emerges from an earlier form. Thus, a conceptual separation of 'change' from
'progress' seems a reasonable caution, also in organizational research. In organization
transformation research there is sometimes (see chapter 9) an implicit or explicit
(perlmutter 1969), sometimes graphical (Greiner 1972), assumption of development
leading up a staircase to ever higher states. The development of intemational management
in the face of globalization as pictured in the integration responsiveness grid easily assumes
a higher ground aura in the propositions for the paradoxical, structurally complex and
dynamic managerial solutions. There are few empirical studies identifying and arguing for
the intemational mangement modes moving back and forth, or oscillating (Zander 1994)
between decentralized local orientation and centralized activities.
Finally, the evolutionary process is ongoing, never-ending. The trying, testing, accepting
and rejecting of the evolutionary process is always going on. Indeed, one of the
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fundamental tenets of a processual perspective is that there is 'a past, a present and a future'
also in organizational life (pettigrew 1985a).
On the whole, the organizational evolution perspective continues and extends the
thinking from the processual perspective developed as a working assumption of this study
(see Methodology) and offers a potential for firming the conceptual structure.

Seeking inspiration in the metaphor of evolution
Leaving divine intervention and creation behind, the biological models of evolution do
not rest with Charles Darwin (1872) but also carry an important older model from Lamarck
(1809). Lamarck posited that acquired properties could be inherited; i.e. that training and
learning matter, and can be passed on to future generations. Lamarck (1809) formulated
two 'laws' that he held to govern the ascent of life to higher stages: first, that organs are
improved with repeated use and weakened by disuse; second, that such environmentally
determined acquisitions or losses of organs 'are preserved by reproduction to the new
individuals which arise'. Thus, in a recurringly cited example, the forelegs and neck of
giraffes have become lengthened through their habit of browsing. With the advent of
genetics in the 20th century, later research came to refute Lamarck's position in the field of
biologyl 07. Lamarck's inheritance of acquired traits has become marginalized in biology.
However, in socio-cultural contexts the argument that learned and habituated traits of
organizations can be passed on is hardly controversial. Large parts of organization theory
celebrates organizational learning, which is collective rather than individual, also in later
normative works (e.g. Senge 1990) while the social psychological process underlying
organizational learning to a great extent seems to have been influenced by the logic of
Darwin's propositions (Weick 1979, 1995). There is a considerable tradition of how
organizational worlds become inter-subjective realities, constructed, passed on and
reconstructed through social psychological processes (Berger and Luckmann 1967). In line
with the argumentation above, we cannot bluntly import the biological model of
development, beit Lamarckian or Darwinian, but should explore assumptions of the
original model and of the receiving system; in this particular case the social organization of
the MNC. If not, we reduce the socio-cultural sphere to biologism. I think it is important
to draw a sharp line between transferring models of biological evolution, and seeking
inspiration from those particular models for better understanding of social systems.
107 With
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the exception of soviet Russia where 'Lysenk:oism' carried on the tradition into the 1960s.

Organizational evolution theory has somewhat eclectically made use of, and allowed
itself to be inspired by, both Darwinian and Lamarckian arguments. The classic Darwinian
model of the evolution of a new species in a biological context, builds on an adaptation to
new environmental circumstances through a process of variation, selection and retention.
The initial phase is one of generating variants to the dominant form. In the classic
biological arguments, this is achieved through random mutations. There is no order or
direction of the variation generation. The second phase, the selection, is therefore the key.
By eliminating through competition (trial and error) the variants non-fit to the existing
circumstances, or less well adapted than other variants, the process leads to one species
being retained as dominant; hence we have arrived at the retention phase. The evolutionary
process is 'natural' in that there are no intervening forces guiding or controlling the
evolution. There are simply mutations that offer alternatives and elimination (death) of the
less adapted forms, and competition as an 'invisible hand' in the evolution.
The first of the processes in the model to be addressed is that of variation generation in a
socio-cultural context. Where the biological world, with Darwin, has been argued to
function with a mechanism of blind variation, that mechanism cannot easily be argued to
be the case in social systems. On the contrary, organizations are full of people deliberately
trying to change the system with the explicit aim of improving the functioning of the
system (the actual results of these intervening actions are another matter). It is more like
the situation portrayed in the first chapter of 'On the Origin of Species' (Darwin 1862)
where the author discusses the possible effects of the purposeful activity of the human
being as a breeder.
In order for any development to take place there must emerge new options for the

future; there must be variation. Variation in social systems, argues Weick (1979), takes place
in a process that acts out new ideas. Variation is 'enacted', and in that form communicated
and becomes subject to selection mechanisms. Thus, enactment is to social systems what
variation is to biological systems.
The Darwinian model argues for incremental patterns of change. A key point of
contention in incrementalism is how micro-processes of variation-selection-retention
combine into macro-processes of species generation.
One intriguing point about how the enacted variants need to be developed in a process
that takes time, into a form where they represent a genuine option, not just a passing whim
or a coffee break remark.
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"Ifmutations occur too.frequent!J orare too short-lived, th~'11 getlost in the process of natural selection.
Thus it is notroutinefor allvariations that "repTT!sent an improvement' to beselective!J TT!tained. Instead it
mf!Y onlY be those mutations thatare stabiliifdlong enough to acquiTT! some /evel offeasibility or credibility
for sluggish selection to occur thathave a'!Y chance ofbeing TT!tained. " Weick (1979, p129)
Weick's language here is so close to the biological world that we risk being confused that
we are back with Darwin's pigeons, but it formulates well the basic idea that the emergence
of a credible alternative with some success potential takes time, with addition of the
somewhat uncomfortable piece that 'improvement' is not enough to be selected for. The
latter point has a parallel, very interesting discussion in pieces on technological innovation
processes (e.g. Tushman and Andersson, 1986, Rosenkopf and Tushman 1994), where the
context of the community, for partially politicized reasons of power, is argued to be an
essential part in the production of dominant designs.

Selection in a socio-cultural context is a very complex matter. Broadly, it may range from
the subconscious self-censorship to corporate-wide and board level formal decisions such
as acquisitions or divesttnents. In his great work on miero-processes of selection, Karl
Weick (1979, P175) defines selection as meaning "..selecting some intetpTT!tation of the world and

some extrapolations from thatintetpTT!tation and then using these summaries as constraints on subsequent
acting". After having conferred with Buckley (1967) that the selection process 'is one of the
most difficult to understand about natural selection', he likens the selection process to a
black box. Input is what has worked in the past combined with new information, Output is

"an enacted environment anda moderate!J stable intetpTT!tation ofwhat the person hasTT!cent!J been up to"
(Weick 1979, p175).

Retention is a process based on established routines for the replication of status quo.
Campbell (e.g. Campbell 1965) has used the term "TT!tention-propagation", which is indicative
of the notion that 'retention' contains two paradoxical qualities. First, in the retention
aspect, the process is converging (Tushman, Newman and Romanelli 1986), maybe
restricting and possibly even petrifying. A quality that may be the source of anomalies in
the face of exogenous environmental change and behind such proposition as strategic drift
Gohnson 1987), whereby an organization slowly loses contact with and legitimacy from its
external context An intriguing feature is the importance of some retention processes in
guiding what is observed and what is brought to the agenda. It has been argued that there
are pre-selective features narrowing the field of perception (Lindqvist, 2001). while it has
also been argued that we behave like the cat on the stove (Denrell & March).
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Second, retention is also propagation. It implies driving along a chosen road; it is
propulsive. In normative literature leaning on structural alignment propositions, this latter
property is a recurring theme (e.g. Miles and Snow 1984). Also, as we saw earlier, with the
punctuated equilibrium perspective in general, one sees structurally aligned, tightly coupled
organizational elements as materiallyefficient and socially producing meaning.

An organizational evolution perspective on Alia-Laval

Looking back on the long-term evolution of international management in Alfa-Laval, there
was a limited number of variants of international management used by the firm over the
years. The initial expansion through a network of agents should be mentioned as an
international management structure obviously well adapted to needs of the young 'hi tech'
firm seeking quick international expansion. The management was looking for markets, not

sourcing. But that mode of international management was a singular dominant orientation
for no more than around a decade, as green field investments, and acquisitions were already
being made in the 1890s, and by the advent of the First World War, sales and production
subsidiaries were in place in most important markets. As a whole, the international
establishment process was relatively extended, stretching from the early 1880s, soon after
the foundation of the company, to 1914. The resulting nationally responsive structure of
relatively self-contained foreign subsidiarieswas seemingly typical of the European patterns
of historical evolution of the MNC (Franko 1976, Chandler 1990), and parallel to other
firm histories such as that of Philips (Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989). The multi-national
managerialstructure was reinforced by events such as the Second World War and remained
the almost singular international management frame into the 1970s. In the history of AlfaLaval as an independent company, the cross-border integration that followed, and that has
been portrayed in this study, was the one radical transformation of international
management of the mature, internationally established company.

The evolutionary rycle ofcross-border integration atAIfa-Laval

The first issue to be addressed is simply the 'how' of the change, clad in the language of
organizational evolution. The fundamental issue of adaptation here is at the firm level, as
'international management' in an established European MNC, and with the broad
definition of the term developed earlier (see Methodology) is very nearly equal to the
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management of the firm. The unit of selection is mode of international management, seen
through the looking glass of the integration/responsiveness framework. Specifically, we are
interested in the process of selection of an integrated mode of international management,
in an MNC that had a long history of nationally responsive management, thus producing
an adaptation of the international management of the firm to a business environment
where pressures for cross-border behavior were mounting.
The first phase, the period from 1968 through 1978 may be seen as a process of
variation through enactment of alternatives to the existing dominant form of international
management - the national foreign subsidiaries. I have elsewhere argued that there were
two major directions in this development of alternatives. Firstly, the formation of product
divisions grew to be a major and feasible alternative to the nationally oriented international
management mode with national foreign subsidiaries. Secondly, in addition, there were
initiatives taken on a corporate level in the form of larger investments or acquisitions.
These were placed outside of the inherited subsidiary structure and represented alternatives
of international management, but as acquired rather than organically developed, delivered
another kind of challenge to the established structure; stronger in kind as already formed
international businesses, while weaker as they represented activities in separate 'niches'.
On a firm level the development, or enactment, of the product divisions as an alternative
course of action was an extended process. From the first formal creation of 'sectors' in
1968 to the full line of product divisions in 1978, the process stretched over a decade. The
process has been described at length elsewhere, but we should here note the significant
iterations and the many small steps, the 'meandering', that made up the organizational
development process.
The development of alternatives to the inherited organizational form was parallel to
strong retention mechanisms in the form of the continued basic international management
principle of national responsiveness. The simultaneous occurrence of variation and
retention is of interest, as 'The variation and the retention !}stems are inherentIJ at odds. " (Campbell
1965, p306). As developed earlier, this nationally oriented organizing principle was
established in the early years of the 20 th century and the national subsidiaries continued
over the 1970s to be the main organizing vehicle of international affairs. In fact, the foreign
subsidiaries were in some important respects strengthened over the 1970s - both materially,
with such activities as investments in local information systems or logistics systems, and
symbolically. In the major countries, the local activities were centralized and co-located in
highly symbolic new headquarters buildings. The 'Alfa Tower' in London, the new offices
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in Glinde outside Hamburg, and the New Jersey relocation in the US were all part of this
glass, steel and concrete manifestation of retention.
With the continued importance of the national organizations, there was considerable
path dependency (Nelson & Winter 1982). In understanding the process of change, it is of
essence to note that there was no sudden change of 'path' but that the alternative route
developed over a period of time while the inhereted way was still trodden.
The retention of the national orientation was a firm level, company-wide phenomenon.
It was how the firm was managed. From a cultural point of view, it was very close to what

the firm was. The alternative international managerial structure was developed largely in the
Swedish organization, and to a not insignificant degree, in Lund. Thus the enactment was,
initially, a very local activity. It is almost like the new sibling was put in an incubator108.
Increasing the level of magnification, the international management alternative to
product divisions was developed through a series of interlocking sensemaking cycles
(Weick 1995). Such a perspective sheds light on the iterative nature of the process on many
levels; production structure, administrative systems, etc. There were consecutive cycles of
activity and decision-making, each seemingly reflecting the organization's capacity to
change at each point in time. Stayingwithin this level of magnification, these, in turn, were
guided by fundamental retention processes on a cognitive level in the enduring thrust over
a decade to construct product/output-oriented business units. From the early 1970s, the
same individuals remained as executives, responsible for the building of the organization.
There is a certain consequence over time and it not unlikely that a local agenda was formed
early on.

1118

Doz and Prahalad (1987) do use the term 'incubation' for the first phase in the proposition for a

model of globalization of the established MNC (see Chapter 10).
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Figure 12.2. The transformation of Alfa-Laval as organizational evolution
The firm level selection process arguably started when an alternative had been sufficiently
enacted; when a credible, feasible alternative course of action had developed. In the case of
Alfa-Laval, such a point was when the product divisions had developed enough force to be
perceived as a viable international management alternative. At what point in time this was
perceived to be the case was dependent on each actor, and undoubtedly took place in
informal processes in the form of talks on the possibly necessary selection between the two
alternative modes of international management. With time, we have some evidence of
'underground' contacts between product divisions in Sweden and counterparts within the
national subsidiaries and have earlier conveyed anecdotes of conflict and controversies
along this line.
With the installation of the formal matrix organization in 1979, the firm arguably entered
the first, of two consecutive, formally discernible, selection processes of different nature. In
the business group organization of 1979, the idea that one single subsidiary in each country
was for all was in a sense formally defeated. The business groups - Agri and Industry - were
to have separate international organizations. However, that was largely a confirmation of a
process already happening with the de facto separation of the Agri interests within the
earlier coherent subsidiaries. Also, the Industry Group international matrix was not an end
station, but a forum for selection.
A matrix, in a dynamic sense, provides the arena for a decentralized, relatively ordered
selection process. The international integration/responsiveness matrix in this perspective
emerges as a vehicle for an evolutionary transformation. In a processual, evolutionary
perspective on the cross-border integration and subsequent transformation of international
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management the matrix was not a separate organization structure but an integrated part of
the cycle of change. The matrix was a logical response to the complexities of the situation
at hand, itself an organizational adaptation. As developed extensively elsewhere, the matrix
period was one of slowly shifting priorities from the national responsiveness to crossborder integration. The important mechanisms here were the small-scale conflict
resolutions, that evidently manifested themselves as a pattern of shifting priorities and
evolutionary selecting for cross-border integration. The matrix format provided a
managerial framework for an ordered selection process.
The matrix period was still a selection process (and not retention) in the sense that
throughout the period the process was reversible. There were still options in different
directions. Within the format of the matrix both local/national subsidiary and
global/product division officers and offices were operational. Had some major shift
occurred, for example in the general political or institutional business environment, the
process of selecting for the global product divisions could have been halted with relative
ease.
The second, and decisive formal selection process takes place from 1984 through 1986,
from the 'crash of 1984' in May 1984 to the reorganization formally effective as ofJanuary
1" 1987. This process was an acceleration along the trajectory of development already
established and generated a result from which a reversal was considerably more difficult.
With the Business Area reform in 1987, the corporate managerial structure decisively
shifted in favor of cross-border integration. The local operational structures were ultimately
deconstructed and rearranged according to one global theme; the cross-border integration
through product divisions. The focus of international management had swung full cycle,
from

a near-singular national responsiveness

to

cross-border integration.

The

reorganization work from 1987 was arguably one of the initial moves within a retention
process, aligning such elements as legal structure and financial control systems to the
overarching new organization principle. The wave of product division level acquisitions in
the late 1980s deserves to be highlighted as a very active piece of the 'retentionpropagation'. The changes in 1987 in this respect released energies that were to have a,
strategic impact on the firm's businesses.

Competitive selection andniche adaptation
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In borrowing from population ecology, there are some intriguing arguments regarding
the source of organizational inerta (Hannan and Freeman 1977, 1989). Because of
competitive pressures, the firms surviving in any given business environment are the firms
best adapted to each environment. With intense competition specialization and niche
actors is promoted. Efficiency and productivity is gained through focus and convergence
around a single objective. Inertia appears as a 'by-product' of adaptation in a competitive
environment'P'. The result lies in the sometimes occurring phrase that the very source of
success (specialization and efficiency) is also the bane of the organization (inertia and lack
of change capacity).
Although somewhat speculatively, these thoughts have some interesting implications on
the case of Alfa-Laval and on the process of transformation of international management
in the established MNC. Competitive pressures may for Alfa-Laval have been limited for
some period of time. From 1929, a global multipoint oligolpoly provided a stable framwork
that was not shaken until horizontal acquisitions in the mid to late 1980s made Alfa-Laval
an industry leader. It seems likely that Alfa-Laval faced moderate competitive pressures,
which may have allowed the firm to spend resources on continuous development of
alternative routes such as the related and unrelated product experiments, technology tracks
such as the membrane separation in the 1980s, as well as on organizational experiments.
Specifically, the firm may have been able to absorb the costs associated with gradual
internal change. The market dominant position may have sheltered Alfa-Laval from some
external pressures for change.
The decentral, polycentric international management model is in itself an example of a
loosely coupled form, thus more locally sensitive to external pressures and able to deliver a
greater variance in response from which to select. It is possible that more intense
competition had earlier forced a radical change.
A further implication is that business environment based upon competitive selection and
niche adaptation is likely to be a volatile one, where highly specialized firms reap benefits
from speialized adaptation while making themselves more vulnerable

to

changes in their

respective niches. It seems likely to expect a high turnover rate. Very little of that is visible
in the mature Alfa-Laval, and the separator industry. From 1986, however, there was a new
pattern forming in Alfa-Laval. The Business Areas developed along separate vectors, each
adapted to its specific competitive environment. This may have been a change towards
niche adaptation and a higher degree of specialization than erstwhile.

1<")Tushman
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and Romanelli's (1985) original discussion of puntuated equilibrium contains this argument

Summary
In this chapter the perspective of organizational evolution was brought in as a base for
another reading of the Alfa-Laval experience. The organizational evolution perspective is a
very complex rendering. I have used only parts that I found shed light on the issues at
hand.
The transformation process was seen as a macro-process of variation-selection-retention.
Through this perspective, the earlier developed cycle of divergence and convergence gained
a more solid conceptual base and some nuance. The proposition of phases inferred in the
previous discussion could be confronted with a coherent theoretical body. Through this,
the phase delineation gained in understanding and in conceptual logic.
Applying the perspective to the experience of Alfa-Laval produced some promising
results. The period of divergence was seen as a period of simultaneous retentionpropagation and variation through enactment. The inherited international management
solution was retained and propagated the international business forward in a nationally
responsive mode while the alternative of cross-border-oriented product divisions was de
facto given time to emerge into a credible alternative to the existing order. The result was a
divergence of organizational logic, eventually incorporating several options for the firm's
future.
A key observation is the simultaneity of change processes where the punctuated
equilibrium perspective strongly argues for sequential processes.
Selection is a very complex organizational phenomenon. I outlined two formal selection
processes: the first in the form of a slow process through a pliable, shifting international
matrix; the second a more dramatic process triggered by external discontinuities that
generated a sense of crisis in the leadership of the firm. The key point is that this second
selection process did not alter the direction of change but accelerated the pace of change.
The new structure was administratively fine-tuned over a couple of years while the
business development activitywas intense on the part of the new 'masters', which showed
itself especiallyin the form of a string of acquisitions.
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Chapter 13
TRANSFORMING INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
The phenomenon, the issue, the purpose and the search heuristic; waves

of development:

cross-border

integration as another internationalization process; transformative cross-border integration as an

of international management in the established MNC - elements of a
contributions; the role of leadership in evolutionary transformation;

evolutionary process; transformation
contextua4 coevolutionary logic;

limitations andcritique; concluding remarks
What is the nature of the change process transforming international management in the
established MNC? In this final chapter I will summarize the work done, bring together the
findings and partial conclusions made earlier, organize these and extend the discussion into
the realm of the speculative.

The phenomenon, the issue, the purpose and the search heuristic
The research interest that helped trigger this study was what 'globalization' would mean for
the international management of an established MNC. A common background may be
referred to where an international business context, over the second half of the 20th
century, structurally changed from fragmentation in national economic spaces over to a
situation with larger economic spaces through a change process that was long-term and
gradual. As especially the first generation European MNCs, established in the late 19th
century, in their internationalization process established and institutionalized a nationally
responsive mode of international management, the subsequent period of 'fading
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borderlines' called the validity of the established international management into question
and led to demands for integration across national borderlines. The demands led to a crossborder integration process ultimately transforming the international management of the
MNC Although there is a background interest in the macroeconomic globalization and its
impact on the established MNC, thefOcus in thisstutfy has been the nature of thefirm-specific change
process transforming international management.

The cross-border integration process was seen as an arena for stutfying the transformative
processes, and the experiences of the Swedish MNC Alfa-Laval was seen as a empirical site

feasible for the study.
The basic research heuristic has been that of a transformation process; a change process
that leads the finn from one coherent form to another form. The phenomenon of
globalization of the established MNC was conceptualized as a process of cross-border
integration of international management, which in its tum was seen as a transformation of
international management.
The general purpose was to contribute to our understanding of transformation of
international management in the established MNC The purpose was operationalized into
two main parts, one empirical in the purpose to provide an account of a cross-border integration
process of international management in the context of an older established MNC. An effort integrated

to that is to assess the structural and temporal scope of the cross-border integration
process and in so doing formulating an understanding of the importance of the process for
the established MNC Second, with a language building aim, a purpose to conceptualize the
nature of thecross-border integration changeprocess.

Waves of development: cross-border integration as another internationalization
process
The international management of the MNC develops in waves. Waves of change
interspersed with periods of continuity and relative focus and calm. Thus the long-term
evolution of international management in a specific MNC may be portrayed in a series of
internationalization processes of varying nature. Cross-border integration is another
internationalization process in the history of the MNC. Corporations are ongoing concerns
developing at different levels of inclusiveness, where periods of higher level of change
activity are interspersed with periods of relative continuity. As a specific consequence, the
cross-border integration is an identifiable phase in the long-term development of the
MNC While the MNC, and its international management, is fundamentally an ongoing
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organizing system, I have judgementally singled out one transfonnative change process for
a study of the ttansfonnative change processes that link two forms,
The research effort was largely descriptive in orientation, building on a long series of
earlier empirical and conceptual research on the growth and development of the modem
MNC. The development was portrayed using a synthesized model of a typical sequence of
the development of the organization forms of the modern MNC, but because of strong
evidence for varying regional practices the model was focused on the history of the
decentralized, older and typically European MNC,
industrialization in the late

19th

founded in the

period of

century. The model developed is a relatively conventional

stages model positing three stages (periods of continuity) linked by two change processes.
Although superficially based on a life cycle theory model of change ryan de Yen and Poole
1995), I do not intend it to be. Some of the underlying models used to build the variant
employed in this study are decidedly life cycle based, such as Vemon' s (1966) life cycle
model of internationalization or even stronger so Howard Perlmutter's (1969) model of a
progression of the MNC through ethnocentric- polycentric and geocentric stages. The life
cycle assumptions show in propositions for underlying generative mechanisms in programs
or codes making a certain progression through a defined set of stages predictable ryan de
Yen and Poole 1995). Some models, especially Bartlett and Ghoshals (1989) is decidedly
based on a teleological change theory ryan de Yen and Poole 1995) in the managerial
convergence of regional variations towards the singular 'transnational' solution, and calls
for executive leadership involvement in realizing the goal. I do not intend the model used
to be either a life cycle model or a teleological model, but evolutionary ryan de Ven and
Poole 1995).
The initial stage was labeled the infant multinational, which through a process of
international establishment led over into a stage of multi-nationality. The Uppsala school
model of the internationalization establishment process was employed for a, certainly
somewhat sketchy, outline of the international establishment process through the
establishment of contractual arrangements with local agents and subsequent investments in
local sales- and production operations in the form of national foreign subsidiaries. The here
sought after globalization becomes a process of cross-border integration that led the firm
from being multi-national to global, or cross-border oriented. The deduced generalized
model proved a feasible framework for interpreting the Alfa-Laval material.
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The long-term development ofA!fa-Lavalsummarized
The growth and expansion of the young Alfa-Laval, founded in 1879 and incorporated
in 1883, was largelyconducted through an internationalization process. Alfa-Lavalwas not
a national firm for long. Growth, expansion and international establishment was not
processes separated in time, but simultaneous and intrinsically involved. The seemingly
pragmatic and very quick international establishment process largely using local agents in the
first years, led over a longer period of time to a nationally responsive international
management, with a multi-national legal and organizational structure, with partially 'cloned'
operations and partially developing along varying paths depending on the local contexts.
Decentralized, local product development, the interwar protectionism, the severing of ties
between national units during the Second World War and the demand surge of the 1950s
served to further loosen the coupling between foreign subsidiaries.
National finn
Establishment process
Multi-national finn
Integration process
Cross-border finn

1879/83
1879 - (1885, 1885 -) 1914
1885 (1914) - (1968) 1979
1968 - 1988
1988 -

Figure 13.1:Temporal definition of internationalization stages and processes of Alfa-Laval.
Still throughout the 1960s Alfa-Laval had a concerted national orientation of
international management. All primary elements of the value chain were nationally defined,
from purchases through local suppliers, over production facilities, branding and local
product development. Organization structure varied between subsidiaries as did
administrative practices. Career opportunities for the locally recruited were often
substantial but, save a very few posts at the top, confined to the national company. Bank
relationships and finances, and even board memberships were often local concerns.
However, the Swedish parent company made some important changes over the decade of
the 1960s, selling off significant activities unrelated to the historical core and refocusing
efforts. Formally, the nationally defined foreign subsidiaries remained as the international
business management structure until 1979.
Towards the end of the decade of the 1960s, and around 1970, some changes were made
as departures from the existing nationally responsive practice, as foreboding things to
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come, and as symbolic of upcoming changes. Through sales of unrelated, however local,
activities, there was a renewed focus on the traditional core businesses. A couple of nondomestic acquisitions were organized under Swedish units and not under the local
subsidiary. A new administrative standard was introduced with the explicit aim of
international standardization. The Greek alfa sign was added to reinforce the international
corporate logotype and help in a unified global market appearance. The first signs of a new
management cadre became visible with Harry Faulkner appointed as deputy managing
director of the parent company and Lars Hallden as head of the Lund activities. As a
moderation of the classic principle of all foreign subsidiaries reporting to the managing
director of the parent company, Harry Faulkner came to share formal responsibility for the
foreign subsidiaries with the managing director. Both Faulkner and Hallden were active in
the reorganization of the Swedish parent company into product 'sectors', replacing the
functional organization put in place by John Bemstrom in the late 19th century. Quite
symbolically, in 1970 Jakob Wallenberg stepped down after forty years as member of the
board of directors and ten years as chairman of the board of directors of the parent
company.
The decades of the 1970s and 1980s saw an extended and eventually completed

t'TTJSJ-

border integration in the form of a transformation of international management, from the
inherited national orientation to cross-border integration. The details of this period will be
summarized and conclusions drawn in the next section.
From the late 1980s, I ventured to offer 1988 as a fixed point, the pervasive manifest
orientation of the international management of Alfa-Laval was one of cross-border integration.
The primary value chain activities were controlled though global product divisions - the
Business Areas - and organized into functional networks with specialized and differentiated
units built for and requiring cross-border operations in for example logistics and
information handling as well as managerial cross-border coordination. Branding was
coordinated as was pricing. Organizational symmetry and administrative transparency made
international consolidation the norm.
In relation to the classicpropositions for international management forms, the beginning
state of the Alfa-Laval transformation is quite clearly matched to the 'prototypical'
European, mid 20th century, multi-national form as described by Franko (1976) as 'mother
daughter relationships', or in the synthesized model by Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) of the
'decentralized federation', which contains polycentric attitudes (perlmutter 1969). There is a
strong parallel in the case of the Dutch company Philips, especially so in the outline of the
international management form around 1970 and the key strengths (local market presence
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and responsiveness) and weaknesses (lack of scale and cost inefficiencies), although the
Philips company was considerably larger. Thus far I have refrained from classifying the
'end state' in the language of the established international business forms. In fact, I
deliberately defined the end state quite openly as a pervasive cross-border orientation
without specifying any earlier form, emphasizing that the study was not a test of the route
to anyone specific form. The focal change process was a full cycle from multi-national
orientation to a cross-border orientation, or from responsiveness to integration in the I/R

grid, and it was the pervasiveness of the cross-border orientation that was in focus, not the
prespecified form. Ex post, what kind of classification can be made? The corporate level
structure was based on globalproduct divisions, where the divisions were quite classic strategic
business units incorporating all functions required to fulfill their missions. They were
operative divisions, not measured on financial items, but free to craft their own strategies
including acquisitions programs. The divisions controlled the technologies. Internationally,
the divisions had their respective operative companies for different, specializedfunctions, while
capital was controlled through national holding companies reporting to corporate
management I argued for a partial or decentralgeocentrism, partly as a result of the new cadre
of divisional managers who were not of Swedish nationality, and partly arriving as a result
of the international acquisitions on a divisional level. There were company culture project
introduced on a divisional (BA) level. The formal matrix of the early 1980s was gone, and
so was the de facto, post 1986, matrix relationships with the ongoing split of the remaining
mixed market companies. There were elements of Gunnar Hedlund's (1986) heterarchy.
The integrative glue in the late 1980s was not the least a corporate executive management
group, and key divisional managers, was individuals with near life time association with the
firm, providing a normative integration. This 'laser beam effect of culture' (Hedlund, 1986)

was, however, thinning out with an externally recruited CEO and new managers within the
BA's. However, Alfa-Laval in the late 1980s cannot be classified as a heterarchical web of
opportunistic, fleefooted and greatly differentiated arrangements held together by Faith in
the common mission. Nor do I see a reflection of the global and local, paradoxical,
integratedly networked and intently learning transnational (Bartlett 1986, Bartlett and
Ghoshal 1989) in Alfa-Laval. There lay some claim in the vision of a 'sleeker product
division' (Franko 1976).

Obseroation: radical change over a wide space oftime
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The long-term model permitted the cross-border integration process issues to be
structurally and temporally framed, and the importance of the change process for the
company assessed. Structurally, the result of the cross-border integration change process
was a coherent, fundamental change in content of international management corresponding to a
shift from a nationally responsive, mother-daughter-like form, to a cross-border oriented
form. Temporally, thesefimns were identifiable twen!yyears apart.
The discussion of the long-term development of Alfa-Laval was largely driven by the
significant tradition in international management research in modeling internally consistent
structures or forms of management, aligned with a specified set of conditions of the
business environment. The structural alignment perspective was the motor behind the
generalized model of the long-term development of the international management of the
MNC. This tradition has provided many insights into the structural arrangements but
provides limited understanding of how one form may succeed another. It should be
emphasized that this does not imply an espoused disinterest in change issues on the part of
researchers' but that the structural alignment perspective highlights form but provides
inadequate tools for understanding process issues. For an understanding of the change
processes linking the posited forms theories must be found elsewhere.
This lack of information concerning the globalization of international management of
the firm was a key impetus to tum to a search for change process issues. Looking back, an
important early formulation of research approach and methodology resulted in a shift from
a 'digital' to an 'analog' point of view. Instead of being interested in the content of a
'globalized' international management in a structural or comparative static sense, the issues
came to focus on the change process aspects and eventually on the figure of thought that
there was a transformation process required to lead the international management of the
established MNC from a multi-national to cross-border orientation. In this study this shift
from 'digital' to 'analog' was evident in the application of the model of the development of
forms of international management, where the structural alignment perspective can be said
to have generated a 'digital' image of the development of the MNC but with a very poor
'sampling frequency'. The quality of the sampling was so poor that I had to revert to an
'analog' methodology of approaching the nature of the transformation process that lay in
between the defined forms.

Transformative cross-border integration as an evolutionary change process
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Two alternative ttansfonnative change routes have been discussed, one 'revolutionary' and
one 'evolutionary', for a conceptualization of the nature of the process of transfonning
international management in the established MNC. A punctuated equilibrium perspective
provided a 'revolutionary' outlook, A perspective of a cycle of divergence and convergence
under conditions of loose coupling provided a first look at evolutionary ttansfonnation,
and, finally, a perspective emanating from organizational evolution theory. The
conclusions, merits and possibilities of each will be discussed in the following.

Three perspectives on two alternative change routes
The punctuated equilibrium perspective was the first applied, as a well developed coherent
theory of strategic transformation processes, combining arguments of the nature of
organizational change with arguments concerning the nature of organizational form, where
the two make a pair of mutually reinforcing arguments. This piece of the research process
was largely deductive, importing an established theory to the arena by argumenting for its
contextual applicability, and subsequently exploring the possible consequences and
conclusions. The propositions of the punctuated equilibrium perspective of a short and
disruptive change process linked to tighdy coupled, efficient and institutionalized form,
proved to be a challenge when brought in dialogue with the Alfa-Laval material as well as
earlier empirical studies of the globalization of international management. The value of the
perspective hinges upon the nature of the institutionalized organizational fonn and
managerial structure. This 'deep structure' not only, with tight coupling, serves as the basis
for organizational efficiency, but operates as a sort of organization's black hole, foreclosing
any ideas circumnavigating the (Invisible) center. With strong enough 'convergent
mechanisms', the organization becomes incapable of developing partial, local or gradual
responses to needs for change. The organization remains convergent until adaptive
pressures forces a crisis upon the organization, whereby the entire fabric becomes untied.
The ensuing change process is simultaneous, disruptive, chaotic and, by necessity, short.
The inefficiencies, uncertainty of the social order and lost sense of purpose denies the
possibility of an extended change process.
The arguments for resilience of form and the efficiency of alignment can indeed found
support in the Alfa-Laval study. Empirically, there was considerable force in the retention
of the foreign subsidiary structure. In the early years of the ttansfonnation period, over
most of the 1970s, the national foreign subsidiaries provided a finn and remaining
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international management structure while the 'experiment' in the parent company of
reorganizing into product divisions was developing. The final years of the study represent,
measurably, the benefits of focus and alignment with the Business Areas as structurally
aligned to their respective business environments. If profitability is used as measurement,
the final years of the 1980s through 1990, displayed what was the best return on capital
over the entire period studied, with one sign being the around 6 BSEK in cash reserves at
the time of the Tetrapak acquisition. In addition growth was regained and the scope of the
firm was broadened through a series of new global businesses. These results were

produced at a point in time where I have argued for the new (decenttal) alignment of the
firm around cross-border integration. The period of transformation was over. The new

structure was selected for and the retention-propagation period proved a great material
success.
Alfa-Laval exhibited an intense multilayered change period in the late 1980s that could at
a distance be classified as a punctuation. A proposition like this would highlight the
relatively intense changes in Alfa-Laval in those years. But one runs the risk to conclude
that the short 'transformative' period was an isolated event following a convergent period
and quickly leading over into another equally convergent period. Rather, the period
represents a peak and conclusion of the ttansformative cross-border integration process.
The short and intense period of change in Alfa-Laval can only be made sense of in the light
of the extended transformative process.
There were great difficulties in conceptualizing the experience of Alfa-Laval as a short
and chaotic punctuation change. Such a view becomes simplistic and incomplete. When
earlier secondary empirical results were introduced, the cross-border integration process
emerged as both long and ordered. The understanding the punctuated equilibrium brought
to the change process issues was that of a puzzling counterpoint to the empirical material.
The punctuated equilibrium theory is rather elegant, well supported by research and well
published, but seemed provocatively unable to deliver an understanding of the empirical
reality portrayed in the account of the experience of Alfa-Laval. In fact, the tension
identified provided an important impetus for the ensuing work and gave direction for the
course of the research process. One such avenue was the 'degree of interconnectedness' of
elements of the international management system.
The second perspective, a ryete of divergence and convergence, was developed as a response to
the conceptual tension identified. The starting point was the exploration of the metaphor
of loosely coupled interconnectedness, structurally and temporally, internally and with the
environment. In conclusion, loose coupling must be seen as an indispensable part of an
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evolutionary perspective. With loose coupling, partial responses may be developed without
threatening the efficiency of the entire system, such as the iterative elements of the process
identified. The inherited social structure may be left operating while an alternative structure
is being developed off side, such as was the case with the national organizations remaining
in operation while the product divisions were being developed. Similarly, local
development work may be detached and incubated. The meaning provided by the existing
structure can be maintained while an alternative logic is being tested. Likewise, with
temporal loose coupling, gradual and iterative change patterns be found. As such an
assumption of loose coupling is a conceptual argument behind the earlier used analogy of
the product divisions as the cuckoo's egg in the nest The cuckoo's egg is a detached
incubator; a local, partial and gradual development with considerable impact (or devastating
impact, depending on vantage point) on the existing structure. The extended and ordered nahm

0/ the cross-border

integration process oj AIfa-Laval can onlY be made sense oj with an integrated

assumption ojloose coupling.
Armed with the loose coupling perspective the Alfa-Laval transformative cross-border
integration process could meaningfully be interpreted in a full rycle oj divergence and convlJ1l,ence

made up ojphases oj different change intensifY. This research effort was based on inspiration from
earlier empirical research on similar issues with propositions of ordered change processes
(Bartlett 1979, Prahalad and Doz 1981, Doz and Prahalad 1987, Malnight 1996). Similarly,
organization studies on transformations indicated the possibility of a general perspective of
ordered change processes (Levy and Merry 1986, Johnson 1987). The concept of
organizational convergence was employed as in Fombrun's (1986, 1989) studies of the nondeterministic, idiosyncratic and unique formation of organizational configurations. For an
already established firm, there had to be divergence before convergence, if a cycle of
transformation should be complete.
The ensuing reading of the empirical material't? generated propositions regarding the
order and nature of phases within the transformative process. The full cycle of
transformation, was divided into phases of divergence (1968 through 1978), the matrix
pendulum (1979 to mid 1984), catharsis (mid 1984 through 1986) and reconfiguration
(1987 through 1988).
The notion of crisis was brought to the fore in the discussion. Crisis is deemed more or
less indispensable in the punctuated equilibrium perspective on organizational change (e.g,
Gersick 1991), where crisis is the above discussed condition of upheaval of the entire

uo See details in chapter 11.
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organizational construct. In the light of a cycle of divergence and convergence the issue of
crisis must be moderated. Crisis may be an integrated part of a change process, but from a
processual perspective it may be a positive force; a useful piece of the development cycle.
In the case of Alfa-Laval I argued that the events of 1984 qualified as being described as a
crisis, albeit partial and minor as only parts of the corporation were severely affected and
the corporate profitability remained in the black, but not as a disruptive series of events. In
the transformation of Alfa-Laval, the events following the problems in mid 1984 led to an
acceleration along a change path already trodden. The international management alternative
of cross-border integration through global product divisions, was established as a result of
the informal developments throughout the 1970s, and a formal change towards that effect
had been ongoing within the framework of the international matrix from 1979. The
changes made in 1987, with the formal reorganization into global product divisions, had a
long time in the coming. Within transformahon fYcles, a crisis m'!Y serve as a tnjgenng event and thus

contributing to the change rather than disrupting it.
With the reading of the cycle of divergence and convergence, an alternative proposition
to that of the punctuated equilibrium perspective was reached as to the nature of the
transformative cross-border integration process. It combined a view of the change process as

evolutionary; long and ordered, iterative and additive, local andpartial, gradual and meandering, with a
perspective onthe structural interconnectedness based onloose coupling.
With the tensions and issues generated by the punctuated equilibrium perspective
followed by an alternative proposition of a dynamic, ordered cycle of divergence and
convergence under the condition of loose coupling, a third perspective was developed.

Organizational evolution theory was employed with the purpose of adding to the conceptual
foundation of the findings. This piece of the research process was basically deductive were
the language of evolutionary theory was developed and employed in a dialogue with the
empirical material. The language was well equipped to discuss the transformation process
of Alfa-Laval and readily complemented the earlier developed cycle perspective rather than
substituted it.
My use of the punctuated equilibrium perspective is by no means exhaustive, but was
approached as a useful addition for the theoretical grounding of my findings at this point.
Also, to take the notion of 'evolution' at face value. The contributions of this piece for the
interpretation of the events of Alfa-Laval were not widely dramatic, but served to solidify the

logic of the cross-border integration

of international management in the established MNC as an extended

fYcle of divergence andconvergence.
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As I am not conducting a study on a population level, the specific angle in this study of
the rather complex field sometimes referred to as organization ecology (Hannan and
Freeman 1989, McKelvey 1994) is adaptation through inttaorganizational evolution. I
discussed some complexities with importing an analogy from biology, based largely on the
different ontologies, and argued for the use of the analogy as a metaphor; an inspiration
that needs throughout to be operationalized and where the applicability of arguments must
be discussed. There is an intellectual line of development from the processual perspective
developed as the approach of the empirical study!", to the later organizational evolution
theory. In fact, some of the suggestions for research appearing in the organizational
evolution literature are similar to the way the Alfa-Laval study came to be realized. There is
room for a dialogue between the evolutionary theory language and the empirical study
herein, and I find it less than surprising that there is a significant degree of complementarity
between the observations from the organizational evolution perspective and the
perspective of a cycle of divergence and convergence.
The evolutionary idea of a cycle of evolution through variation, selection and retention
sheds some light on the transformation of Alfa-Laval. The initial divergence phase
identified earlier may be discussed in terms of a period of variation generation through the
social process of enactment With the necessary condition of generation of credible options
for the future to be created, and the necessary time requirements for an idea to reach a
state of credible alternative, the extended period of divergence gains some logic. The word
divergence indicates the process of generating a greater span of organizational realities over
a period of time. Thephase of divergenceproduces variance within thefirm.
A key observation from this reading lies in the parallelprocesses of retention-propagation and
variation generation in the divergence phase. Over this period of time the 'old' was not followed by
the 'new' but the established inherited structure provided a backbone of efficiency while an
alternative capacity to conduct international management was being built up. The national
subsidiaries remained while the product divisions were in the process of formation. Here
the language of evolutionary theory helped in finding nuances and in defining issues.
Selection must have some material to work on. Organizational evolution needs impulses,
ideas and the enactment of theses ideas into credible alternatives. The cross-border
integration process needed an alternative to the multi-national management style that had
been so successful. In Alfa-Laval the alternative was developed organically,in an incubator.
O'l,anic development of variation is likelY to takesome time.
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See chapter 2, Methodology.

The process of selection proved an issue of some complexity. First, informal discussions
have undoubtedly played an important part in the selection process, and most probably at
an early date, albeit only occasionally picked up with the methodology and the search
heuristic employed. From the height of divergence, I proposed two ronsecutive formalselection
processes

of different nature.

Firstly, the decentralized negotiations of the matrix period 1979-

1984, where a slow 'pendulum' change process was the result. Secondly, a more visible,
heightened process fueled and triggered by the 'crash of 1984'.
The 'retention-propagation' of the national orientation that so stubbornly resisted change
throughout the 1970s, was ultimately replaced by a pervasive cross-border orientation. The
latter years of the study were spent fine tuning the new orientation, increasing the structural
coherence of the format. A new continuity of retention-propagation was established that
remained through the period of the intensive study.

Traniforming international management in the established MNC: innerprocess /otiC
One of the conclusions of the study is that revolution in content mqy be attained through an
evolutionary process. Specifically, cross-border integrated international management systems
have, in the specific context of Alfa-Laval, and may have in the general context of the
cross-border integration of international management in established European MNCs,
emerged through a gradual evolutionary process. Second, there is an innerprocessuallogjc of the
evolutionary traniformative process, the elements of which lies in the discussion above. This
study has focused on generating a logic for the inner process, while contextual,
coevolutionary implications have been in the background.. By inner process logic, I mean
the series of propositions regarding the sequence of firm-specific events over a cycle of
transformation. By contextual logic, I mean the coevolution of firm and environment. In
this section I will summarize the inner process logic that has emerged and discuss some
conditions. In the next section I will comment on the coevolution of international
management and the environment.
There is an underlying mechanism (Van de Yen and Poole 1995, Clark 1999) that
influence the framework in the assumption of loose coupling (Weick 1976, Orton and Weick
1990). Loose coupling allows for the plasticity

ofform,

and specifically for local, and partial

change initiatives. With local, partialand varying change initiatives on a micro leoel; the change process
onafirm level mqyappear asgradual andextended
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The resulting change rycle is one ofdivergence andconvergence, where there is likely to be phases of
dijferent change intensity. Over a divergence phase, the repertoire of action patterns will
become broader, as the inherited is matched by enacted alternatives gaining credibility.
Variance is built over some time while the existing structure propagates the finn path
dependently. I have deliberately used the word propagation combined with the Darwinian
'retention' as it conveys activity better. Variance is thussimultaneous to, not sequential to retentionpropagation. This simultaneity is a critical mechanism in providing for a nondisruptive
change process. Ongoing variance building prepares the firm for multiple futures; it
produces options for the future. Variance is builtin a detached incubator.
If the new option is introduced on the center stage early in the process, it is not unlikely
that the retentive forces may select in favor of the old structure, whether for rationalistic
efficiency reasons or for political. Selection is in this context, at its most fundamental, the
intracompany competition between the inherited structure, and the new, challenging
variance. If no early crisis appears, it is not unlikely that this increasingly dual principle
construction carries on until some meaning-, power focus-, or efficiency loss develops. At
that point, the firm is forced to face a selection process. Selection between the existing
structure and the various options is likely to be a complex affair, including individual or
small group selfcensorship, and formal board room decisions. There is likely to be multiple,
extended selectionprocesses
The cross-border integration of international management in the established MNCs has
been identified as an extended and ordered process, in the Alfa-Laval study as well as in
earlier works. Much of that process was spent in relative obscurity meandering through
partial, local and reoccurring issues in factual, relational and ideologicallevels t1 2 of the firm.
What I have tried to establish is that there may be constructed a processual, inner logic for
the extended evolutionary transformation processes.
Apart from some key mechanisms, there may be internal conditions necessary or
facilitating for the gradual transformation to be successfully accomplished. A necessary
condition is the ability of the firm to absorb the costs of transformation, both direct costs
and the likely appearing inefficiencies. I will return to this issue in the next section. One
facilitating, but perhaps not necessary condition may lie in the continuity of
history/meaning providers. The extended transformation change process is likely to
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See Hellgren, Melin and Pettersson (1993) and Fombron (1986, 1989) for a discussion of fundamental

perspectives in organization science, which may also be used as mutually enriching descriptive categories.
Czarniawska-Joerges (1993) outlines three very similar categories, while advocating a 'constructionist'
departure point.
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produce some periodically contradictory or paradoxical rationalities and ensuing confusion
within the firm; a loss of meaning or purpose that may not be sustainable. Perhaps these
can be appeased by the long-term presence of key individuals, lodged in the history of the
firm, and providing an overarching cohesive framework. In the experience of Alfa-Laval
this is amply represented in the stable group of managers throughout the transfonnative
period.

A third possibility is limited product diversification, which is an argument

somewhat tied to the earlier,in that executive managers may possess a substantive decision
making capacity with less distance than managers of near holding company firms.

Transformation of international management in the established MNC - elements of
a contextual, coevolutionary logic
The discussion above developed a set of propositions regarding the nature of the inner
process logic. What the logic lacks is a contextual or coevolutionary logic. This section will
sketchinglyoutline some possible pieces of such a logic.
The initial impetus to this study was an interest in the effects of 'globalization' on the
international management of the established MNC. As my interest and the research issues
turned towards the firm-specific change process, the environment-firm issues came to
form a background rather than being focal research issues. Here, I return to the interplay
between the firm and the external context of the globalization.
A perspective of evolution argues for mutual influence between aspects of environment
and aspects of the organization. With an argument of the environment becoming
endogenous rather than exogenous (March 1994), in the sense that the environment is
intrinsicallyinvolved in the production of organizational outcomes (pettigrew 1987), we are
approaching a situation of the firm realizing its 'symbiotic potential' vis-a-vis the
environment (Hedlund and Rolander 1990). The relationship between organization and
environment is not one of discrete alignments, but one of ongoing, mutually influencing
evolution, or coevolution (Baum and Singh 1994, Rosenkopf and Tushman 1994, Van de
Ven and Garud 1994, Lewin and Volberda 1999)113. In a (co)evolutionary perspective the
dividing line between organization and environment becomes decidedly blurred. With both

113

The term 'coevolution' may well be seen as redundant, depending on how you place emphasis on the

various aspects of evolutionary theory. Already in Darwin's works, the interplay between the unit of
selection and its environment is critical. 'Coevolution' is useful here because of the initial focus on firmspecific processes of change.
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external and internal environment decomposable into a great number of hierarchically
organizable categories, there are potentially a near infinite set of possible points of
influence across categories, whether external or internal.

Coevo/ving andgradualglobalization oftheestablished MNC
The well published macroeconomic developments of 'fading national borders' over the
second half of the 20th century, and the pressures on the established MNCs to change with
the context will not be reiterated here, but some consequences will be made explicit. The
basic argument is that there is indeed a link between the international business
environment and the strategy and organization of the MNC (e.g. Porter (ed.) 1986, Doz
1986, Chandler 1990), and that the environmental changes are to a significant degree
exogenous. Of key interest in this study is the diminishing importance of the national
border as definer of economic activity and the effect this development may have on the
international management of the established, and multi-nationally organized, MNC. The
macroeconomic effects were both structural, in the fonn of increasing rewards and
competitive necessity to operate integratedly across-borders, and dynamic in the fonn of a
relativelyextended and gradual change macroeconomic process.
The globalization of the international economic conditions is a multifaceted
phenomenon covering technological, demand, ideational and institutional factors (parker
1996). The resulting integration of national economies has been a long societal change
process. The multinational companies have been both cause and effect in this
development. The companies have been striving to become more efficient in the resource
employment leading to cross-border rationalization, better communication technologies
and management information systems have facilitated centralization of standardized
information flows and capital management to the parent company. On the other many
observers note an increasing necessity, and potential for local autonomy, which through
modern information systems may be coordinated (Hagstrom 2000). We are left with
arguments of the paradoxical nature of the MNC. The time frames, and the long, gradual
and complex development periods of key technologies may well be lifted to the front - also
the internet has a history from the 1960s (Castells 1996). Somewhere along the lines the
idea of a global, cross-border integrated firm has gained hold and eventually become a
dominant figure if thought in and around the firm.
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Even for a MNC of some size, like Alfa-Laval, these changes have arguably had
profound effects. Structurally, a firm with nationally responsive strategy and matching
structure does produce a mismatch with an economically integrated environment of 'faded
national borders'. Such a situation would miss rewards and produce inefficiencies. There
are alternatives of local operation also in a 'borderless' world, but a limited number that the
capital markets would accept. Seen point to point, the powerful restructuring of the
macroeconomic environment places very distinct demands on a different international
management. Dynamically, the issue is at what pace the development produces demands
for internal restructuring. This is a more complex issue, that partly depends on the
resilience of the organizational form.
The conclusions of this study indicate that the firm came to respond in two parallel,
simultaneous tracks to the gradual integration of the national business environments. First,
the continued reliance on the national organizations, second, the development of a new
option for an integrated environment without national borders.
Driving forces of the cross-border integration process of Alfa-Laval were multifaceted,
both exogenous and endogenous. The macroeconomic development, especially in Europe,
where national borderlines became of lesser economic importance and a common market
emerged, was coupled with other exogenous processes such as that of information
technology development, and with internal developments towards systems sales, while
retaining the component activities, and ensuing product diversification and complexity of
the strategic and managerial issues.
The firm-specific change process may have been shortened, if there had been existing
alternatives in the business environment to be imitated. Considering the date in which the
developments in Alfa-Laval took place there was probably little possibility to benchmark an
already existing solution - there is little material, but an example like the Dutch Philips
company displays a similar timing of events, with a key difference that Philips did not bring
its attempted integration to a conclusion, but seems to have continued to struggle with
cross-border integration issues all through the 1990s. The academic interest in
'globalization' as reflected in international management research is a product of the early to
mid 1980s, when the transformation of Alfa-Laval- and Philips - was more than ten years
in the making. As a consequence, and as an alternative research strategy, it is possible to
approach the transformation as an innovative process.
Summing up, the gradual nature of macroeconomic globalization translates with a
coevolutionary logic to a gradual firm-specific change process. A necessary condition is,
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again, an open systems, loosely coupled assumption of the nature of international
management.

Plasticity and 'sand in the wind'
To be like sand in the wind is about the plasticity of organizations. It is about their
capacity of being pliable, flexible and learning. I picked up the slightly poetic metaphor
from Karl Weick (1976, p7). The alternative is, of course, to be like a rock in the wind. steadfast and strong, resisting passive, adaptive change. The rock needs a considerable
force to be moved; when it does, the whole piece moves at once.
Poetically; sand in the wind moves and sand dunes in the wind travel. When a steady
wind is blowing on the mass of sand, the wind moves the dune grain by grain. The top
grains, most exposed to the wind, first take off and settle first. Layers of sand are peeled off
to cover the already moved grains and layers. Eventually the wind settles, the sand dune
settles. It is in a different place, in a different form, in a different order. Yet, it is still sand,
it is still recognizable as a sand dune, it is even that very sand dune.
The metaphor of organizational change as sand in the wind is quite applicable to the
gradual adaptation process variant of the globalization process of established multinational
firms - certainly for the case of Alfa-Laval. Recognizing the loosely coupled nature of both
sand dune and firm, it is possible to reconcile the form of the firm with the evolutionary
change patterns found. Every action in the firm is a grain of sand, affected by a wind of
which the firm actuallyis both cause and effect.
The wind did not dissolve Alfa-Laval. The firm was not passively exposed to the wind
and spread by it. The firm was not blown away. The wind did not produce a decoupled
(Orton and Weick 1990) Alfa-Laval. To move further in understanding the firm-specific
processes, the somewhat instrumental nature of the 'sand in the wind' image has reached its
limits. Organizations are socio-cultural entities, and inter-subjective processes of
sensemaking and subsequent enactment of alternatives will translate the 'ecological' change
influences (Weick 1979, 1995) into a realized new course of action.
It has been a long societal change process and it has been a long change process for the

firm. Even a fairly big multinational firm like Alfa-Laval was in the midst of a epic societal
change process. The conclusions of this study point in the direction of further issues
concerning the 'plasticity' of organizations. The 'wind in the sand' metaphor communicates
one way to perceive this quality. If every action in the firm is a grain of sand, and a steady
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wind is blowing on the pile of sand the pile will slowly relocate. The metaphor indicates
that loosely coupled systems may indeed provide a 'sensitive sensing' mechanism. like a
pile of sand is more sensitive to the force of the wind than a rock, a loosely coupled
multinational firm provides more points of sensitivity to forces that work towards crossborder integration than would a tightly coupled firm.
An intricate consequence of this metaphor, in regards to globalization, is its deterministic
overtones. Eventually all actions will be taken in the same direction, exposed to the same
exogenous force. The exogenous force of the globalizing wind affects all aspects of the
firm, and eventually the pile of sand is moved by the force. Hardly a grain of sand is

untouched; all are moved in the direction of the wind. Somewhat uncomfortably, I find
these aspects of the metaphor strangely in tune with the Alfa-Laval case. With the passage
of time, all aspects of Alfa-Laval moved in the same direction. Not at the same time, and
only occasionally through major, sweeping decisions. The transformation of Alfa-Laval
occurred neither through one single major decision, nor through a few decisions, but
through a great number of little strides. Still, the little strides eventually were taken in the
same direction, and with a combined transformative result. However voluntaristic anyone
decision point may seem, the results of the many decision points went in the same
direction.
A major, perhaps unexpected, exogenous discontinuity would have posed a different
challenge. A condition for a gradual transformative change pattern may be the absence of
great, singular discontinuities. Internal, gradual adaptation is likely to take some time and
sizeableexogenous discontinuities may foreclose the process.
Summarily, it is possible to offer some inroads towards a contextual, coevolutionary
logic, in terms of generative mechanisms and conditions of the trans formative process in
its evolutionary face. The drivers of change is likely both internal and external, the point
being that not only external adaptation issues produce mismatches that result in intolerable
pressures for change. Evolutionary change would likely be present if the external changes
at large are gradual. An evolutionary, loosely coupled system is not easily governed (Weick
1976, Chia 1999) and may not be selected for if there indeed is big discontinuities in the

business context

Contributions
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Contributions from this study may be found in three areas: empirical, methodological and
conceptual. EmpiricallY the Alfa-Laval study has provided a type of study that is in scarce
supply in international management studies. It provides a narrated account of a completed
transformative change cycle. The narrative was conceptually anchored, based on real time
and reconstruction, detailed and guided by event time. Furthermore the story of the
transformation was placed in the firm-specific historical context.

A reflection onthe stu4Y asa realist turn
MethodologicallY the conscious and deliberate reading of the narrative through the different
lenses of the conceptual perspective could add to the debate on research methods. As
more of an ex-post reflection rather than guiding position, the methodology is part of a
'realist tum' (Clark 1999). The realist position has the potential of avoiding both the
objectivist trap of seeking the one single truth and the postmodern trap of circles of
(self)referencing arguments. By leaving the issue of the actual existence of things to
philosophers, a part of reality may be framed and studied as actually being there. This
certainly does not mean studying 'nature' but to work from the 'description of nature'. With
the description of nature locked up, several conceptual bases accept the social construction
of paradigms of scientific thought (re Kuhn 1970), and thus engages in a dialogue between
perspectives. These built in tensions between depiction/description and socially
constructed lines of thought, as well as between lines of thought, has the potential of
providing a fertile ground for creative thinking.
The study was divided into two sequential parts, an empirical and a conceptualizing, with
different modes of knowledge production. The purpose of the first part was to provide an
account of the transformative cross-border integration process in an established MNC. A
starting point was that a stream of actions produces paths of effects in that the actions
produce realized outcomes that may be material as well as immaterial. These actions
produce recordable outcomes as bits of information that can be seen as artifacts. Artifacts
have been defined as "(a) a product of human action which exists independentlY of its creator, (b)
intentional, it aims, that is, at solving aproblem or satisfying a need, (c) perceived by the senses, in

thatit is endowed with its own corporality orp!?ysicality". (Gagliardi, 1996, p565, Gagliardi's italics).
Relaxing the last point above to contain both physical objects as for example a office
building or a computer mainframe as well as immaterialities such as an organization
structure in the form of a chart on a paper, I have found it reasonable to see my search as
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one of a search for the artifacts that are the effects of actions. I have treated the bits of
information as artifacts, and these artifacts as objects in the meaning that they have
existence 'independently of its creator'.
A subsequent issue is whether the artifacts exist independently of the researcher. A realist
answer would be yes, but not independently of the researchers frame of mind. Herein lies
what I think is a creative tension in the realist position. A piece of reality may be
approached and made subject to several attempts of interpretation. In fact, several
confronting attempts employing different perspectives may be the desirable approach.
Already the information collection contains a screening which is depending upon the
researcher. The realist position tends to see reality with a certain latency, in the meaning
objectively existing but depending upon the (tnter)subjective frame of mind of the
researcher. Realist debate, when characterizing the link between the objective fact and the
researcher's recording, tends to employ a division into mechanisms (part of the domain of
the real), events (part of the domain of the actual) and experience (part of the domain of
the empirical) (fsoukas 1994, Clark 1999). The mechanism is the underlying real structure,
the event the actual latently observable, which may result in the observers experience and
hence recordable. Collecting the artifacts is a process burdened or enlightened by the
researcher's perspective and decisions regarding the operative research methodology.
A focal point of the methodology was, through my experiences in the field work, to
record events that possibly could be arranged to uncover the mechanisms of the real
domain. The structuring of the presented Alfa-Laval narrative was closely linked to the
search heuristic of the field study. In this sense, and with the qualifications that lie in the
discussion above, the ambition of the field study was one of depiction (Brunsson 1981); to
capture a piece of reality existing prior to my experience of it. Inductively, the 'experienced',
i.e. observed and recorded, actions and events were structured and arranged as I saw
patterns of change and continuity.
The resulting structured narrative text was subject to formal interpretation attempts.
Interpretation of the collected information introduced a new complexity, which eventually
in this study became an acceptance and appreciation of subjective epistemology (fsoukas
1994, Johnson and Duberley 2000) and with that standpoint to employ different theoretical

perspectives in the interpretation. Gagliardi's (1996) fundamental proposition is that
'materia matters'. Similarly, I found the discussions on interpretation in archeology of Ian
Hodder (1996) of intriguing inspiration, partly in its recognition of the material value, on
apar with a symbolic value, of an artifact. I found the issue of interpretation in archeology
as oddly parallel to mine, a key difference being possibly that where the archeologist may
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have five scorned pieces of crushed ceramic, the MNC researcher sits before a heap of five
thousand artifacts. The parallel is twofold. First, the starting point of the researcher's
experience of the individual artifact, or recorded event (Tsoukas 1994), and the ensuing
task of developing a contextual interpretation of the artifact. Second, that Hodder (1996)
suggests being open for several perspectives in the interpretation. In his case both material,
functional interpretations as well as symbolic, immaterial interpretations. While studying
objects in the form of artifacts, our ways of understanding are (plural) intersubjective,
socially constructed and thus contextually determined. Such, by necessity partial,
explanations may be confronted and a fuller understanding arrived at.

The theoretical importance of being alfadualist

The possible conceptual contributions require some background. The distinction between
punctuation and gradual internal adaptation is sometimes reduced to an 'empirical matter'

01an de Yen and Poole 1995), or a matter of hierarchical level of analysis (McKelvey 1994).
The issue would be an empirical matter if the choice between the two variants of change
theory would be a matter of situational conditions. This is an argument that must be
acknowledged, and I have earlier discussed some possible conditions for the gradualist
transformation process. The issue certainly merits further attention, for example through a
comparative study across industries, which could have the potential to assess the
importance of industry structural effects on the nature of transformational change.
Another possible route to argue for the differences being an empirical matter would be
to search in the methodologies employed - are different research methodologies biased in
their findings concerning punctuational or gradual transformation processes? A possible
source of the sometimes violent claims of different groups of researchers arguing for
distinctly different types of strategic change is the research methodologies employed. The
issue here is whether and to what consequences quantitative and detached relative to
qualitative and in depth research approaches present a bias in research findings. Many
advocates of a punctuated equilibrium perspective have used quantitative cross sectional
studies based on information collected at a distance. Such are Danny Miller's studies
underlying the quantum perspective (Miller and Mintzberg 1983, Miller and Friesen 1984)
and such is the case for arguments for punctuated equilibrium (for example, Romanelli and
Tushman 1994). On the other hand, the empirical research cited concerning the gradual
nature of the globalization process of MNCs, is based on close-range, in-depth,
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longitudinal case studies or clinical work (e.g, the Alfa-Laval study of this volume, Bartlett
and Ghoshal 1989, Doz and Prahalad 1987, Malnight 1996, see also Chandler, 1990).
Measuring on distance, can certainly pick up the larger events, and, above all, provides a
reasonably economical way of conducting research. The more subtle passages and
interlinkages between processes does present a problem when measuring on distance.
Longitudinal case studies may identify the 'punctuation' and deliver a processual context
and thus, a more profound understanding of the transformational process. If the
longitudinal study can record punctuation as well as gradual process and combine them
into a common image then the issue of gradual vs punctuation may not simply be and
'empirical matter'. A far-reaching conclusion would be that a gradual perspective
encompasses the punctuation perspective. An intense period of multilevel changes may
well be part of a transformation process, but a full understanding of the mechanisms and
conditions for that change requires an long-term perspective. Looking at the punctuation
only gives an incomplete picture of the events.
A central theme for a theoretical debate would the perception of plasticity of
organizations. This would certainly merit more attention than I have been able to give the
topic in this study. It is a key demarcation line between the two options: punctuation
hinges upon inert forms while gradual change depends on the plasticity of form.

The role of leadership in evolutionary transformation
This piece does not contain a full account of leadership issues, but some afterthoughts on
the role of management in the transformative change process. Arguing for extended,
evolutionary transformation implies a reinterpreted role of leadership. Weick (1976, p8)
reaches an interesting and provocative conclusion in that the loosely coupled system is
'~

nonrational rystem offund allocation andtherefore unspeciftable, unmodifiable, andincapable 0/being

used asmeans of change".
In fact there is a debate in strategic management ranging between arguments for the
non-contributive intervention of any leadership, to the necessity of a strong forceful
formulation and implementation of strategic change. One line in the debate argues that
evolution in its profoundest is non-manageable (e.g. Chia 1999). Leadership intervention in
the evolutionary process could possibly be disturbing, but hardly contributive.
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From a traditional (normative) structural intentionalist perspective this is quite
depressing since change then cannot be directed at will, but happens rather voluntarily.
Evolutionary change may be slow and incorporate trial and error, as well as disparate
responses that may be detrimental to the whole.
The rapid change of the configuration-transition perspective (Millerand Mintzberg 1983)
seems to imply a near-planning view of the change. A quick revolutionary change implies a
formulation of where to go, an action-plan and an implementation period. All which
implies a top-down perspective on the change. What emerges is a quite 'classic'view of the
role of management; as prime analytical thinkers, strategic decision makers and forceful
implementers of a decided upon solution to the identified problem. A traditional
engineering-like perspective on the role of executive management. Without such a
perspective on management it is difficult to envisage the functioning of the short, dramatic
upheaval. If the coherence of the initial form has been lost, the deep structure has come
undone.
A 'gradualist' perspective of transformative change does not necessarily imply a non-

governable process. But it does need consideration as to the content of the 'visible hand' of
managers.
"1find that the Danvinian framework does not take managers out of responsibiliry and controlfor
o'l,anizational success. It does, however, point their thinking in a more constructive direction for ma'!Y
circumstances". McKelvey (1994, p322)
With the punctuation equilibrium perspective one could draw the conclusion that
executives should strive for very intense, short and dramatic change models. The
evolutionary interpretation would be that the change period can be intense and short because
there is a long preceding history. The variance building and instigated selection process
prepares the organization for the more dramatic changes. Even more strongly put short
periods are only possible when there is an existing, feasible and for the organization
credible, alternative course of action.

Concluding remarks
Revolution may be produced by evolution. Pervasive structural arrangements of
international management may be transformed through long and ordered change
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processes. A gradual evolutionary ttansfonnation is, however, not easily accomplished. It
requires a ttansfonnation process of longevity and complexity through divergence and
convergence where arising internal tensions risk to halt the process and where external
sharp discontinuities risk foreclosing the change.
To end this long deliberation one could either listen to the member of Swedish Academy
Torgny Lindgren who in his book 'Hummelhonung' laments the inability of the human
soul to grasp the slow, fundamental processes of change, or, one could cite two
undoubtedly very successful businessmen who managed the extended and ordered
(re)creation of the great American motorcycle company:

".. .meaningful andpositive change comes slowlY. "
Rich Teerlink and Lee Ozley (2000, p4)
But then, one could ideally be so incessantly in exchange with the world that the need for
a 'revolution' does not arise...
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Appendix A. Key actions and events in the chronological
development 1968-1991. (situational description in italics)
Business, Technology and Operations
1968

Organization

Administration

Social systems

"sectozization" of
domestic operations
in parent company;
Agri, Twnba and
Lund.

1969

Car body mfg divested

1970

15000emp!t?Yees (35%if
which in Sweden), Jakob
Wallenberg resigns
from the board of
directors, greek alpha
logotype introduced,
Monza (l taly) office

First non-domestic
units (acquired
Danish factories)
under divisional
control

1971

Bergedorf (Germany)
site left for Glinde
office

1972

.Agri represents 35% if
A!/a-Lzvalsales

1973

Stal Refrigeration
acquisition

Lund division
divided into three
profit centers: Food,
Thermal and
Components

1974

Agri Farm Center built
in Twnba 1974-75

Electronic systems
department in Lund

Separation and
Marine and Power
divisions (fwnba),
Dairy & Food and
PHE departments
(Lund), Germany:
Agrar operationally
and legally separated
from
Industrietechnik

Economic Reports
Manual introduced

First official
appointment of
Executive
Managemet
Committee: Hans
Stahle, Harry
Faulkner becomes
deputy managing
director with joint
responsibility for
foreign subsidiaries,
administration and
finace director and
sales director (left
around 1971), Lars
Hallden appointed
manager of the Lund
division
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Business, Technology and Operations
1975

Organization

Administration

Social systems

Set of four formal
measurements
introduced

Parent company and
Business Group
managers in VL,
"governor" in the VL
for foreign
subsidiaries, Lennart
Berglind head of
Agri,Lars Hallden
head of Industry,
Hatty Faulkner in
practice head of
Other Group

BCG study, around
100 units reporting to
corporate office,

Hatty Faulkner

revision of Vl,

chairman.

Domestic markets 17% of
sales, New competitors
emerging over the
1970s:~tsub~hJ

(Jap), Hisaka (Japan),
Trenter (US)
1976

Closure of tank
production in
subsidiaries in the
second half of the
1970s

1977

Les Clayes sous Bois
(France) office

1978

Tumba peak: 2250
employees, food
systems centralized to
Lund

Formation of
domestic divisions
essentially finalized

1979

Ewos acquisition, Fort
Lee (US) office,
international price list
in Marine and Power

Major restructuring
into Business
Groups; Agri
(internally
divisionalized),
Industry (internal
international matrix)
and Other companies
(conglomerate), Agri
and Industry to be
global product
divisions, demands
on uniform foreign
subsidiary
organization, foreign
subsidiary manager to
be "king of the
country"

1980

SMV shop to Kyoto
(Japan), industrial
hotel production
structure attempted,
new British "Alfa
Tower" in Brentford
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instructions

becomes managing
director, Hans Stahle

Business, Technology and Operations
1981

Organization

Administration

UK;Agriand
Industry local
operating divisions,
US: dedicated "king
of the country" with
US Agri and Industry
groups

Divisional build-up
of information
processing capability
1982-85

Incorporation of
domestic product
divisions; F&D,
M&P, Flow, S, T and

International clearing
house for internal

Social systems

18500emphyees (ofwhich
almost 40% in Sweden),
Bran+Lubbe
acquisition (Hamburg,
Germany), corporate
image campaign,
Maarsen (Holland)
office

1982

16%devaluation ofthe
Swedish curren!)!,
Chemap (SWl)
acquisition - part of
the biotechnology
investments in the first
half of the 1980s

1983

"Recordyear" profitabili!J,
introduction of shares
on the London Stock
Exchange, product
quality problems lead
to quality campaign,
financial center located
in Brussels, nondomestic personnel
staff located in
London

1984

Sharp decline in
profitabili!J; Agri and
dairy affected by EC,

Agri

Parent company staff
reduction

invoices,cen~ed

currency exposure
introduced, leasing
company formed,
international
standardization of
information systems
hardware
Alfa-Laval Bank
formed

Corporate mission
project Harry's little
blue

Saudi Arabia
problems, Alfa Laval
Contracting closed,
Lundberg buys 17%
share in the company,
Corporate
management moves to
Alvik
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Business, Technology and Operations
1985

Organization

Domestic markets 10% of
sales, deregulatWn of
Swedish capital markets,

15500emp~es (35% in
Sweden), explicit
acquisitions policy;
SattConttol (Sweden),
TriOover (US)
acquisitions, beginning
ofpurnping
technology and related
investments

Social sysrems

Outsourcing
decision: central
mainframe capacity
closed

Lundberg takes seat
on the board of
directors,
rationalization project
of international
separation
manufacturing 198587 resulting in
specialized plants in
Turnba (Swe),Monza
(Ita) and Madrid
(Spain), Agri
restructuring 1985-87
1986

Administration

Major restructuring
into twelve Business
Areas (global product
divisions), business
areas given formal
responsibility for
strategy formation,
reorganization in
Thermal

Business areas to be
responsible for global
business strategy,
goals and budget,
Billion Crown
Challenge launched set of accounting and
finance task forces

CEO (Harry
Faulkner), COO
(LarsHallden) and
CFO (Lars Trane)
forms reformed and
dedicated corporate
management (KL),
GMR. in the KL for
the foreign
subsidiaries

Finance ultimately
centralized to
corporate office,
ALNET/ MlSAL
international telecom
information network

Agri manager, Leif
Rogersson, made
fourth member of
KL,Agriand
Thermal intemational
culture projects

Engineering,
SattConttol and
systems automation
parts of Food are
merged to form
Automation business
area,Aow
Equipment business
area formed and
based in Brussels
1987
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Technicon (US),
Euroheat (Sweden),
Saunders (GB) and
Formax (US)
acquisitions, beginning
of convenience food
investments, Agri
starts European
logistics network
project, Nordic
separator warehouse
and logistics

Negotiations for
commercial
agreements between
business areas
commenced, local
holding companies
formed,
reorganization in
Food Engineering,
dedicated Food,
Separation and
Thermal market
companies in the US

1988

Business, Technology and Operations

Organization

Administration

Sharples acquisition

Fewer business areas:
Marine & Power and
Separation
engineering business
areas merge, Biotech
closed, Ewos
divested, Tech
closed, Swedish
marketing
organization

Business areas and
M:M:Cs measured on
operating result, i.e,
no longer on
financial
performance

Social systems

becomessynunencic~

to other national
organizations

1989

profits exceed 1BSEK,
Kriimer+Grebe, Mark,
Ladish acquisitions

1990

21000 emp"?Yees (ofwhich
25% in Sweden), Agn'
~sents 20% ofAffaLAvalsales, 1W Kutter

Dedicated Food
Engineering market
company in Germany
and France,
remaining corporate
technical staff closed

MISAL introduced

Local after sales
business transferred
to local divisional
market companies

around 300 units
fi1ing periodical
reports to corporate
office

Harry Faulkner
leaves the firm in
may succeeded by
Lars Kylberg, Hans
Stahle dies in
october, KL now
inIudes COO, CFO,
Agri-, Food-, and
infonnation
managers

(US), Hedemora
(Swe), Artec (Ita)
acquisitions

1991

Alta-LavalAB is
acquired by Tetrapak
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Appendix B. List of acquisitions 1970-1990

Turnover
1971

Lavrids Knudsen Maskinfabrik

1973

Stal Refrigeration AB, Sweden, cooling systems, e.g. for

AlfaLaval
acquiring unit
Lund/Flow

warehouses and ships, Alfa-Laval had earlier 25%
minority holding, from ASEA
1977

Ibex Engineering, pumps

1979

Ewos, Sweden, animal health and nutrition

1981

Bran+Lubbe,
equipment

Germany,

Flow

dosing

and

analysing

137 MSEK

Corporate/Other

209MSEK

Ind

Svenska Rotor Maskiner AB, Sweden, thermal

Corporate/Other

technology and rotary machines, "closelyrelated areas of
technicalcompetence"
1982

Chemap, Switzerland,

-100 MSEK

Bio

(30MCHF)
1983

Fluid Operations Equipment Inc., USA, automating
systems for process control in dairy and food industry

frying

(5MUSD)
25MSEK

Industrie Automation W1ige- und Prozesstechnik

-60MSEK

GmbH, Germany, automation of weighing and mixing
systems

(20MSEK)

Square Company,
equipment

1984

-25MSEK

Sweden, forming and

Cashin Inc., USA, leading in the US for slicing and
weighingof bacon and other meats

-60MSEK

B+L

F

(10MUSD)

West Agro, Kansas City,MO, agricultural hygiene,
1986

SattControl, Sweden, electronic production process
control

500 MSEK

Corporate/Auto

Reginox, Brazil,

50MSEK
350 MSEK

Flow
Flow

TriClover, USA, pumps
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1987

Technicon Industrial Group, USA,

340MSEK

D&A

Euroheat, Sweden, heat exchangers for district heating

240MSEK

T

Atlas Desalination, Denmark, desalination for marine

70MSEK

S (M&P)

and off shore uses
Saunders Valve,

Great

Britain, world

leader in

300MSEK

flow

membrane valves
SSP Pumps, Great Britain, "lobrotorpumpar"

SOMSEK

flow

MPL Pumps, Great Britain, dosing pumps

40MSEK

D&A

MGI, USA, market company for SSP Pumps

SOMSEK

flow

200MSEK

Formax, USA, hamburger machines
Heat Transfer, Australia, tube heat exchangers for

F
F

asceptic
Ewos divesteg, animal health and nutrition
1988

Koppens

Machinefabriek,

the

49SMSEK
Netherlands,

200MSEK

F

convenience food
Sharples, USA, decanter centrifuges

630MSEK

Koltek Oy, Finland, becomes market company for flow

S
flow

Equipment in Finland
Labora AB, Sweden, instruments and supplies for

Z&I

laboratories in Sweden
AB Albia, Sweden, cleaning of pulp
1989

Mark S.pA, Italy,ice cream machines,

12SMSEK

F

Kramer + Grebe, Germany, convenience food

400MSEK

F

Equipment Engineering, USA, separator service

60MSEK

F

Universal Dairy Equipment, USA, milkingmachines

70MSEK

A

30MSEK

S

Moatti, France, filters
Ladish, Canada,
Cardinal Systems, USA,
1990

Z&I

TW Kutter, USA, engineering and distribution of food

100MSEK

flow

30MSEK

flow

300MSEK

F

2S0MSEK

lod

200MSEK

T

processing equipment; convenience food
Hedemora, Sweden, separation for pulp and paper
industry, forms Celleco-HedemoraAB
Artec, Italy, heat exchangers for refrigeration market
CIVA, Brazil,membrane valves

flow

The above list has served as a basis for calculating the cumulative sales of acquired units
(Figure 5.4). For each year, the sum of yearly sales of aquired companies has been
calculated, and estimated to have grown with the corporate CAGR 1980 to 1990. This
353

should be a conservative assumption, given the mature nature of the core businesses.
When actual sales development has been possible to establish, the actual figures have been
used in lieu of the estimate (Ewos, Bran+ Lubbe).
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